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Text Game Cheat Sheet
275 upvotes | May 22, 2014 | by DCLdit | Link | Reddit Link
I remember getting into long text conversations with women that really ended up going nowhere.
I thought that if I could just come up with the best message to send her she would be hooked.
I eventually learned, even if a woman likes you, trying to build attraction through text message is
quite difficult.
Text messages should be used for logistics for when to meet up. Also used for short bursts of flirty
banter that eventually lead to a steamy meet up.
Here are some resources that have helped me:
GirlsChase
How To Text A Girl
What to Text Girls to Get Dates
What If She Doesn't Have Time? (and Other Contingencies)
Text Message Flirting
Text Girls to Success: Phone Secrets
How to Text Girls: 20 More Tips and Techniques
Secrets to Getting Girls: Nicknames and Callback
Paul Janka
The full 27 page TextGame.pdf can be downloaded here.
YOHAMI
If you send vague texts, you not only avoid rejection, but also avoid putting the girl on the spot
Chateau Heartiste
Non Sequitur Game
Ambiguity Is The Psyche Of Game
Should You Confirm Dates?
Trail Texting
Text Game Is Now Big Business
The Unique Challenge Of Entitlement Whores (And The Four Types Of Girl Texts)
Alpha Assessment: Big Tease Edition
Comment Of The Week: Her Lady Lumps
Reader Mailbag: It’s Not The Venue, It’s You
How To Outgame Manipulative Women
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James Franco’s Text Game: ‘Thirsty’ or Direct?
Christian McQueen
My Biggest Issue with Game: Texting
The 5 Most Common Text Messages Girls Send (And How To Respond To Them) via ROK
Black Dragon Blog
Text Game Part 1
Text Game Part 2
Text Game Part 3
Text Game Part 4
Roosh V
The Restart Text
Good luck boys!
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Game Cheat Sheet
117 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by DCLdit | Link | Reddit Link
While cleaning out a desk/dresser of mine I found an old cell phone (BlackBerry Bold). I charged it
up and started to explore and came across what I would call a 'cheat sheet' I made in a notepad-app
about three years ago.
I rearranged the rough content to have somewhat of a flow to it. Hope you enjoy...
-statements make educated guesses and are far more engaging
-effective language = speaking with fewest words possible while still maintaining your
meaning and intent
-women do not see features they see how you present yourself
-women do not hear words they hear your intentions
-talk louder, then louder than that
-always make people break eye contact with you before you break it with them
-when engaging in conversation, suppress the urge until its your turn (one-up-ing)
-lean back
-do not lean forward
-watch others
-do not put head down
-pause, relax and slow down
-do not laugh at things you do not find funny
-take up more space
-stop approval seeking
-my boundary/frame is established, eg. “I value honesty, curiosity, education, intelligence and
authenticity, etc.”
-keep your approval, keep your power
-project self-image and beliefs
-honest signals to practice
-do not stare, moral looking time
-dominant and confident posture and walk
-slower than usual movements and gestures
-be conscious of your body language until it becomes unconscious
-allow her to orient her body to you
-tone of voice, “hey what up”
-rub a girls back while hugging, do not pat
-physical escalation
-eye contact
-verbal contact
-hand to arm
-hand to shoulder
-shoulder to hip
-hip to leg
-face to face
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-mouth to mouth
-things to talk about
-F.O.R.D (good things to talk about)
-Family, Occupation, Recreation and Dreams
-R.A.P.E (would not recommend using these as talking points)
-Religion, Abortion, Politics and Economics
-the inflection of your voice, do your statements sound like questions?
-be aware of the strength you finish your sentences with, some people trail off when they do not
think others are listening
-ignore her beauty
-keep your eyes at normal resting size, if not a little bit tighter than usual
-while making eye contact do not over focus on one eye, move back and forth, find your
rhythm - EDIT May 11 2014 - Since writing this I have noticed when moving back and forth it
can come off as reactive, attention seeking and needy, use with caution
-soften your gaze to the point you can comfortably see both eyes without focusing on either one
-smile big with your whole face, like you just saw your best friend for the first time in a year
-breath from your belly
-before an act or action we need oxygen as fuel
-draw air into the bottom portion of your lungs before the chest muscles expand and draw
further air into the upper portion
-funny shit-test responses to “do you play video games?”
-“no I use mature media modules”
-“no I dabble in adult entertainment simulations”
-quotes
-“No persons time, attention or companionship is more valuable than your own.”
-“You cannot allow your ego to become attracted to receiving specific reactions and responses
from people.”
-“What you make yourself to be is a choice. What happens to you as a result of what you are, is
not.”
-“Whatever it is you are feeling is a perfect reflection of what is in the process of becoming.”
-“Confidence is the reward for being Courageous.”
-“Men have approach anxiety and women have last-minute-resistance anxiety.”
-have preferences to create your identity
-if a guy is looking your girl up-and-down
-“Chief, eyes on your own paper.”
-keep moving on, but preserve what works
Cheers.
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General Date Setup and Execution Guide for Newbies
95 upvotes | October 13, 2014 | by demoneyes905 | Link | Reddit Link
I have seen a lot of posts on holding frame and living your life to your full potential here but nothing
too comprehensive on how to actually carry yourself on a date so I thought I would add a simple
guide for this that has been worked well for me with along with a brief analysis on why you do each
of the aforementioned steps. As always, feedback is welcome :)
DISCLAIMER:This LONG post assumes that the user has already gotten the girl's number and the
day for the date has already been chosen. (There are tons of good posts already for getting up to this
point especially in the sidebar so there is no need for me to rehash). This also assumes that we are
doing a date out and not one that is being done at your place or hers.
Last Thing to Note: This assumes an ABC (Always Be Closing) Mindset. This means that you WILL
try to be fucking her on the first date.
DATE SETUP:
Find out where she lives. This is obvious. You want to plan for venues close to her place so that you
can escalate easily without logistics getting in your way.
Once you find out where she lives, find an average of 3 different venues within 15 minutes of her
place. Yelp is a great way for this as it allows you to find the venues that are the highest rated for an
affordable price. NEVER, EVER, EVER DO RESTAURANTS AND LARGE DINNER DATES
Why? Because they are expensive. Why spend a lot of money on dates when you barely even know
the girl? Additionally, it becomes difficult to escalate as you will be stuck in a restaurant for at least
1-2 hours with a table separating you, preventing you from getting close to her and making her
comfortable with your touch.
If you do not try to start touching her even on a very simplistic level (hand holding, high fives, etc.)
within the first 1 hour, from my experience, it will become much harder to fuck her on the first date.
Once you pick 3 venues (I personally prefer 1 coffee place, 1 park and 1 bar all within walking
distance to each other which is admittedly much easier to do in the city), propose the coffee date to
her (as its one that is widely accepted and the easiest to get a girl to say yes to) with the other 2 being
fallbacks.
ACTUAL DATE EXECUTION:
Once the date starts and she arrives, THE FIRST thing you do is hug her. Hugging has been shown to
release oxytocin (the bonding chemical released between lovers after sex or between parents and their
children) and is known to promote trust and good feelings between two people. The release might be
small but will get you on the right track.
Start off with brief banter. It can be anything. Content doesn't matter but posture, tone of voice and
general body language do. See the bottom of this post for resources on how to improve the body
language as it speaks volumes to women. Women are masters of covert communication and pick up
on body language very easily so good body posture showing confidence and ease is very important.
After a certain level of comfort has been reached (which can be decided by what kind of body
language she has received) and assuming its been about 10-25 minutes at the coffee shop (or
whatever first venue), tell her that we are going to a local park to sit and relax. Notice how I said tell
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her, not ask her. Be sure to keep the tone neutral light and playful and not authoritative and
commanding. Some men might be opposed to telling her what to do but this is exactly what you
would want to do. If she is truly opposed to it, she will voice her opinion and then you can change
your plan if needed but telling her indicates to her that you are taking control. Additionally, the
reason for the venue change is simple. Keeping up the conversation and getting to know the person
while doing venue changes makes the woman feel like she has known you for a lot longer than the
time that has actually transpired. I traditionally do coffee with a girl for some time and then venue
change to the park while talking.
When you start heading to the 2nd venue (which could be a park or a bar), make sure to start adding
some touching into the mix. This could easily be done by just holding out your hand for her to take
when you leave the coffee shop (or any 1st venue).
For about half the date, the ratio of you talking to her talking should be about 80:20 but slowly and
steadily, the ratio should be shifting over to 50:50 as she starts to open up. Many women are very shy
or meek when it comes to opening up so the initial parts of the date will be mostly you talking.
Its very important for a man to be vulnerable. This is definitely different from being feminine or more
like a woman. When I say vulnerable, talk about topics and open up to her on things that actually
matter to you or you are passionate about. Women love men who are on a mission so talking about
your ambitions and goals makes her feel like you are aiming for a goal that is bigger than just you or
her and one that she can help you support and get behind. No woman wants to be saddled with a loser
or one without ambition so a certain level of self-development and status in your life is an absolute
necessity. For me, this is my constant adventures and travels whether its my constant trips abroad to
Europe and Asia or my insane social challenges I give myself.
All this time, you should be spreading yourself out in terms of body posture and positioning. This
means your legs should be spread out, not inward or behind your knees. Your hands should be spread
out and preferably laying outward horizontally.
The reason for the high power pose is simple. It shows supreme confidence and indicates that you are
in complete control of yourself and importantly, in a fully laid back and confident mindset which
women find attractive. Even if you might not be 100% confident of the situation, studies have shown
that being in confident and positive body postures invoke memories and emotions of times where you
WERE confident and in control thus almost tricking your mind into becoming more confident. Be
sure to be doing this while remaining close to them so you can be able to keep physically touching
them (i.e touching hands, feet, hands on her lap or shoulders, etc.).
Once a certain level of rapport has been reached, you can ease up on the talking and let in some small
silences where you can take your time to stare directly into her eyes or at her lips. Many men at this
point find the silences awkward but seriously...why does it have to be awkward? Its awkward if you
MAKE it awkward. Don't be phased by the silences. Most people including women won't be able to
hold the silence so they will break it for you and in turn will start another conversation to which you
can learn more about them. I tend to stare into her eyes while smiling in a state of amused mastery.
Women usually get a bit self conscious and respond with an incredulous "What? Why are you staring
at me?!" or "Stop looking at me!" to which you can usually respond with any small playful quip. I
personally don't say much. I just smile and either continue with a different conversation or escalate.
The silences after some amount of escalation will get more charged and this will allow you to go in
for the kiss (assuming you haven't done it already).
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When you kiss girls, be sure that YOU as the man break the kiss a bit early. This is mostly for her to
be wanting more. Once you get to this stage, be sure to move your hands over her body and ass.
While you are kissing her, squeezing her ass or pulling her hair down a bit or LIGHTLY squeezing
her neck will turn her on and help you escalate even further.
From here, things become easy for fucking. Its just being more openly physical and escalating even
further.
More escalation and getting her to want to have sex
If you have gotten to making out with her and are already getting physical, at this point you have
done 90% of the legwork. The rest is to be confident and not make it awkward. A woman responds to
your cues. If you are open and confident and think sex is just a way to express intimacy, then they, in
turn, will be more open than if you bumble about and awkwardly go about the situation.
Women are often conditioned to be socially conservative when it comes to getting very physically
intimate on the first date in what is otherwise known as the "Anti-slut defense". They don't want to
seem too easy and on some level know that they lose some of their power over you when they sleep
with you so quickly.
Escalating at this point is just about being confident and making her horny by slowly working your
way to the more erogenous zones like her tits, ass, the inside of the her thighs near her pussy from the
outside. It is important that you have a venue that affords some level of privacy (although alcohol
definitely changes this a bit). Tease her as much as possible.
If there has been no resistance so far, slowly keep escalating and add to feel her up under her clothes
while kissing her.
Many girls will at this point utter something along the lines of:
"We aren't going to have sex tonight"
"I am not sleeping with you now"
"I am normally not this physical"
Many guys might think that they have just blown it but thats exactly the opposite. They have
already imagined having sex with you. If they didn't like the idea of this, they would not have
brought it up to appease their own egos. They are just aware of what might happen and are
adding just a small roadblock as a way to make them not feel so "easy."
DISCLAIMER: There is a difference between her vehemently being opposed to your advances and
her playfully or not seriously telling you to stop. I am not advocating rape or sexual assault so it is up
to you to read the situation correctly.
Dealing with Last Minute Resistance
Anyway, when a girl says things like "We aren't going to have sex tonight," you can respond any
number of ways but the most straightforward approach is to just say "Ok" and ease off the touching
for a few minutes. Once a few minutes have passed, re-escalate again and most likely you will break
through the LMR. If not, rinse and repeat.
Sometimes some girls just won't let you escalate and for those girls, I don't waste too much time. I go
cold for a bit and if they want the kissing and the intimacy to come back, they will (usually) come to
you and start. If they don't, you have a choice. If the girl is interesting and you want to try to sleep
with her on the next date, go for it but I usually draw the line at 2 dates. If a girl can't get to sex after
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2 dates (each a couple of hours long each), then I usually next her and go for other girls.
Bringing her to your place:
By now, the girl should be horny and be ready to have sex with you. It is all just logistics and a few
excuses away. This was why in the beginning of the post, I had recommended that you had picked the
venues either close to your place or hers.
Any excuse will work to take her to your place no matter how idiotic:
"There is this amazing bottle of rum I got from the Caymans that you HAVE to try"
"There is a sick collection of Vinyls I want to show you"
"I have to show you this one movie I got from this guy on the street."
Once she agrees, you go into auto pilot and keep her close and if the walk is long, stop every so often
to give her a deep kiss and/or some touching. I do this mainly to keep the goal of what is going to
happen in mind as well as to not let her sex drive and general horniness fade.
Once at your place, you can use said excuse to chill on the couch or your bed and re-escalate.
Alternate: Going to her place:
The alternate to the bringing her to your place is going to hers. Same tactic, just a different idiotic
excuse. You would be surprised how easy it is to get away with:
"I have to go to the bathroom really badly. Can I come inside to pee?"
Once inside, talk, kiss and re-escalate.
Easy tips for early physical touching BEFORE kissing (provided you have done the appropriate
legwork/rapport):
Hold out your hand for her to take when switching venues or holding her by the shoulder while
you two are walking
Pretend to remove a bug or dirt stuck in her hair by pulling her hair back behind her ear while
caressing the sides. This can be done nonchalantly and helps her get used to your touch.
Holding and feeling her hands while talking. Be sure to do this while talking as if there is
absolutely nothing wrong with this. Its only awkward if you MAKE it awkward.
Touching her shins with your feet. Again, be sure to do this while talking and not in complete
silence unless the situation calls for it.
Holding her hips or lightly shaking her as part of a joke or mock outrage.
Just be more touchy from the beginning. This just makes it SO much easier to escalate as
women will naturally assume you are a more physical person.
Some things to NEVER fucking do:
Never ask her to pick the venue or even give her a choice. You pick the venue and plans for
the night and ask her if that time and place work for her. You are, however, allowed to ask her
what she is into and pick a few potential venues based on that. The reasoning is simple. YOU
are the man. YOU are tasked by society as a man to be the one who takes action. Women are
only hypoagents. Giving her a choice in a matter displays to a woman that you are not a man
who takes charge which is not an attractive quality. I have personally heard women tell me that
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one of the first tests they give a man to see his qualities is how he picks his venues and how he
sets up the date. The key is to make it as effortless for her as possible. All she needs to do is
accept and show up.
Resources to Improve Reading Body Language (Sorry no direct youtube links due to posting
rules):
[Book] Joe Navarro - What every BODY is saying (An excellent book on body language
written by an ex-FBI agent who has years of interrogation experience and training):
http://www.amazon.com/What-Every-BODY-Saying-Navarro-ebook/dp/B0010SKSTO/ref=sr_
1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1413169343&sr=1-1&keywords=what+every+body+is+saying
[TED Talk] Amy Cuddy - Your body language shapes who you are:
[TED Talk] Body language, the power is in the palm of your hands: Allan Pease (a Ted
talk on how hand gestures affect people's perception of your authority)
[TED Talk] Paul Zak - Trust, Morality and Oxytocin:
Some Further Reading on Oxytocin and Physical Touching:
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=128795325
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/health/2003-03-09-hug-usat_x.htm
Edit 1: Grammer fixes.
Edit 2: Added an escalation to sex section to answer some questions
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5 Ways to Truly Chop Down the Time it Takes to Get "Great"
at PU / Game
85 upvotes | June 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So we all agree that it takes big investment for someone who is of average skill with women to reach
the higher tier of success, but it is certainly possible. I've seen fat people do it, I've seen broke people
do it, I've seen ugly people do it, I've seen normal BP handsome, successful, but meek types do it.
The climb can take 6 months or it can take 5 years. Back in the day, people would genuinely take like
3-4 years to learn this shit, because that's how crappy and zergy PU was at the time. But unless you
are dealing with social issues, depression, anxiety, ugly AND poor AND gameless, etc, you can
minimize the grind time. This isn't an RPG, you can race to the end game by making the right moves
and grinding efficiently. There is no skipping the grind, but there is eliminating "pointless" grinding
in favor of useful grinding.
1) Truly fucking take women off the pedestal. 90% of PU wannabes, myself back in the day included,
SAY they have taken women off the pedestal, but they haven't done that at all.
Look - When pickup first started, it was built upon the basic belief/frame that the woman is higher
value than the man, on a pedestal, and the man needs to find some way to getup there through
tricks/techniques. For guys who’ve had little success with women, this makes a lot of sense: She’s
attractive, socially proofed, guys want her, and you’re just an average-looking guy. It’s LOGICAL
that she would be higher value, “above” you socially. So you may prattle online about how "take dem
bitches off the pedestal" and conceptually understand why that as a tool is necessary, but you do not
do it in your actions.
Your PU efforts are fully based around trying to "prove yourself" by getting her, this fine girl, to find
you attractive. In reality, when someone is lower on the pedestal, you could give a FUCK whether
they find you attractive. Entertainer guys with social charm but no masculine-feminine polarity, they
are doing these PU actions with subconscious hope that like a nice guy who provides validation, their
providing of entertainment will "convince" this higher position woman to smile down upon them with
sex. Old School PUA is notorious for this - and most problematically, it WILL get you some great
bar attention, club makeouts, etc, so you will feel all cool and validated, which will retard your
growth and ensure you never become truly good at this shit. Step one is to truly eliminate any
pedestalizing, even when it logically makes sense. If Bar Refaeli walks in, you should be thinking
"huh, it's a girl. My dick is intrigued. Hi, girl." Just like you would if any other hot girl walked in.
Obviously this is an extreme example, as I would be pretty floored if I did see Bar walk into the club
and sit near me. But this is the level I aspire to and you should as well.
2) Stop Thinking about MONEY, LOOKS, FAME. Just stop, be delusional. Swallow the fucking BP
about looks and pretend it doesn't matter. Obviously it matters a fuckton, but you are what you are.
You can work out and look better with fashion, but ultimately, you need to get your mind off looks
and money when you are out. I view it as this - I spend 90% of my time while awake in this
heightened state of focus in order to hit my money and looks goals (career + gym + reading books to
help career + gym). Therefore at the club, I am going to swallow the fucking BP if I have to, truly
just believe my looks and money are not relevant, whether I am handsome or not, and just roll with it.
Of course money and looks matter. But if I have less money and less looks than you and MUCH
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better game, then I'll outcompete you for the AF slot. You will beat me any day for the BB slot, but
ultimately a girl in the club is looking for an AF, meaning she is screening for a guy who will give
her excitement, a little danger, adventure, emotional highs and lows, drama, etc. Work like a dog to
increase your SMV outside of the club, but when you are in the club, believe you can feasibly fuck
the 10s even as a 7. You won't fuck the 10s that night or even during the next few months, but the
simple act of 'buying in' to this mentality will speed up your progress dramatically.
3) Eliminate ALL Spectatorism. What is spectatorism? That is when your brain gets such a kick from
watching people do the shit you want to do, that you then don't feel you have to actually do that shit.
Spectatorism can be chilling in the club with your homies and busting on dudes who try and fail to
PU. It can be wandering around excessively and value-scanning, trying to figure out an 'angle' or
some strategy for approaching by watching others and seeing what others are doing. It can be
following fitness youtubers instead of just taking 1 program, shitty or not, and busting your ass on it
in the gym. Spectatorism is a true cancer of the mind, it exists because evolutionarily it is very
important from us to watch and observe our peers "out there" so that we do not make the mistakes
they make and die. Porn is spectatorism; your brain actually gets the reward pathway kickback and
you subconsciously feel like you are pounding Tori Black. You escape the feeling of being sexless,
so you are then sapped of motivation to go fix yourself, since you know you can derive pleasure from
watching some other dude fuck Tori Black.
To super-speed your self-improvement in the realm of game, eliminate spectatorism when you find
yourself doing it. Tyler from RSD explains that about 1/3 of his bootcamp clients show up not
actually wanting to do anything and learn, but just to see HIM do it. Like he is this demigod celebrity
and they just want him to pickup a girl, so they can be like "oh shit, this is some entertaining shit,
OHHHH HELL NO, she just pulled a shit test, awww yeah what a good response." I notice that a lot
of people coming up in the game are just trying to find someone skilled and spectate, as if they can
learn to drive by watching someone drive. Grab the wheel, homie, go crash and learn for yourself.
4) Go out 2-3 times a week. Going out after you went out the previous night, your head full of lessons
and your body accustomed to the climate, will help you massively. Do things back to back. When
you get home from a night out and you didn't pull, think about how tomorrow you will go harder. It's
not just about more time spent. It's about mastering the environment and truly feeling comfortable
there. Clubs are HARD as fuck to be comfortable in, meaning you need to go out a lot. Just fucking
do it, unless you aren't making enough to pay cover. Do it again and again and many places will let
you in for free if you make the right friends.
5) Don't LTR out of the hustle.
Many people are in this just to get a GF and to them, I say, that is fine, but you will never truly get
good at this. Once you become "decent" at game, you start to get women of decent quality interested
in you as a partner. You have never had this success before, so you are flattered. You LTR up that
girl, you stop going out, you stop grinding your SMV, you just focus on her. You rationalize "I was
doing all this shit to get a great girl, and look, I found her, so I'm out! I'm so much better than you PU
guys." Because you found this girl from your PU, she means so much to you, since she is a
representation of how you are no longer a loser. This is a horrible frame for a relationship, so after 3
months, it fails, you wuss out, and you go back to the club. You have no game again and have to
relearn all the shit because you didn't stick with the game until you got good.
Keep them as plates or ONS, because you are seeking MASTERY. If you aren't seeking mastery that
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is fine, there are many aspects to TRP. This is why I'm not posting it into TRP main, but TRPgame.
This subreddit is about not just getting a girl - any moron, including your parents, "got a girl". It's
about truly excelling at game. For that to happen, you have to be on oneitis shut down mode. Crush it
when it arises.
A bodybuilder wouldn't go through a "fat" phase when he is trying to be in Olympia shape in 12
months. You are trying to be excellent at game in 12 months, and very good after 6 months. If that is
the case, you need to remain vigilant about not letting plates detract from your going out.
Life is short. Why spend 3-4 years learning game? That is like waiting for you to become a doctor or
lawyer to start pulling. By taking "the pickup journey" itself off of this pedestal and viewing women
as any other skill that can be learned, you can get away from this idea of "game" being a slow,
lengthy grind that takes years / could be impossible. Expect to see monthly progress, even weekly
progress, so that if you don't see it, you can ruthlessly self-examine and identify where you are
failing. I would even advise people learning game to try and NOT have a conception in their head of
how long it will take them to achieve competency, mastery, etc. This is why you have to just ignore
looks and money, because they will make you believe you have this massive barrier to overcome that
will take years. Because that is logical - it does take years to fix finances and looks. But not to fix
game. Game is just a skill. Concentrate on learning it, eradicate behaviors that retard its growth, and
watch as you develop it faster than you expected to.
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This video is how i feel coming here and reading up on TRP
game.
68 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by Vypur | Link | Reddit Link
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The key to game is.....
67 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by slay_it_forward | Link | Reddit Link
Tension!
My former beta self always ran from tension and in the process dried up every vagina he came across.
You should be trying to create tension, not dissipate it. The tension creates anxiety which creates
excitement and that's where the magic is made. Here are some examples of ways you can create
tension with a girl:
If you're in a bar and you see a girl you like and she looks at you, hold eye contact until she
looks away. You can do something like wink or smirk to try and force an IOI. I used to always
look away to break the tension.
If you meet a girl on the street, when you introduce yourself to her hold her hand until she pulls
it away, or at least hold it longer than you normally would. Sometimes I squeeze it a bit when I
repeat her name back to her. It creates a little bit of a sexual vibe and lets her know you're a
sexual guy. You can also put your hand on her arm or shoulder to emphasize a point.
If you're out on a date with a girl and there is a moment where you've locked eyes and you can
feel the sexual vibe, hold it until she looks away. Again, the tension is uncomfortable but you
need to get comfortable with being uncomfortable to seduce girls.
If you want to kiss a girl a good way to create the sexual tension necessary is to get your face
close to hers and hold it there to see how she reacts. Use any sort of plausible deniability to get
close like whispering something in her ear or pretending you didn't hear her. If she hangs in
there she wants to get kissed.
If you're in a bar a good way to get some tension going is to just grab a girl's hands and pull her
into you or start dancing with her in kind of a fun playful way.
You can create tension verbally by sexualizing the conversation. For example, when I'm out on
dates I'll ask a girl if she went through an "experimentation phase" or get her to tell me some
crazy she's done or get her to tell me one dirty secret.
Escalation is all about tension right from the minute you meet a girl until the minute your cock is
sliding in her muff. Every step of the way there are going to be uncomfortable moments where you
try to push things forward but the key is realizing that the tension itself is what will help get the girls
pussy wet which will in turn make the escalation successful.
If there's a lot of tension you're doing something right.
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A line that has worked wonders in keeping conversation going
with new girls
56 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by gimmytaco | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a fairly long time lurker but I've been applying red pill game to college girls (with success).
Basically if I'm mid conversation with a girl I just met, I will use this line almost exactly : "You're not
bad for a (insert girl's name)." This has worked almost every single time I've used it, and the typical
reaction is almost always a fake offended "What is that supposed to mean?!" reaction. A shrug and
cocky grin after the girl's response almost always receives interest and escalates from there.
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One of the best resources for learning game - good looking loser
54 upvotes | April 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.goodlookingloser.com/
This guy provides structured, straight forward methods to improving your life on a large set of topics.
Some of which include:
ANXIETY
overcome depression
overcome social anxiety (with step by step exposure therapy program)
overcome approach anxiety (with step by step exposure therapy program)
GAME
Looks and Style
Social Freedom
Swag Factor
Confidence (inner game)
Basic Guy Game
Online Dating
College Life
Example videos with real bangs
FITNESS
Lots of information on steroids.
PENIS ENLARGEMENT
Edging
Jelqing
Stretching
Kegels
Products
GET A LIFE
Get Style
Get Ripped
Get Success
Nutrition 101
Player Lifestyle (Hardcore)
LIMITLESS (BRAIN ENHANCING DRUGS)
Ultimate Kratom Guide
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Melanaton
Modafinil
Phenibut
Kava Juice Extract
A huge collection of hardcore self-improvement resources. Here's an example video of his pick up
and his youtube channel.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWY5Z69ckSY
Honestly I think it's hard to find a better resource than this site, this guy really knows what he's
talking about, and it's all free.
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3 for 3 this month, first date sex.
53 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by antariusz | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, I just got back from having sex with the 3rd girl in 2 weeks during a first date. 27 year old
(teacher, christian, "good girl", etc).
Figured I'd share my "formula" because it seems to work pretty good "for me" and I know many guys
get stuck without being able to fuck a girl till the 2nd 3rd or never date.
First of all, I start off very sexual in my initial messages to the girls. If they respond at all, I keep that
going for a couple messages, flirting/teasing/sexy, this sets the frame that you're a guy that is
interested in sex and are not afraid to advertise it.
I suggest we meet up, find out when she's available and then get her phone number. I immediately
stop all sex related flirting, instead spend then next 3-5 days until our meet just seeing how her day is
going, trying to build rapport, if she says something overtly sexual, I may respond back in kind, but I
otherwise keep things very pg, I try to learn as much about her as possible... (after we've got a meet
set up) This has seemed to stop all flaking out I was having trouble with before. (ie: maybe she was
turned on when I initially messaged me, but lost the attraction after several days with not enough
comfort to fall back on).
Usually the day of or the day before she'll ask what we're doing, I'll say I want to cook for you, do
you like steak? Is your kitchen well stocked? Or do you want to come to my place. Her place or my
place doesn't really matter. Normally she'll say something like "oh, but I don't have a grill" that's a
shit test, you're a fucking awesome chef, pan searing a steak is one of the most basic things you can
do, act like you know wtf you're doing, because you do, and tell her that you weren't going to use a
grill.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc6XmKxxphQ
Each girl has said something very similar right as I was about to leave for her place or she was about
to leave for mine (I'm going to wear yoga pants, I'm just going to be wearing something comfortable,
I'm going to be in my pajamas) this is a shit test: The correct answer was, "oh, it's ok, don't worry
about it, I wasn't going to dress up either, just jeans and a t-shirt" She's trying to see if you're horny,
and of course you are, but you need to flip that back on them and make them think that you're ok with
them "being slobs".
Ok, now if you're at her house, this is important, don't fucking make a mess in her kitchen, you can
cook an entire meal using only 1 pan. This does not need to be expensive, I normally buy top blade
chuck (6 dollars a lb). 45 minutes of montreal steak seasoning and use a fork to tenderize it. (before
you leave for her place, and while your pan is getting up to temperature should be about 45 minutes).
KISS (keep it simple), no fucking shallots, just a simple gravy using the drippings, water, and a
teaspoon of flour, with a small amount of the heavy cream with salt and pepper is great. But if you
make homemade gravy, a girl is going to fucking think you're Gordon fucking Ramsey.
Small talk for about 5 minutes while the pan and stuff are heating up, this gives you time to look for
random things you'll need like flour or sugar, when you're being direct and asking her where things
like her oil is (duh, it's probably near the oven, but the point is that she's responding to your
"requests", and then say "hold on, I need to get something out of the way", be aggressive and go in
for a kiss... start off not super aggressive, but confident... this kiss should last about 10 seconds max,
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try to match her intensity after the first couple seconds, which is going to be less than what you
started with. You should break contact first. Just say "thanks, I hate the tension of a first date, that
makes me feel more relaxed"
After that, focus on your cooking, she's going to keep talking, it's ok to kind of tune her out, which
should come naturally while you're focused on cooking dinner (throw a steamfresh bag of vegetables
in the microwave which will help you with the timing of the steaks as well as provide a side dish with
no cleanup required). I also like to do something like a homemade icecream by combining whipping
cream, milk, and sugar into some mugs, with a few frozen fruit (strawberries and blueberries). (save a
tiny bit of cream left over for the homemade gravy). The icecream is important for later.
Anyways, sit next to each other on a comfortable couch, watch tv. Sit next to and close to her so that
you're casually touching, because you've already kissed, having your body next to hers is much more
comfortable and less forced. Eat, smalltalk... Make sure you ask her how she likes her steak cooked
when the steaks are about medium rare. If she likes something like medium well, that's fine, just cook
them till at least medium (top blade steak is a little tougher than the "popular loin cuts" and not as
great rare) (remember, you're comfortable cooking, you've cooked hundreds of steaks, you know
exactly how to get the steak to how she wants it (tender, juicy, flavorful, so ignore what she says and
cook it till about medium) When she's cutting into her steak you can "be a little vulnerable" and admit
to having under or overcooked the steak a little, shit is fucking tasty as long as you're close to
medium, but don't act like it, act like you wanted it to be perfect. Keep up the small talk, but you can
also just go quiet and watch tv for a few minutes while eating, if you're watching something good,
this is easier to just very slightly tune her out and not focus so much on her. Eat like a man, you
should be finished well before her. Just get up and walk your plate to the kitchen when you're
finished, even if she's in the middle of talking. Come back and start making out with her, try not to
get food on your clothes, just kinda lean over her, grab her face and start kissing (obviously if she just
threw a huge chunk of food in her mouth you should walk up slower to her, this should be more
passionate/aggressive than the first kiss and at least 15-20 seconds. Again, you be the first to break
the kissing. Walk back to the kitchen say something like "oops, gotta go stir the icecream" She'll be
spinning because you just went from full out passion to completely ignoring her and walking away.
Come back and sit next to her, sit closer this time, like you're snuggling. She'll eventually finish, just
keep watching tv while casually responding to her small talk. She'll either set the plate down on the
nightstand next to her/your couch or walk to the kitchen to take care of her plate. Either way this is
your cue to begin a full out makeout session. 4-5 minutes, alternate, light kissing, heavy kissing,
maybe even go to her neck a little, if she's tickling tease her about it but don't stop, gradually move
back to her mouth. Again, abruptly stop, walk away saying you have to stir the icecream again. This
last girl literally said that it was the most she'd ever made out since high school while I was walking
away.
Come back, sit close/cuddling next to her, but not to makeout, this is slowly building up the sexual
tension in the room. After about 15 more minutes of watching tv (ex: start of commercials or show
ending, stand up to go stir the icecream and come back to makeout). This should be the most
aggressive you've been yet, try to get her so she's turning her body towards the couch so you can
grind against her (move her that way if she doesn't naturally align herself to be more lying down).
You should be grinding hard into her after a few minutes... In the FRONT pocket of your jeans you
should have both your wallet and your phone (phone on the outside)... This is going to dig into her
leg, this is intentional. Most of your pressure should be crotch to crotch, but she'll probably say
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something about your phone digging into her after a minute (it's happened all 3 times). Immediately
stop making out with her, stand up, slip your pants off (these should be loose fitting jeans (losing
weight helps obviously). She might say something like "wow, you're really forward" or "we're not
having sex tonight" The response you choose will depend on what she says, but it's just a shit test,
shrug it off, or say something like "ok", but go back to doing what were doing, and begin grinding
into her even harder than you were before without the pants on. Try to maximize body contact, chest
to chest, stomach to stomach, crotch to crotch.
After about 2 minutes of that, stand up, tell her "we need to move", lead her to the bedroom, kissing
her the whole time while holding tight to her waist keeping her pressed up against you, ramping up
the pressure. Or just proceed to have sex on the couch, pull her pants off, She's going to want you to
be aggressive and dominant with her at this point. Don't do anything fancy, missionary, turn her
around and do doggystyle for a couple minutes, then go back to missionary
http://www.sensualinteractive.com/si/position.php?posID=1013 similar to that has been "my" most
likely position to make a woman orgasm through intercourse, which I actually found out thanks to
links I learned from TRP, again KISS (keep it simple), I'd say it's roughly 75% success rate with
getting her to cum in that position, fuck her hard but have your arms wrapped up behind her onto her
shoulders so that you're pressing as tight against her as possible, even closer than the picture shows,
and forcing her even tighter against you, sex should be hot and sweaty and good (doggystyle is
almost the complete opposite, very distant and minimal contact, changing the sensation for her
completely.
Enjoy desert in bed together afterward.
edit: 1 correction, top blade chuck / flat iron (butler steak) is good for panfrying, I'd skip bottom
blade chuck, not sure why I confused the two.
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[Indirect Game] How To Approach And Get Contact Details
Or An Instant Date
53 upvotes | April 27, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction
This methodology is an amalgam of my personal style of indirect game I developed when I was
actively involved in the "seduction arts", heavily influenced by Adam Lyons. Yes it's very "gamey",
but IMO a structured approach is a necessary step for many men who are socially inept. Becoming
confident and socially adept can be developed through practice and repetition, but only if you are
receiving positive reinforcement from repeated success. This methodology is effective for learning
how to fly under the radar. THIS IS NOT MEANT TO BE A SCRIPT OR STRUCTURE YOU
WILL ALWAYS USE, nor will this methodology make women attracted to you. That comes later as
you develop your total self.
Regarding going "indirect":
Will you always want to do this? Nope.
Is it a useful skill to learn? Absolutely.
What I like about this methodology and why I think it qualifies as TRP is because it heavily leans on
psychological principles. The principle elements being mere exposure, propinquity, the propinquity
effect, and the impact of using justifications when violating social conventions.
Mere-exposure effect
The mere-exposure effect is a psychological phenomenon by which people tend to develop a
preference for things merely because they are familiar with them. In social psychology, this effect is
sometimes called the familiarity principle.
Propinquity
In social psychology, propinquity is one of the main factors leading to interpersonal attraction. It
refers to the physical or psychological proximity between people. Propinquity can mean physical
proximity, a kinship between people, or a similarity in nature between things ("like-attracts-like").
Two people living on the same floor of a building, for example, have a higher propinquity than those
living on different floors, just as two people with similar political beliefs possess a higher propinquity
than those whose beliefs strongly differ.
Propinquity effect
The propinquity effect is the tendency for people to form friendships or romantic relationships with
those whom they encounter often, forming a bond between subject and friend. Occupational
propinquity, based on a person's career, is also commonly seen as a factor in marriage selection.
Workplace interactions are frequent and this frequent interaction is often a key indicator as to why
close relationships can readily form in this type of environment.[1] In other words, relationships tend
to form between those who have a high propinquity. It was first theorized by psychologists Leon
Festinger, Stanley Schachter, and Kurt Back in what came to be called the Westgate studies
conducted at MIT (1950).[2] The typical Euler diagram used to represent the propinquity effect is
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shown below where U = universe, A = set A, B = set B, and S = similarity:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1e/Euler_diagram_used_to_represent_the_propin
quity_effect.jpg
Hard vs Soft Skills
Breaking the ice, grabbing someone's attention, and turning that into a connection so you can
continue the relationship in a more meaningful way is what this is all about. Believe it or not, getting
a complete stranger's contact details with upwards of 100% success rate is possible. The reason this is
possible is because I learned how to turn it into a hard skill.
Hard skills are something you can learn to do, repeat the sequence of steps, and have success nearly
every time. On the other hand, soft skills are more like an art where you learn the structure, practice
it, and every time you finish you'll have a slightly different outcome. Think painting a picture. Some
will be better than others, some will be complete shit, and others will be a work of art. That is a soft
skill.
If you follow the proper sequencing detailed below you'll find your social interactions having
identical outcomes. Now that being said, that doesn't mean they'll be massively attracted or the
number won't flake. That's what TRP as a whole is about: becoming the most attractive man you can
become. For now I just want to cover the sequencing of how the social interaction plays out when
following this methodology:
1. Raise Mere Exposure
2. Build Propinquity
3. Apply justifications

General Information
One of the most important rules of indirect game is to never make it feel or seem like you're hitting
on them. The two main things that give away your intentions is poor delivery and shoddy body
language. If you're delivery is off at best you'll look like you're hitting on her, possibly try-hard, and
at worst just plain creepy. Just keep that in the back of you mind when doing these since you don't
want to give the impressing you're hitting on them. You want it to feel like you're just two people
having a peasant chat or small talk, bullshitting as some call it, and not actually an attempted pickup.
So many guys telegraph way too much interest and their intent is clear as day. So how do you hit on
them without hitting on them?
Breaking The Ice and Building Mere Exposure
When you first hit the venue do what is known as "pre-opening", which in a non-game vernacular is
just "working the room". This is when you do a brief approach, exchange names, and leave them on a
high note. Doing so should last no more than a few seconds. You're in, out, and gone. This often
really trips women up because you're actually walking up to them, talking to them (only guys that hit
on them do this, right?), but then you leave! That can't be right? If you're hitting on them why did you
just walk off? You know what they're thinking, “Hmm... maybe he's not actually hitting on me after
all.” If they automatically assume you're hitting on them, which many will, especially out at bars &
clubs, this will really throw them off guard. That's how indirect game should operate. However, I'm
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getting a little ahead of myself. Before you can walk away you first must approach them. There are
several different types of ice breakers, aka "openers", and the three I want to focus on are Functional,
Compliment, and Observational (aka Situational):
Functional ice breakers, aka "openers", are the easiest and most socially acceptable to use.
However, they're the toughest to transition from. An example of a Functional "opener" is “Do
you have the time? I think my watch is running slow.”, “Do you know if there are any good
specials here tonight? I'm getting tired of the same old xyz.”, “Do you know where the
bathrooms are? I can't find them anywhere and my friend is about to make a mess!” and so on.
Compliments are just as they sound. You give a compliment, exchange names, and you're gone.
An example of this would be, “That's a great dress. I like how it makes you stand out from the
crowd.”
Observational or Situational ice breakers are comments on the environment around you or
something you observed about the person you're speaking to. Because they're based on the
immediate environment they tend to be the most powerful as it creates a commonality. They're
also spontaneous so they may seem the most genuine. Note: As I mentioned above you don't
want to give the impression of hitting on them, and making an observation can sometimes come
across as try-hard if your delivery is particularly bad. If these don't work for you, instead of
talking to the woman about whatever it is you're observing, talk about it to your friends. Then
you bring the woman into the conversation by what should seem as happenstance because she
just happens to be the one standing there at the time your conversation took place. Now because
you were already discussing it with your friend it's not hitting on them, but just conversing with
someone else nearby about that cool or strange widget you just noticed. An example would be
<speaking to your friend> "Check that out! Look at that picture and this one over here. <now
speaking to the woman> Do you see that? They're all the same pictures, they're just different
color. I wonder how many people even notice that? Weird, huh?”
There are three main rules when doing a pre-opener:
1. Justify why you're talking to them. Those familiar with Neil Strauss' style of game would call
this “rooting the opener”. Same idea really. If you look at the example's I gave for each opener
they all have a justifying statement included. Those justifications of why you're asking will
quell part of the natural "who is he, what does he want, and when is he leaving?" freakout script
women frequently have when approached by a stranger.
2. Always exchange names and do a handshake if able. You want to begin breaking the touch
barrier as soon as possible. Touch builds a degree of intimacy, and the more comfortable a
woman is with your intimacy, the more comfortable she'll be with escalating things down the
road.
3. Tell them it was nice meeting them and/or to have a good day/night, then politely leave.
Leaving them on a high note without creeping on them or even really hitting on them is critical.
It's different from what most are expected, so you stand out in their mind in a positive way.
Once you've done 15-20 minutes of this in the venue, your mere exposure effect should be climbing.
And I do want to say that this process is not the same as "warm-up sets". While "warm-up sets" can
raise your mere exposure effect, they're not the same since building mere exposure how I described
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keeps it brief and it's not an extended duration conversation.
After that short time of working the room now it's time to start approaching earlier women you met.
Scan the venue for women you've talked to and use non-verbal communication to get them to smile.
I've found almost 100% of the women I left on a high note will smile when doing this.
Congratulations, when they smile at you they've just given you an approach invitation! Yes fellas, it's
that simple. What do you do when they give you that approach invitation? It's simple... you lock eye
contact, keep smiling, and go straight in.
Continued below....
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Desire for sex vs. desperation for sex
53 upvotes | April 22, 2014 | by draketton | Link | Reddit Link
Desire: The willingness to publicly and shamelessly display your attraction towards an individual
woman.
Desperation: The willingness to alter the course of your day-to-day life for an individual woman.
Desire is a turn-on, desperation is a turn-off. Desire is a bold move that showcases your libido.
Desperation makes you look like an easily manipulated sucker.
Staring at a cute stranger? Okay.
Complimenting a part of her outfit that you really can't keep your eyes off of? Okay.
Man-sitting when you've begun conversation? Encouraged.
Touching, rubbing, pulling to guide? Necessary.

Buying a drink or snack for her? Minor foul.
Driving her places when she doesn't actually need the help? Bad.
Taking hours out of your life just so she can meet with you and vent about how much her life
sucks? Bad, bad, BAD.
Buying an expensive gift for her, like a car or a vacation, when you're "just friends"? The
absolute worst place you can be.
There's always some acknowledgement of this concept on manosphere forums, but it gets worded in a
confusing and contradictory way. "Own your sexual desire! But be outcome independent and display
abundance mentality." "Approach and be confident! But be your own man, not a slave to pussy."
Where's the line? Here it is. If I had to sum it up in four words, they'd be: Don't sacrifice for her.
Caveat: Broad strokes measures that improve your SMV, such as working out and sharpening up
your wardrobe, don't count as desperation, because they add far more to your life than just an
icebreaker with the individual woman you're talking to, and everyone in the real world knows that.
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TRP Learning Notes
49 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a new RP, organizing thoughts of info gathered. Help Fixing/Adding appreciated!
1. Increase SMV
-physically fit
-nofap (maintains balanced sexual aggression, prevent laziness of the hunt)
-study and keep learning whatever (keeps sanity and motivation)
-money (basics: health care, clothes, food, residence)
-be interesting, see 7.Role Play
-fashion (check out named brands' seasonal selections)
2.Keep Frame
-give commands or tell people what needs to be done
-change tactics for a specific outcome
-stay calm
-assert opinions and decisions
-be direct (outcome independent: tell girls to do what you want them to do with you)
3.Action
-kino (simplified: touching areas common in dance classes)
-no permission necessary (new tactics if failed in a certain behavioral result)
-escalate contact till observable resistance (stay at girl's comfort level, till escalation can continue)
4.Plans
-Who, What, When, Where (logistics, give yes or no commands)
-Get number last (if just met)
-Texting (logistics ONLY)
-if "NO" (example say: you'll never know if you don't try; give it a chance; think it over; etc...)
5.Observation
-behavior is resultant
-change mental tactics to change others' behaviors
-give rewards to shape behaviors (physical or verbal rewards)
6.Conversations
-Chat or gossip, whatever
-Relate emotionally by agreeing/disagreeing
-Facial Expressions! (communication is mostly physical/spatial)
-Close the physical distance
-Eye Contact! (or look at their lips)
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-Posture (power poses, simply: good breathing position, stick out chest)
-Meaningful Pauses (ie. good listener, use your presence, breathing sounds can be comforting)
7.Role Play
-create a character profile (build and identify yourself)
example: Bob the Athletic Hiker, Joe the Comics Fanboy, Vinny the Sex Addict, Patrick the
Man of the House, Mike the Lead Singer, Brian the Hardcore Gamer
-Allude to monetary and social wealth
hobby (things that you&others do)
interests (things that you learn)
passion (topics that you can talk your head off about)
*edit formatting *fixing stuff
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I can't have sex tonight...
40 upvotes | September 4, 2014 | by jerdo | Link | Reddit Link
Tinder date on the day of, messages me 7 hours before meet-up time saying: "are we still on tonight?"
me: "you bet" "well I can't have sex tonight just letting you know so if you want to change your mind
its cool"
Looking for a little help on this one. Seems like she may want to change her mind but is looking for
me to make the decision for her or shes just shit testing me.
any ideas?
Update:I replied with "There are other ways to satisfy me" and got the response: "Haha ok cool ;)"
Probably not the best response. I was too late to go with some of the beauties recommended but will
for sure be adding them to my list of responses when something like this comes up again.
FINAL UPDATE met for drinks, maintained frame and escalated perfectly. She was looking at me
up and down at one point and when I said, "what?" she said: "I want your dick in my mouth." brought
her back to mine, had her dance and strip for me on my stripper pole, suck my dick, then fucked her
brains out.
Thanks to everyone who contributed today. I love this community. What I took away from this is
identifying IOI's and shit tests, passing them and pushing through to lead her into an unforgettable
experience. Even if its not "the best" answer its probably better than 90% of what she see's. Be the
unforgettable experience and you'll never want for anyhting.
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If "Inner Game" does not help with approach anxiety and
confidence, try this:
40 upvotes | June 26, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Increase testosterone by diet, exercise, and sleep. Testosterone fuels high-risk, high-return behavior
and inhibits your "wait, let's think about how things could go wrong" response. When you are higher
cortisol (stressed) for example, you will experience a drop in testosterone because your body wants to
produce more security-seeking behaviors.
Most of you in the club during your learning phase are cortisol-ridden motherfuckers. I see people
trying to learn PU in my city who look like soldiers storming Normandy in that scene in Saving
Private Ryan. The late night / shitty sleep schedule, the alcohol, the club diet of street hot dogs after a
night of drinking, it all doesn't help either. You are going out with elevated security-seeking, flightencouraging stress hormones - OF COURSE you pussy out on approaching the 9.
You can research more about how to increase your testosterone by doing things like getting off
certain foods, pesticides, plastics, bad sleep schedules, etc. Dropping bodyfat is huge - bodyfat
increases estrogen production which once again is going to affect your decision making process when
out. Sleep when it becomes dark, wake up with the sun (except when you are going out obviously),
black out your room with heavy duty garbage bags over the windows if you have to. Get your
saturated fat and cholesterol from good quality meats like grassfed beef, eggs, etc. Especially when
on a diet, you must get sufficient saturated fat. Lift heavy, do all of the major compound lifts, and do
sprinting style cardio (HIIT, sled pulls, kettlebells, circuits) rather than steady state cardio.
Women are programmed to protect their child and hide / flee danger rather than fight - estrogen
contributes to timidity / second-guessing yourself. It isn't just about these hormones affecting your
strength and muscle gains - your energy levels, confidence, risk-taking, and ability to not give a fuck
about consequences are all tied in there as well.
Do this in conjunction with all the inner game stuff. For me I would say my early troubles with
approach were about 70% because I was a pussy and 30% because I just was chemically off in the
head and body. By correcting that 30%, however, a good percentage of the remainder will autocorrect.
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Broke a dry spell. This shit works
40 upvotes | May 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Aight so i came to a party in the hamptons and met a hb7 who went to nyu. She was a pretty smart
chick. Gained excellent e Rapport by talking about psychology. I let her talk way more.
So we were playing bp and me and my friend rallied back from a 4 cup deficit with one cup left. The
whole time i was teasing her Etc. Upon her losing she asks that i join her so she can win. I arrogantly
said something along the lines of fuck that go find another chump. Beat them again. I walked over to
a handle she told me i couldnt drink and defiantly chugged it. She got salty and i acted amused and
indifferent.
I walk outside and she follows. Were sitting on my friends truck bed and she gives me a shit test:
guard my handle. She walks away. I said fuck that and went to go converse with my friend. I return
and shes waiting
She flirtatiously says 'you let me down i trusted you etc. I held my frame and shot back there wasnt
even enough alcohol left to get a midget drunk.
Shit test was rendered totally ineffective. Not a minute later i make my move, take her to a bedroom
and beat that thing up. She tried to turn the lights off and again i just said nope and got my way.
Lessons: -dont suplicate -hold frame -dont be outcome depedent -dont hesitate -do not thing being
considerate will aid you. -recognize shit tests and deal with them with the varied responses -isolate
whenever possible
It really works. Train yourself to assert yourself to what you want. It goes against my introverted,
considerate nature, but break the mold.
It was a pleasure sharing ___^
edit: "guard my handle" implies she wanted me to stand around and make sure nobody drank her
bottle. This was an attempt to guage how much she could control my actions
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Shit Tests 101
38 upvotes | April 24, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
The issue of what's popularly referred to as "shit tests", aka fitness tests, comes up often enough I've
decided to write up a post so we can put this issue to rest for a while.
When it comes right down to it shit tests are typically women's way of flirting. Women generally do
not shit test men they have no interest in, so if you're getting them then it's often a good thing. Let's
look at what shit rests actually are:
Rapport breaks
Rapport breaks are a type of flirting where women throw you a faux indicator of disinterest to see
how you handle it. If you respond in kind then you pass. In essence it is a form of mirroring each
other's level of investment, or as they say, like attracts like.
So why are rapport breaks a form of flirting? The main reason is that it gives women a degree of
emotional stimulation. Plus there's the fact that most men buckle to women's shit tests and don't
respond in kind. This demonstrates a lack of social acumen and emotional maturity. Those who
"pass" show they can handle the woman's BS and is "on her level", so to speak. This is where the
evolutionary theory comes into play: you're demonstrating her faux negativity doesn't phase you and
that you're an emotionally developed person who isn't going to melt down at the first sign of trouble.
Ergo you'll be able to protect her when threats to her safety emerge.
In short, when women bust on you (could be a shit test or otherwise) you should reply in kind. When
it comes right down to it this is the core essence of flirting.
My go-to advice for how to deal with shit tests are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agree & amplify (to absurdity)
Change the subject
Ignore her shit test completely
Pressure Flip
The Nuclear Option (reserved for women who aren't flirting and are giving shit tests because
they're deliberately trying to tool you, or worse)
6. Command respect
Note: Every single one of these is a form of rapport break.
Agree & amplify is usually the preferred method because they're often fun (read: stimulating) and
non-reactionary. In my experience you'll get better mileage out A&A as well as it's less likely to blow
up in your face/have a negative outcome than the other methods since context does still matter and
the others are easier to misapply.
Changing the subject is pretty self-explainatory, as is ignoring her shit test.
Pressure flip is the idea is you're not phased by the question and answer so quickly that now the
spotlight is on her, all because you're flipping the script with haste. For example:
Shit test: What kind of car do you drive?
Pressure flip: "Nameofcarhowaboutyou?"
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Another example of a pressure flip is:
Shit test: How old are you? / You look old.
Pressure flip: "What is is about older men that you find so attractive?", said with a shit-eating grin.
It's classic cocky-funny and puts the onus on her to respond and sets the frame of it being the
beginning of playful banter/flirting.
The "Nuclear Option" is when you destroy their self-worth with the notion you do not find them
sexually appealing in any way whatsoever. For attractive women this is in all likelihood the worst hit
you can inflict on a woman's ego. Anyone that's broken up with a hottie because her personality is
shit knows exactly what I'm talking about. In other words you're nuking their ego/self-esteem from
orbit. I strongly recommend reserving this option only for women who are on the offensive and
deliberately trying to be a bitch for whatever reason and/or tear you down in front of others.
Commanding respect is especially important for the kind of testing where they're just being an
annoyance and generally disrespectful. IMO disrespect should not be tolerated and needs to be nipped
in the bud, and is an important way to maintain frame control. You simply need to be firm and treat
her like a father would to their child who's being disrespectful. You don't get angry, you just call her
on the behavior and let her know clearly that you won't stand for it. In a way this is almost a type of
pressure flip. You're taking her negative energy and sliding past it and putting the onus on her to react
by changing her approach to the topic. For example:
Her: Nag nag nag.
You: That is disrespectful and I will not tolerate it.
If you haven't read the sidebar material, particularly the Year One posts at The Rational Male, make
that your next stop. I strongly recommend reading the writings on Frame Control, of which shit tests
are a part of.
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TRP openers
37 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by jeff_vii | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Gentlemen,
What are you favourite openers for tinders. I currently have two, one crude but humorous the other
mr sweet guy.
'Are you a haunted house' she replies either yes/no 'Good, because I think i'm gonna cry when I cum
inside you'
This is a good opener to get banter going, if she objects or calls crude, I say that I use it as a filter to
see if a girl has a sense of humour or not. You'd be suprised how many try and get your approval
when they realised it was a test as opposed to a filthy opener (which it is anyways)
The other is ' Tinder reckons we would have beautiful babies' 'But how about a drink first?'
This always gets a good response..
Middle ground is usually ' So what else should I know about you, apart from you're cute?' They
usually give a list and say what else you wanna know?
'Your phone number and schedule is fine'
Get number and organise date, or whatsapp and build some more rapport. Current method, working
quite well
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Fun little escalation I used and got a make out in 5 minutes
35 upvotes | October 24, 2014 | by Tocktrp | Link | Reddit Link
Went out last night to a local music venue. First night out since taking trp. Had pretty limited success
but this little line worked a treat.
I opened on a girl who was sitting with her friends out on the smokers terrace. The line I was trying
all night was simply "hi" pause "I'm thomas". It was a bit hit and miss but this girl took it well and
with some encouragement (eye contact, awkward silences) see began putting in all the work and the
conversation was easy. After about a minute or so I was touching her and she wasn't pulling away so
I new it was time to do something.
I asked her "what would you say are your three best qualities" She listed some generic shit, can't
remember, but I teased her a bit for being up herself and got a laugh. Naturally she asked me my
three best qualities. I replied "I'm intelligent, I'm funny, and I'm spontaneous." I think she had
cottoned on to my intent by this staged and she pressed me "oh you're spontaneous hey? Why don't
you prove it" Held eye contact, said ok, put my hand on her neck and kissed her. She loved it. I loved
it. The world is a better place now.
So what do you guys think? Chances of this working again? Any improvements? I'm just impressed
my brain thought of it on the fly. Thank you brain.
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I've been through the hero's journey in 2 weeks: How I beta'd a
daygame date and ended up having sex with 3 different chicks
in 1.5 weeks. Including a stranger in a clothing store.
35 upvotes | September 13, 2014 | by Birdoftruth | Link | Reddit Link
I owe a lot of this to you guys. I posted this thread two weeks ago how I went on a Day 2 with a legit
8 whose number I bagged on the bus. In short, Hot girl was way too nice, I let her ask too many
personal questions, mystery was gone and attraction killed. No text back from her.
It bugged the hell out of me. Not so much that I didn't get a text back, but because I expected better of
myself. I haven't witnessed that behavior in myself in years. I was glad I posted that thread because I
got a kick in the ass from several people there calling me out on pussy shit. Mainly /u/illimitableman
who I told him I would take this as a challenge to never let this happen again. And what happened 3
days ago has completely altered the view of myself
I got laid the next night after the Beta date with a hungarian from a night club. It was a pull like every
other one, usually within 15 minutes just go grab food and leave from there. This helped get over it,
but I still beat up that i let this chick get in which is retarded. I'm used to chicks blowing me out for
being to aggressive...But too beta? Haven't had that in forever and it was this that kept getting to me.
A week elapses and I go to Edinburgh and meet up with a friend there. We go out friday and I had
one of the best sets I ever had. Went into a group of 7 guys and extracted one hot 8 girl. She was
initially neutral in her responses but then I noticed She was wearing a leather jacket and I said "Hey I
like your leather jacket, you can be my biker bitch" and she tried to act all in awe I said that and I just
held frame. I then pulled her to my group's table with my arm around her which she took off from
around her. I then do a palm read routine (which I never do but is leading to the realization I will talk
about) and there is a huge release at the end of it and she responds "why are you so interesting" then I
tell her "shh stop talking" and just start making out with her.
We then go to another club with my friend's and the shit tests just start raining on me. She says
probably at 8 different times in the night "I'm going to leave now" and I would just respond with
some sort of variation of "yea you probably should, if you hang around me anymore only bad stuff
will happen" and about everytime she would launch back into me making out, that which I would pull
back a little and she'd go further into me.
It got to the point where I was becoming overqualified and she says a couple different things like
"Why talk to me with all these other girls here" and I would just be like "Because I wanted to talk to
you and that's all that matters, you got that?" and then she kept saying she thought I had a GF.
Anyway I pull her out. We walk back to friend's place and yea you get the picture.
Though still had it in the back of my mind "how the fuck could I let myself get so beta during that
one date" It was so nagging it was annoying. Well I had a stroke of luck
Nuts like 1 in a million encounters. I wasn't out looking for girls. I went to New look in the mall to
buy some graphic tees I put the clothes on and walked out and asked these two chicks: White and
Black their like 6.5-7. skinny avg bodies. avg cute faces, for their opinion if they thought my shirt
was too tight. White chick says yea a little up top but it's fine. The black chick starts feeling on my
biceps and says they are very nice. We all start talking and joking around. These girls are 18 just got
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in college, art majors. and they are making sexual jokes like I asked where they go out and the black
chick says "we go to this club where there's like Alien orgies and stuff it's cool" and then her and the
white chick start roleplaying as if they actualy remember which aliens were fucking the other ones. It
was pretty funny. Anyway the black chick says she wants me to try a dress on. I say for 10 GBP.
Then she says tries again and I don't budge. Then she starts feeling up on my chest. I told her if she
does that anymore it's gonna be a charge. Then she brings up the dress again and I finally say "Look
you just want to see me with my shirt off don't you". She says "yes" I grab her hand. Drag her into the
dressing room. I take my shirt off she starts melting as she feels my chest. I pull her in we start
making out. I whip out my dick and push the top of her head down. She doesn't get the hint. I say
"Get down" seh says "this is so wrong" I say "Get down girl" and she gets on her knees and starts
sucking my dick. Her friend outside says "What are you guys doing, are you guys almost done" we
ignore her and I tell the dick sucker: "go over there" pointing to the end part of the dressing room and
she goes over there bends over pulls her panties down and I fuck her raw dog. I don't bust a nut
though cause I ain't getting no chick preggers. I tell her "look this is what's gonna happen. You're
gonna take my number and we're gonna finish this off another time" she says "yes, my phones dead
though so take my number" and they peace out.
I just got a text from her "Feel free to kidnap me and fuck me all day." Lemme tell you, feels nice to
have this kind of sexual power over some stranger I fucked in in 15 minutes.
I did nothing special here guys. Just all the work on the back end working out. I wasn't even dressed
really edgy or anything. More summery preppy. Yellow shorts, summer shirt, and blue boat shoes. I
just joked around with the chicks and teased them and stuff. And just called her out on being horney
and led it from there. But I will say my experience with going out at night and recognizing chicks
who are DTF finally paid off cause I caught it here and ran with it.
I used to think only some master pua wizard with the right routines could churn up something like
this. But in actuality, we are all at this point if you look your best and know how to lead a DTF girl to
sex.
This obviously helped a lot get over that one moment of weakness I had and it helps me feel really
competent in my abilities with my killer instinct. It is going to help me in aligning some new goals
for chicks I want to fuck.
What it is going to require of me is more daygame and actually going on dates. Which is fine. I'm just
going to be efficient about it. Daytime wise only game between 4-6 and rack up numbers. mainly on
weekends cuz school. But should be able to be more consistent in a couple of weeks when I go on
placement. There will be a period of adjustment where I get used to going back on dates but this leads
me to my big realization:
Push / Pull is like freaking everything with hot chicks. It is a necessity. Normal conversation means
she has you. Push/Pull means you have options and keeps her in an emotional roller coaster. I have
been implementing it recently after I realized I fucked up with the day game 8 chick and I've seen
nothing but good results. It's mainly 8's and 9's that need it. but 7's need a couple times cause one
thing I realize even though I got my body where I want it, my looks, and style, and what not. Hot men
are seen as disposable among women and not valued nearly as high as hot women. What is valued
even higher than a hot guy is someone with options who can keep women in their places.
Key here for me now is to not stop and keep rolling with my my daytime shit cause I'm never gonna
let that happen again.
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How to change your mindset for better results
31 upvotes | August 6, 2014 | by slay_it_forward | Link | Reddit Link
I can usually tell what kind of responses I'm going to get from girls based solely on my vibe. Your
aesthetic will help in generating IOIs, which is a nice way to get your foot in the door, but if your
vibe is off the interaction isn't going anywhere.
When I come from a place of taking or wanting, or in other words, being ego driven, the girl can feel
that energy and she will want to get away. I'm value leaching instead and value giving. I'm sure
everyone can relate to a time when someone was trying to leach off of them and how it made you
feel.
The way I've been able to change this mindset is by telling myself I'm going to talk to her to offer her
something. What I'm offering her is a chance to talk to an attractive, cool guy, and to have a fun,
sexually charged interaction. And finally, to give her an opportunity at a sexual experience. I'm going
to put myself out there and if they're not interested it's totally okay. All women love sex and they love
attention from men. A lot of them are actively seeking a man or waiting for someone to come and
talk to them. By putting yourself out there you're providing value to women by providing an
opportunity to meet a new man.
This mindset has greatly reduced my approach anxiety and has lead to much more authentic
interactions. It's also allowed me to be much more open and honest, aka direct. I don't need to beat
around the bush asking for directions or other such bullshit.
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SETTING GOALS - A how-to guide for creating goals and
staying on track
31 upvotes | April 27, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
Setting Goals
Setting goals is an effective method of achieving success in life, whether it be short-term or over the
long-term and applies equally as much to dating and relationships as it does to your career, fitness,
and finances.
There are 4 key aspects to creating goals:
1) Be specific
Write down goals in specific detail so you can clearly see what you plan to attain and how to achieve
it. State exactly what you want and how you plan to get the results you seek, such as who can help
and what training you may require.
What? What do you want to accomplish (short & long term)?
Where? Identify locations & venues you will do the activities.
When? Establish time frames for short & long term goals. What is your target date?
Who? Who can help you reach your goals? Do you seek mentors, expert advice, or wings to
help you in field?
2) Measurable
Establish metrics to track your progress. Keep a documented record of your successful steps toward
your goals.
How many? Do you have a goal of approaching a certain amount of women per
day/night/week/month/year? How long? Do you have a goal of spending a specific amount of time
meeting women?
3) Tracking
Tracking your successes can help encourage you to keep going and give you solid feedback on our
efforts and whether something is working or not. The best strategy for sticking to goals is to keep
track of your progress on a daily basis by writing it down every day. This very act of writing down
activities/steps taken has been shown to improve results and to encourage consistency. It allows you
to learn more about your habits, stay accountable to yourself, and keep track of any progress or slips.
A good record includes the following:
A) Type of activities.
B) How long you spent doing that activities.
C) Intensity of the effort. Did you push your own boundaries or did you play it safe?
D) Comments about any difficulties to help you in problem solving for the future.
4) Practicality
Are the goals reasonable and achievable in the time allotted?
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Staying on track
Maintaining progress is one of the hardest challenges when trying to make changes to your life,
whether it be changing a habit, fitness, or improving your communication skills. Getting started can
be difficult, but staying committed is even harder. The key to successfully navigating obstacles to
maintaining your progress is to acknowledge slips will happen despite your best efforts to plan for
them. The key is to build consistencies and a regular schedule and to get back on that horse as soon as
you get thrown off. There are several things you can do to help stay on target:
1. Keep it meaningful! Continue to remind yourself of the personal benefits you'll get when you
achieve your goals. Setting and keeping meaningful goals that are realistic and attainable will
increase the likeliness of success. You are much more likely to strive towards a goal you care
about and feel close to accomplishing.
2. Reward yourself! Rewards increase the likelihood that you will do it again. When you reach a
metric give yourself a reward. Create rewards for both short-term and long-term goals.
3. The earlier you catch slips the better. If caught early a slip does NOT have to signal an
inevitable downward spiral. Again, slips are inevitable and accepting that and moving on when
they happen is the best course of action. The most important thing to do when slips occur is to
not let it turn into a string of slips or affect your new habits and collapse your changes in
behavior you've been working towards.
4. Have a plan for dealing with slips:
The most important thing is to get back on track as soon as possible. Do NOT wait until
Monday or the beginning of the month to "start fresh".
Learn from the past. You an identify many of these slips from past experience. Think back and
identify situations in which you remember having a particularly difficult time sticking to your
plan.
Plan in advance. When you know similar situations are coming (i.e. holidays, family vacations,
etc), start planning for how to deal with them in advance. If you wait until you are in the midst
of the situation you are not likely to come up with an effective solution. Use the information
from past struggles to guide your planning and identify past hurdles that will need to be
overcome.
If you find you have relapsed, pull out all the resources that have helped you in the past to get back
on track. Some questions you need to ask are:
What barriers may interfere with your plan?
How can you address them?
If you cannot stick to your primary plan, what is your backup plan?
The measures of success are not whether there are dips in your progress, but whether overall
you are progressing in spite of occasional slips.
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FR: "I didn't expect you to be so aggressive and it's sexy"
28 upvotes | August 19, 2014 | by johnbranflake | Link | Reddit Link
xpost from theredpill
Backstory: This girl is the long time roommate of my college GF of 3 years. She liked me before I
started dating the ex GF. The ex graduated and moved far away, I found TRP and dumped her
immediately. two months later i found out roommate was single so I started snapchatting her and it
got flirty rather quickly.
We both are moving back into our college town, she tells me that she has a hotel room for two nights
until her lease begins. I am in town the second night, and desiring to get laid began texting her.
me: you sharing the room with your mother (I knew her mother was helping her move in)
her: My mom is coming tomorrow around 4. its just moi now(I see this as a subtle invitation and
hotel rooms are sexy)
me: Sounds like you need some company, I might have a spare bottle of wine (i go for it)
her: I don't see that ending well haha (pre RP I might have been defeated here and just started playing
video games. Instead I decided to treat it as a shit test)
me: I didn't see it ending at all (I tried to agree and amplify, I would love suggestions of better ways
to pass)
her: Haha come later if you like, I have to finish up so research work (at this point my mind was
blown, TRP confirmed)
I go over at 1030, I bring a bottle of wine and some glasses. We drink and watch TV, but mostly talk
for about an hour. I make sure to kino during the conversation and by the end of the bottle we are
furiously making out and rolling around, I try to take her shirt off but she stops me and says she can't.
She feels too guilty about the Ex who is her "bff" I tell her it can be our little secret, and she says she
can't tonight even though she wants to. She says that maybe i should leave, I say I've been drinking so
she lets me stay the night (I was perfectly sober). In bed i use cuddling to re escalate and we are dry
humping again (gym shorts on) , and then shes asking me to fuck her. during sex she told me she
didn't expect me to be so aggressive and that it was sexy. She obviously was expecting BP me.
We already have plans for her to make me dinner a few nights from now. I'm hoping shell stay a good
plate since she wants to keep everything secret from the ex. I welcome all feedback.
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Agree + Amplify - it's science
28 upvotes | July 24, 2014 | by ohhaio | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-paradoxical-thinking-20140715-story.html
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"Only special people are allowed to cum in my mouth."
27 upvotes | November 20, 2014 | by jadedspade | Link | Reddit Link
Plate I've been spinning for a while now and I are texting today. She has been begging me to come
over on Friday. I jokingly ask if she's "researched blowjob techniques" since our last time. She killed
my boner as she was giving me head. After I finally came after sex I jokingly told her how bad she
was at giving head. She apologized and said she'd try to do better.
Over text an hour ago she responds with this.
"Yeah cuz even though I do swallow I don't like doing it. Especially cuz you blow a big load. And
after this certain incident. Only really special people are allowed to cum in my mouth. Idk. Just tell
me what I'm doing wrong. "
I am basically not responding after this. Is it childish of me to ignore her? I like to think of "The Brad
Pitt" test, as in if I was Brad Pitt she'd never say something like "only really special people". I also
think about how sometimes redpillers suggest ignoring it all together and just cumming in her mouth
without ever bringing it up. Or just agree and amplify?
Is my ego getting in the way of my game or am I right to go no contact because of how disrespectful
that text came off?
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Just a small list of what my "dates" usually look like. What are
your "go to" date ideas?
27 upvotes | July 7, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Note: I'm talking about a bit higher quality chicks you've approached on the street or met elsewhere
who seem worth putting a bit more effort into. This is not supposed to be for some random club
whore you've made out with the night before. I realize that there are easier ways to just get laid, if
that's what you're after.
Oh, and I'm also not in the US. Things are probably a bit more conservative and less slutty here, so
keep that in mind.
I've usually used this:
1. Some sweet ass coffee place nearby. This is a good possibility to get to know her a little better
and to see if she's worth your time.
2. Something that would provide some sort of action: climbing, a tour to a scary labyrinth, inline
skating and the like. If I didn't kiss her the first time, I'll do it now. If this doesn't work, she's
out. Those kind of dates are a good excuse to get quite touchy-feely. Excitement is never a bad
thing to have on a date.
3. Dinner at my place, followed by "watching a movie". If she's not completely stupid she knows
what this is about, so if she's coming you know she's dtf. You can also get to check on her
ability to make you some dinner. When you're on the couch together, it's easy as fuck to
escalate if you know what're doing. Just overcome lmr and you've got your lay.
Okay guys, I need some alternative ideas. What are you doing?
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FR: Spontaneous Success!
26 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by bobbybluepill | Link | Reddit Link
Didn't really think this was a FR that belonged in the main sub, but it definitely goes to show that my
Plate Spin Game is on-point.
Before swallowing the pill, I was the kind of guy who would establish a Soft Harem of women before
eventually settling with one in an LTR, then dropping the rest (not even using them for Dread...I
know...). But, I'd be constantly texting these girls and essentially running Nice Guy game. Sure,
they'd let me fuck them, but rarely would it be heart-pounding skin-scratching sex "Fuck me
harder!!" sex.
Post-Pill, I'm spinning Plates but I'm just acting abundant. I don't text them AT ALL unless it's for
logistics. When I'm with them, I try to show them the most fun night of their life while spending
minimal money and appearing as if I'm not even trying. When we fuck, I fuck them well.
So, today, it happened... I woke up to a random Plate having sent me a late-night Snapchat video of
another girl rubbing her extremely nice tits over her shirt. Clearly, this was late night after her work
shift. For whatever reason, the Snap arrived to me at 8:30 AM and when I viewed it, Snapchat alerted
me that my Plate was awake and in the Snapchat app (you can see it pulse blue). So, with that, I send
a snap of myself simply sipping coffee, that's it.
She immediately snaps back a naked pic of her stomach, half-way pulled down panties, and legs on
her bed captioned "Come over and fuck me."
I replied with a short video of me essentially looking pleased but I captioned it "Daddy's at work"
She immediately initiates a video chat and did a ton of nasty shit. Out of nowhere.
Pre-TRP, I'd need to WORK and BEG for this kind of shit to happen. And now, it just happened, out
of nowhere!
Boy, the Pill is real, and it works. Go forth and conquer!
P.S. She text me just now, almost 10 hours later "So... Had the best shower today. Wish you were
staying with me ;)" I'm just going to ignore it because I'm busy tonight and early tomorrow with
chores at home and work. Maybe I'll have her swing by tomorrow--my issue is that I fucked her
Friday and usually I'll make Plates wait at least a week before seeing me again. Advice/input is
welcome!
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Field Report on LTR Game: Sex, Dominance, Submission and
surprisingly easy and complete Compliance
26 upvotes | May 7, 2014 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link
20+ year marriage turning around every day after taking TRP. I read the "The Sex God Method" and
began adding a few things to our love life last night. I teased my wife all day that I had read this
book, that I was really horny, and that I wanted to try some new things.
She was her usual reticent self but kept her protests and grumbles quiet. Then I told her my cock was
hers and only hers (as she always claimed) but there was a corollary to that claim: "Do you know
what it is?"
She hardly hesitated: "That my pussy is yours."
I kissed her and made her repeat it twice.
Then I showed her the "door slam" technique. This is a raw dominance move the author describes. I
opened the BR door a few inches, then grabbed my wife by the arms. She thought I was going to kiss
her but instead I shoved her hard against the door, making a satisfactory bang when her body closed
it. I grabbed her and started to aggressively make out over her loud protests but her yelling made the
kissing even more enjoyable. We barely made it to the bed.
While there I pounded her in missionary for several minutes and we were definitely in an altered
state. When both of us were obviously approaching the culmination I took total charge of her.
The take home for this post is that the book claims a woman is especially suggestive when aroused. I
had no idea! Towards the end I told my wife in the low, hypnotic voice the book suggests: "Squeeze
my cock with my pussy baby."
Normally she would have a host of lawyer-like excuses but this time she obeyed instantly.
I could not believe it! After 3 babies and 25 years of sex she bore down and gripped me tighter than I
could have thought possible. I should have told her to relax, or to squeeze and relax but I was to
caught up with my own feels to realize she was in total compliance mode. She was squeezing with all
of her might! Her orgasm that was pretty close was now gone and no longer relevant because her man
has given her an order in the throes of passion and she was compelled to obey.
Of course I did not last long after this but later that night when alone I realized my dick was bleeding
in two places! Next time I will just tell her to cum for me.
TLDR: Women become very compliant when they are turned on. Be careful how you use this
knowledge young padawans, she may surprise you.
Edit.....Some comments alluding to aggressive dominant sexual practices as "rape" are misplaced
although I am compelled to add this: The dominance moves as I describe are modified and expanded
from the book The Sex God Method for use with long time GF's/Wives and not new girls. Obviously
these are used after you have already agreed to have sex, after you know each other very well etc etc.
One can certainly see how doing this with girl you brought home from the bar (or even a new GF)
might be a bit...rapey.
For the little boys and girls over at r/thathappened... if you have never had any raw chafing or cracks
in your privates from having lots of rough sex then you are not doing it right. Take The Red Pill and
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learn about sexual strategy for men in the modern world.
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How to lead conversations to a sexual place with subtlety and
tact? i.e. Not Creepy.
26 upvotes | May 3, 2014 | by jerdo | Link | Reddit Link
Basically looking for a few strategies. I've been on TRP for a while I understand being direct letting
her know you want to fuck her, building the idea in her mind of fucking me, giving her tingles, etc.
Just seeing if anyone has some good tactics to transition from basic generic conversation to
something more sexual.
From what I gather if I'm doing everything else right (alpha, leader, touching, shit test passing, etc.)
the sexual conversation transition should be welcomed by her and seem rather smooth and effortless.
But in the past I may have been a little too blunt or aggressive and it just seemed weird.
Thoughts and ideas welcomed brothers.
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/r/trpGAME is now defunct. Game discussion is now reintegrated into /r/TheRedPill
25 upvotes | November 26, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
After extensive debate, discussion, and examination amongst the mods, it has been determined that
segregating "game" discussion into a separate sub (/r/trpgame) has had a detrimental effect upon
/r/theredpill as a whole. Game discussion wasn't receiving the attention it deserved. It was a
worthwhile experiment, but the moderators have made a conscious decision to sunset the sub.
Most of the prominent threads from that sub have already been c/p'ed into /r/TheRedPill. The
/r/TRPgame sub will remain intact in the meantime for perusing, but new posts have been
deactivated. In an effort to decrease low hanging fruit in /r/TheRedPill making the front page, and
increase more useful content in the main sub, we are re-opening game discussion in the primary
/r/TheRedPill subreddit. Please flair all game related threads at Red Pill Theory unless instructed
otherwise.
That being said, /r/askTRP, /r/thankTRP, and /r/altTRP are still fully intact, and this change does not
affect those subs in any way whatsoever.
If you have any questions, please feel free to message the Mod team.
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Tinder: How to use for setting up threesomes?
25 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | by mind_unplugged | Link | Reddit Link
My girl has never hooked up with another woman, but has a lot of interest. She finds the idea of
sharing a girl very exciting and is much in favor of it. How can I adapt the RP approach on Tinder to
attract single girls up for a threesome? I feel like the topic needs to be broached with some finesse.
Before anyone says I shouldn't be using Tinder for this purpose, it is just another avenue to explore
and is not how I expect to achieve threesomes the majority of the time.
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Video demonstration of Hypergamy, how Fame is the best
aphrodisiac, and how to leverage them to your advantage
25 upvotes | September 14, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHIB5osmZGA#t=43
Video proof that fame is the best aphrodisiac. At first she was dismissive and standoffish giving him
the "I have a boyfriend" blowoff. However, as the evidence of his status builds her perception of him
changes. Remember, he did nothing at all. The perception of him being famous did all the work for
you.
So how do you leverage this to your advantage? The answer is "Sausaging to Success". You do just
what they did in the video, but without any women, although if you have female friends this works all
the better. "What's Sausaging to Success?" you might ask. It's when you have friends at a bar or club
come up to you and constantly interrupt your talking to a woman, or group of women, and them
saying how awesome it is you're there and basically doing what they did in the video. They don't
have to take a selfie with you or how jealous their friends will be that they missed out, and so on, but
that most certainly could help. Sausaging to Success is just one way of giving you massive amounts
of perceived status just as was demonstrated in the video.
An example of how I stumbled onto this effect personally was about 6 years ago. I was walking into a
club at the height of the pickup community with a female friend of a friend I wanted to hookup with.
I didn't tell anyone I was even going out that night so when I showed up and they spotted me they
kept come up to me saying how cool it was I was out, that they didn't know I'd be there that night,
and so on. The female friend of a friend thought I was some sort of celebrity because of all the guys
that kept stopping us to say hi. It seriously took 5-10 minutes just to get into the venue. When you
have that many poeple stopping to say hi and how awesome/cool it is you're there and that friends
will be jealous they missed out, you're doing it right. You can plan this out beforehand with friends
and swap out who's turn it is to be the star even. Done properly I believe this is the best way possible
for friends to "wing" you.
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Text Game "GUIDE" with examples
25 upvotes | August 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I posted this at TRP proper, but felt that it also is well suited for here, if you missed it.
Preamble: Ok, so this is a follow up to this post and related imgur, which while it's obviously had it's
fans, it also had it's detractors (namely me). What follows is an expansion of my thoughts found
there, and more thoughts in general on 'text game'.
Some took issue with my tone or my acerbic word choice, but I felt it was necessary to counteract the
lavish praise being heaped on mediocre content. I'm willing to attribute most of the backlash in the
original thread to newer, younger members from one of the recent influxes who felt the notions of
'trying your best' and 'contribution for contribution's sake' were inherently meritorious. These people
who don't fully grasp everything this sub's about. That's fine, everyone's here to learn, myself
included but the point of this subreddit is improvement and being the best you can, accepting no
substitutes. Thus, what initially prompted me to post was reading some of the comments; at one point
someone replied 'this is flawless text game'. This is problematic for two reasons; first, because it
wasn't even particularly good and second because the very concept of 'flawless text game' is wrong.
I'll address both these points below.There was also a call for examples of my own, so giving the
masses what they want I've included some below, but be prepared to be underwhelmed (more on that
to follow).
In the original thread, the OP was trying to frame his 'guide' as how to keep a hookup from becoming
your girlfriend, but this isn't particularly difficult and you don't need pages of 'text game examples' to
do this, if you understand the core concept.
All it really boils down to is availability. A girl you see once or twice a week at night is not your
girlfriend. She knows this. She may push for more, but if you demur every time she wants to do
something off schedule, she'll soon get the picture and either adapt to the hours of operations or cast
you off. Yes, her losing interest in the arrangement is a risk but that's the whole point - you don't want
to date her exclusively so don't begrudge her for seeking out someone who wants to spend more time
with her. If anything encourage her to date, you'll find that if your boning her well she just won't be
able to connect to those guys who take her out to dinner. Your the AF to the BB. I've slept with girls
before they go on dates so they don't do anything too slutty that night (their words). You can't be
trying to date 2 or 3 girls at the same time but butthurt if they're doing the same thing; the good news?
in my experience is that they usually won't be. Most girls (people too) struggle with dating multiple
people concurrently, and assuming your overall game is tight, most will sign on for a part-time role as
its better than nothing, or the less desirable alternative. This is completely their choice, so you
shouldn't feel the slightest bit guilty about it, assuming your forthright from the start.
Here's a few screenshots of examples with a girl I hung out with last summer:
http://imgur.com/a/zIJwQ
Nothing super complex there, and segues well to my next point. Once you've banged her, it really
doesn't matter what you say. In the original thread, the OP was practically self-defeating as he flipped
between leading her on to it being something more and glibly stupid. Why are you using the rope
ladder when there's an elevator? The need for cagey one-liners and master frame-keepers is
diminished. You've already won the game, you have a lot more latitude. Save the pithy remarks for in
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person/new girls, texts should be purely logistical at this point. If you read the texts above, almost
everything from my end is trying to coordinate meeting up.
This leads to my final idea, which stems from a more high-level issue with the concept of a 'step by
step texting to get laid guide.' Put an idea like this in the same category as diet pills, get rich quick
schemes and many other PUA scams. There's no shortcuts, magic bullets or panaceas. There's some
concepts which if you apply to yourself and your 'game' should improve your odds, but will never
guarantee you shit, or the particular girl you're after. Claiming anything else is disingenuous.
Like I've said a few times now, the girl in the OP was already under his thumb, so to speak, so you
probably correctly concluded that you can sort of step off the gas when trying to come up with witty
repartee. Okay, that's great, but what about girls you haven't slept with yet? It's completely different
right?
Well, not really. I did some digging and found the texts that set up first time bangs with several
different girls.
http://imgur.com/a/UYNdC
There's nothing there that is that outstanding, really. Maybe I had a funny line or two, but none of
them we're exactly make or break. There's pointed invitations to do things, and from there we did
things. Texting is really just a logistical tool to meet up in the flesh, and the factors at play are the
same factors always at play:
How interested she is
How available she is
How you fit into these two variables.
I can confidently say I've never turned a not interested girl into an interested one via a witty message,
at best maybe I've pushed a few off the fence because I fit in logistically. The point is so many factors
can come into play, most way outside of your control. You could be running what many here would
consider air-tight, hilarious, push/pull, rapport building wundergame, and get blown out. Or maybe
all it takes you to text 'hey whats up' to set thing in motion (aka girl text game, but that's a different
post). What you say is less important than all the other factors that go into her decisionmaking on
whether or not this is going to happen.
Now I realize people want this quick little list of quips you can hopefully deploy at the right moment.
roissy made a career out of posting things like this. delicious tacos top blog post for the longest time
was '44 openers for okc' but here's the thing, none of this ultimately matters. At the end of the day,
any 'guide' of canned lines can't make you witty or interesting. How do you get more witty? I dunno,
become more well read, have interesting anectodes that apply to a wide variety of situations. To be
interesting, you should try becoming interesting. If you're successful at this, you'll find yourself not at
a loss for words when some quick joke is fitting, or the opportunity to be a little forward presents
itself. Like anything, experience is the best teacher - you get better at this the more you do it.
If you have anxiety about what to say, whether it will be funny enough, or enticing enough to catch
her attention, think about it like this, would you rather get a few perfunctory hahas or an actual
date/meetup out of it. If you've got a funny callback to a shared experience which eases you into
actually asking her to do something, use it. Eventually though, you're going to have to make the move
to get her to meet up. Be direct, to the point where she has to accept or reject your offer. If she
hesitates or is busy, its probably not happening. She could be actually unavailable - which is fine.
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Busy without an offer to reschedule is uninterested. A no ultimately is a good thing - its unambiguous
and should give you closure on that particular girl.
Still, for some general ideas, if I were to highlight some salient points, try these:
DON'T
*Incessantly text
*seek approval
*gab with her
*get emotional
*chase uninterested girls - each additional invitation to do something is value lowering. She should
be stoked she got invited out to do something with you, after a decline or two it should be clear its
now entirely in her court if something's gonna happen.
DO
*contact early ("who's this?" is something that shouldn't happen, text her early on with something that
identifies you, to the point you don't have to explicitly say your name. A quick few messages soon
after meeting will really increase your retention rate down the road)
*say less than her
*know when to cut bait, only pursue girls who show interest
signs of interest:
-unprompted contact
-prompt replies
-questions
-suggestions to meetup
As you gain more experience you'll get better at recognizing these sort of 'go signs' and be more able
to confidently seize the initiative when it presents itself. A few more semi-related text examples:
http://imgur.com/a/Idox6
In conclusion, Use texting as a tool to set up in person meetups, not perfecting your standup routine,
mindfucking her, or really anything else. It's not that the jokes, or seductive lines, or alpha posturing
or whatever don't have their place here or there, it's that it's not the primary goal. Further, all that stuff
matters less if you fall apart in person. Even if I could give you a line or two that guaranteed a date,
would it matter if you couldn't carry through in person?
Sorry if this sounds fatalistic or disappoints, but it's the truth. If anything it should be reassuring there's no secret formula to successfully text a girl and get it in. You're still gonna get flaked on if the
girl isn't that invested.
Feel free to disagree with what I lay out here if you think I'm wrong or whatever at any point, I
welcome it. I don't love everything above as a cogent idea but I wanted to get this out tonight. Also if
I didn't address anything, let me know. This is long enough as is, so I left out some stuff.
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How is my text game? How do I improve it? Help (screenshots)
Where do I go from here?
25 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by bertstare10 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been working to improve on text game over the past few months. tl;dr went through a real rough
period in life over the past 2 years, was really angry/bitter towards girls (see post history if you want
to creep I think I posted about what happened) and as a result had really shitty game. Anyway, what
do you guys think? I've been reading a bunch of tinder posts (and some of the text guides stickied
here) and so yeah, a few of these lines aren't original (mainly the bf/gf part and the texting something
dirty) but the rest I came up with myself.
Tinder Convo
http://imgur.com/a/POOdi
Texting Convo
http://imgur.com/a/u05L5
Any thoughts? I would like to hang out with this girl - out of all my tinder interactions she's caught
my attention with her wit. But at the same time, I feel that I suck at text game and I'm boring her.
How would you guys recommend I head from here?
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FR: I slept with a feminist vegan... Inner hamster comes out.
24 upvotes | October 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: I would like to point out I acknowledge that this is not an example of "game". I spit ZERO
game on this girl and I apologize in advance for this. The purpose of this FR is to point out one girls
hypocrisy and to confirm the idea "Don't pay attention to what women say, pay attention to what they
do."
So I originally attempted to post this to r/theredpill but was a aware I couldn't since my new account
has no karma so I guess ill just leave this here.
Ok so a couple weekends ago, I went over my buddies apartment to pregame before going out to the
bars. Let's call him Greg. Greg has a female roommate who is extremely chill who drinks with us
regularly. I could go as far as saying she's RedPill as fuck. However, this night she happened to have
her friend from school join us, let's call her Meg.
Meg talked about nothing but feminism, vegan lifestyle, and how awesome she thought "yes means
yes" is. She made statements like "men are pigs, all they want is sex" and "I hate when men try to buy
me drinks, all they want is to get in my pants." I also found out that Greg had been hitting on her
really hard from the start. I couldn't entirely blame him as this girl wasn't unattractive and had
massive double D's. Either way I decided I would just ignore this girl tonight and enjoy getting drunk
with my friends.
Throughout the night however, Meg made a bunch of attempts to start talking to me, asking me
where I'm from, what I do, what music I listen to etc. I gave minimal answers without appearing rude
but the more I tried to ignore her, the harder she tried.
Eventually we made it to our regular bar. Since Greg and his roommate had supplied me with many
beers and multiple shots of patron before we left, I decided to buy them each a drink. Of course I said
to the bartender "get my friends what ever they want." so he assumed this included meg. Meg had
apparently forgotten everything she said about guys buying her drinks and ordered a whiskey on the
rocks.
She then comes and leans up against me and says "thanks for the drink" while making heavy eye
contact and batting her eye lashes in the most obvious of ways. I simply with a stone cold face and a
flat tone said "your welcome" and walked away to talk to Greg.
Him and I eventually head over to the dance floor. After a few more rounds we are having a blast
when suddenly Meg comes up to me and starts aggressively dancing with me. I keep trying to back
off but she clearly doesn't get the hint. I really don't think this girl is used to rejection.
Soon after we all leave the bar and my friends suggest we go to megs to smoke since her apartment is
closest. We go, smoke and eventually everyone gets up to leave. Greg and his roommate leave first
and before I can get out the door, Meg grabs me and says "you can stay if you want." And starts
making out with me. I think to myself "As long as I play this safe, what do I honestly have to lose?"
So even in my drunken stupor, I still had the the sense to turn on the recorder on my phone and after
putting it in my pocket I asked "do you want to have sex?" And she replied "Yes."
The next morning I woke up hungover as all hell and went home almost immediately. I just think it is
extremely funny how this girl emphatically expressed all these hardcore feminist views, but the
second she wanted to bang and I showed her no attention, those views went out the window and her
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inner hamster came out to play. She eventually texted me saying something along the lines of "if you
ever want hang out again, hit me up anytime ;)" ... I never did.
TL;DR Feminists are feminists unless they want to fuck you.
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Dog Park Game
24 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | by thetenman | Link | Reddit Link
Dog Park Game
This article assumes that you have some kind of game already.
The purpose of this article is two fold. First, to share my experience on picking up women at the dog
park. Second, to open a discussion to learn what works for other guys at the Dog Park.
The positives of Dog Park Game (dpg) are that it is absurdly easy, it has a unnaturally high close rate
in my experience, it takes almost no additional effort if you are already going, and the women that I
have gotten are of much higher quality than what I have pulled from bars or online.
Dpg is absurdly easy because you have at least two built in talking points that women are almost
always very enthusiastic to discuss, the Bitch Shield are completely off line and women are literally
in a caged area with you and a few other people for between 30 minutes and 1 hour.
My close rate at the dog park is much higher than at a bar or with other day game. When I go out at
night my goal is usually to do between 5 and 8 approaches and I would say that I average about 2.5
numbers per 10 approaches. Then a certain percentage of those do not answer texts or flake on dates.
With dog park game I get a number about 7 out of 10 times when the chick does not tell me she has a
boyfriend and I have never had a number pulled from the dog park flake on a date.
If you are already going to the dog park then there is zero reason to not be trying to pull chicks there,
the opportunity cost is nothing.
A lot of hot chicks own dogs. The ones that go to the dog park can be approached easily with out
arousing their suspicions. Whenever you can approach a chick when she is not all dolled up and her
bitch shields are not raised you stand a much greater change of success, this goes doubly for hot
chicks.
The one negative that detracts from dpg is, with a few exceptions, dog parks are generally not as
target rich as bars or shopping malls. However you can pull hot chicks from Dog Parks. As stated
earlier if you are already going why not give it a shot. That being said, it is probably not worth going
out and buying a dog just so you can take it to dog parks to meet women.
Your attitude at the dog park should be generally social but aloof. You should talk and joke with
people at random. Talk to old women, men, fat chicks you have no interested in, pretty much
everybody that won't mark you as weird. The toothless shirtless homeless dude that hangs out there
all the time can be avoided. This serves a couple purposes. One, it will provide a measure of social
proof when it comes time pull a chick. The fact that you talk to everybody shows you are not a giant
weirdo. Two, it allows you to practice talking about other peoples dogs with them, your general
approach and hinting. Dog parks can be clique, and I have seen other men get labelled as “there to
meet women” if this happens and the chicks you target hear about it your chances go way down,
talking to everybody helps avoid this. Three, it just makes going to dog parks more pleasant and you
can meet some other cool people. That being said you still want to maintain frame, you do not want
to be so gregarious that it seem weird or off putting. If I go to the dog park for an hour I will spend
about 20 minutes chatting with others, I am not interested in. It is not necessary to learn names or
become actual friends unless you otherwise want to. My tone of voice is fairly monotone, my attitude
remains aloof and only slightly interested.
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Bring a book. This is helpful because it give you something to do besides chit chat which increases
your scarcity and it give you another topic of conversation with targets.
The best time for dpg is between 6pm and 8pm Sunday through Thursday. That being said I would
not restrict your times to just those because younger hotter women that work at bars or the mall have
different work schedules and will go at random times. Of the 5 hottest chicks I have banged with dpg
3 were mid day meets. You can tailor the kind of chick you would like to get, for the time you go.
Young professional chicks go almost exclusively after work and are the most numerous type. Going
late at night is right out. After 9pm there is a significant drop off in the people that go to dog parks,
and 99% are men. The weekends are hit and miss, but any chick worth anything is obviously not
going to be at a dog park on Friday night at 9pm.
Go to multiple dog parks. The reason for this is that it is difficult to know the quality of each park
simply by its neighbourhood. You need to go and scout them out. Not all dog parks are created equal
and you will need to visit them all to find the best ones. People tend to pick a dog park and go to the
same one night after night, so even if you do not go to the same one all the time you are increasing
the size of your hunting grounds with out loosing too much quary. If you go to a dog park a few times
and it is dead then you can mark it off your list and visit it in another couple months. There are 5 dog
parks with in a 15 minute drive of my house. I visit them all. My pattern is to pick two and spend two
non consecutive days during the week at them. Then rotate in another the next week.
Some parks have communal areas, like picnic tables, where everybody sits, this is good and bad. It
provides easier access to start a conversation which is a double edge sword because women that sit
there will be more on guard. Hot chicks will tend to avoid communal areas so it might be necessary
to move around some. You can do this pretty easily by playing with your own dog. I spend about
80% of my time sitting at a communal table and 20% moving around.
Wear sunglasses during the day. They allow you to look around with out being creepy.
Differences DPG differs from night club game in that you need to be less aggressive to avoid scaring
away chicks before they get a chance to know you. You have a significant amount of time where you
and her likely have nothing better to do than talk, which is a huge advantage. Use it. DPG starts off so
innocently that she should not even be sure you are actually hitting on her until you ask for her
number. I have had multiple chicks tell me, that they a were not sure I was into them until I texted
them for a date. In the war between the sexes mystery is a power ally dpg lets you use it.
THE APPROACH When a chick you are interested enters the park do not look directly over at the gate. Chicks
especially hot ones have a keen sense of when people are checking them out and it raises their
defenses. Wait until she is all the way into the park and settled before you pay any attention. You are
engrossed in your book or in whatever current bs conversation you are having. Note the dog she came
in with because it is your “in”. I would also wait about 10 minutes before you approach, you have the
time to spare as almost everyone that goes to the dog park does so for at least 30 minutes. You will
need to make up a reason to close the distance with her especially if she is does not sit at the
communal area with you and all the mouth breathers. You will need to be creative but methods I like
to use are. Start playing with your own dog and move over into that area. Take your dog over to the
water fountain for a drink. Go over an pick up a tennis ball that is by her. If she is already there when
you get to the dog park you will need to move more quickly but still wait a few minutes before you
approach.
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THE OPENER - My opener is always the same and is designed to open a conversation with out
scaring a chick away before they get a chance to know how awesome I am. You are going to
comment on her dog or any dog that you could reasonable assume is hers. My favorite is “What kind
of dog is that?” with a confused look on your face. Direct the question at her from a social distance
4-6 feet away. If the dog is not hers and the breed is not obvious she will respond with something like
“ it is not mine I do not know”. To which you will respond with the reasons you assumed it was hers
and with what you think it might be. The if she does not point it out ask which dog is hers. If the dog
breed is obvious she might respond with German Shepard, which should also be obvious to you, you
can just comment how you think it looks like it is mixed with whatever.
THE WARM UP - Once you establish which dog is hers you are going to talk about dogs at length
with the goal of getting her to ask about your dog. You either want her to ask which dog is yours or
what its name is. Once she asks you a question about your dog you can move further along by talking
about your dog and her dog. One thing I do is if her dog is a girl (mine is a boy) ask if her dog is
single, and what her dogs type is. She should laugh at this. The warm up should be between 5 and 10
minutes of nothing but chit chat and joking about the dogs. I would avoid anything negative about her
dog and yours keep it positive. This is also the point where if she has a boyfriend she want you to
know about she will usually tell you. If that happens just gradually wined down the conversation. The
purpose of the warm up is to get her to ask you something personal. To do this you need to drop
hints. I usually say something like “when I leave town I have my sister watch my dog because she...
blah blah blah” An interested chick will ask you something about where you go if you go for work
etc. If she does not take your hints but does not walk away and still seems engaged then it is possible
that dog talk will get stale. This is where the book you brought comes in. You should try and transfer
the conversation on it if dog talk lasts longer than 10 minutes. Once she asks a personal question, you
can go into more value building personal details about your awesome travels and job. How so and so
watched your dog for 5 days last time you went to Vegas, Mexico or Brazil. The hints just needs hint
of something about you without giving away the entire thing. Anything attractive about yourself, will
work.
VALUE BUILDING - After she asks you something personal you can go into a more normal phase
of conversation with a chick. You can ask her questions but make sure to discuss the answers with
her. If she tells you she works as nurse, its crazy because your aunt is a nurse and blah blah blah.
Make sure to keep hinting about how awesome your life is. This should last about 10 minutes.
THE CLOSE - Once you have sufficiently built value or if she is ready to leave ask for the digits by
asking her if she wants to continue the conversation. Something like “You seem interesting, hit me
with your phone number so we can continue this conversation.” After you get the number, one of you
has to leave the park, if she is not leaving you are.
THE DOG PARK DATE (dpd) - One great thing about dpg and dog parks in general is that they are
great places to take women on a get to know you date. If you met a chick at the dog park and you
want you can ask her to meet you there again, they almost always will. If you meet a chick online and
you know she has a dog that she takes to a dog park, arranging a puppy play date is a great way to get
her out with you. If you meet a chick for a dpd take note of what she is wearing. I have had chicks
show up in heels and skirts, which is obviously a clear sign of interest, although the reverse is not
always true. If you met her online dpd are great because you have a built in conversation. If you feel
comfortable bring a drink or two to the dog park and you know the chick drinks, go ahead. Closing
on a dpd can be more difficult. What I generally do is after 45 minutes or an hour offer to walk
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around the park with her and her dog. You should be pretty familiar with your surrounding so
enticing her should not be difficult. Something like, “there is a cool flower garden on the other side of
the park that Roofus loves, lets walk over there and check it out”. When you are on the walk just find
a good time and go in for a kiss. Then close as normal from there. If you want increase the time on
the date it is always good to know bars with dog friendly patios, offer to meet her there for a drink
with the dogs.
If there is something that is not clear or if you have a question feel free to ask. Dpg done right is zero
risk high reward
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Trouble with Push/Pull or Negging
23 upvotes | October 20, 2014 | by BPtoRP | Link | Reddit Link
I'm still struggling to find my boundaries in the balance between rude asshole and funny negging.
I feel push/pull is one of the best ways to put a high-SMV girl in her place and show her to expect a
real honest guy who won't care for her cute face as much, like something I heard recently "You have
freckles, that's funny...nono I meant they're cute, it's a good thing". I think that's the perfect amount.
What I struggle with though is what to do throughout the rest of the relationship like a plate I meet a
lot or platonic friends like my housemates.
I've become too asshole-y now and it's become my easy way out of keeping me from getting all
mushy and beta by being way too honest in my criticisms and I can feel how it comes off as
judgmental and condescending. I used to be more fun to be around and now I feel people take care
when they're around me. My housemate told me laughingly she once ran out the house to avoid me
seeing her overstated-red lipstick since I had told her it makes her look like a clown. This isn't the
first time I notice her avoiding me for being judgmental. While flirting with a girl at a party, I told her
playfully that she's not really my type because she lacks in the boob department. Nothing happened
with her later because I was the host and had to introduce people/work the room so I never got a
reaction from her.
I need broad guidelines on what to neg on and what is just plain rude/anti-social/crass. Should I not
neg at all after the first interaction and we get to know each other? It’s sometimes frustrating when a
girl tells me “I bought these sunglasses, tell me how they look on me” like they’re expecting a beta
“You look wondrous” response. I said “anything will look good with your smile really” and thought
that was too much so I covered her mouth and said “the glasses aren’t that good though without the
smile”.
Saying jk is an obvious nono of course, but do I slip in a compliment or "you're awesome" every once
in a while to let them know I don't actually think they're horrible people? Enlighten me TRP, what
topics are acceptable to neg on? Body image, ass/boob proportions, dress/clothing, face, hair color,
smell, personality, her demeanor like slouching or waddling in high heels?
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Data Driven Profile Picture Optimization
23 upvotes | September 12, 2014 | by RedSunBlue | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all you horny motherfuckers.
If the runaway success of Tinder is any indication, profile text means almost nothing while your
profile picture(s) mean almost everything. So, it makes sense that we should be optimizing the shit
out of our profile pictures.
I've compiled a list of best practices from these two OkCupid Trends articles:
http://blog.okcupid.com/index.php/the-4-big-myths-of-profile-pictures/
http://blog.okcupid.com/index.php/dont-be-ugly-by-accident/
It all boils down to following portraiture best practices while displaying masculine qualities, but since
everyone loves lists, I made one for your easy perusal.
Use a DSLR or similar camera with an interchangeable lens.
Use a lens with a low f-stop setting so you can blot out the background.
In your profile picture, look away from the camera and do not smile.
Show off your muscles if they are show-worthy.
Take your picture(s) outside either shortly after sunrise or before sunset.
Don't use flash.
Bonus points if you include an animal and/or an interesting activity.
You can also check out a lengthier write up with my commentary on my blog, but all the actionable
info is right here.
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[FR] Women are jealous creatures!
23 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I've only been truly red pill for around 6 months, but I've been in and out of seduction forums for
years, although that stuff never really stuck for me.
So this past weekend me and my brother threw a party for my brothers birthday. We throw these
things quite a bit, and I had just read a post on party host game that was motivating us to really make
this awesome. So we get a keg, a bunch of liquor, set up good music, and throw out a ton of invites.
Right before the party's about to start I am chatting with a girl from okcupid, so I invite her to the
party. Surprisingly she actually shows up!
So the party starts and I've had enough liquid courage to really start my game. I start hitting on a girl
one of my player friends that is now in an LTR brought with him, she seems dtf, but I'm getting some
interference from one of my other player friends who always tries to fuck everything. That's when the
okcupid girl shows up. So I switch to chatting her up, introduce her to some cool people around the
party. I start kinoing her, escalating pretty hard, and she's loving it, giggling, kinoing back, but she's
also giving a lot of resistance whenever I try to move into a kiss or anything. At some point one of
my friends comes by and I decide she's probably getting too much attention from me, so I chat with
them for a sec. When I turn around, she's just fucking gone. I look all around surreptitiously and can't
find her, so I figure, whatever, guess that's over. So I find the other chick again and start chatting with
her and some other people for a while, but I'm still not getting much play with her. Luckily the other
girl shows back up out of nowhere and is immediately all over me, I quickly escalate and we're
making out, then up in my bedroom smashing it. She spends the night, I smash it a couple times in
the morning and she heads off home.
So here's where it gets really fun. The next day my buddy that had brought the first chick texts me.
He tells me that she has been asking about me, apparently she has told him that she really wants to
fuck me bad. He and a couple other people are hanging at his place and I head over. Of course this
was easy mode, she apparently noticed that I dropped her at the party and went off and nailed another
chick, so now she needs that validation. I get there, kino a little, but still don't give her much
attention, chatting with friends, playing video games. Eventually she almost drags me across the hall
to the apartment she's staying in and we bang it out, spend the rest of the night drinking and fucking
until I head home the next day to sleep before work that night.
I got both of their numbers and will probably be able to make them plates if I don't do anything
stupid.
Thanks for taking the time to read this guys!
TL,DR- Threw a party, hit on two girls, banged one by making her jealous of the other, then banged
the other one cause she was jealous of the first!
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15 Tips On How To Deal With A Woman In A Relationship
[Real Christian McQueen]
23 upvotes | May 1, 2014 | by JP_Whoregan | Link | Reddit Link
This guy runs a pretty solid blog, and this post is a definite "Red Pill Game 101" dissertation. If you
want to know which active steps you should be pursuing in your journey down our little RP rabbit
hole, these are a good start.
Now, some of these are framed within the context of a "relationship", but most of them are also
applicable in your pursuit of women out in the wild. Happy reading.
http://realchristianmcqueen.com/2014/04/28/15-tips-on-how-to-deal-with-women-in-a-relationship/
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The Quintessential Date Guide
22 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/the-quintessential-date-guide/
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Never diffuse tension with a joke... it can instantly ruin a sure
thing.
22 upvotes | July 12, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Got this girl's number from OKCupid and was playing my cards right. She was smoking hot, about an
8.5 or a 9... way more attractive than anything I've been with, yet. I set up a date on Sunday, but she
hits me up Wednesday and we plan a date for Thursday afternoon.
She stood me up.
Within about 20 minutes, she tells me she is across the state in another town due to an illness with her
mother and apologizes. I told her she'd have to make it up to me if she wanted to keep our date on
Sunday, so I get a sexy pic out of it.
Awesome.
She tries to call me later, but I intentionally miss it because I don't feel like getting into a long call
with her. Too much opportunity to fuck shit up without being there in person(welp). I call her back 5
minutes before work starts, just enough time to give her a little shit for standing me up, and put on
my burly voice.
Come today, I get another sexier picture. Then I get a call at just before 2am telling me she's bored. I
get the invite to her place within about 3 minutes into that call.
Going smooth as fuck.
Drive to her place in the ghetto, place a dead-man text to a friend (If I don't text you in 10 minutes,
send police to ...) and get into her place.
God damn, she is wearing a tight top with her nipples all popping out, short underwear and she leads
me to her couch. I sit down, she offers me a cigarette and proceeds to tell me how wasted she is while
reaching out to grab my hand. I take it, am stroking her hand a bit and tell her to come over towards
me and get a bit more familiar.
"I'm not ready to be moving like that just yet."
Here's where I fucked up and lost all of the fucking tension I had been building up for 5 days. I was
admittedly nervous about this neighborhood and being called to this girl's house whom I've never
met, yet. Instead of playing off that slight tidbit of rejection there, I deflect it and made a joke like,
"Damn girl, I just asked you to get closer, not blow me." Now that's totally in-line with my character,
and I can usually pull that off... But this was completely the wrong fucking time for it.
God damn it.
The whole vibe changed, she took her hand away under the guise of switching which hand she was
holding her cigarette and then commented on how tired she was and apologized for wasting my time.
I said,
"Not feeling anything here either, eh?"
"No..."
"I assume we're off for Sunday."
"Yeah..."
"Yeah, I figured. Take care."
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Important lesson learned, but at the expense of what I expected to be a sure fucking thing... Gotta
maintain that frame, and gotta know when to joke and when not to...
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[Field Report] Frame > Token Resistance
22 upvotes | May 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Frame: Creating a set of circumstances in which your goal(s) is the only tenable/sensible outcome.
Frame is characterized by an absence of desperation or overt entitlement. Others will respond by
acquiescing to your purpose and even seeking to please you. This is because any powerful frame
doesn't infringe on others' rights to refuse you, but it does make anyone who chooses to refuse feel
worthless/at a loss.
Token Resistance: In a sexual/game context, "sex resistance" is when a girl is not sure whether or
not to sleep with you. She is still assessing your status as an alpha male (who is worthy of sex) versus
that as a beta male (who is not worthy of being sexual). She is still open to sex, despite her
protestations. However, given the nature of the sexual marketplace (men wanting sex more than
women, obviously), the default position for women, even those who actually want to be fucked that
night, is to refrain from sex unless you overwhelmingly can assure them you are worth the risk.
Let me reiterate the risk that women take on by spreading their legs for you. If you turn out to be a
beta male, they have immediately devalued themselves and their prime resource (their vagina) by
giving it up too easily. So they are conditioned to assess/resist/extricate from you (even if you haven't
done anything wrong) unless you can overcome their token resistance. Seriously, how many sob
stories have you read about/heard/experienced involving a guy making out with a girl and grinding,
only for the girl to disappear 1 hr later? Or maybe the first meeting was full of chemistry, but no
response to your texts the next week?
Well, this post is more focused on overcoming token resistance in the context of a ONS (one night
stand). Text game and Dating game are for another discussion. Most of you are probably here to learn
how to get laid the first night.
Field Report:
I met this girl online through OKCupid. She is mainland Chinese and a college student. I found out
she was traveling/visiting friends and "looking to see some local culture". That includes partying,
drinking and all-around potential slutiness, in my extensive experience.
However you meet a girl (online, in-person, etc), setting up frame begins at first contact. I always set
up frame through texting before meeting a girl in-person. Although some prefer to keep texting to
logistics only, I disagree if you actually met the girl through texting/online to begin with. I had
repeatedly mentioned how "crazy" I was, how I like dancing, girls who cosplay, massages, outdoor
sex, car sex, and porn. All of this was administered and received in proper frame; funny, joking,
non-judgmental.
By the time we met up, things were already in place. I immediately took her directly to my home and
gave her a drink. I turned on some club music and asked her to show me how she dances. After all,
we'd already talked about this through texts, so this wasn't an unusual request. Within 10 min, I
was literally dry humping her, she was grinding me, and I was teaching her how to shake her ass. It
ended up with her sitting on my lap while we relaxed on the bed. She called me a "crazy, bad guy"
the entire time.
So this is where sex happens, right? I wish it were that simple. Token resistance smacked me in the
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face. I quickly ran into a myriad of slut protectors: She claimed she had a bf and that she doesn't like
it when guys touch her (this was after me grabbing her ass for 20 min while she asked for help on
how to dance).
This type of obvious dissonance can logically mean only one of two things: 1) what she said was true.
She is totally immune from further sexual escalation and won't respond. 2) What she said is a lie and,
more importantly, an attempt to verify my status as a worthy sexual being. #2 is how I always
view these situations based on the evidence (her actions; if the girl literally never touched me
then #1 would make more sense).
So what did I decide to do? I went full grenade-mode. I maintained frame and playfully "challenged"
her if she could give me a blowjob like we talked about online, and I conveniently mentioned that
"it's just a blowjob, it's not full sex". This hilarious feat of mental gymnastics was all I needed to get
an amazing blowjob.
So next time, invest in setting up a proper, sexual frame in which being crazy is not only
allowed, it's actually expected. Once you have accomplished this, the frame does its work on its
own. Because you no longer have to fight to justify your sexual escalation (which is the conflict
at the heart of Game). Sexual escalation is accepted without resistance.
Alternate version of this post in blog form
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The "who are you?" shit test
21 upvotes | October 5, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I was wondering if anybody on here had particularly clever or witty responses.
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FR: High Sexual Tension, High Escalation, NO CLOSE! WTF?
21 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by bobbybluepill | Link | Reddit Link
Backstory: I've known this girl for about 8 months. We do not hang out often but it occasionally
happens. My buddy fucks her best friend. When I first met her, I was involved in an LTR but she
climbed into my bed one night wearing nothing but a G-String. She cuddled up on me, etc. but I
didn't escalate because of the LTR, which was in the process of crumbling. Since then, when we
bump into each other, we'll make out in secret and constantly talk about hardcore sex. We've never
hung out one-on-one before and every time she sees me, I'm with another girls who I'm sleeping with,
which is why we make out in secret. Her best friend, who fucks my buddy, tells everyone that this
girl wants to fuck me.
Field Report: The best friend went on vacation and this girl was left all alone in the big city. I didn't
have plans yesterday, so I decided to take a shot with her one-on-one. Here is my exact text exchange
(notice, I don't say "Hi" or any shit like that, this is exactly how I start):
BOBBY: We're starting at BAR_NAME tonight. You should come.
HER: For the game?
BOBBY: Exactly
HER: Who watches games at BAR_NAME?
HER: Do they even have tv's?
BOBBY: Hahahaha I know! I said the same thing, but I'm told they have a bunch.
BOBBY: MUTUAL_FRIEND wants to go because all of
THEIR_FUCKING_LAME_KICKBALL_TEAM is there tonight. I'm coming along for the
ride.
BOBBY: Come with me. If it sucks, we'll bounce. My entire plan is that it will suck and
we will bounce. She thinks we're meeting friends, but I'm planning to isolate her fast.
HER: Alright fine
HER: Picnic basket shoes? I've made out with her a bunch and we have extremely
sexual conversations. She knows I'm into legs, feet, and shoes. Last time I saw her, she
had these wedges with red and white checkered ribbons that tied the basket-weave
wedges to the bottom of her feet. I told her they were 1950s sexy and that I would like
to have her in nothing but those shoes and a matching apron, in a kitchen. She told me
it made her wet to think about that and, clearly, she's still thinking about it and wants
to have me thinking about it too. This conversation about shoes happened about 3
weeks ago.
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BOBBY: Good girl.
HER: Lol
BOBBY: 2.5 hours later I'll pick you up at 8. What's your address?
HER: Ahh I better hurry up then
HER: ADDRESS
I show up at 8 and she's ready. She hops in my car and I start to drive. She states that we're taking a
weird way back to my place. I explain that I haven't eaten yet, so I'm stopping at McDonald's. It takes
15 minutes extra to do, but fuck it, I need to eat. I pick up that McDonald's and we drive back to my
place.
We're alone at my place for a good 2 hours. We're drinking, getting loose, having good conversation,
listening to some good music. At first, the IOIs are saying that she's standoffish (I don't think she
anticipated I'd keep her alone like that... IMO, she thought we were going to meet friends
immediately) but after a few drinks it's fairly easy to get light kino going on. I'm putting my arm
around her, touching her waist, kissing her on the cheek. Etc.
At this point, it's getting late and we get a taxi to the bar. We show up and meet with some mutual
friends. Guess what? The bar is completely dead! (This kind of sucks, because now I can't isolate. Our
friends all want to leave together to go to a better bar.) I know the bar tender, so we get some drinks.
After one drink, we start to walk to a different bar. This will be a 15-20 minute walk.
Along the way, we pass a playground with a jungle gym made of ropes. The girl tells me we could
have some serious fun on that, especially on the swings. I say we should do it right now. We straight
up role played out a porn scene on this thing in front off all of our friends. She's riding me over
clothing on these swings, I'm rubbing her tits and pussy over her clothing, she's talking about the way
my cock feels against her. This is going good.
We leave the jungle gym and continue our walk. The girl tells me she really needs to pee. My thought
is that I got that pussy TINGLING! on the jungle gym and she needs to play with herself--that's what
I like to think at least. In any case, I view this as my opportunity to isolate. I tell her we should walk
fast and get her into a bar to use the bathroom. This works! We leave the group of friends behind and
wind up alone in a bar. We both use the restroom and I tell her, "Come her" Kiss her, no tongue. "Buy
me a drink." And she does.
At this point, we sit next to each other and she starts to tell me about the new guy she's seeing. Oh, he
has such a big cock and fucks her so good. He's so innocent looking, but he's a complete freak. But...
She thinks about me while she's fucking him... Because, she wants to know if I'd approve of the dirty
talk and if I'd approve of the naughty outfits she wears and if I'd approve of the way she rides his
dick... (NOTE: During this conversation, I find out the following, which will be important to keep in
mind... 1) They are not in an exclusive relationship. 2) This guy just applied to 20 graduate schools
and only 1 is in the major metro area where we live. 3) He lives over an hour away from us.)
OK, this is a little weird. But, she's getting totally turned on and starts rubbing my dick. I'm figuring
this is a series of shit tests to see if this guy can make me jealous. Fuck that nonsense, I A&A the shit
out of everything she throws. As a result, this conversation gets extremely graphic. We're sitting next
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to each other in a bar, she's rubbing my dick, I'm rubbing her pussy, she's telling me how wet she is.
I'm telling her that when I get her back to my place I'm going to rip her panties off--literally, rip them
off of her--and stuff them in her mouth while I fuck her, white I suck her toes, while she sucks my
fingers, all at the same time, etc.
OK, I'm going to make my move. We've got to get to my place NOW.
We walk to the exit and our friends walk in. They randomly found us! The only mutual friend's
number she has broke his phone. So, I know she didn't disclose our location and neither did I.
This is just shitty luck. They're not going to let us leave and I'm certainly not going to act thirsty
here. We sit back down and have some more drinks. During this period of time, several of my friends
are trying to cock block. I handle the entire situation by being completely aloof. I'm looking through
my phone while the girl is whispering in my ear. She's showing me naughty pictures of her on her
phone. She's rubbing my cock again. I have a full-nude of myself on my phone and I show her. She's
impressed and tells me. This part of the night is not as insanely sexual, but it's still pretty intense. I
think I'm golden on this.
A friend offers to drive us home. She comes to my place, even though she could have went back to
her place and been dropped off there. We get back to my place and things get sexual. We make out.
I'm completely under her shirt, feeling on her titties, licking them, etc. I'm rubbing her pussy but she
won't let me take off her pants. She touches my dick over my jeans, but then pulls back. I'm getting
LMR like a motherfucker and that's no problem. I'm Cool Hand Luke on this shit. I get denied,
change the subject, make conversation sexual again, try again. Rinse & Repeat. This should work.
But it doesn't...
She starts bringing up her man again. The one she isn't dating. Who lives more than an hour away.
The one who, most likely, is leaving within the year. I'm A&Aing on this. I'm Pressure Flipping on
her. The deflections are working. She's letting me be sexual, but will not let me fuck close!
After maybe an hour and a half of this nonsense, she flat out tells me in a stern voice that she's calling
a cab and going home. I told her if she took her shirt off while she waited for the cab, she could leave.
She laughed and did it. We made out while she was topless until the cab arrived and I let her go.
WHY. THE. FUCK. DIDN'T. THIS. CLOSE?!
My take is that, although she finds me sexual, she's purposely withholding because she understands
that I spin plates. She doesn't want to be plated. She told me repeatedly that she "doesn't like to
share" when we started talking about threesomes. Which is BS, because I know she's done
threesomes. Why is she telling me she doesn't share men? Why is she telling me about all the nasty
things she does for her not-BF? Why is she getting extremely sexual but withholding?
My Thoughts: I think this girl wants to see if she can date me. What do you guys think?
My next move? Complete freeze out. In her mind, she gave me a lot of benefit. She rubbed my dick,
we made out, I played with her tits and pussy, etc. In her mind, I should be calling her and begging
her to hang out again. I'm going to go No Contact and see what happens. I will definitely encounter
her, whether I initiate contact or not. My plan is to see her casually, and when I do, to Approach &
Open every hot set I can find. I'm great at it. I'm hoping that a display of my SMV and Social Proof
will push her over the edge. What do you guys think?
EDIT: Forgot to add in that when I asked why she was leaving, I was told, "Because I know what
will happen if I stay..." before she started using her not-BF as an excuse. For whatever reason, she
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wants to fuck, but won't. Figured this may be an insightful detail to add.
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My Tinder experience: swipe > get matched > message > get
reply > she stops replying after few messages or gives half assed
closed ended responses.
21 upvotes | July 8, 2014 | by xerale | Link | Reddit Link
Am I supposed trip over myself trying to entertain these girls' closed ended responses?
I usually just leave them if they're too boring to hold/make effort for a conversation. The problem is...
Basically every girl is like that.
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A few adrenaline management tips for your inner game.
21 upvotes | June 13, 2014 | by Geocan001 | Link | Reddit Link
I just finished a graveyard shift and now can't sleep, plus I was reviewing a list somebody posted up a
few days ago (I'm sorry, I can't remember who you are) and I thought I'd add a few tips (heuristics) of
my own. These were passed down from my martial arts instructor for self defence purposes, but the
underlying physiology is the same. This will be particularly newbie friendly as I can imagine the
stress will dissipate with practice.
The quickfire tips
Breath out
You're an idiot for the first minute or two
Your body language will attempt to close off, do not let this happen
She could well become an idiot after a few minutes
Drill it in until it's natural
The explanations
Remember to breath out. When the body stresses, it forgets this part. Breathing in remains
automatic, but that's why you get tight-chested. Just breath out when you have a chance. Your
body will do the rest.
You will have an initial adrenaline spike. This is the classic "fight or flight" response that any
stressful situation will lump you with. Guess what? It makes you stupid, too. You will lose fine
motor skills like complete control of your tongue. Keep your sentences short and simple, to
minimise the risk of appearing like an idiot.
In line with this adrenaline spike you will naturally close off your body language as you start to
preapre to protect your vital organs. I don't really know what to do with this, but you will
hunch, your feet will start to face away and other undesirable stuff happens. Any ideas on this
one, pros?
Remember, this spike hapens differently for males and females. I loved the way my instructor
put this, so I'm going to quote him directly. "How often have you had a fight with your missus,
walked out, calmed down, re-entered the situation to talk and been greeted by a hellstorm? It's
because women don't spike their adrenaline immediately like men do. They spike after a few
minutes." In other words, what happens to you at first, could well happen a few minutes down
the road to her. Make contingencies for this because she will start to shut down socially and
could ruin your opening at this point.
Drill it in. This isn't a new point being made. Practice this until it's a natural reaction. You only
need to get through a couple of minutes at most before your physiology will automatically reset
to a more comfortable level and you find it easier.
I've just been reflecting on the few openings I've done this past week (I've been busy with work,
hobbies and mates so I didn't drill it in as much as I would've liked) and found that I applied
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particularly the first two out of habitual reaction to stressful situations.
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“This only works on sluts.”
21 upvotes | May 21, 2014 | by DCLdit | Link | Reddit Link
During my weekly frolic through the manosphere I came across an interesting article that gives some
examples of things blue pill people say.
Although the article never directly refers to people as “blue pill”, you and I both know whats up.
Its called, “Does Seduction Only Work on Sluts?” by Chase Amante over at Girlschase.com.
http://www.girlschase.com/content/does-seduction-only-work-sluts
Check it out. -dcl
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Welcome to TRP Game!
21 upvotes | April 24, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
Welcome to TRP Game. This subreddit is to discuss sexual strategies, structured or not, and to serve
as a no-nonsense Red Pill alternative to /r/seduction. While /r/theredpill is more concerned with
overarching sexual strategy, this sub is the place to post questions or advice on the nitty gritty details
related to what's collectively referred to as "Game".
And I can hear it now, "But bsusansalt, we don't want TRP Game to become another seddit!" It is my
opinion seddit has a high signal-to-noise ratio due to their growth over the years. What was once a
fantastic resource has since lost their way with trying to play nice with gender ideologues and white
knights, to name but a few. The world threw them a shit test and they failed.
Game will never be popularly accepted IMO, not really since it violates social conventions and so
many people are still blue pill to the core. I accepted a long time ago we will be attacked and vilified
by the naysayers, so I have no intention to compromise my beliefs and our freedom of speech to
placate our critics. To them I say "Bring it on!"
TRP Game is open for business!
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Reading girls based on eye contact
20 upvotes | November 20, 2014 | by 94redstealth | Link | Reddit Link
As I digest TRP, I now know that just eye contact can be a big tool in the game. Can anyone give any
insight into her reactions to eye contact.
The easy ones I get, positive and negative reactions. But what about the others.
Her breaking contact with no reaction
Her repeatedly making eye contact, but only for a second
Her avoiding eye contact with no apparent signs of like/dislike
I'm sure there are others. Any insight into using eye contact will be beneficial.
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Ask her if she has a boyfriend?
20 upvotes | August 25, 2014 | by PentHowse | Link | Reddit Link
Lately, I seem to have run into a problem. Things will be going good when I'm out and talking to
girls, and then when I try to progress, she'll say that she has a boyfriend. Sure, some of these girls
may be lying, but I truly think that the majority of the 8's/9's "goodie goodies" are telling the truth.
Recently, to stop wasting any of my time, I've been asking them within the first 5min of convo if they
have a boyfriend. If they say yes, I next them. Is this silly? I'm sick of investing 30 + min of my time
and maybe even buying a shot or two, and then when I progress (kino, asking for a number, etc) they
will admit they can't because of a bf.
Also, feel free to throw in some wisdom on how to handle the "I have a bf, cop out". I've read some
others on here that talk about the issue, just curious for some more insight.
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Is RooshV's bang actually any good?
20 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by Notberyimaginative | Link | Reddit Link
Sorry, I know it's on the side bar, but that shit reads like a generic scam site format:
'Let me talk about how awesome my shit is for an unnecessarily long time in the hope that you'll feel
so invested by the time you reach the bottom that you'll buy it without thinking.'
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The Toolbox episodes by Art of Charm
20 upvotes | July 20, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
The Art of Charm has a collection of podcasts I recommend checking out. They're chock full of solid
advice and helped shape my own style of game over the years.
http://theartofcharmpodcast.com/best-of-pickup-podcast-so-far/
Scroll down to "The Original “Toolbox” Episodes"
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TRP Game should be elevating the discussion, lest we become
seddit.
20 upvotes | April 26, 2014 | by Junahill | Link | Reddit Link
Alright, I’ve been getting this “I didn’t think you would like a girl like me” shit from multiple plates.
I asked a few of them why they would say that and I got a few responses like:
“It’s like you just seemed too busy for me”
“You just seemed so above everything I talked about”
“I don’t know, you just seemed like you didn’t give a shit.”
Gentleman, this is what TRP game means.
I think the concept of game has become twisted by certain PUA companies and communities. It’s
taken on this idea that you must act like this, and take on THESE mindsets and all this retarded guru
bullshit like, “MANIPULATE A WOMAN’S EMOTIONS LIKE A ROLLERCOASTER”
Maybe that shit works, but friends that’s not what I’m about. Now, contrast this with the “game” that
TRP advocates: Hit the gym, read, work hard, and stay informed. That’s it. Once you begin to do
that, women will naturally become attracted to you because you will be separating yourself from the
mindless mass of society. Lower level ideas like “aloofness” and “holding frame” will start to take
care of themselves to the point you won’t even think about that shit.
If you find yourself having trouble with those easy things, look back to the golden principles of TRP
and then evaluate.
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Having trouble escalating after great dancing/conversations.
Spell it out to me: How do I get them home!?
19 upvotes | November 2, 2014 | by confuseacatlmtd | Link | Reddit Link
So I've gone from being unable to talk to any girls to pulling numbers from hotties and grinding on
the dance floor. That's cool, whatever. What I really want is to take them HOME.
My problem is that I have trouble knowing when/how to do this.
EXAMPLE: At a party in Hollywood and I'm dancing with these two pornstars. Holy shit!!
It's Halloween and I have a wig on.
Pornstar: What's your hair like underneath? (Pulls down my wig) Not bad, I like guys with long hair
so I can pull it!
Me: I can wear the wig. What's your hair?
Pornstar: Its long!
Me: No, I mean down there? (Point to her vagina)
Her: I don't have any hair!
Me: Oh too bad, I like long hair!
Her: I can wear a wig!
At this point we laugh and dance for a bit and then we move on and go to dance with other people.
This is just an example to show that I'm great at conversation and flirting now but still a huge pussy
and clueless about what to do. (Not that I'm assuming I could have taken home a porn star, just saying
I've gotten comfortable enough to be somewhat witty and sexual in front of a fucking porn star while
drunk.)
I feel like I've got a good grasp on my game except for the last step. WTF do I do!?
PS Not looking for books to read. If you HAVE to recommend one, please have it be on amazon and
not a pdf to download with a paypal account. That's sketchy as fuck.
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Dealing with aggressive Orbiters.
19 upvotes | September 27, 2014 | by thetenman | Link | Reddit Link
I wanted to pose a question and start a discussion about the best way to deal with aggressive beta
orbiters.
A working definition of an aggressive beta orbiter is a man that is friend zoned by a girl but still
hangs around, while either talking with or being around the female he orbits, the beta will endeavour
to torpedo all other men, usually by speaking ill of them under the guise of friendly advice. I have
had two such scenarios recently, one the guy said something to the effect of "He will never respect
you and only wants you for sex". My response was "Of course I want to have sex with you, but what
do you think his motives are?" This makes him seem like a jealous beta and exposes his secret desire
that deep down the girl already knows. All the normal rules still apply, maintain frame etc etc, What
are some of your stories of dealing with an aggressive beta, what worked for you what didn't?
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Field Report: Night Game
19 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Started lifting recently. Been approaching more and more and killed my approach anxiety. Shifted
my mindset from validating myself to the girl to validating the girl to myself. Basically gaming
myself not her. Eye contact is better, I stare them down for that energy transfer shit and make my
intentions known from the start. Just some things I've been practicing so thank you everyone for this
fucking gold mine of masculine wisdom and knowledge. I'm much happier, no pussy pedestaling or
oneites but realizing my own worth and value. Fucking love you bros.
Anyways, field report time. Went downtown last night to a co workers birthday party. I see these two
girls at the bar and make eye contact with one. Immediately I approach, no hesitation anymore, just
shameless approach and setting up my frame from the start. I go up to both of them and put my arms
around them and say hey I'm HbPariah what are yalls names?(Im from Texas)
They tell me their names and I say hey, I'm doing a survey I'm looking for the best kissers in this bar,
is it you guys?
They blush and laugh and get flustered but I hold the shit out of my eye contact with both of them
and then I just go for it and I makeout with both of them. Got the number of the hotter one but they
were saying they were like a package deal so I was like I am down for that. Anyways I fucked up
cause I should have led them out right there and taken them home but I was kinda taken aback by like
the power and potential I had over them so fast so quickly and just by being confident and applying
trp stuff.
Also the number of the hot girl isnt working so idk what that is about but I realized I could have just
kept that going, making out with them, leading them back to my place and just fucking them. I didn't
realize how easy it was. I left the set way to soon cause I was just kinda taken aback internally and I
think they left early cause my friends saw me going at it and the girls in my group and the birthday
girl kinda were getting jealous and judgmental and stuff of the girls I madeout with cause they saw
me making out with them and I think left because of that. I don't have any trp friends and when
people see that stuff they kinda freak so the rest of the night I kept it chill. Actually I saw myself
reverting to like my beta mindset and like I immediately saw the difference in my interactions. It
really is like taking the red pill man. I've seen behind the curtain and I see like the social strings that
connect everything. It's like being Neo at the end of the first movie. Freaking surreal. So I'm building
reference points and experience and really just in it to improve myself right now and I'm really close
to closing and picking up some plates soon so that is awesome.
Haven't closed yet but I am making progress and Im gonna hit up downtown this weekend and work
on day game more throughout the week.
That is it for now
edit:grammar
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Tinder analysis: A brief study of various openings.
19 upvotes | July 22, 2014 | by thetenman | Link | Reddit Link
Over the weekend I accumulated about 30 Tinder matches and I decided to run a little experiment.
The first 10 matches would get a fairly forward opener "spit or swallow" The next 10 would get a
template opener I have been using. The last 10 would get a standard "HI!" and would function as the
control group. Before I get into the numbers the sample size is obviously too small and as such is
open to all kinds of inaccuracies, so take this for what it is worth. The aggressive opener received 6
responses, 2 of were interested, 4 of which responded with something challenging in return. The
template message received 8 responses, 6 of which were interested, 2 of which were non sequitur.
The "hi" message received 4 responses all of which were a simple greeting. From this small sample
size it is difficult to tell any definitive patterns. However, I think we can say that a simple greeting is
not enough, it receives lower response rates and the quality of the response does not move any
interaction forward. The aggressive opener got a similar rate of response and a higher quality of
response. Even the challenging responses tell you something about the girl and allow you to begin a
playful interaction. The template received more overall responses but was worse than the aggressive
approach in a that it did not serve to qualify the chicks immediately and thus did not communicate
my higher value. TODAY: The two interested aggressive approach chicks have already messaged
me. Of the 6 interested from the standard template 2 have messaged me. I have not controller for
looks among the samples. Lastly, I am a member with another use rname, today I decided to create
another user for the purposes of posting on this and other various subs for obvious reasons.
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The ol' "Do you meet a lot of girls from Tinder?" shit test
19 upvotes | July 19, 2014 | by pjewa | Link | Reddit Link
Just want to see how you guys like to deal with this one.
I'll either agree and amplify and say something like I've lost track of how many, or give an
outrageously exact number like "forty seven and a half."
Or I'll just say something like "only when I think they're cool or could have a good time with."
Just want to see your strategies for this one, whether it be during the pre-meet messaging or in-person
at your location.
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trouble keeping my plates because they all want relationships
19 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by metallica11 | Link | Reddit Link
Anyone run into this? and what does it mean? Whenever I spin plates with girls (have 5 around now)
it always turns into them wanting relationships, usually after the first time we have sex. I have to
them inform that I do not want to that right but am ok with something more casual, at which point we
start the whole "I can't be sexual with you anymore but can't help it" battle. It usually ends up with
them leaving after a few months of sex and realizing I do not want anything serious. The thing is, a
lot of these women have informed me they have had previous flings and FWBs before without
demanding a relationship.
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Paul Janka's Text Game, Condensed in 5 Pages.
19 upvotes | May 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
https://cloudup.com/coNoglChhaY
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I caught oneitis
19 upvotes | May 19, 2014 | by MontePrince | Link | Reddit Link
Brothers, I have been posting quite frequently because I am so new and the results of the practices
used here work. It's like mind control on females. What a wonderful and scary world it is. My
problem is I fucked up.
If you go through my history you'll see my story. Meet chick, run some game, she essentially tells me
she is in love with me, and now I am in jealous oneitis mode. Fuck this feeling my body is giving me.
From the solar plexus to the naval. Bottomless pit feeling without end.
It must be my mentality and an ego based oneitis at that. We've already hooked up but not full on and
that goes tonight. I am meeting up with this girl in about an hour and a half and if I can't get rid of
this feeling then I will have to put on one hell of an act. I don't want to hurt this girl because she
seems to be a genuinely good person or as much as a woman can be but I've reverted back to full on
beta and am in my head to a paralyzing point.
I've read that opening three girls a day will help with this and in the future I will do that but today is
today and if anyone reads this and can offer some quick advice I would be indebted to you. One day I
am quick, charming, and free. The next I am a sniveling little bitch. I won't give up, though. This is
just the beginning.
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Body language of dominance
19 upvotes | May 17, 2014 | by bergaman | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.skillsconverged.com/TrainingTutorials/BodyLanguage/BodyLanguageofDominance.aspx
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Tired of meeting shitty women? Some advice I read about
attracting women that can meet your needs.
19 upvotes | May 15, 2014 | by Hatredforreddit | Link | Reddit Link
http://markmanson.net/amazing-women
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Russian Girl Game
18 upvotes | November 14, 2014 | by Blankworry | Link | Reddit Link
So my friend and I have been living here in Russia now for close to a year. Now when I came here I
was a bum, fresh out of uni, liked to party, wasn't making a ton of money, but I pulled nonetheless
and my buddy and I have cleaned up here in Moscow. The problem for both of us has been we have
been settling for low rent girls. Now don't get my wrong, in America any of these girls would be solid
8's. But this is Russia and you can always do better.
Now in the last couple of days, I've been speaking with some of my Russian friends and I have
completely changed how I present myself to Russian girls.
Before I was my normal Bum self, I wouldn't talk much about what I was doing, how much money I
was making, what kind of job I had, etc.. I'm pretty sure I got laid because I'm fun, I have a sense of
humor and I know what I want when I hang out from women and I make it clear to them. This is low
rate game here now I'm sure.
Now we've been changing it up. Instead of being just dude, we have started to tell girls that "of
course I want something serious, who doesn't, it would be wrong of me if I didn't. I came here to the
Motherland to take one of these beautiful girls here and take her back home." Also, we've been
throwing in that we run our own businesses and blah blah other important shit which I hate to talk
about.
I've been testing all of my girls actually, by telling them "I feel you're not 100% in to me and I can't
be with someone who is going to waste my time." It is a good way of clearing all the dead wood
away.
My buddy also used this trick in online dating here to get girls to reply.... THIS WILL NOT WORK
IN THE STATES just FYI. I'm going to just copy pasta the text for you all.
Hey so do you want to know why I moved to Moscow?
I came here to make a lot of money most of all, but really, I wanted to meet a girl I could
marry and take back to New York or London.
To find someone and then to know that person all of your life I would rather it happen now
than when I Was old
All I want from you ______ is to meet - get a coffee, go to the park, or maybe a museum)
And just talk and get to know you and see if there is a connection
Shit works wonders as a last ditch resort.
Guys come to Russia, the women are worth it and I dread going back America to short haircuts, loud
and outspoken women and a general lack of womanhood.
EDIT: I must point out that to my dislike Russians are extremely materialistic, Money is new here
and people like to show off. For example one of the girls I'm seeing, who is an architect and makes a
good amount of money, told me that there are two things she never wants to hear 1. That she didn't
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have money to do something 2. That there would not be money coming in for food or for basic shit.
Communism sucks. Really.
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Been lurking awhile here. Thought I would share a text game
[FR]. I was unsuccessful but I held frame and am outcome
independent. My last message was over an hour after hers.
Criticisms are welcome.
18 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/a/tElz5
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Dealing with AMOG and general dickery from other dudes?
18 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by Here2lrn | Link | Reddit Link
I want to get better at shooting down other guys, whether over a woman or otherwise. Can one of you
throw me some reading material?
Thanks,
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Escalation Guide Request
18 upvotes | May 11, 2014 | by swallowthisthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
So as this a new subreddit, the only common issue we have is Shit Tests 101. I would like to request
that someone either writes a guide or links to a guide on escalation.
There are so many guides on the internet, and they are all very conflicting, so I, and probably many
others, would greatly appreciate a guide that is built on RP fundamentals, and is also friendly to
noobs (the latter doesn't have to be a necessity).
As always, thanks in advance.
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TRP and good mindset for game.
17 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by Frisky-Fox | Link | Reddit Link
I think I should start this off with my situation so you guys don't think I am some white night. I am
mid twenties, and relatively successful. I ride motorcycles, surf, play boardgames, work hard, and
travel several times a year. I have two girlfriends: One who is a total unicorn. She has only slept with
me, loves me deeply. The other, less of a unicorn, but a good girl who I keep line. I have 3 other girls
I see regularly and have a blast with who come and go in rotation, and I sleep with an average of 1
new girl a week. Every girl knows they are not alone, some know more than others.
I have been following TRP and seduction for about 2 years now. I keep coming back to red pill
because you get advice that is untainted by social norms, and as such it is often far clearer and more
effective than from other sources especially r/seduction.
I do however find that TRP reeks of butt hurt, and if you fall prey to that butt hurt it will damage your
game. Both men and women are playing the game of sexual selection. Girls want you to be a man, to
care for, protect, and love them, all while being a strong, charismatic, and fun. If you start believing
that women are all hamster sluts who are inferior beings, your game will start becoming incongruent.
It is difficult to be buff if you don't work out, just as it is difficult to love and care for a woman you
don't respect.
Now that the mushy point is out of the way. Many woman are hypergamous, embrace it for all its
benefits and enjoy it. Other women are the opposite, so embrace that as well. Real inner game comes
from taking life for what it is, and making the most of it, so develop your own strategy for doing that.
All I can tell you is bashing things you don't like will not lead you down that path.
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Day gaming as an above-average looking guy
17 upvotes | October 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Being attractive is awesome when I'm in a party environment where girls are full of liquid
confidence, but in my day-to-day life it just feels like girls are fucking terrified of me.
The only (sober) girls I ever get direct IOIs from are the extremely attractive ones and girls like that
are not very common in my midwest community college. But there are lots of perfectly fuckable 6's
and 7's around and I'm at a loss on how to game them.
I made a situational comment to a cute girl I sit next to the other day and she just smiled nervously
and kept staring straight ahead. I get tons of indirect IOIs from her, but she simply will NOT make
eye contact with me. I'm not particularly hung up on that one girl but its my most recent example of
how things usually go. Any advice is appreciated and I hope I don't come off as arrogant/delusional
here but hey - if thats my problem then go ahead and break it to me.
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Got stood up.
17 upvotes | October 25, 2014 | by confuseacatlmtd | Link | Reddit Link
So I did everything by the books. Met at club, escalated, got kiss, got number, left.
Texted 3 days later because I had been busy, and set something up for the next day.
I show up at the bar and then text her where I am. After half and hour, no response and she's a no
show.
I text her Ok then, have a nice night :) then delete her number from my phone, finish my drink and
leave.
This morning I receive this text : I'm so sorry!!! We filmed until really really late last night and I
couldn't charge my phone until now
So I'm thinking just next her, but I wanted your guys opinions. To me, this seems so disrespectful that
I don't want to deal with someone like this. Am I being too harsh?
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Let's talk about sex.
17 upvotes | September 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Approach game, inner game, and escalation game is great. And throughly talked about here.
However, sex is equally as important.
What are your favourite things to do, what things do you enjoy doing to her. Do you like music
playing? What kind of music?
Stories encouraged, along with why you enjoy doing the things you do.
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Me: "We're both hanging out this friday" Her: "Haha yeah
I'm gona party with my girls hbu".
17 upvotes | August 27, 2014 | by Anonymouse12345 | Link | Reddit Link
Curious what the best response is here, would like to learn and why.
Obvious sexual flirtatious vibe, she's trying to be hard to get.
Close to just saying "So am I, have fun and let me know if you wanna hang out"
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Field Report: First Time Day Game(Wall of Text)
17 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Been lurking TRP for a while now and reading sidebar material as well as getting some good
teaching from the RSD guys on youtube especially RSD julien and from the good looking loser
youtube channel and I've been putting it all together which resulted in a so far successful game today.
This is my field report and any constructive criticism is not only appreciated but also encouraged.
So today I was riding my R6 around town which is also something I recommend everyone get into or
at least try which is riding motorcycles and I told myself while riding that I had to stop being a Red
Pill lurker and start being a Red Pill doer so I just said fuck it and went to a popular outdoor
mall/shopping area place in my town to at least practice pick up for 30 minutes to an hour.
I get there, park my bike in a parking garage, and scope out the place with the intention of heading to
barnes and nobles and as I am walking to barnes and nobles I pass a coffee shop where I see a 8/10
girl sitting down at a table on her mac whom appears to be studying. I keep going and think to myself
"FUCK reduce reaction time" so I go back and go in the coffee shop and act like I am looking at the
menu while checking her out in my peripherals and give her an "occular patdown" and I just left
cause I didn't want to interrupt her study session which I see now as me pussying out.
So I go to barnes and nobles and can't find any suitable looking girls by themselves and I just don't
see anything viable aka me being a bitch. So I leave barnes after like 10 minutes of walking around
and I walk by the coffee shop and the same 8/10 girl is there on her mac super focused( remember
that) and after I pass by a few steps around the corner I am like fuck it, there is no rejection I have
nothing to lose. There is only rejection if I don't try.
So I go straight in, act like I am looking at the menu for 2 seconds again, and then I just go up to her
and say "Hey can I sit down and ask you something real quick?"
She says "Sure"
Then I say" So I'm pretty nervous but I thought you were really cute and I told myself I couldn't leave
without getting your name and saying hello, I'm HbPariah by the way.
She tells me her name and so goes from being focused to on her mac to giving me total attention
which I couldn't believe. We start small talk as I begin investing in her at first and then it like
switched to where she was like talking to me. The whole time I gave and kept full eye contact and
didn't look away till she did first and even then I would rarely look away. I leaned with my back
against the wall, relaxed, power position, calm, cool, and controlled.
After small talk of where are you from? What do you do? What is going on in your life? I say
"well listen, give me your number and we will get coffee when you aren't studying"
and bam I got it just like that from an 8/10 girl studying for her gmat or something who is going for
her masters in buisness. I'm 23 and I am sure she is a few years older than me but that's cool.
Also just some thing I didn't mention I usually go with the shy guy/ neverous guy opener aka "I'm
nervous but you are really cute and I cant leave without getting your name" and I go from there.
Also when girls ask me what I am doing there I just say "I was just in the area riding around and
wanted to walk around/look at books/whatever/etc" and I am usually holding my motorcycle helmet
which definitely gets me IOIs.
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So thats my field report of my day game today and I just knew TRP worked but now that I put it into
action it all makes sense now. I was gonna not go in to see her but fuck man, it all works. I wasn't
even planning on doing anything but I just told myself for 30 minutes to talk to atleast 3 girls but with
this girl I see plate potential which blew my mind.
My question now is I told her that probably monday we'd go for coffee and I wasn't going to text/call
her till then and I told myself that my goal now is to make her a plate and fuck her like a minx so how
should I proceed from here with that in mind?
I did the game right so far I think, I haven't slept with a girl in like 3 years and this was my first time
gaming in a long time especially my first time TRP style. How do I proceed now to make her my
plate? How do I prepare for the coffee date and banging her logistics? We can't at my place just
because of my living situation but we could definitely do it at her place. What else do I need to know
and how could I have improved my day game in this scenario? If we don't fuck I will drop this so it's
crucial I move with this girl in a way that she becomes my plate, which is something I have never had
before. I was a beta orbiter/pussy pedestaler/blue pill white knight.
Wall of text I know but yall are my brothers and I need your help.
tl;dr read it
edit: grammar
UPDATE: Just called to confirm and set up the date at a coffee place/hookah lounge and she can't
hang out tonight. Says she'll be down to hangout next week so I will let you guys know what
happens. I'm gonna go out tonight and practice game anyways.
With that being said is this a waiting game now? I just wait for next week and if she hits me up we go
from there? Or is there another way I should proceed? And if nothing happens I just next her right?
Anyways I was all pumped up for tonight so I'm gonna go out tonight and see what's up elsewhere
and practice game/pick up.
Just wanted to keep anyone who was lurking updated.
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Strategies for going out solo?
17 upvotes | May 29, 2014 | by pjewa | Link | Reddit Link
Many of my friends don't live near me and are in relationships. I often have the urge to get out there
and practice/see what happens but I feel weird going alone.
What are your strategies for going out solo?
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How do you deal with girls who are awful conversationalists?
16 upvotes | October 16, 2014 | by StenbergTom | Link | Reddit Link
I'm pretty new to TRP but I can imagine every man must have encountered atleast one girl who they
just can't keep the conversation flowing with. And i'm not talking about the women who generally
aren't interested in you, just the ones who expect you to carry the conversation single handedly.
Those who can't seem to decide what movies, bands, food, hobbies they like, well you catch my drift.
How do you guys deal with these girls? Do you fight through the awkward conversation for a
potential smash or do you just next them?
Any tips on lines to break these womens ice would be appreciated.
EDIT I think I found pretty much what I was looking for in this video of Nick Sparks, thanks for all
the feedback.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-a1jXgAsQI&list=PLdrO4g9lXTaIbYU_K_cVRNPUlzkpMpE
Nj
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Can I get TRP's strategy for Social Circle Game
16 upvotes | October 2, 2014 | by Frisky-Fox | Link | Reddit Link
My game with girls is getting pretty tight. Some of that success is definitely coming from red pill
ideas. A while back I realized that many of the hottest girls just don't go out to nightclubs and bars. A
lot of them just have parties and hang out together at people's houses.
I have dug into this enough to realize that there is usually a few girls in the group who regularly
frequent bars, go on tinder, etc. and I always try to use those girls as 'ins'. I have had decent success
as well just meeting girls in the day and at social activities, but I want to take this to the next level.
Do you guys have any red pill advice on quickly meeting and being accepted into social groups?
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Bartender game....?
16 upvotes | September 29, 2014 | by JonnyJaded | Link | Reddit Link
Gentlemen, I just started bartending recently at a swanky little lounge. I have never bartended before
so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm pretty good but I'll get better in time. The bar itself is nice and quiet
so I have room and time to talk to the ladies that come in. I'm not concerned about sex, I'm trying to
game their wallets, not their pussy. In essence I'm trying to get all the money back that I spent on
buying pre-wall sluts drinks when I was a beta BP. Any bartenders out there?...
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Shit test from hot crazy ex/future plate, need advice
16 upvotes | August 17, 2014 | by mind_unplugged | Link | Reddit Link
Back story
I dated this girl for about 8 months and it was the worst and best thing that could have happened to
me. I was still obliviously BP when I started dating her, but she started to tear my world apart. The
more I wanted a firm commitment from her the more tenuous the relationship grew (of course). I cut
ties completely in January of this year, and all the while she never stopped texting me despite total
radio silence. In the time since my eyes were opened to the RP which can only be described as
liberating. Recently (the last few months) I started to reply to her texts, and she has become
increasingly more flirtatious with me. She currently has a boyfriend, but he really doesn't matter
much to the situation since I'm only looking at her as plate material--basically someone I could call
after an unsuccessful night out as an option.
Below are the relevant texts in the conversation. The last text she sent screams shit test to me. My
first idea was to ignore it and just wait for her hamster to spin her back to me. However, I also
considered saying something to the point of helping her live out her secret slutty fantasy.
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Over 40 and single: In shape and look good -- I'm seeking
advice on where to meet women who are at least 27-28, etc, and
a bit more mature than the club scene has to offer, any
suggestions??
16 upvotes | August 4, 2014 | by Powerslap17 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm recently single, and havent been dating for a long time. I look good for my age; although I'm over
40, most say that I look 30-35 at best. I would like ideas from other successful 40+'s who know some
places where a guy my age can go to find single women, a bit more...umm...advanced than your
typical club scene bimbo. By no means do I think I, or they, are any better than anyone else; I simply
have no desire to date a 21 year old club rat, who's idea of a fun time involves going to a high school
kegger, and has less money than her Mom, who she lives with. Please. Help me.
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Topless pool party. Indirect approach check. Pre selection
check. All I need is NOT to fuck this up. Unfortunately we
could dry a pussy in a monsoon....
16 upvotes | July 2, 2014 | by VegasHostTre | Link | Reddit Link
So we are at a topless pool party hanging by the bar. This particular dayclub unlike others no chicks
hang at the bar so either you have a cabana or your in the pool. Me and my wingman went into the
pool and i open with two chicks sitting next to us. I'm working to build attraction while he is simply
rambling on and on about cheesesteaks or some other crap. I say to my girl, "Look at her tits, damn
those are nice" My girl says not as nice as these (flashes tits). The chick i pointed out sees her flash
comes over and starts rubbing on me giving me a massage. At that point every chick with in 10 feet
were looking at us and posting up around us, hotdamn we didn't even need a table how could we
possibly go wrong? Well...........
1. To chicks on vacation in Las Vegas, where we work means shit, zero, zilch (He's going on and
on about where we work, the chicks didn't even ask him)
2. When your wingman opens to chicks where you could not, throwing him under the bus is just a
terrible decision (He insulted me about hurricane katrina and said they should have had Mardi
Gras on boats, which lead to 2 scenarios and both are bad. First he looks like a jackass for an
insult about a national tragedy, Second I look like a beta for not retaliating and shrugging it
off.)
3. When im trying to get a venue change, you should be trying to get a venue change (Ummm I
mean if I say lets go have drinks in the room its too hot out here, you should not say no im just
fine)facepalm
It may sound like im angry but im not, I could go out next week and get the same but its actually
kinda funny now that I posted this. We were so close its like blowing a 10 run lead at the bottom of
the ninth. Long story short after we blew our social standing with these three chicks, no chicks gave
us the time of day after that but its not just him I made the biggest fuck up.
1. Keeping the group together and not trying to separate my girl. The basic reason to have a
wingman
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R.P.U | Red Pill University - Game Essentials Units 1.6-1.9:
Roosh V Series
16 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by DCLdit | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Freshman!
Continuing our Game Essential Series, today we want to share some articles from author, traveler and
seducer Roosh V.
GM-1069 Unit 1.6
| 7 Things You Can Do To Improve Your Game Right Now | rooshv.com
“Take your hands of your pockets. If you are at a bar looking like you are bored, resigning yourself to
standing around and staring at the TV, don’t expect to get a positive response if you approach a girl.
She notices what you do before you walk up to her, and if you seem like a buzzkill, she will be less
likely to talk to you.” – Roosh V
GM-1069 Unit 1.7
| The 3 Principal Types Of Game | rooshv.com
“World Game. This could also be called “neutral game,” where you tread the middle between western
and eastern game. You’re confident but not too confident. You put effort into your appearance but
not too much or else she’ll think you’re self-absorbed (or gay). You drop the good things you’ve
done in life but not too early or she will think you’re bragging.” – Roosh V
GM-1069 Unit 1.8
| 7 Signs You Should Approach A Girl | rooshv.com
“A big part of game that isn’t often discussed is picking the right targets. Any man can approach 20
girls a night, but such indiscriminate carpet bombing is likely to tire the man out before he finds a girl
who wants to openly receive his game. I believe as much effort should go into picking the right target
as knowing how to approach them, because better prospects mean you need a less tight game to get
sex.” – Roosh V
GM-1069 Unit 1.9
| 3 Game Questions That Keep Me Up At Night | rooshv.com
“For men who get laid with 5s and 6s, how applicable is their game advice for men who want to bang
9s? If I’m in Romania, studying Romanian women, and I meet a man who bangs a new 6 every night,
should I listen to his advice?” – Roosh V
Happy Huntin. -d
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A little encounter on POF. Just a shit test or a legitimate fight?
16 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by ManowaR1488 | Link | Reddit Link
In my POF profile, I have a line that says ""YOU:Don't have a problem with sarcastic humor, and
you better not have a sense of entitlement."
So this morning I woke up to a message from this really hot 20 year old saying "I have absolutely no
sense of entitlement... What's yours is yours and what's mine is also yours. I also can't function unless
someone is telling me to do something. If I'm left with no orders and direction, I kinda just sit in the
corner of the kitchen with cold beer, waiting for someone to demand me to bring them a refill.
Thinking for myself and making my own decisions sounds scary"
I replied with "Good morning to you too, get me a refill"
Think this was just a shit test?
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Good kino escalation guide?
16 upvotes | June 16, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking for just a basic guide on escalating kino during day game to make sets/ women more
receptive. Thanks! - a recovering beta very close to alpha-ism
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The Tinder Rapist's Tinder Tutorial
16 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Gather round and let The_Tinder_Rapist shower you mighty man-warriors with knowledge of how
easy it is to get numbers on this ridiculous app.
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5
The Formula
Opener as a question. E.g "So how many puppies are we going to adopt?"
If positive reply "Omg I love puppies!" Agree, Ask: "Dachshunds are my favourite! Do you have
whatsapp?"
If negative "Ewww puppies" Agree, Amplify, Ask: "Ok we can get kittens but I'm naming the cutest
one. Do you have whatsapp?"
Note: Saying "Do you have whatsapp, this kills my battery" is much more effective. Plausible
deniability'n'all
Trolling/Stalking
An important thing to note on Tinder: Once you get a girl's number, you have immediate access to
her snapchat username. Usually the snapchat username is her full name, thus immediately giving
you her facebook, pinterest, instagram, soundcloud etc for stalking/trolling purposes.
Who doesn't like trolling women?
Obviously google helps you find a lot more. If her snapchat username is something arbitrary, like
"badgermoondildo", then google will help give you everything else the username is linked with.
Swiping
There is no reason to dawdle or to be picky. Swipe yes on everyone. You're the fisherman. Throw
your bait at as many fish as possible, see what comes back. Don't like the fish you've caught or the
whale you've harpooned? Throw it back in the sea for some malnourished betaboy whale watcher to
catch. You can swipe about 3 people per second. That's 10800 an hour, yo. The slower you are at
swiping, the less women you see. Simple numbers game.
This message was brought to you handsome specimens by The_Tinder_Rapist.
Stronk like bear.
Fast like train.
Happy Stalking!
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Defensive Alpha Game
16 upvotes | April 28, 2014 | by GayLubeOil | Link | Reddit Link
Attractive women have a lot of options. If she is direct enough a woman can have sex with pretty
much any man she desires. The modern woman also has a lot of venues were she can freely choose
men. Unlike men, women can make sexual advances without being accused of sexual harassment or
being creepy. Basically an attractive woman can have as much sex with whoever she wants and there
is nothing you can do to stop her.
This is kind of unsettling because if you are dating an attractive woman at any point she can get
uppity and hop on some cock and there is nothing you can do. Also there is a high probability that if
she does, you will never find out. This reality creates defensive boyfriend syndrome, which ironically
is a recipe for getting cheated on.
Iv always sold my dick to women with the same smug confidence that I use to sell personal training.
Loss aversion is a very powerful motivator in humans. At some point or another when she mentions
other dudes in an exceedingly positive manner you know its time for the talk.
Listen there is nothing I can do to stop you from fucking other dudes. You can do whatever the fuck
you want. But your never going to find a guy as built intelligent and funny as me. Its just not going to
happen. If you cheat on me your just going to end up with a skinny fat dude that can't hold an
interesting conversation. Your going to be bored and unsatisfied and in the end your going to wish
you were fucking me instead. However you wont be, and you will never again. If you want to step
out of a Ferrari and ride the Greyhound bus that's totally fine by me. Your only fucking yourself over,
and there are plenty of people that want to ride in the Ferrari.
That's about all you can do guys. This is why self improvement is so important. The only thing you
can do to prevent your girl from fucking other dudes is to be better than any dude that she can fuck.
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Any good stuff on body language?
15 upvotes | September 18, 2014 | by Here2lrn | Link | Reddit Link
This seems to be missing from a lot of PUA stuff. Does anyone have any good links on understanding
body language, using it to your advantage in attraction, etc?
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How do you deal with "I have a boyfriend"
15 upvotes | August 23, 2014 | by Anonymouse12345 | Link | Reddit Link
Just curious
Do you assume it's a shit test? Next her?
What's a good way to get her to come out with me without her feeling shame/guilt?
Edit: found a good article to get some discussion going
http://www.girlschase.com/content/girl-has-boyfriend-3-things-do-and-7-things-not
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How to break the loop?
15 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Before I came across TRP - I used to talk to girls on tinder (the misc taught me well) but now I’m of
the mindset of using texting for logistics only.
Once I learned this, I immediately tried to cut the BS and set up a meet with this one girl but
something came up (she's captain of the cheer team, had first practice on our meet up day). She lives
45 mins away btw.
She told me that she would reschedule when she's free but continues to go on with these meaningless
conversations, whereas I would like to either set up a date or next her. How do I convey this feeling
to her? She's pretty hot so I'm hesitant to just out right next her. Heck, I even left her on read (we're
on kik) and she double texted me about something, I didn't read it yet.
I want to say "Lets meet up or stop wasting my time" without actually saying it and am having a hard
time.
tl;dr Girl says she will reschedule our meet when she's free, but in the meantime wants to continue
having meaningless conversation over text. How do I end this without ruining things?
INB4 "go bang other chicks OP" - Don't worry, I'm certainly working on that. But i'd also like to
bang this chick,
UPDATE:
Her: Literally just got outta cheer like i'm sitting on the mat just listening to my coach and for some
reason I cant get you off my mind today
This is a great opportunity to set up another meet but I already did that last time. From what I’ve
learned, it's her turn to tell me when we're meeting up.
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Shit test about her boyfriend.
15 upvotes | August 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Things are going well, lot of smiling and kino, she eventually says:
"I don't think my boyfriend would like this."
My response was "I bet he's the best guy any woman could ever have. Ever."
She laughed but then said "Would you treat me right?"
Shit test alert?
I said "No, i'd make you cry within a month."
Now I still don't understand agree and amplify fully.
By agree, does it mean say yes? as in "Yes i would treat you right...." (and then take it to absurdity
from there?)
So does agree and amplify literally mean you agree with her, or was my actual response classed as
agree and amplify? Very confused about this
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One of the most obvious shit tests, shot down quite easily.
15 upvotes | August 8, 2014 | by TestosteroneFilled | Link | Reddit Link
So this is the conversation I was having with some girl on tinder the today.
Me: I thought since I lead, you would follow my path.
Her: Wait, there's a small misunderstanding. Since when do you lead?
Me: Because I'm the man. ?.
Her: Ok. But can I be a leader just once a week? At least sometimes.
(I completely ignore this and change the topic) Me: So do you know how to cook?
Her: I love cooking.
It's a classic. But her "Ok" answer kinda surprised me tbh. I thought I was gonna deal with that
question a bit more. What are some of the brutal shit test shutdowns you have witnessed?
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How does one get inside a girl's head?
15 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | by Nexus2045 | Link | Reddit Link
Not sure if this has been discussed before, but my desired effect is to have a girl think of me, be
anxious about texting me, wonder when I will ask her out... basically planting a seed in her head that
keeps growing, that she is confused about whether or not she likes me. Is this simply achieved by an
impressionable frame in face to face contact (as well as escalation), or is there more creative things I
can say that contains subtext that will stick?
In my more blue pill days, I used to get caught up in my mind with a girl whenever she gave me a bit
of validation or suggested she would be interested in something more. Its basically increasing my
anticipation for a desired outcome in the future. I wonder what sort of things work the other way
around.
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Where did I fuck up in this Tinder test using TRP theory
(conversation included)
15 upvotes | July 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys, so I just joined TRP 2 days ago and decided to test some strategies so downloaded tinder
and got linked with a chic. The conversation is here: http://postimg.org/image/5o6ry7i61/ (I am the
blue, she is the red)
Please let me know at which points I fucked up and what areas I need to work on. Thanks
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Methods to Take Women Off the Pedestal
15 upvotes | July 22, 2014 | by schlongofgod | Link | Reddit Link
After lurking trpgame for a while, I came upon the realization that I still struggle with the mindset of
putting women on the proverbial pedestal. After looking into my own thought process when it comes
to women, I noticed that many of my initial thoughts stem from the pedestal concept and truthfully
always have.
This is a fucking bullshit mindset and I am going to eradicate it from my life totally and completely.
With that being said, I'm not sure where to start with this, short of just repeating over and over in my
head that women are not of higher stature, however I'm not sure of the effectiveness of this technique.
I'm looking for ANY resources/techniques/reading material/tips/pointers/ideas that any of you with
more experience than myself may be able to share. Any and all responses are deeply appreciated.
EDIT: I didn't get around to checking this last night but I woke up to all of the responses. Thanks to
all of you that offered assistance I'll be using each one of these techniques.
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"That's Inappropriate"
15 upvotes | June 6, 2014 | by SouporBowl | Link | Reddit Link
So I was texting back and forth with this girl I met via Tinder and got her number no problem. She
asked how tall I was and I said a little over 7 inches. She said that was inappropriate, so I ignored and
changed the subject to a common interest we had. I haven't heard back from her yet, but was
wondering how to navigate that in the future.
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Thank god for this subreddit
15 upvotes | April 26, 2014 | by Drafapula | Link | Reddit Link
I hope this subreddit catches on. TRP does NOT go far enough.
To those guys a short bald average guy is attractive to hotties if he maintains "frame" and starts lifting
weights.
Attraction is primarily biological and secondarily status/protection oriented.
Women want to pass on the best genes possible which is denoted by the looks of their partner.
Women are willing to have sex with someone with less than ideal genes if he can support and protect
her in the long run, often fathering children that are not his -- this was reality for majority of history
until the 1600-1700s western society.
There are girls who are outliers to the above maxims today, but it requires substantial effort,
dedication, and willpower to go about, meet, and find a relationship/hookup with them.
Red pill game is as GLL puts it -- simply about maximizing your chances and accelerating processes
you would otherwise not understand or ignore.
I'm glad to find another community committed to this which is not mired by trolls and depressed
bullies like PUA hate.
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Things That Should Be On The Sidebar
14 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by Captain_2000 | Link | Reddit Link
Share the best posts, links, e.t.c. you've found about game that you believe should be on the sidebar.
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My Latest Club Experience
14 upvotes | November 3, 2014 | by TRP_James | Link | Reddit Link
I just had a very interesting night.
So we started off by pre-gaming with about ten other people then took a cab downtown and split into
our groups. I made sure to get most of the groups numbers and then split off to do my own thing. I
had already made up my mind that I wanted to try and game extra hard due to the number of people
out and didn't want to get sucked into to the black hole that drinking with other dudes can be.
The area we hit up was a huge colab of bars, clubs and restaurants. It looked like mardi gras in new
orleans, people were everywhere. So lots of women to approach.
The first place was a bar/club combo. It had a smallish dance floor but was packed to the brim. My
first order of business was to get a drink to keep the pre-game buzz rolling. So I walk over to the bar
and notice a cute 7/8ish white chick just standing there sipping on a beer. I instantly grabbed the the
seat that just opened up next to her and ordered my drink. Then attempted to start a convo
Me: Hey, what's up? (Yes I fucking open with this. It lets me know if there is any interest at all.) Her:
Hi, I'm having fun. You? Me: Doing great, what are you drinking? Her: insert beer name I don't
remember here, you? Me: Rum and Coke, beer sounds boring as fuck. Do you want to sit down?
(This was less of a let's go talk thing and more that she looked unconformable standing at the bar)
Her: Yea, I would love to
At this point I noticed that the bar stool to my left had freed up. In one nice smooth move I moved
one seat to the left while at the same time pulling her to the chair I was on and closing the gap
between us. So now we are both sitting and I have my arm around her waist. There was a couple
more words said at this point but I don't think they were anything of consequence because about 30
seconds after the chair move I gently placed my hand on the side of her face with my fingers
wrapping around to the back of her neck and pulled her in for the kiss.
After that we spent a little while dancing and playing grab ass with breaks for me to shove my tongue
down her throat.
Unfortunately, the rest of the night is kind of a blur. But for the most part it all followed the same
path and I repeated this process and obtained the same results a good half a dozen times. The night
ended with me taking a HB7 home.
A few things I took away from this experience.
1. At clubs you should probably treat this like a numbers game. For every yes there was anywhere
from 1-5 rejections. Don't let this bother you.
2. Getting hammered is bad for game. As the night went on I got more aggressive due to the
alcohol. A drink or two is fine but after that you should stop. There was at least 2 occasions that
I misjudged my reception and came off as creepy. If you can do it drunk then you can do it
better sober.
3. Girls with friends are much harder to win. To deal with this you have to win over the friend or
entire group. My experience is that this is almost impossible in places with loud music. I lost at
least 2-3 due to friends dragging them away.
4. I fucked up several times by just going way over the edge with my comments. Being an asshole
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does not help you in any way. Shit talking seems to be ok if it's playful and light.
5. My conversation game is fucking garbage and I need to go out and learn how to fucking talk to
people.
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The "Super Friend Zone"
14 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've gotten my share of friendzoning in the last year of stepping up my dating, but I've been getting
some serious next-level stuff lately.
Three girls rejected my romantic advances. OK, I'm cool with that, but they keep pursuing me. "Real"
friend zone is when the guy pursues and the girl just throws him scraps of (non-sexual) attention
when she has nothing to do, right?
Here the shoe's on the other foot: I completely ignore them but they always want to hang out as
"friends." Time ho vs. sex ho LOL
One tried to turn me into some sort of cuddle bitch the first time I went to her house. I got up and
bounced. This was months ago and she still texts me to hang out, even on Friday nights, at things like
hiking and going to the gym with her (!?) She texted me last Friday when I was out drinking and she's
like "Let me know if you need a ride or cab money." I hadn't talked to her in like two months.
Another one texts me at night too. Not booty call, just to hang out. I went out a couple of times w/her
but stopped when it didn't go anywhere. When hanging out the second time she told me to "get lost"
in a half-joking way when a guy she wanted to game walked by (total attention whore who tries to
use guys for drinks). Really low SMV but she gets lots of attention from desperate guys. I never
initiated anything with her again. But she tells everybody in our social circle that we always "hang
out" and I'm always having to deny it.
Funny thing is, not to brag, but I'm way better looking than these girls (most people are, actually
LOL). What are these chicks using me for, besides attention? Why would one brag and lie about
hanging out with me all the time to her friends?
I'm worried that I must be coming off like a totall chump for girls to be doing this to me.
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Getting numbers off Tinder but girls reply slow as hell or just
stop completely. What the hell
14 upvotes | August 26, 2014 | by Prodigy5 | Link | Reddit Link
Does this happen to you guys? any solutions or thoughts on what I might be doing wrong?
Straight forward texts, no smiley faces or putting on a show for her. Thoughts?
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I could SERIOUSLY use some advice. (W.O.T.)
14 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm fairly new to the whole idea of RedPill, not entirely new to gaming though. I read "The Game"
back in my senior year of high school, got a girlfriend, went beta, side-tracked for about a year
(Didn't use Game), used game again & finally got laid. Hooray, anyway after that I gradually stopped
gaming but now I'm picking it back up again and making an effort to stick to it.
As of late though, I realize that I almost never know what to do when it comes to gaming. I read all
these terms (e.g. framing, shit test, etc.) but I'm always in the dark when its happening. So I thought
I'd make a post asking for some direction. I've been mass texting girls on facebook just to familiarize
myself with fluency in banter but like I said I need opinions on if I'm heading in the right direction.
Below are three brief conversations I had with the girls...
GIRL #1
ME: I'm considering us becoming FB friends, on account of your selfie game...It's on point
HER: You should see my real life face, it's even more on point
ME: Chill; we'd have to be Facebook friends before I'd want to meet you in person
HER: Lol that would never happen tho
ME: It's probably best I keep you a secret; You'd probably hurt my street cred..
HER: Literally what
ME: Ugh, I can't even...
HER: .
ME: Haha, you're cute; if only there was more to you tho...
HER: Haha I wish there was less to me
ME: Haha, oh gawd. Have a good one
HER: You can't end this convo...if you started it Besides I can appreciate the creativity
Girl #2
ME: I'm considering us becoming FB friends, on account of your selfie game...It's on point
HER:Oh thanks lol
ME: Yeah well, now its your turn for compliments; I'm sorta high maintenance (I require 2)
HER: Oh? Well maybe I am too ;)
ME: We'll see. I hope your conversational skills is better than your flirting..
GIRL #3
ME: I'm considering us becoming FB friends, on account of your selfie game...It's on point
HER: Why thank you? haha
ME: Yeah well, now its your turn for compliments; I'm sorta high maintenance (I require 2)
HER: While you're flirting game is not bad at all, I do have a boyfriend.. sorry! Maybe check a
person's relationship status beforehand next time? Or add someone you actually know? haha
ME: I could add friends I know, but where's the fun in that?
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Can someone explain what 'push-pull' is?
14 upvotes | August 4, 2014 | by TI69 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2ckapp/can_someone_explain_what_pushpull_is/
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Strategy for talking to a woman with hovering guys
14 upvotes | July 27, 2014 | by azheid | Link | Reddit Link
Last night I was at an upscale bar/lounge with some friends. The scene was 70's rock band playing in
background, kinda crowded, with about 50-50 mix of people seated at tables or hovering around the
bar area. I was buying my friends a round to bring back to our table and I saw an attractive girl sitting
at the bar nearby (about 6-8 feet away).
We made brief eye contact 1 or 2 times, and then I smiled and she smiled in return. She seemed
tentatively interested. During these few seconds I took in her surroundings, and saw that there were 2
guys protectively hovering around her, trying to make conversation. Not sure if they were friends or
just some guys trying to score.
I could not see a way to go introduce myself, as the bar was crowded and there was no path I could
make in-between people without asking people to move. I think I might have been able to start a
converstation if either the two guys were not there, or if I had been able to nudge my way towards
her, but both obstacles seemed like bad luck.
I gave up (before even really trying I suppose), got the drinks, and went back to my friends. The
situation did not change when I got the next round about 45 minutes later.
Suggestions would be appreciated on how I might have better handled the situation. How would you
approach a girl with two hovering guys? Conversation openers?
Edit: poor grammer
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Do women use "No Contact" as a shit test?
14 upvotes | July 24, 2014 | by Abreseyes | Link | Reddit Link
I have noticed this a couple of times recently, the conversation has flowed, signs are good then
nothing.I've thought this was a shit test to gain some kind of upper hand so would usually respond in
kind.
Is this the best way of dealing with it because I've had mixed results.I know the general consensus is
texting only for logistics but sometimes it feels you have to build a bit of rapport to get the date.
Is it really a case of she never responds = not interested, next her?
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How do I Flirt like an alpha?
14 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by newreditter | Link | Reddit Link
I suck at flirting, I just dont know what to say, every conversation that I try to make flirty with a girl
ends up with me asking her a lot of questions and ends up feeling like a job interview. Can you guys
teach me how to flirt with them and how to attract them so I can stop being so beta. Thanks in
advance.
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PSA: unfaithful women that want to become your plate seek a
new relationship (LTR), nearly every time
14 upvotes | July 16, 2014 | by l0ng_time_lurker | Link | Reddit Link
One of my plates dropped this insight on me during a discussion of faithful /unfaithful partners while unfaithful men will remain in their relationship , unfaithful women almost always are preparing
their jump - into a new LTrelationship. I guess this is a reason not to invest time into philandering
women if you want to keep it casual...
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Never had this before: Tinder girl wants me to meet her at her
job? Say what...
14 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by bertstare10 | Link | Reddit Link
This girl is really hot... no clingy texts/nothing out of the normal. Found her facebook through
creeping. She's real.
She's been kinda straight to the point about fucking. Friday night she was kinda trying to hint at
making plans (I was busy w/ another girl) by asking if I was going out/trying to see where I was
going... I just played it off as not being sure yet and I'd figure out later.
Texted me 3am (obviously she struck out ;)) saying she wished I was there blah blah blah flirty texts.
I texted her today saying 'what are you doing tuesday'. She replied saying she was working all day
(she has two jobs, so not lying).
Exact convo went like this:
ME: Are you busy tuesday
Her: I work all day
ME: Okay maybe we'll hangout some other time
Her: Just come visit me at work it'll be like hanging out
ME: On one hand that's something id expect your gay bff to do not someone you want to fuck. On the
other, I can at least leave really quick if you turn out crazy... like this other girl I met.
Her: Well then you'd meet me quick and know I'm not crazy then next time we can just fuck
ME: I can't tell if you're straight to the point and dgaf or fucking with me... where do you work?
Her: (where she works... clothing store in mall that I actually shop at) at night and I serve during day
so it'd have to be at night
ME: okay deal do you guys sell XXL shirts (NOTE: I'm jacked for those of you reading this, not fat I don't fit in some of their XL's)
Her: Not really only a few but I'm sure you can fit in a XL
ME: Okay we'll see Tuesday what time are you there from?
Her: 4-9 If you're definitely coming let me know punk
ME: Alright punk I will
My gut feeling is that this girl is sexually frustrated and doesn't care much for going out on dates and
wants someone who's aggressive/straight to the point/confident like I have been (we've hardly had
any real conversation... pretty much sexual from the start).
At the same time
I'm not sure how good/bad a move is to go meet a girl where she works but she seems to think this is
a good idea.
Thoughts on this/how I played it?
Update
I texted her around 7:15 saying I'd be there in a couple. She texted me back saying "ha okay". I hadn't
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left yet and didn't get to the mall until 740. Walked to my two favorite stores, bought some stuff and
went to hers. Walked in, didn't see her. The girl at the register CLEARLY wasn't her. I stood by the
clothing rack, with my back to the register and was just looking at the mens shirts as I texted her "hi".
As I'm standing there I heard someone talking to the cashier and said something like "oh I don't think
he's coming" and the cashier replied "don't worry, just relax it'll happen". Turned around 30 seconds
later and saw her. She smiled. I walked up to her and just said "can you help me pick out a shirt". She
agreed and we walked over to the clothing rack. We didn't really talk much, just about favorite
colors/shirts etc... She seems a little "bitchy" or had a "shield" up (not sure if this is the right word) in
that, if I wasn't as confident as I am (read: my unconfident old self) I probably wouldn't just fucked
everything up right there.
I tried on a shirt, liked it, and left my phone in the changing room on accident. She made a joke about
me messing up all the folded clothes/leaving my phone in the changing room so she had to unlock it
again. I pick out another shirt with her and went and got her when it was time to check out. As I was
paying there was kinda an awkward moment. She was talking about work and I said "oh I work
12-8's" and she said "where at". I said "hmm I don't know if I should tell you in case you come stalk
me." She either didn't catch the sarcasm or was nervous too but that was one slightly awkward
moment.
After I checked out, she walked to the front of the store and we had a nice little chat/flirted there for
about 20 minutes (probably longer, I didn't keep track of time). Since it was getting to be closing
time, I told her I had to go to the gym (also I thought this was a good play because it was me leaving
her instead of her telling me she had shit to do... kinda like being the first one to end a kiss). I left.
She asked me to tell the guy who worked at the kiosk that she had his stuff when I walked out. So I
walked out, told him "that cute blonde in there wants to talk to you" and left. I texted her and told her
what I did when I got outside. She texted back "oh god lol". I got straight to the point and said "we
should hangout sometime when you're not working". (aka fuck). She said "I told ya that you'd think
I'm awesome". I haven't texted back yet - partially because I'm not sure of what to say. Interesting
comment I think I was better looking than she expected because she said something like "didn't
recognize you at first but then I figured out who you were"... I doubt if I was worse looking she
would have kept talking to me instead of making an excuse like that she had to start getting the store
ready for clothes/help other customers.
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What do you guys think of making a text game analysis sticky?
14 upvotes | July 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Warning: Long but hopefully informative
The idea is basically to have a sticky thread where everybody can post text messages in order to
either lay out their strategy for other guys or to request help if you don't know where you stand or
can't think of a witty answer.
Considering that this sub is supposed to be the one for actual usage of game in daily life, I'd find it
quite fitting.
Just to give you an example, I'll start. This is from a 21yr old 7/10 who I've met two weeks ago. She's
friends with a friend of mine and I've seen her at his birthday for the second time. We've been flirting
a bit on that evening, and she seemed to be very into it, but I didn't even kiss her back then, because I
was still together with my LTR.
A week later she asks our common friend if he'll ask me if it's okay for him to give her my number. I
agreed.
Her: Hey :) it's me, Jessica. I got your number from John. I know where you live but I can't just
come over... ;) How was your weekend? best wishes, Jessica
The most important thing up until now you have to keep in mind, is that I obviously have her totally
hooked. You know how difficult it is for most guys to ask a girl for their phone number? It's a lot
fucking harder for a girl, because they can't deal with rejection. So the fact that she asks him for my
number (even though I didn't even kiss her before and wasn't overly sexual either), means that she's
definitely dtf.
Me: Hi. It was great. Very brave of you to take the initiative, I like that. Are you free on
saturday?
Not bothering to give her an explicit answer, because I don't want to chat with her, but fuck her
instead. Always try to just use texting to get her on a date instead of mindless small talk. Calling her
brave for making the first step was just a fun little thing to do, because it rewards her behavior, and
also makes it clear to her that I know why she's texting me.
Her: So far, yes ;)
Her: What are you planning on doing then?
Me: Depends on the weather
Her: So you'd like to see me on saturday?
Me: Ah, I see I should have made myself clearer. What I meant was, that we're gonna do
something on saturday. I'd like to see you today, but saturday fits me better.
Her: Who is we?
Me: Haha, oh boy. You and me, the two of us, nobody else.
Her: I'm at home now and cooled down a bit :P and I've understood it now :)
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Well, that was a bit weird. Looks like she though I was going to do something with friends and just
wanted her to join or something.
Her: Good morning :) Did you see the fireworks and all that yesterday down at the junction
after the game?
This text came two days later. She's obviously not satisfied that I didn't answer her last text (and why
would I?), so she comes up with some bullshit excuse to keep talking to me.
Me: Sure, that junction is always the place where hell breaks loose.
Once more I just answer briefly, not trying to keep the conversation going. Those are usually the kind
of answers women often give their beta orbiters.
Her: I was there with my friend Sarah yesterday just to see if rumors were true... they are... :D
Her: And we're doing something on saturday?
Same thing as before: She sees that I'm not bothering to keep the conversation alive, so she has to
come up with some stupid shit to get my attention.
Me: How does that sound: You'll come over to my place, we'll buy some groceries, and you get
the chance to demonstrate your cooking skills. We'll watch a film after that.
After she's basically just tried for the second time to make sure that we're really meeting on saturday,
I just thought, fuck it. I was gonna take her to some cafe first, but at that moment it seemed to be a
waste of my time. She's obviously so fucking into me that I don't even need that, so I tell her to come
to my place to "watch a movie" instead. Also note that I'm basically telling her she's got to qualify by
making a nice dinner.
Her: Show you my cooking skills? :D we'll see ;) but that sounds like a good plan. I'll be able to
meet my sister beforehand then.
A little backlash to my neg here, but that was to be expected. She's happy with my plan and if nothing
goes wrong, I'll fuck her on staturday.
I realize that was quit in depth and long, but maybe some of the new guys here got a glimpse at how
much information you can get from analyzing her text messages. I know exactly where I stand with
her, and I've even been able to adjust my plans, just because of what I've read between the lines.
There often is a lot of hate against "overanalyzing" women, and in some cases I agree, but if you
know what you're doing it can also be a very helpful tool.
Let me guys know what you think of the idea of making a sticky with those kinds of posts, maybe we
can ask the mods to make one.
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Advice on dancefloor and/or concert game?
14 upvotes | June 16, 2014 | by playingalpha | Link | Reddit Link
Anyone have success with this? At the last few shows I've been to, I've gotten some eye contact and
smiles from girls around me on the floor, but I'm just so clueless about how to act on these IOIs.
I'm usually focused on the show but aware of the people around me, I groove without dancing, and I
stand tall and solid - just your typical aloof and amused masculine frame, which I believe is why I'm
getting a little attention in the first place.
Feels out of frame to start trying to playfully dance with a girl, ie. fun/silly moves to engage her,
spinning her, etc. And I'm hesitant about being too forward when touching without any verbal
rapport. If you're supposed to say something, what do you say?
Am I being a big beta about this? What's worked for you?
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The dreaded "maybe" shit test
14 upvotes | May 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Often times when I am maintaining frame by saying we were going to get lunch or drinks, the girl
tries to take frame by saying maybe. For example, I got this girl's number and told her we were
getting lunch this weekend:
Me: "Hey, it's the cocky asshole you're getting lunch with on Saturday." Her: "*maybe getting lunch
with"
This happened to me many times, and I'm not sure what the correct response is. Usually I just ignore
it and say "I hope you like thai food" or something.
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Am I supposed to NOT pay for a date?
14 upvotes | May 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
NO problem swallowing the pill here. This is only something I haven't gotten clarification on.
Am I supposed to make her pay her own way on a first date? Should I make her pay for me?
Is there anything wrong with paying for a date?
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Inadvertent game observation from going to a Romanian
restaurant
13 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by slay_it_forward | Link | Reddit Link
This was very subtle but I figure worth sharing.
I'm currently in a small city in western Romania. Earlier today I was walking around the Old Town
when I came across a little restaurant that I thought looked like it would have the Paleoish type of
food I was looking for. I went in and asked to see a menu in English. I was planning on reading the
menu to see if there was anything I liked before committing to spending the money to eat there. As
the waiter handed me the menu he said, "please, take a seat anywhere", so I did, and by doing so was
now committed to spending money in his restaurant. Yes, I could of looked over the menu while
seated and decided to get up and leave, but that's a bit awkward and I happened to find the food I
wanted anyway.
The point is, just by him "assuming the sale" and leading me to take a seat, he got the sale. Had I just
stood there looking through the menu contemplating whether it was good enough or not, the odds of
me ejecting from the place would have gone way up. It's a sales tactic but it applies directly to game.
When you want to go in for a kiss, you hold her hand or her face, you pull her in and you go for the
kiss. You assume the sale and you lead the interaction. No asking permission, no lunging in weakly.
When you want to take a girl home you tell her you have some great wine, cool videos, nice balcony
with a view or whatever, hold her hand and lead her there. No asking if she wants to go. Assume the
sale and lead the interaction. Of course throwing in a time constraint would add the effectiveness.
Are you going to get the kiss or the girl back to your place every time? Of course not, but by
assuming the sale and leading the interaction the odds will go up. It's much easier for her to just go
along with something than it is to consciously make a decision much like in the restaurant example. I
just went along with it.
Girls also trust a guy much more when he leads her and shows her social dominance, probably
because you're coming across as more of a father figure. Permission seeking, validation seeking,
succumbing to her frame are all weak traits and equate to distrust in a woman's eyes.
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Different type of shit test: she calls herself ugly.
13 upvotes | October 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Just started talking to a girl from my high school, but we're both in college now. Things are going
well, but she just threw "I was so ugly back then!" at me, and I feel like this is a shit test. Any advice?
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Running game in a small town/university.
13 upvotes | September 26, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I currently reside in a town of 80,000 residents and attend a university with approximately 6,000
students. I have very limited practice with daygame and am worried that negative attempts will 'ruin'
my reputation. There's not much of a nightlife here either, and with what the population is, it's tightly
knit, like the other aspects of this city. What would your advice be in this situation?
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Teaching lessons to famous model near my apartment.
13 upvotes | September 21, 2014 | by confuseacatlmtd | Link | Reddit Link
Obviously I want to get her back to my place. Lessons are three times a week for an hour and a half
for a month. She sometimes acts cold but is usually compliant. I've had two lessons, and after the
lessons she seems to loosen up and we walk back to her car with her arm touching mine. So she is
making contact herself when we walk, which seems like an IOI to me, though not a big one.
My friend says just stay friendly and casual, since she is used to guys hardcore hitting on her all the
time. He says just go for a casual coffee or invite her somewhere eventually when it feels right.
What do you guys think?
PS the first time I invited her up to my place for filtered water and she turned it down. I'm out of
ideas.
UPDATE: Perfect advice guys. I was charming and held my frame, made corrections, lightly teased,
and had her giggling and trying to take up more of my time by the end.
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First date with a 20 year old?
13 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by DAD_FISTER | Link | Reddit Link
Met a 20 year old. She seems DTF.
Most of my experience is with girls older than 21 and I just default to meeting at a bar.
No idea what to do here. I'm kind of leaning towards a bar/restaurant but ultimately I know this is a
terrible idea. I think it might be okay because we can sit at a bar, I can sit next to her, we can eat and I
can drink.
But, I know there's something better.
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Question about eye contact
13 upvotes | August 27, 2014 | by account575 | Link | Reddit Link
So I've recently upgraded my wardrobe and started working out, and I've been noticing a lot of girls
smile and try to make eye contact with me - especially when I am walking between classes. Time
between classes is quite short and people are usually in a hurry (and it is sort of crowded). With that
in mind, what can I do after receiving a smile/some eye contact as I walk by these girls?
I am very new to the red pill, and I'd also like to mention that I go to a very small liberal arts college
(class size ~500) so one of my fears of approaching girls is that I will definitely run into them again
around campus. Any advice about this?
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just got the "so guess whos single" text...
13 upvotes | August 8, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
First response was pretty indifferent, have no care for this one so feeling like saying whatever I want.
Any lines you guys been wanting to try on this sit? I'll post screen shots
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Tinder Checkmate
13 upvotes | June 9, 2014 | by ADarkerNight | Link | Reddit Link
Shortest number of moves it takes to win in chess: 2. Average pro games last somewhere around 40
moves. Record your games, see what moves work, what don't, here's what you get. Always try and
beat your score. Bottom up, here we go, cause Tinder ain't as hard as the kiddos claim.
Opening
First moves first. Gotta get the profile right. Few pictures, mysterious, interesting. Next move, girl
clicks through, sees description. Call to action, highlights of your self. Tailor to a niche.
Athletic types:
"come play sports." Dancers maybe are more your thing: "Dancers, swipe right."
It's easy kiddos, basic marketing stuffs, call to action. All over the internets cause it works.
Ok, so a few moves in. Pawns are out, developing the pieces a bit, because now you're getting some
matches. The type of matches that followed your skillful copywriting. Next moves.
"best [cute profile stuffs] on tinder"
"[laugh, thank you, you're so sweet, emoji feels]"
"bet they're not as [hyperbole] in person"
"[laugh stuffs] they're better in person"
"guess i will see"
[Agreement]
Need digits, cause [reasons]
[10 digit key to girl phone]
That's a layup kiddos. Scripted, works, field tested. Girls spend hours crafting the perfect profile (yes,
even the ones who have one picture). Pick the most obscure, weird thing about her, and comment on
it. You'll get a thank you. But then: they're not as good in person. She's not as cultured in person, her
eyes aren't as blue in person, the opposite of what you just complimented her on. Now she qualifies, a
qualification that you have to confirm by getting her number and meeting her face to face. Captured
like 5 pieces already.
Middle Game
Alright, got some more pieces. On the attack we go. Funny joke to move to text. Joke also has mild
sexual connotations, which I blame on her interpretation.
Text escalation is a whole 'nother thing kiddos. I'll leave all that advice to only run logistics over text
for other threads. Straight shot to 21st century girl's best friend and confidant, and the kiddos don't
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want to take advantage. Sticks to the boring logistics stuff.
Meanwhile girl, back at home, naked, sending pics of naughty bits. Logistics do not make the girl bits
turn on. Getting nude and having you direct her own mini photo shoot does though.
Yes, you're Bobby Fischer. You've diligently moved your pieces. Destroyed her defenses, captured
the queen. Yes, the middle game is just about over. Time for...
End Game
Some amount of time later, after your name coming on texts induces tingles because you escalated to
getting nude selfies:
"I'll come for [fun intriguing stuffs near guy cave or at her place]"
"[Excitement] when?
"Be ready at [date/time] and send me your address."
"Yay! [location bits]"
Now kiddo, you've got a few options. Bounce her around some venues, different spots, maybe some
adventure, twisty winding roads or something. Dark abandoned houses. Breaking a few rules, getting
the adrenaline and dopamine brain cocktail mixing. Back you go, your place, or hers, or that
abandoned rooftop you discovered last week. Close it down, kiddo. At this point there are no
questions about where the game is headed. Checkmate is easy, just a matter of closing out, avoiding a
stalemate.
There were sex feels from the beginning, you've already seen her body. She's already followed your
lead, while you directed which pictures to take. You teased her in person, about that birth mark on her
hip, or whatever. She's just waiting to tip the king at this point. Strong middle game, sets up the
checkmate kiddos. End game is all finishing.
This stuff, too long at this point. Maybe some more specific examples will come later.
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Having trouble building attraction while talking
13 upvotes | May 25, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
Like the title says, I'll open a set, but it just seems to turn into a normal/friendly conversation. The set
doesn't mind talking, and I usually enjoy it too, but I receive few iois and rarely close. So anyway
what I'm really asking is for help with building attraction through conversation.
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The women who claim smart is sexy...
13 upvotes | May 14, 2014 | by dai_xinyi_boxer | Link | Reddit Link
you guys think I can make them wet by talking about Computational Theory and the Myhill-Nerode
Theorem? :P
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some TRP thoughts that you wont find elsewhere
13 upvotes | April 28, 2014 | by Drafapula | Link | Reddit Link
Let me start off by saying I am writing this post to share some redpill thoughts in general that helped
me overcome depression and social anxiety that arent shared frequently on self improvement forums
and boards.
To give some perspective, I'm a graduate of a top uni who went through a very tough depression in a
time where I could not get laid because I took the scenario very very personally. I thought it said a lot
about me biologically, and while there might be some truth to this, the blow to my confidence
hampered me in everything from career to normal friendships. These are some things that helped me.
1. Look up http://www.bulletproofexec.com/ .... the founder of the site is a former diabetic and
obses guy who transformed his life by using money from the sale of his tech startup to make
himself a human guinea pig. His thoughts on diet, supplementation, and stress control are
amazing and provide legitimate science unlike other similar boards like fitmisc etc.
2. Go to the Netherlands or South America and bang a lot of hookers. I'm not talking about street
walkers... I'm talking about the $50/hr "elite" controlled and tested escorts. This was a
significant help for me for dealing with my social anxiety around girls, it also helped me realize
that I could please a girl and I wasnt small (which are insecurities that develop when you go
through a prolonged dry spell). After smashing a few legitimate 10s... not the PUA inspired
makeup caked up 5... you feel no anxiety around normal girls and escalation feels extremely
easy. Obviously be careful, but this was huge for me.
3. No Fapping with porn. I dont agree with no fap in general because I have realized that it tends
to be self fulfilling... ie you dont fap for 10-15 days and basically feel like you are going to
blow a load whenever you see a girl in yogapants. If you cant actually get sex during that
timespan you just turn into a weird aggressive freak. I do think that porn is bad because of the
guilt you feel afterwards and because it makes average women unattractive and can also
generate a lot of insecurities about dick size etc... cutting out porn helped me a lot with finding
a new sense of masculinity and desire for girls i otherwise ignored.
4. Dont take the friendzone for granted. While this is something almost all boards decry ... its
something you realize as you gain more social awareness. Non traditional alphas... ie guys who
get laid a lot who dont look like NFL players or actors almost always have a group of girls they
are platonic with. Sometimes these girls hook up with them eventually... but its not immediate
like PUA and others would suggest. I know through personal experience that making friends
with girls you would borderline bang is HUGE for moving ahead.... like going out with a
couple of girls you dont plan to bang allows you to chat up and meet a lot of girls who might
otherwise percieve you as a creeper.... then you can date and infiltrate
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Meta: Changes are coming
12 upvotes | November 21, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
I've locked the forum so no new threads can be created. Some changes will be coming in the next
couple of days and if you have something game-related you'd like to discuss, feel free to post to
/r/theredpill or /r/asktrp.
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Seriously, just don't text a girl for a while and see what
happens.
12 upvotes | November 1, 2014 | by tycho128 | Link | Reddit Link
As a notice, i'm somewhat inebriated right now. So i'll try my best to avoid typos and such, but please
excuse any you might find.
Anywho, i'm your average college student with a shitty Saturday morning class. I get there early and
strike up a conversation with a pretty attractive chick who got there early as well. I can't remember
the conversation but it was basically "Saturday mornings suck" or something like that. I wasn't in the
best of moods that day.
All in all, class starts, I sit next to her and make idle chat and such. When class ends, I ask for her
number so I we can do a study thing for class. I get it and tell her i'll text her sometime in the week.
Yeah, I totally forgot about it. I was either too busy or just too lazy to be asked to send the text. It's
been a hectic week. Mid-terms and all if your an american college student.
So now here we are, Friday night and i'm drinking and stuff. And I start getting texts from her. I'll
paste the conversation below. Now, this isn't me using "Game" or anything like that. I probably made
mistakes or something like that. I just want to illustrate what happens when a girl ISN'T the focus of
your fucking day and you can just ignore that stuff in favor of doing things that are actually
productive.
Her: I forgot to print out my thesis again lol
me: Aw damn I forgot as well now I gotta walk to the library and get that done
me: Nevermind, library is close, i'm fucked
Her: Well he's not grading it, he just glanced at them. I'm sure its no big deal
Her: Will you be getting an A+ tomorrow
Me: That depends on if I actually look over the coursework for tomorrow. What about you?
Her: I think I will do okay. I'm going over all the readings tonight
Me: Same. But i'm somewhat inebriated so it'll be an interesting study session
Her: lol well at least you're relaxed.
And thats the convo up to this point. I just wanted to point out how she came to me, instead of the
other way around. Probably because I just ignored her (though admittingly it was somewhat
accidental as I just forgot to contact her). Now I dunno what i'll say at this point. Probably something
stupid. Who knows, who cares.
Damn I'm drunk. Just read through the whole thing again. I hope I got all the typos
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How to handle "not in the first date"?
12 upvotes | October 14, 2014 | by Zagooda | Link | Reddit Link
lastnight I met this british tinder date at a bar. She said she is going to be late, I said latecomer pays
the first round. She said "fine, I'll be late". It turns out she is a bit bigger than her photos but still
fuckable as I am on a dry spell. However something went wrong but I could not dominate the
conversation. I could not make her feel the tension since she talked too much and kept asking
questions about me, my hobbies etc. I kept doing light kino and nothing more to escalate. After I
payed the bill I took her home. She was fun but she talked so much I could not find any chance to
kiss her. At the and I put my hand on her mouth, said "you talk so much" and kissed her. Pushed her
over the bed and kept kissing. I started touching her belly and going up. At the instant I reached her
boobs she said no. Not in the first date. I laughed and talked about how ridiculous this rule is and it
exists only for the sake of the rule. It didn't help, I changed the subject we kept talking about
stupid/funny shit and then I went for another kiss. Here comes the "Laady Proobleeems :(((" bullshit.
I told her it's a bullshit, she even said she has work tomorrow and should leave (although I know she
doesn't) then, she says I have work tomorrow and I should sleep. Finally I said "well I am okay with
that" and changed the subject. After talking some funny bullshit I called a cab for her and she left.
I totally failed this one as I had nothing but a defeat masturbation. Why did I fail? Shouldn't I have
pursued at all? What would be the appropriate move?
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Dealing with butt-ins?
12 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm talking to this girl, just initiating a conversation to try and game her when another obnoxious
bitch interrupts me 2 sentences into conversation. She begins hitting my frame hard, calling me
obnoxious and annoying (ironically) and refocuses the attention from the girl I was trying to game.
I'm still new to TRP (joined this sub about 3 weeks ago) and was unsure of how to maintain my
frame in such a situation. As the bitch and the girl I was trying to game are friends, telling her to fuck
off was not an option. So I laughed. I cringed inside but it was a defensive response.
Looking back, I could have nuked her and called her out on her many distasteful features...
What are some better options to deal with these hecklers?
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How do you guys open girls?
12 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by SidechainZ | Link | Reddit Link
I, for the longest time, have been opening direct with decent success.
However, reading this sub and /r/theredpill I keep seeing the principles of taking the pussy off the
pedestal and never complimenting a girl on her looks.
This contradicts opening direct. So what do you guys do?
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AA-i'm a pussy
12 upvotes | September 17, 2014 | by needs_balls | Link | Reddit Link
Waiting for the train i saw a 2-set. one was a personal 10 on the looks department. I've been eyeing
her on & off for 10 min while waiting for the train to come she wouldn't stop talking with her friend
and gave me no looks back so so i told myself that she's not interested. On board, she situated herself
right in front of me where i could see her face and i got a 1 sec eye contact, she played with her lips at
some point.
at least, i felt that i had to talk to her.
at this point, i literally went weak in the knees. you know like when ur fighting and take too many
hits in the jaw. that's what happened to me. sweat all over. i couldn't stand straight. 5 mins later we
reached their destination, as i tried to follow her and talk to her, another jock gang kinda dude tried
opening her. she literally took her friend and ran away that's when i gave up. i hate myself. i really
need to grow a pair of balls. what can i do ? could alcohol help ? this is the second time I've missed
on an extremely beautiful girl. the point is i don't even know what the problem was. i would have
absolutely no problem with her rejecting me or even slapping me for being rude in a crowded metro
station, i just don't really care about that. it was just the approach itself. Now i understand why they
call it AA and not Rejection anxiety.
i have no trouble approaching girls in social settings aka at friends, school etc. but daygame .. I've
still never managed to do that besides 1 or 2 times when i was approached and the girl asked me for
directions. (redirected the conversation to get flirty and set up a date).
i hate the online stuff, seems lame to me. i would love to be able to do some daygame :'(
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Should I buy her (A Russian Girl) flower/s on the first date?
12 upvotes | August 9, 2014 | by Blankworry | Link | Reddit Link
Before you go an slap off some advice down below that I shouldn't give the girl anything, that she
should earn it. I know how it works and in most cases I would agree.
However, I live in Russia and from what people have told me, things are different here. I'm going on
a date with a girl tomorrow, she's young and not from the city. After I set up the date with her, she
told me that she likes red roses, in response I told her the only thing she would get would be some
pickles and some beets if she was lucky. After this I asked my Russian friends and they said it was a
cultural thing that men bring the girl flowers on the first date. Now, if I was anywhere else in the
world I would throw away this advice immediately and just soldier on. However, this is the land of
bears and vodka, and Part of me wants to entertain this girl and bring her a single flower, nothing
more just to fulfill cultural customs. At the same time however, I want to come in with star spangled
eagles screaming and not do anything at all.
So, should I indulged cultural norms and bite the bullet or should I go captain America and save a
few dollars?
Edit: I spoke to my Russian friend who knows more about Russian women than anyone I know and
he recommended me to buy one flower just to make her happy. I did so. She was delighted. The date
went really well.
Lesson learned, don't sweat the small things.
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Tell me about a time you got through these shit-tests "I'm not
looking for a relationship, I'm seeing someone, I have a
boyfriend"
12 upvotes | August 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've been getting these recently and I wasn't quite prepared for them. The reading online suggests the
following strategies: Agree and Amplify: "I thought we were married?!"
Pressure Flip? "I'm not looking for a relationship either, I'm looking to have fun"
Change the subject
Can you tell me stories about how you've dealt with these types of shit tests recently/
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Motorcycle game?
12 upvotes | July 19, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Hey im new to trpgame and im reading the side bar and researching and looking into stuff. Getting
rid of my beta mentality and living the alpha lifestyle via the red pill. But here's my pitch.
Do any of yall have motorcycles and if so how do yall use that for your game? Examples? I ride a
yamaha r6 so I got the bike and it comes with a bad boy look but I'm just wondering about the
practicality of it all?
tl;dr how do you use your motorcycle for game?
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Fucked up on hottest girl in club. What would you have done?
12 upvotes | July 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Last night went to warehouse party with a lot of hot fucked up girls. I did my thing on the floor, made
eye contact with the hottest girl there and eye fucked each other from a distance. All good so far. I
start walking past her, she grabs me and starts talking. Clearly she is quite nervous and says "so are
you having a good time?". I am nervous too, not going to lie, this girl was a fkn babe. I respond with
"yeah, pretty good" and start touching her etc. She is clearly not drunk yet and I can feel her anxiety
and she fucks up and asks "are you having a good time?" a second time! I could not help but laugh at
how ridiculous it sounded and broke frame and checked my phone nervously. What are you supposed
to do or say when a girl is that anxious it starts rubbing off on you? I'm trying to look into her eyes
with desire but instead of getting that back, I got self-consciousness and nervousness and I felt it too.
It all went downhill from there and despite it from another girl I didn't get the girl I wanted. What
would you have said or done if the girl is hitting on you and is nervous?
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I need help getting rid of AA
12 upvotes | July 10, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
Any girl 7 or less I can usually approach. When I se an 8-10 I always end up betaing out and
hamstering a million reasons why I can't approach. I also have a lot of approach anxiety, how do I get
rid of aa? Its cost me a lot of oportunities
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In Defense Of Singlehood: Avoid The Relationship Trap In
Your Twenties
12 upvotes | June 28, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/in-defense-of-singlehood-avoid-the-relationship-trap-in-your-twenties/
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Understand Oneitis and The Real Cure
12 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/getting-over-heartache-destroy-that-oneitis-with-the-red-pill/
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So I went out by myself to meet people
12 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I get on my car, drive to a spot I've been many times by the coast to go for a spliff. Some people were
at my usual spot so after I gained enough courage I went and said hi and introduced myself to the
entire group.
It was 3 guys and 3 girls. 1 guy was obviously the alpha male in the group, the other two were not
betas but they acted pretty much like followers, waited until this guy made conversation with me
before starting to talk to me.
I also introduced myself to the girls and askwed their name. One didn't seem all that happy and did
not want to tell me her name, I took it like a shit test and simply ignored and moved on "This one
doesn't have a name, how about you?".
I didn't go there for the female attention, I went to meet new people, anyway, the moment a girl from
the group started showing interest in me (Laughing at my jokes, was the only girl who made an effort
to talk to me) the alpha male starts making all these question getting somewhat hostile.
Unfortunately, being high and nice as I am, he started going on a ramble (He felt threatened because
a bigger more attractive male showed confidence and talked to everyone in his group and getting the
attention of one of the girls) and I stood up and was visibly bigger and stronger and so he calmed
down.
I saw an almost immediate effect of the guy's ramble, since I wasn't expecting and was taken a bit
aback, I didn't really think of a way to overpower him conversationally so I basically just waited him
out for him to feel comfortable enough to "let me into his pack" and once that happened, I realized
that by letting him assume position as the alpha, I automatically got positioned under him in the
ranks, the girl didn't find me that cool anymore.
Lesson that I learned today? I should have taken control and showed him that I was not afraid
(because I wasn't, but I've taken the path of least effort) and maybe reversed the roles and start getting
him scared of me, because I was visibly taller and more jacked but I still was shaken, taken off-frame.
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The Snowball Method
12 upvotes | June 20, 2014 | by kingofpoplives | Link | Reddit Link
The first basic premise is that game is primarily driven by subconscious signals. Things like an
abundance mentality, outcome independence, and alpha frame are near impossible to fake because
your true state of mind is betrayed by subconscious signals at every turn. Women, while consciously
unaware of these signals, are wired to pick up on them subconsciously, which is why you always hear
them say things like "he just gets me" or "he seems creepy" that have no real rational basis. These are
labels given to the subconscious aesthetic that is conveyed by certain types of men.
There is no way to fake it until you make it because your entire being, your posture, the tone of your
voice, the time you pause between words, will always give you away. No matter how well you know
the theory and tactics of game, if you don't have any girls, your game will never be as tight as the guy
that's banging multiple hots, even if he knows nothing about game. This is why all the supposed rules
of game can and often are broken with little ill effect by men with tight subconscious game.
So the key to success then is not reading tons of game theory and "faking it" until you make it.
Women are like money. You need women to get women. The core idea of snowball theory is that you
take what you can get, as soon as you can get it, and then, like a snowball rolling down hill, you use
your current success to climb the ladder to bigger and better things.
The first thing to achieve is to become sexually active. You need to get laid as soon as possible. For
the love of god, bite the bullet and lower your standards. Sex with a lower quality woman is better
than involuntary celibacy, and a man who can't get sex with a lower quality woman will never get sex
with a higher quality woman. The truth is that "high standards" is an excuse used by men to hide from
the fear of failure.
The second key to this is to never allow yourself to lose momentum. Once you get the first girl, keep
her around, but immediately start looking for the second. Always be prospecting. It really couldn't be
any easier than it is today with Tinder, OKCupid, and other internet dating options.
As this process continues for a number of months, so long as you continue to build momentum and
never lose it, your game will improve drastically. You won't need to force yourself to wait before
texting her back, you'll be so busy with the other women you're chatting with that it slips your mind.
You will find yourself with many more options for sex and companionship and will naturally shift
your attentions to higher quality women. You will be immune to oneitis. You will have the powerful
frame of a man who can allow any woman to walk away with indifference. You won't be aping alpha,
you will be alpha.
The reason why more men don't do this is that it's a lot of work. You need to keep up with the effort,
even when you feel successful, if you let it slide and stop prospecting you will hit some bad luck and
lose your momentum. Then its back to square one. The other big pitfall is oneitis. You up your game
enough that you finally get a girl who meets your standards for an LTR and she locks you down. This
is a choice we're all faced with so I'll leave it at that.
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Text game is fucking killing me [FR] Part 2
12 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I got a lot of feedback from you guys on my post where I thought that I fucked up in text game.
My last post left off with her unexpectedly responding with "I guess you're more book smart than
street smart huh..." The following is my text with her verbatim.
Her: I guess you're more book smart than street smart
Me: You'd be surprised.
Her: Haha, oh really??
Me: What's your favorite music video? I'm bored and I ran out of things to watch on youtube.
Her: haha I don't think I have a favorite music video, but if it helps I'm watching New Girl
Me: Lol, you're such a chick
Her:What's that supposed to mean!?
Me: It means lets get together for goodness sake and I'll tell you all you want to know then! I'll be in ------------ tomorrow until 3:30 so if you're interested we can meet there so you don't have the burden
of a trip to ---------. Although, I do have the benifit of having a pretty sweet bachelor pad...just sayin'
Her: Some of us don't have such a free schedules lol
Her: The only day I'm usually avalible is Sunday
Me: So how about this sunday at my palace, say 7pm. Although, don't expect to be getting drunk, this
isn't a frat house;)
Me: I have a 2 drink maximum for your age bracket (She's 19)
Her: Am I allowed to bring a friend?
Me: I'm not good at entertaining more than one guest at a time. If you're uncomfortable, don't worry
about it. We'll do it another time.
Her: Having me drink with you? Alone? Interesting...
Me: Well I don't drink... I merely offer it as a consolation prize. I'd prefer if you didn't drink either.
Her: I'm not a drinker, in fact I'm allergic to alcohol.
Me: god damn, I like you even more now. Come over and lets do sober stuff together.
Her: Like what
Me: I'll teach you how to cook bachelor chow (with flavor)
Her: Hmm..never heard of that
Me: Anyway, do or don't. I'm going to bed. Text me if you feel like coming over Sunday. Night!
Her. The night's young....but will dooo
So this is the conversation as it stands now. This was re-initiated by her after she said "Bye Felicia" a
few hours earlier. I'd appreciate any and all constructive criticism and suggestions. Mind you, I'm not
exactly the "funny guy" type. So I try not to be a clown via text with too much joking.
EDIT I'm sort of new to TRP and Game, but I was also wondering...if by some miracle or dumb luck
this girl ends up at my house, what do I do with her? Here is my situation: I don't own a TV or couch.
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I have two chairs, a bed, a desk and a grand piano. She's 19 and a seems a bit naive. I think escalating
too quickly will freak her out. What activities can she and I do while I slowly escalate on her? My
place is basically a box with a bed and a grand piano. I'm a minimalsit, so I've never needed a
television or couch. Last girl that was over here said, "This place makes me think a serial killer lives
here."
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She's in love with me
12 upvotes | May 17, 2014 | by MontePrince | Link | Reddit Link
I've been posting for the last week about this girl I am now seeing or is a plate. I am still finding it
hard to view women this way but I see more and more of it everyday and I am now in the acceptance
phase.
Anyway, after the other night when we got physical all of the emotional stuff has come out on her
end. In no uncertain terms she has said that she is either falling in love with me or already is.
Knowing what I know now and looking at things in this new logical format my question is what
should I do at this juncture? I'm starting to like this girl a lot but I won't allow myself to go down that
blue pill road again but those feelings from the past are still strongly ingrained within.
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What to answer for " hurr i'm not a bitch " when her behavior
clearly is already ?
12 upvotes | May 15, 2014 | by Esminia | Link | Reddit Link
title, I really don't know. Usually I go with the "Agree & Amplify" by saying that she isn't even tho
she slept with me after 1 day of relationship, but that doesn't go well so I'm now Ignoring her shit test
completely by saying "we'll see", but that doesn't exploit the potential of the biggest shit test they
could ever give you. So, what's your go to answer for that ?
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some great redpill from roosh on maximizing your odds
12 upvotes | May 13, 2014 | by Drafapula | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.rooshv.com/you-have-no-idea-how-easy-it-is-for-good-looking-men
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Pretty funny, mid 30s woman writes a letter to Princeton mom
marriage advocate that Amal Alamuddin (George Clooneys
fiance) is proof that you can still get the prize at age 30... just
LOL
12 upvotes | April 30, 2014 | by Drafapula | Link | Reddit Link
http://nypost.com/2014/04/29/an-open-letter-to-the-future-mrs-clooney-congrats-on-proving-princeto
n-mom-wrong/
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Posting Rules - April 2014
12 upvotes | April 25, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
Posting Submission Rules
New submissions must be related to sexual strategy, events that affect sexual strategy, theories
about sexual strategy, or stories confirming (or challenging) current theories of sexual strategy.
Thank-you red pill or success story posts should be directed to /r/thanktrp.
Absolutely no direct link screenshots or images. If you must post a screenshot of a comment or
an image, include it as part of your written post. Do not make it your main link. Please include
your analysis with the image. Any image-only submissions will be deleted.
No Memes/Image Macros
No Concern Trolling / Regular Trolling Please See here for details
No Direct Video Links. There is a lot of content on the web, and some of it is in video form for
sure. We don't mind videos, however we will request that you post any video links you have in
a text submission along with your analysis. Any video-only submissions will be deleted.
No crosslinking anything from reddit at all. Not in submissions. Not in comments. If you want
to post a conversation or post between members on reddit you must take a screenshot, and edit
it for the following requirements: No URL in picture or post, Subreddit name must not be
present in the picture or in the post, Must be self-post with analysis. No low-hanging "look this
guy is a moron" posts. Constructive posts only. Everything else will be deleted without
warning.
Posting Comments Rules
Our discussion is not meant to be just an echo chamber, we absolutely encourage discussion that
challenges commonly held beliefs. That is the core of the red pill: challenging what we know.
That being said, if you're new here and haven't read the sidebar, there's a good chance that what you
want to say has already been heard and we don't really care to argue it. Some of the opinions and
ideas we have here may seem a bit shocking at first if you aren't familiar with our theories. Let me be
clear:
Our theories are well thought out, backed by evolutionary psychology, and are regularly confirmed
by the behaviors we witness. One of the most astounding parts of the red pill is meeting new people
here from other parts of the world... who all report the same behavior we've witnessed ourselves.
There is REAL truth to the info we're compiling. Attempts to label it misogyny completely misses the
point. We do not focus on women as the enemy and consider insults to hurl. Instead, we see women
as our goal, and focus on theories as to why they behave the way they do, and how we should behave
in light of this information.
If you attempt to "creep" shame, call out misogyny, or otherwise attempt to derail conversation
because the information here is shocking to you, it will tell us one thing: You haven't even attempted
to understand why and how we've arrived at our conclusions.
Any post that does not make a point and instead makes ad hominem attacks will be immediately
deleted. A moderator may post a test article for you to read and discuss to prove you are not here to
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troll. If you fail the test, you may be banned.
We have no interest in becoming an echo chamber, and we don't mind dissenting viewpoints. But if it
derails conversation, we will take action. If you're worried you might derail conversation, lurk more.
TROLLING
Posts that utilize any kind of concern or shaming language are immediately suspect. We will take a
look at each post on a base-by-case basis. Typical phrases that we will be looking out for include:
"I feel so bad, sad, etc."
"You're bitter."
"Misogynist"
"You all..."
Please note, we encourage open debate and discussion of our theories, but please bring facts, and not
ad hominem attacks or concern for our well being.
Concern Trolling
We will delete any post that attempts to "steer" the subreddit or complains about the direction of
content. If for some reason you're not happy with the quality of posts here, I encourage you to upvote
good material, downvote bad material, and submit your own high-quality material.
If you find somone that you think is a passive aggressive troll disguising themselves with plausible
deniability, report their comment or thread.
It is very possible to be here and ask questions, or disagree without setting off any red flags.
However, common attributes of a troll post include:
Leading with a presumptive conclusion. "The fact that you're bitter is getting in the way of.."
Asking complex questions (fallacious questions) to which any answer is an endorsement to a
presupposition that has not been determined or agreed upon. "Can anybody tell me why you guys
hate women so much?"
Ad hominem "just because you are bitter.."
Condescension "This just seems like a bunch of chest beating to me.."
Unfalsifiable rhetoric - phrases, insults, accusations that cannot be falsified and serve no purpose but
to manipulate the emotional state of the opponent or onlookers. "This is just a circle jerk"
Concern "I feel like this sub is focusing too much on.." (If you are genuinely concerned, contact a
moderator, or submit more content of the quality you would prefer to see.)
Accusations of echo chamber/circle jerk. This is a combination of just about all of the above, but I
want to highlight that the term "circlejerk" itself is meaningless and unfalsifiable rhetoric used to gain
an upper hand in an argument without any of the legwork required to disprove the opponent's points.
Insulting the moderators - If you disagree with a moderator, that's just fine. You can do so publicly or
in PM. We're not gods, we don't know everything, and we spend a lot of time learning every day.
However, if you show disrespect to the moderators by using ad hominem attacks or thinly disguise an
insult as a "genuine" disagreement, you will be banned.
If you feel you were unjustly caught we have no issue looking at appeals on a case by case basis, just
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know that your post history and account age will be looked at.
Our moderators do a lot of work to keep our network clean and functioning on a daily basis,
including banning trolls, flaring posts, and attempting to discuss solid red pill theory. Please do not
make our jobs harder.
Racism
The Red Pill network is dedicated to finding the truth about sex and gender strategies, no matter how
unpopular or difficult it may seem. For some strange reason, this has brought forward a number of
racist posts, which have swiftly been removed. Let us discuss exactly what we mean by racism.
We acknowledge that cultural and genetic differences have an effect on behavior. However, we do
not accept that one's race is inextricably tied to their culture. (Because it isn't). If you want to
comment on a culture, speak of the culture. If you want to comment on genetics, comment on
genetics. Do not confuse the two.
Understand that the differences between men and women are large as our genders have been evolving
for millions of years, but the segregated cultures (and thus races) are in the hundreds of thousands (if
that).
We are not denying that there are genetic differences between races. That said, we will not allow
TheRedPill to be hijacked by blatant racism by conflating race with culture. This is not up for
discussion.
Thank you for reading our rules and abiding by them. We feel that as our sub grows, this rules list
will help keep us on topic and minimize noise.
If you're new - read this here!
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Understanding escalation(what exactly are you allowed to get
away with)
11 upvotes | November 17, 2014 | by DeputyDelicious | Link | Reddit Link
So I have a pseudo question/FR
I go to church yesterday and I'm about to make the rounds weaving through all of the social circles
for one that strikes my interest. I walk in practicing the posture I was using in the mirror and a girl
I'm familiar with calls out to me and beckons me into her convo with another chick. So the circle is
me, a 5, and a 7/7.5(I give her the half cause I think freckles are hot) the 5 knows a good bit about me
and opens the conversation with a shit test( I know your dark secret you play magic the gathering).
She had gotten the info from her fiance who is a huge nerd too. I give her the who cares look and
proceed to ignore her and converse with the 7.5. We are enjoying light banter. She compliments me
on my hair. "Perks of being biracial", the 5 chimes in with that's true mixed people are usually very
cute". I grin. 5 comes at me again this time with a joke about bacon. (I'm a vegan) I come back with
let me know how that grease works out for you in 10 years. The 7 is shocked that I'm veg. Then she
does something I completely didn't expect and I think I break frame a bit here.
She goes "so that's why you're so skinny" and reaches through my leather jacket to touch my stomach
side. (I'm like wtf in my mind. Thing to note: I'm pathetically ticklish) I almost jump and squeal but I
catch myself and grab her hand with two of mine and we end up close smiling her hand engulfed by
both of mine.
I break off of this because earlier she mentioned a bf in the banter. When I finally do leave the circle I
say bye to the 5 and leave. As I'm a couple steps away the 7 yells bye deputy delicious!! And I turn
smirk and throw up some duces. (This might've been a mistake)
Thing to note: I only initiated light kino( arm touching, shoulder touching) mostly just to prove to my
lame blue pill self that if I touch them they won't think I'm creepy. But when the girl went for the side
pinch/ tickle I didn't know I was that far into the game.
I thought that kind of contact is off limits for girls with a bf?! Not only that but SHE initiated not me.
So in my mind I think i can pull her if I really wanted to, which bothers me.
So was I reading her body language correctly? Was she trying to start something? How do you know
when you can push further into the kino realm (leg touching, stomach touching, arm around shoulder,
etc) because apparently we were way past that point and I didn't even know it.
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Girl noticed my Tinder activity and accuses me if being a
'playa'. Response?
11 upvotes | November 12, 2014 | by easynownin | Link | Reddit Link
Alright men. I've been meeting up with a girl whom I met on Tinder. She's a traditional/classy
English girl whose humour is all in metaphors and innuendos, (or basically she's never blunt) and we
get along very well with late night texting the norm.
As she knows I have tinder, she used to jokingly ask "How's the social experimenting going?" ie. are
you swiping and chatting to other girls? I respond with something along the lines of "great thanks just verifying methods and concluding my experiments" (dread etc). Sometimes on texts she'll say
"stop social experimenting with me" and "playas gonna play is your motto". As usual I jokingly say
"pass me the ball and we'll have a game". She genuinely likes me and I definitely feel she has more to
lose if we stop seeing each other. Even though she's very attractive, she a very traditional girl who
doesn't swear etc so I think most guys can't be bothered with her. Somehow we have this niche sense
of humour that lets us click.
However, after a good 4 dates into each other on nights and dinners out, she saw that I was 'active' on
tinder when to be honest, I was just swiping and not intending to meet anyone else because as I'm
enjoying meeting up with her etc. It's not oneitis - I just don't have time to spin more than one plate
(PhD life). She now texts me saying "nice to see that you've been active/ still social experimenting
aren't you? / do what you want - I won't judge'.
We've already decided to meet up on Thursday night. How do I play this TRP? Especially if she
queries my tinder activity - do I keep a slight dread?
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Logistics: What if you don't ave a place to bring them back to?
11 upvotes | November 8, 2014 | by Relevantex | Link | Reddit Link
Let's say the date went well. Let's say you finally have a plate. Let's say you meet a girl at night and
she's down.
What do you say and where do you go to seal the deal?
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Hitting up girls at work
11 upvotes | October 7, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I work in a restaurant with lots of hot chicks. They are very flirtatious with me, and one in particular
keeps broaching the topic of sex, how she "hasn't gotten any" recently (yeah fucking right) and is
always kino'ing me. My usual response is to just kinda laugh at her, not taking anything she says
seriously. I do flirt back somewhat but I try to be careful with the innuendos, since I want to keep my
job. I need to figure out how to escalate this situation. Once i bang this one girl, I'm in with the rest of
them since i know she's gonna talk ALL about it.
So how do i step it up to the bang when I have already established myself as aloof and disinterested?
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"I don't care" response
11 upvotes | October 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I often hear that one of the best responses to a girl saying she has a boyfriend is to say "I don't care",
but there are many different was and I think missing out on the rationale of treating the shit-test.
Could someone give me a little more insight? Do I say it with any specific pronunciation?
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How do I not feel bad when a girl doesn't respond to my text or
flakes on a date?
11 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by redpillghost | Link | Reddit Link
I always get this dreadful unpleasant feeling in my chestwhenever a girl who I thought I was doing
well with doesn't respond to my text or flakes on a date. Even though I understand TRP philosophy
and try not to be needy, it has so far proved near impossible to not feel bad whenever this happens.
Anybody have some mental hamstering tricks to just not give a fuck?
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Proceed or next?
11 upvotes | September 26, 2014 | by usedtobp | Link | Reddit Link
So until recently I've been the most bp thing you can imagine. I just stumbled onto this subreddit very
recently, and I'm trying to change myself as much as possible.
So context:
I go to a big state school where all the attractive women are in sororities, and don't even look at a guy
who isn't in a frat.
I met a sorority girl, we were basically trying to get in to the same organization at our school.
Context for the conversation is that I asked her if she got in the organization or not.
There were a couple of texts about how our interviews went.
Conversation below:
Her: Got my e-mail, didn't get in. :(
Me: Me neither, just got the e-mail too. Regardless, what's your week look like?
Her: I'm sorry! I'm not really upset though, it wasn't right for me. I have sorority nonsense all the time
haha
Me: I'm not too bothered either, take a break from your sorority nonsense and join me for coffee, day
5 pm location.
(3 hours later)
Her: That's exactly when I have my sorority nonsense haha, 12 - 6.
(12 hours later)
Me: I would sneak out if I were you. I'm going to be there anyway, so come by.
Her: Its a really important ceremony! But I'll see what I can do
I recognized some good stuff I did: - Wasn't bothered when she said she is busy, told her I'm going to
be there anyway. - "I would sneak out if I were you", trying to imply I have high value.
I need help recognizing what I did wrong, I feel like I directly jumped in without any real rapport.
Should I proceed with her or forget her and try for someone else? Note that it's difficult for me to get
girls who are attractive if they're in a sorority.
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Is there stuff that works for Good looking guys and stuff that
works for the opposite?
11 upvotes | September 16, 2014 | by funkwillsmith | Link | Reddit Link
Clearly there has to be some differences in the way you need to approach things. I'd argue that it
might even be completely different.
Are there specific packages of knoweldge that might benefit one type of guy over the other? If you
aren't naturally good looking where would be the best place to start?
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had sex with this girl saturday night, need advice moving
forward
11 upvotes | September 8, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I met this girl a few weeks back at a party, we made out and traded numbers. after we hang out
once and make out again she comes over to fuck but of course I don't have condoms. Figure I'll never
see her again but to my surprise last saturday she hits me up and comes over. sex was cool whatever,
she stays the night and is pretty much trying to cuddle me and kiss me until we fall asleep. next
morning i hear her leave without saying anything at like 8am.
this happened on saturday night and i haven't heard anything since. i kind of want to text her
something, idk what though. she forgot her earring, and she still has my hat she stole from last time,
but idk what to say.
also, during the night she threw a shit test at me. she said "you know, I decide when I see you. you
know it's true." I just laughed and told her think what you want. how should i have handled that one?
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Girl at work, think she's into me but I don't know how to lead
her.
11 upvotes | September 3, 2014 | by CrazySunshine99 | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the summary – I think she's into me but I'm inexperienced and don't know how to lead her into
a sexual relationship. Me – late twenties, her – early twenties. Known each other for two years, I'm
not in love, she's leaving the country, I know the potential downsides to fucking or being rebuffed by
a co-worker and I've accepted them.
We seem to often brush against each other accidentally, she'll stand in places where I'll have to put
my hand on her shoulder to get past. Sometimes she'll playfully touch me, like poke me with her
finger or come up and lean her head against my shoulder. She seems to giggle whenever I stare her
down. Sometimes she's sassy (e.g. called me “cocky”) but I always shut her down.
She's very eager to do things for me when I ask, like get me coffee. Today she volunteered to get me
fruit from her parents yard. Last week she suggested I should come to her other job (a bar) after work.
I've never had a girl behave this way around me before but I've watched enough videos with
David D. to know it's up to me to make shit happen. But I don't know how.
I've been thinking about playing footsies with her on our lunch break but I wussed out two days in a
row. That sounds hella dumb and that's when I realized I needed experienced guidance. I have no
problem teasing her or looking her straight in the eye, but when it comes to touching her I'm clueless.
I've also thought about kissing her when we're alone. Staredown, giggling, tension builds, “come
here.”
And I've thought about telling her to take a walk with me sometime after work. That would probably
just fizzle into talk about stuff.
As you can tell by now, I don't have a fucking clue.
She's leaving the country in a few weeks. I want her to leave with some good memories. How do I
make it happen?
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How to make the transition from getting the number to meeting
up
11 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So i met this very attractive girl off of the tinder app. I went in right away with being forward. Every
message she was about it. She gave me her number. I wanna meet up after already explicitly stating
we both want sex nothing more. Should i slow it down when i ask to meet up or should i continue
with being forward and ask her to meet for a drink?
edit: I'm at UW Madison. every sexual question i've asked she has said she wants to participate.
When i asked your place or mine i got no response. But we have corresponded otherwise and since
then. Should i just go for it and ask her to come over or be semi cordial and ask to meet for a drink?
should i only communicate during the night when asking questions?
I dont like texting too much. So how can i creatively initiate meeting up when our last conversation
was - Me: i wanna squeeze your buns Her: Good
Yes its a sexual question but i dont wanna be too forward.
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Getting better but need help on the basics of closing.
11 upvotes | August 31, 2014 | by confuseacatlmtd | Link | Reddit Link
So at one point I was naturally redpill. A four year relationship with a whore ruined my confidence,
but this sub has helped me realize how I used to act naturally (which got results) vs how I have been
acting. So last night, I am at a bar, and my friends have left already. There is a dance floor, so instead
of finding one spot and dancing, or finding one girl to approach, I circle the floor and make eye
contact with girls or cheer them on if they are doing something sexy, ect. I have now thrown my
hooks. I move around and start dancing near the hottest group of girls, and one of them moves closer
to me. (The new me realizes that this is never an accident.) The song S and M comes on and the girls
freak out. I look over at this girl and she makes eye contact and mouths the chorus at me. Using my
new sense of confidence and my handy IOI mental checklist, I decide she's into me and dance with
her. She turns around and puts her ass close to me. Instead of being a bitch, I grab her hips and grind
on her. Her friend starts dancing with her at the same time, and instead of being a bitch, I put my
hand on her waist too. The friend likes it, and we all dance. After a bit, the friend takes off, and I start
spanking the girl. She goes over to her friend for a sec and then comes back and sticks her ass out at
me. I fuck up for a bit, because I can't believe that she is asking to be spanked. I then smarten up and
start spanking her while her friend takes a picture. The song ends, and the girl tells me I'm a good
dancer. I ask the friend to send me the picture, which she does. Now a new girl comes up and says
they have to get back. All I can think of to say is, "You guys are leaving?" They then leave.
Obviously this is terrible. What could I have done here?
Tldr How do you close at a bar/club once u r given good IOI?
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Dealing with Nexts
11 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by dontforgettoblock | Link | Reddit Link
How do y'all deal with girls you still have to see? I'm a college athlete, and the social circle is pretty
tight, (400 of us on a campus of around 30000). I run into them either in study hall or the weight
room, and currently I ignore them, unless they say something, and then I'll say hey and keep doing
what I was doing. Anyone have something better?
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Girl works late on the weekends. How to get her over?
11 upvotes | August 17, 2014 | by PenthouseNites | Link | Reddit Link
Back story: Been talking to a girl (small amounts) that works till 2am on the weekends (bar).
She has a boyfriend but always flirts about hanging out so that shouldn't be an issue. Whenever I'm
out and I see her she says that she'll be too tired after work to come over. She very well could be
flaking, but I legitimately think she just wants to go home and sleep. What should I text her to get her
to just come stay with me? Love this sub btw.
Edit: she also works late at the bar during the weeknights
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Flaked Out
11 upvotes | August 11, 2014 | by dontforgettoblock | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a Lurker turned Poster. I was texting a chick who was headed back into town before school
started, and set a date a time to hang out, she said she "had to confirm her schedule," I didn't text her
until the day of about our date later that night. She didn't text back till midnight with some BS about
her phone messing up and not receiving messages, I said "No worries" and haven't texted back in a
couple of weeks. Should I just next her, or is there a shot left?
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Telling her exactly how it's going to happen. Good/Bad idea?
11 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by dldallas | Link | Reddit Link
I'm working on spinning up a couple different plates, one of whom is going to the gym with me
today.
I'm wondering if it's a decent idea to grab her in the parking lot as we're going in, kiss her really
deeply with all the appropriate groping, and then abruptly end it and tell her I'm doing so because it's
going to drive her up a wall while she's in the gym and that if she wants any more she's going to have
to say 'please' when we leave.
Thoughts? 'please' too needy? Do I even need to explain it since I know it's going to happen?
UPDATE: DM;HS For the record I opted not to say anything to her and just do it.
Actions>Words, right? I'm not sure I will be able to successfully plate her though - turns out
reserved/nice girl was a front for being more skilled at manipulating a relationship than I am at this
early stage. Someone with more TRP experience might have succeeded, but I think I need more
work. It's a shame because she's more fun to hang out with now that she's not hiding who she is.
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When is it okay to text back after no response?
11 upvotes | July 31, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
If you're not interested in a little exposition, skip to the ladt paragraph... The last thing she said to me
was, " A guys face when he has sex for the first time is priceless tho (laughing emoji ) ". And I
responded with, " I bet the look on your face when I'm pounding away will be even hotter (smug
emoji, this is before I learned not to use emojis)"
Yeah, that's the best I could come up with but it doesn't even matter because she hasn't even read the
message yet! I know this because we're using kik.
This happened on Monday, and it's almost Thursday. I met her on tinder but she lives a little far and
so we've just been texting back and forth for quite a while, the sexting has kept me entertained.
Recently she claims to have a huge crush on me etc etc and asked me out on a date...
So given the facts of the case, would it be okay to send her a follow up message, asking if she got my
message? Or should I just wait for a reply? Like I said, it's been ~4 days
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Girl requesting social media before meetup
11 upvotes | July 27, 2014 | by RPthrowaway123 | Link | Reddit Link
Hit it off with a girl I met at work (I'm a lifeguard) but she insists she doesn't know me well enough
to meet up. I've been agreeing an amplifying everything I'm running out of ideas. She wants me to
send her a link yo my social media so she can "know who she's talking too" and idk how to diffuse it.
I feel like I'm losing frame/control of the situation if I just cave and send it to her. What would you do
in this situation?
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Critique my text chain. New to the idea of TRP
11 upvotes | July 18, 2014 | by thebadmanpuntdbaxter | Link | Reddit Link
Was texting a girl last night that i met on tinder a few days. Came across "The Red Pill" last night
during the conversation. I realized how much of beta I come across as and tried working in some of
the things that I had read about. I think I slipped up a few times but overall I think I saved the
interaction from where it was going before I came across TRP.
I still have a lot to learn, but i want to hear from you guys about how the interaction looks. Be Brutal
convo
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how to keep plates coming back?
11 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | by tjbdef | Link | Reddit Link
its like they're addicted to me for a few weeks, but then they slowly fade away. i just move on and
look for new ones, but it'd be nice to keep a few regulars on the long term. any suggestions?
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Haven't gone on a date yet but she's already DTF... what's the
fastest way to make it happen?
11 upvotes | July 9, 2014 | by aptway | Link | Reddit Link
Met a girl a few weeks ago and have been texting with her back and forth. She lives around 45
mins-1 hr away and I was out of town for the 4th, so I haven't seen her yet.
She's been sending me snapchats and I've sent her a few back. Needless to say, the last one she sent
me was of her topless. It's pretty damn obvious she's DTF, so I'm wondering if I even need to bother
with a formal date.
In our initial meeting (at a musical festival, couldn't bang her afterward due to difficult logistics) we
made out, grinded, etc, but I've yet to go on an actual date with her. My current plan is to invite her
over, have us cook some food together and crack open a bottle of wine with a movie- do I need to
bother with anything more since she's already DTF?
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Food Truck Game
11 upvotes | June 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
If you have failed to win over a chick before the bar closes, and your feeling that hopelessness close
in as you walk out of the bar, there is one last way you can re shuffle the deck in the hopes of getting
some: The food truck.
In my experience, the girls at the food truck are usually already wasted, and either paired up with
someone already or are part of a much larger group. Take last night, for example. I left the bar alone,
with no hope of getting any. But all was not lost. As i was standing in line for the food truck, a girl
made a comment about something I was wearing in a flirtatious manner and I struck up a
conversation with her.
Though she was interested, I realized quickly that it was to be more beneficial for me to sprinkle in
some of the "day bang" approach rather than just run my typical nightgame (as I was unable to
escalate). We exchanged phone numbers after a few minutes of talking.
I know that "# closing" is bullshit, and 9/10 leads nowhere. That's not the point here. The food truck
game should be a last resort, a hail mary that maybe you will at least leave with some hope of getting
laid in the future, that maybe the night wasnt entirely wasted. It's definitely not where you would
want to begin.
But just keep in mind you're not likely to be able to escalate out on the sidewalk with lots of people
around, so in my opinion your best bet would be to make the conversation brief, yet built rapport.
Once you get her comfortable enough to get her digits, leave. You want to make an impression on
her, yet you dont want to come off as a lingerer who is expecting something, because that ship had
sailed when the bar closed.
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Is it a bad idea to approach other women in the same venue
after getting rejected by one?
11 upvotes | June 9, 2014 | by Pill_Red | Link | Reddit Link
I went out with my blue pill buddy to a bar a couple of weeks ago. I wanted to train my game skills,
so I decided to approach a girl. Whatever the reason may be, she made it clear that she wasn't
interested. OK, no big deal for me. I approach some other women when my blue pill buddy suddenly
says: 'this is a bad idea, the other girls in the bar have seen you getting rejected. When you approach
them now, they will feel like second best, and you won't be able to hit it off with them'.
I can definitely see where he's coming from, but at the same time, I'm like 'fuck it, I'm here to train
my skills anyway, if the girls don't want me, then that's their loss'.
Is my buddy right here? What is the best way to have success after getting rejected once?
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Need help with IOIs
11 upvotes | May 27, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
I know what iois are, but I have trouble picking them up when in conversation. For example, what
counts as an ioi? Is any question about me considered an ioi, or is it just an honest question? If a girl
laughs at every thing I say is that an ioi? Basically if someone could just provide a "cheat sheet" or
explanation of iois and how to recognize them, I'd appreciate that alot. Thanks and good luck in the
field! - a recovering beta on his way to Alpha-ism
Editing just to say that I am referring to iois from a cold approach perspective, as my game is 95%
day cold approaches.
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I need your advice. Should I be honest about my sexual
inexperience?
11 upvotes | May 13, 2014 | by bloomin_cockroach | Link | Reddit Link
24 years old. Virgin. I've always been very beta (still am sometimes), but fortunately girls consider
me somewhat good-looking, so I get moderate attention from them. Hesitation and being a pussy are
most likely the reasons why I haven't popped my cherry yet, and also the fact that after discovering
TRP, I stopped caring about it. With hindsight, there are a lot of girls I could have banged, but I
either shot myself in the foot, or didn't act at all.
October 2013: Meet V. HB8 (face: 7, body: 9). Brief conversation, talking about tv shows. We both
love Community. V says "we should watch an episode together". Thought she was just being
friendly, ignored it. Next few months, I see her around campus, say hi, very short conversations,
actually not even conversations really, didn’t really care about her.
May 2014: Message her for the first time, something silly. Then I mention we should “watch
episodes” together. She says yes, appears very excited, says she’s waiting for me to invite her. Don’t
have to ask me twice. Says she can’t that week, going back to Paris, she’ll let me know after she gets
back. Just when I’m about to call bullshit on this chick, she messages me, asking me if I’m free next
Sunday, for our “community soirée”. She sounds VERY excited.
Even my pessimistic self starts to believe she might want my D. So here’s the problem. This chick
has probably been porked thousands of times, I, on the other hand, am a virgin. Should I be honest
and say something vague like “not very experienced” and shit? Or just shut the fuck up, go for it and
disappoint the poor girl? I should mention that I’d like, if possible, to start banging her regularly. For
some reason, girls around campus think I’m some sort of playa, which, as you can probably tell, I am
not. What would you guys do? I’m thinking I should be honest about my inexperience, but be
confident about it. Any sort of advice on how I should behave and what I should say is greatly
appreciated.
TLDR: Virgin. HB8 coming over on Sunday, should I tell her I’m “not very experienced”?
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Logistics - the bane of my frame
11 upvotes | May 13, 2014 | by SwedishNarcissist | Link | Reddit Link
Long story short - I was approached by an HB9+ on Friday night and converted the opportunity into a
same night lay. We were making out within minutes of her approach, but it still took 40 minutes of
her shit testing and coming up with excuses before I got her into a cab.
I texted her yesterday, but ended up in a compromised position due to logistics.
Conversation roughly translated to English:
18:02 Me: "How was the family dinner, did you have time to make yourself presentable?" Going off
of the fact that she had to take a later train to her parents on Saturday as we slept in.
18:37 Her: "Heyo! By the skin of my teeth, but cozy when I got there! How are you? :)"
19:25 Me: "Slightly weary, but that seems pretty universal on Monday nights.. Nice, but how honest
were you when they asked why you were late? ;)"
19:47 Her: "Mondays aaaaaaaare weary. Not entirely dishonest, it was something about oversleeping
;)"
19:47 Her: "What are you doing?"
19:50 Me: "Haha, but I'm guessing the word "one night stand" wasn't used? ;) Lazing on my bed, the
plan is that I'm supposed to get going and work out any second now..." Note: I used an untranslatable
synonym for ONS, which is quite derogative almost exclusively used by guys. A rough translation
would be "home drag" or "drag home", i.e. someone you dragged back to your place the previous
night.
20:00 Her: "Not that word no -_- Mm good luck with that ;) You should be in my bed cuddling
instead by the way..."
20:08 Me: "Mmm, we should have a workout there as well..."
20:23 Her: "Great idea!"
20:30 Me: "Yes it is, but are you fit for fight yet?" Note: She was on her period Friday night, one of
the hurdles I had to clear.
20:46 Her: "I am! Except that my roomies are home tonight. So a night soon?"
21:02 Me: "Do you know when they will be gone?" FAIL For context: She was unsure if her
roommates would be there or not on Friday, and she took some convincing that it didn't matter then.
This was obviously an issue for her. I live with my father where my 11-year old half brother also lives
which makes my place a no-go.
21:03 Her: "I can do some research :)" Instantaneous answer
I perform my workout, just some bodyweight exercises - approx 30 min
Still no update upon completion
21:38 Me: "Well, results?" 2nd fail, too eager
1 hour passes
22:40 Her: "It was a bit unclear. I'll get in touch when it clears up;) How was your workout?"
22:55 Me: "Working out is always nice, but I think I preferred our workout on Friday night. ;) Ah,
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messy. Otherwise we'll have to stay in your room, or why not on the balcony?" She has a balcony
facing the courtyard directly accessible from her room
23:06 Her: "Friday night was cozy. I also think the next time will be even better ;)" She loves to use
the word cozy, the sex was hardly gentle
23:11 Me: "Definitely, there will be fewer restrictions ;)" Seriously, fuck shower sex
23:49 Her: "It'll be nice! Sleep well :)" I ignored this one and went to bed
More context: She seemed very into me when we were together, as she gave me unsolicited (and
unreciprocated for that matter) compliments on my body, height, eyes, and dick ("Careful, you're so
big!").
So while she seems pretty eager (for example she turned the conversation sexual in a blatant and
heavy handed manner, never mind all the events on Friday night) I'm in the terrible position of
waiting for her call. I should've held frame and said something like "So?" when she mentioned that
her roomies were there, but the mistake was made. I thought I was getting away with it when she
answered instantaneously about doing research about their whereabouts this week, but sadly I didn't.
Normally I wouldn't think much of it and not contact her for at least a few days and then try to set
something up for Sunday or next week, but she was so hot (incredibly cute face, 30E tits, tiny waist,
and a round, firm ass) and such a great lay (despite the inconveniences) that I'm having trouble
keeping her off my mind which interferes with my work. Considering her level of attractiveness I'd
also prefer it if we could see each other before the weekend to mitigate the risk of her taking another
dick over the weekend. The risk is ever present, but I figure she would be less thirsty if I fucked her
good once more before the weekend. Though she's a hipster and goes to hipster bars, so the risk may
not be that great as most hipsters have terrible game.
So I'm torn between texting her today/tomorrow and force plans for Thursday to give myself peace of
mind (I'd prefer to do it today TBH!), and to wait longer and then contact setting up plans for later.
Maybe the best plan is to wait for Thursday, and force plans for the same day? I won't give me peace
of mind, but I should get to fuck her before the weekend at least.
I'd appreciate advice on how to proceed.
TL;DR: I failed a "my roommates are here tonight" shit test with an eager HB9+, and ended up in an
"I'll let you know"-situation. Need advice on how to proceed as it is eating me up.
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Sexual Marketing
11 upvotes | May 6, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link
On TRP we've discussed at length the economics of sex and the realities of the sexual marketplace.In
line with this, 'game' can be considered as your marketing/sales plan. For this reason, we should
acquaint ourselves with the basics of marketing in business, otherwise known as the four Ps, and how
these relate to game.
Product: This is what you're selling. In game context, this is you. Like a business, you can maximize
your success by optimizing your product. That means, lifting, making money, and generally being
high value. Even the best salesmen and marketers can't get very far with a weak product, so invest in
self improvement first, foremost and always and you'll be much more successful.
Placement: Where/how does a prospective buyer get the product. For you, this means knowing how
to optimize the area you live in, or moving to a better area if you have that option. On a more micro
level, this means simply being where the attractive women are. I come from a state where women
seem to literally hibernate during the winter, so believe me when I tell you that even the highest SMV
men with the tightest game won't get a girl when there are no girls to get.
Promotion: How you make the sale. This involves getting your frame down and understanding
DHV, as well as which strategy to use in a given market. What works on the chick in the club usually
doesn't work on the girl in a bookstore, and what works on the 18 y.o. won't be the exact same as
what works on the 29 y.o. You need to calibrate your approach to your 'consumer'.
Price: In business, price is the cost to purchase your product, or what you sell your product for. The
number 1 factor in your price is the product quality. Given an equal price, everyone will go for the
higher quality product. This means you will usually lose out to the higher SMV man. This also means
understanding when you've priced yourself out of the market, and need to either lower the price (and
your standards) or go back and upgrade the product.
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Better Sex- For You.
11 upvotes | April 28, 2014 | by wubalubadub | Link | Reddit Link
TRP advertised this sub as, among other things, a place to discuss how to have sex. In this vein, I
hope to recreate what any woman can get from 20 different magazines in the supermarket isle- a
resource for how to get the most out of sex.
As many guys in the bar/college/hookup scene know, sex with a woman can be a pretty unsatisfying
way to spend 30 minutes. I find that the hotter they are, the less work they put into the fucking. The
most beautiful girls I've bagged have approached the encounter like they're going to a spa to get the
orgasm treatment; almost upset that I didn't have cucumbers to put over their eyes while I ate them
out. Even the most adventurous are only down for the occasional doggy style or regular cowgirl for 3
minutes until they get tired. Getting a blowjob out of them is like winning the lottery, and you'd be
surprised how many grown ass women still use their teeth.
So what to do? How can a man turn this franchise around and start getting some more enjoyable sex
out of the one night stand? I've had some success with the following tricks, please post your own
techniques for increasing YOUR pleasure.
-During missionary (yay...) rest back on your shins in the pornstar stance, grab her hips and use your
arms to bring her pelvis towards yours. It's a great break for tired legs and just beats the shit out of the
g spot for her while allowing you to get much deeper, like a more manly version of putting a pillow
under her lower back.
-Set personal goals with your sex playlist. I personally aim to insert at the exact time the bass drops
on 'high for this' by the weekend, 7 minutes into the list.
-Learn to take bras off one handed. Way too many girls try and keep their tops on, but no one will
argue with the dominance this powermove asserts.
It's a short list. Lets make it longer
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FR: Last nights party
10 upvotes | November 15, 2014 | by Melodramati | Link | Reddit Link
I am way fucking hungover, but I had a great time at a party last night. There was a hosted party with
+200 people in relation to the support of the gays in Kenya by a Danish project called Operation
Dagsværk. Everyone was around my age 16-20, anyways here's what happened: I hosted a warm-up
before me and my friends got to the venue, I was quite drunk but I still remember everything. For the
first half hour I am not feeling it so much, but suddenly everything takes a different turn as the music
starts being awesome and I know a lot of people in the venue. I dance with one guy I know and 3-4
girls he know and I am just having fun dancing around, until I spot some girl next to me who keeps
looking at me while dancing (quite awkwardly to be honest). I immediately grab her hand, spin her
around, lock eyes with her while dancing and touching her waist. She initiates a pretty intense makeout, and I bring her outside, grab a smoke and carry one with making out while I notice she gets more
and more horny, finally I ask her if we should go to my place and she agrees, we intervene fingers
and walk into the venue to get our coats, but suddenly her guy-friend just grabs her, talks with her
and she disappears. I did not feel bad about it, I just thought "You lose some, you win some", it is
impossible to control such a chaotic environment. So I went on and spotted another girl who had kept
looking at me, she was a little less hot than the previous girl but I noticed that she had a very nice ass.
So I just danced for 30 seconds with her and asked if we should go grab a smoke, essentially
repeating what I did with the other one, until she is horny enough that I suggest we somewhere else
(She was part of the crew that hosted the party), so she bring me to some upstairs rooms were the
partygoers are not allowed, I lock the doors and undress her. She gives me a blowjob, to get me hard
enough to fuck her, but suddenly she stops and says: "(My name)..? I don't think this is a good idea!,
it does not feel right and I do not know you... (and so on)". I had no idea about what to respond, so
first I just said okay, made out with her again and tried to continue escalating to sex, but she insisted
again that I did not feel weird. I didn't want to pressure her further, so I just "Okay", and started
getting dressed while she KEPT apologising, "Oh, I am really sorry, bla.bla bla", I just told her that it
was fine and went away. Now, I was seriously considering leaving, but I spotted a really cute girl,
talked with her brought her outside, and then we left. She kept complimenting me and kissing me, but
in the end she was scared to come home with me because her father is very strict (She's 17), but she
asked if I wanted to come sleep at her place, but I simply did not want to bother going so far away
when I could EASILY go home. I talked with her and made out with her for 15 minutes until her
father came and picked her up and that concluded my night.
I am unsure about what I can learn from this and how I could have handled the situations better. I
would be happy to receive some advice, criticism or encouragement!
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How does game change as you get older?
10 upvotes | November 2, 2014 | by finanzas8 | Link | Reddit Link
Should I still be approaching girls in the street at age 30? I'm turning 30 and wondering what even
makes sense anymore.
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She paid for dinner on Monday. What do I make of this?
10 upvotes | October 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Got up to take a leak and she paid while I was in the bathroom.
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Please direct me somewhere
10 upvotes | September 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I have read the sidebar material (both here and regular redpill sub)as well as other countless threads
on seddit & I have read Models by Mark Manson.
To give some background I found the redpill 6-7 months ago and have been monk mode ever since.
I'm finally leaving that stage since I've seen gains in pretty much every aspect of my life and I think I
have a solid footing in my SMV to approach and succeed with women in a 5-7 range (for now at least
in all honestly, 7 if im lucky)
The purpose of this post is that out of all the reading I've done, my approach anxiety (even though I'm
a 23 yr old virgin who has never tried) I think is really gone. I'll be on campus at the library or seeing
a girl at the bar and have the strong urge to make a move without feeling any serious anxiety. What's
stopping is not fear of rejection, I can go to any club and ask 100 girls to dance & get turned down.
I'm fine cause I just asked a simple question....but with cold approach I'm just scared of looking
stupid since I'm going have to run game from open to close. As long as the conversation goes smooth
I really don't care if I get rejected. The way I see it I'm already at an all point low and it can't get any
worse for me.
TO my actual question, anybody know any sites or books like Goodlookingloser.com that really
break down from opener to closer? (Kinda like this post
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/24373t/indirect_game_how_to_approach_and_get
_contact/)Trust me I'm not looking for a routine to use everytime but just some sort of outline to get
me started.(The galnuc method by roosh in daybang seems best for daygame but I think it might be
better for me to start nightgame in bars not clubs. I'll probably be less anxious there) I feel I have a
good background in understanding of concepts inner game, outcome independence, holding frame,
etc but just not getting my foot in the door after the opener. It's weird because I never come of across
as awkward or socially inept in any social situation except when seducing I'll just sound like an AFC.
To be honest though reading my own post, I sound like I'm hamstering and am just so afraid of
rejection that I'm looking for that holy grail of text that doesn't exist. I know practice is the only thing
that can help me but if any of you guys can help direct me towards any type of guide that would best
suit me, I'd love to hear it. Perhaps share stories of when things clicked for you as well
Problem is I genuinely need help in the conversation department.
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Dealing with the friend(s) of a pair(group) of women?
10 upvotes | September 15, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Ill keep it simple.
When doing night game at bars and downtown how do you get around the friends? I can get a girl
into me/get her number/and even get some physicality/make out sesh in there but lo and behold some
chick comes out of nowhere and takes the girl or group and leads them away. I know I need to isolate
her and take her to a fuck spot. Or set up a meet for another time via phone/text. But to seal the deal
and make the best impact on her I can to like ensure either another meetup in the week or a bang that
night, what do I do? Cause I usually go out solo, however I am realizing most women are in groups
and I actually just found a wingman recently who is into rsd but I am getting him into the red pill.
Anyways when it comes to being solo, how do I do this?
How do I conquer this situation? What do you guys do?
(also I know I need to read bang, I am going through day bang right now.)
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" I have my son and no sitter"
10 upvotes | September 10, 2014 | by javon15 | Link | Reddit Link
Still kinda new to TRP. Trying to score a date with this 8 mixed chick b4 she moves 3 hours away in
3 weeks. I asked her out but was told " I have my son and no sitter". Not sure how to respond. I know
single mothers are a nono but Id definitely want to smash if possible. I have no issue nexting if this is
a lost cause.
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next step in a tinder conversation?
10 upvotes | September 10, 2014 | by the_hibachi | Link | Reddit Link
Pretty straightforward. I don't think this needs much more context. I've always wondered what to do
at this point-- "k", "gay", "lol", something else, or just nexting.
http://imgur.com/i78IuHL
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Links from "More Resources" not working
10 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by trpnewbie1234 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello,
I just stumbled onto this subreddit, and was really interested by its content. I wanted to read all the
sidebar material before I started posting, but several links that seemed really interesting didn't work
for me when I tried to read their content. Eg. The first link gives a 404 Error Not Found message. Is
there anyway to access this stuff?
P.S. I wasn't sure whether this should be posted here, but the posting rules and guidelines didn't say
anything against reporting problems here.
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Obvious shit test via text, blanking out though
10 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by tycho128 | Link | Reddit Link
On a brief side note, I just wanted to point out that a lot of threads are basically "this girl sent me a
text, how do I respond guys". Then someone responds and like after two replies the thread dies off.
Seems kinda like a waste. Wouldn't it make more sense to have one stickied thread devoted to text
game, instead of a bunch of them? Just a thought.
With that being said, here is my stupid text game thread!
Chatting with this girl who lives in Brooklyn, I'm moving back there in a little over a week so I've
been building rapport, small talk and such. Here is where I'm at now.
Her@9:35PM: Go to a Spa or trick someone into it! lol
Me@9:50 PM: Lol, I'm too broke to go to a Spa. Plus tricking someone? Lol i dunno if I would want
to. Last two chicks were shit in bed. Can't imagining them being good at back rubs :p
Her@8:40PM (24 hours later): You should test their back rub skills before hand. Duh.
It's not really but I'm interpreting it as a minor shit test. I A&A
Me@4:28 PM (Next day): Lol you're right. I'll tear off their clothes, throw them on the bed then go
"wait, hold on a second. Backrub now". Its the perfect plan
Her@6:50PM: Sounds about right. Sex is dumb anyway. Back rubs are better
Me@8:40PM: Sounds like you haven't had good sex in a while
Her@9:46PM: Nope. Haven't been in the right mental space. Body massages are way better
Me@10:36PM: When I move back I'll give you one but only if I get one too
Fuck up here I think. Sounded okay in my head, when i sent it and looked at it though... yeah not so
much. Still a chance for a recovery
Her@two days later: lol I get but I don't give
Shit test sirens are going off everywhere. I got this in the morning when I was still sleeping off my
night shift, obviously not going to respond back immediately but I'm really drawing a blank what to
say. I know if I give in and go "lol k" or something stupid like that. I'll be fucked and will basically
be seen as her bitch boy. But i'm having some real trouble coming up with something.
This one is probably super easy for a lot of you, but i'm really struggling.
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"I'm not much of a texter"...how to respond?
10 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Went on a date to Starbucks recently, things went well with obvious attraction/kino/mutual interest,
got the girl's number, then texted her a few days later asking if she wanted to grab a slice of pizza at
our neighborhood pizza place. Fortunately we live just a few blocks from each other so it should be
logistically easy to plan dates.
Her reply, a few hours later: "Sorry for not responding to you earlier, I'm not much of a texter.
Actually I'm going to watch (beta orbiter) at his soccer game tonight"
I played it off and responded "I'm really busy the next few days but let's get together at some point in
August." She didn't text back after that.
What's my next move? I'm thinking a phone call next week since she's "not much of a texter," (shit
test? She very eagerly gave me her number...) then NEXT if she gives an excuse or doesn't respond.
This girl seems to have a bunch of orbiters so I know I have to hold frame.
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How to get a girl to your apartment
10 upvotes | July 29, 2014 | by thick_knees | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, I got the number + eagerness on her part regarding my call on Saturday. What I have left to do is
secure a date for Saturday with her from my call and at the least get her to my apartment after date.
Help on my strategy please: 1/ call in the mid-afternoon when I arrive back from vacation. How
should I behave on phone? What openings to use? How to secure the date for that night?
2/ how to behave on the date + what cool methods to get her back to my place?
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Practice game on my tutor
10 upvotes | July 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I have a hot tutor that visits me at home (I live alone). My interest is not to bang her as she is a good
teacher and I don't want her to forget that I am paying her to teach me! However I am fairly new to
TheRedPill and am eager to practice some Game on her just to gauge her responses. Any quick tips
on how to behave?
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How to handle this text-based shit test?
10 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by dldallas | Link | Reddit Link
http://i.imgur.com/3XgHBuZ.png
Just met this girl at a group meetup, played it cool, we had some back-and-forth but I didn't put too
much focus on her and let some of the other guys validate her while I talked to other people. Got her
number at the end, she seemed pretty excited to give it to me. She threw this out literally 6 texts in
and it looks like a shit test, but I've got no prepared response and couldn't come up with anything. I'm
concerned that ignoring it will look like she hit a nerve when I literally couldn't care less if she wants
to be tied down or not.
Feel free to critique the small amount of text game that's there as well.
EDIT: Also, how late is too late to reply to a text? You obviously don't want her to think you've been
sitting around formulating the perfect response, right?
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"Too early" to meet up.
10 upvotes | July 20, 2014 | by Notberyimaginative | Link | Reddit Link
So, I had a bit of a back and forth with a girl on tinder. When I tried to steer things towards a meet up,
she declares that's it's too early. She's not being the most eloquent conversationalist either.
Am I being let down gently, or do I genuinely need to build a bit more rapport?
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Tinder date with hot Polish girl. Was this a shit test?
10 upvotes | July 19, 2014 | by slay_it_forward | Link | Reddit Link
A little background: I'm 31, Canadian, and currently staying in Wroclaw, Poland. I'm 5'9, athletic,
above average looking, Petroleum Technologist, good sense of humor and introverted, to give you an
idea of my SMV.
I got a Tinder match last night at 11:00 pm with a surprisingly cute Polish 22 year old. It was the first
good match I've had in two weeks of being in Poland. I don't photograph well so I've never had much
luck getting a lot of matches on Tinder. The Tinder chat was straightforward. I basically threw her a
mild compliment and suggested we go for a beer. After a little convincing she agreed. We met in the
main square and I was pleasantly surprised that she was even hotter than she looked in her pictures.
She was 5'4 with blonde hair, big tits (C or D cup) that she was showing off and a tight body. Overall
a solid 7. We walked off to a local pub for some beers. This girl spoke really good English (she'd
been dating an Irish guy) so the chatting and banter was very natural. We had really good chemistry
and the conversation flowed effortlessly - a nice change from the recent painstaking dates I'd been on
with Polish girls with basic English. She was smart, out-going, and had a fun vibe - the types of girls
I always fall for.
A few days prior I had been out with an even hotter Polish girl that I'd picked up from day game and I
failed to escalate. I let her attractiveness effect my game. I was trying not to lose her instead of trying
to get her. I told myself I wouldn't let that happen again with this blonde girl so I made a point to start
escalating early. I was doing little arm and back touches after teasing her and poking and tickling her
a little for fun at different times. She never objected but was more neutral about it than inviting. At
one point she commented about how she had surgery to remove a birthmark on her back and that it
hurt to wear a bra because of the friction from the bra strap. I told her to go braless then and she
remarked that her boobs were too big for that. I pulled her shirt out to look at her tits and said, "oh I
didn't notice". She giggled a little. She went to the bathroom near the end of the night and when she
came back I noticed her shirt was a bit lower, showing off her big tits even more. Obviously she was
trying to draw my attention to them. She had this big purse out and I leaned over to snoop inside it
and bug her about what was inside. As I did, I put my hand on her lower back. At that point she said
something like, why are you touching me? Or why are you touching me so much? I can't remember
which. I felt a bit of anger when she said that but I tried not to let it show. It was like she decided in
the bathroom that the next time I touched her she was going to confront me about it. I backed off of
the touching for a bit and then when we started walking home I fired it back up and she continued to
ask the same question. She never full out said don't touch me but she was questioning why I was
doing it. I fired off some plausible deniability about Canadians being affectionate and laid off the
touching until we got to the point where we had to part ways. I offered for her to come back for a
drink at my apartment which she declined. I gave her a hug and a kiss on the cheek and said goodbye. After I broke the hug she was still standing there looking at me so I went back for another hug
and tried to kiss her. She kind of pulled away from the kiss but I still got a little one in. When I got
home I saw that she had texted me goodnight with a smiley face.
So what does everyone make of the escalation questioning? Was it a shit test? What's the best way to
handle it? Maybe she hadn't experienced a guy trying to escalate with her on a first date before?
Update: I've been texting with her a bit today. Invited her out which she initially accepted but then
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flaked on. Interest is obviously low.
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Taking a girls virginity
10 upvotes | July 17, 2014 | by Melodramati | Link | Reddit Link
Okay, so the last time I took a girls virginity, the sex was shit, both for me and for her I think, so
eventually I just made her suck me off until I fell asleep. Now, I got an opportunity to fuck a new girl
soon, however I am 95% convinced that she is still a virgin, so how do I fuck her in a way that makes
me enjoy it and makes her want to come back without treating her too much like a fragile princess?
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What are the best resources for acquiring better game?
10 upvotes | July 6, 2014 | by Tom_The_Human | Link | Reddit Link
I took TRP several weeks ago but I have had limited opportunity to use it on women due to being in
my uni holidays and having no money, although I have definitely felt a shift towards being more
manly in myself.
What articles/books are the best for specifically increasing game?
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Theory: Online dating -> meetups. Less texts = more meet ups.
10 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by bertstare10 | Link | Reddit Link
Qualifications: I've spent the last month and half on various dating websites (pof/okc/tinder). I've had
conversations with probably close to 300-400 girls. Now I've seen a lot of people talking about nudes
they get and all that other garbage but here's the one thing I've noticed....
The most you talk to a girl the less likely she is to want to meet. After an initial exchange/getting
their number, cut straight to the point in asking her out. If she ignores what you said but carries the
conversation on she's just using you for attention/if she tells you that you're pushy she's using you for
attention.
The girls I've spent literally 0 time getting to know, maybe the first day or two we exchanged a few
texts here and there are the ones that were actually wanting to hangout. (I never did TBH, but I did
end up with at least one girl texting me at 1am to "come hang" for our first meet). I also spent a solid
week talking to one girl in particular. We'd have semi-long texts/interesting/flirty convos. When I
asked her out, she ended up flaking on the date the next day saying she had "a shift she forgot about".
Only one girl out of the bunch did I have a decently sized convo with that actually wanted to hangout,
and she was slightly chubby. Another girl, very flirty, we made plans and had long convo - "do you
still want to hangout tomorrow" and no reply.
This is just a theory, but my idea behind it all is that if a girl truly wants to meet up with you, a few
texts here or a few texts there are not going to change the outcome of the situation. If anything, it
ends up being a time waster. Additionally, I recommend staying clear from the whole nudes/talking
dirty. Every time I've gone that route it's ended with girls who don't text back/lose interest because
you come off as just another guy who is desperate and wants nudes from a random internet girl.
tl;dr I just sacrificed my good image and phone number to figure out how to get more online dating
only to realize I have no other places to go now because I used them all.
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Tinder Game: How to move from match to number to date?
10 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/text-game-tinder-edition-with-live-example-running-smooth-game/
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What happens when you open and build comfort with a girl
and realize all her friends are hotter?
10 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2919zj/what_happens_when_you_open_and_build_com
fort_with/
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I have a date tonight (more within) - what is one thing I should
do to sexualize it, right off the bat?
10 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I have met this girl twice in group gatherings, first one by chance, second one I organized the very
next day and she came. I'm getting her out for drinks with a "let's see what trouble we get ourselves
into ;)" tonight.
Bearing in mind I haven't kissed her but there's some attraction there, how should I progress? If the
date isn't going to result in intimacy (defined by a passionate kiss), I'd rather cut out early and do
more productive things.
Also, some tips on extraction? I picked a spot that's only a few spots away from my place with the
train. "I have something cool at my place to show you" or "we are going back to my place tonight"?
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Cruise game
10 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So i am 16 and i'm going on a cruise next week . What is some important game i should know, i have
already read the sidebar and everything, i just need some quick pointers and what is different with
cruise game. I started going to the gym last month like many suggested and i feel way more confident
than i was before, now i would not even hesitate to go up to a woman i find attractive. Any other
pointers or like do's and don'ts?
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How do you carry out first dates?
10 upvotes | June 6, 2014 | by Blankworry | Link | Reddit Link
I just wanted to here what you guys do on the first date with a girl. Not so much in the sense of where
you go or what activities, but how you proceed the conversation over the course of the date.
Me personally, I use the beginning to time period to ask the girl some basic questions about what she
does, family, plans for the future etc... just to make sure that she would fit nicely within my life. At
some point in the conversation, I slowly try and turn it sexual and focus their minds in on what I
would like. I do try and sleep with women on the first date if I can, but I try and starve them of any
physical contact and instead use my words to create an image within their minds. I find that this
works well with some women, but not all the time.
I would like to hear what you guys do.
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How to become outcome independant?
10 upvotes | June 5, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
Every pua, every book, every website stresses to be outcome independent. My question is how does
one get there. I do care about being rejected, I don't really like it, so how do I get to a point that
rejection doesn't bother me?
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These tiny spawn subs are killing the red pill.
10 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/277q9g/these_tiny_spawn_subs_are_killing_the_red_pil
l/
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I feel very frustrated, i cant get laid, help please
10 upvotes | May 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Like tittle says. I feel very frustrated because i cant get laid. I moved to Spain to a student city i have
my own place, i ve been going to the gym for 2 years, but i cant get laid, i m decent looking but i just
cant get my game right.
I ve been reading r/seduction for like a year an a half and r/theredpill for the last 6 months. I m not
beta at all, i walk with confidence, i have interesting hobbies, i m mostly a loner because most of my
class mates are beta as fuck ( i tried to open my best buddies eyes but he is your classic provider
/whiteknight ) Anyways i see all this girls wearing short shorts, showing half their asscheeks and i
feel this fucking frustration inside. I wouldnt know how to open that, since all i want is fuck her and i
cant show strong interest all of a sudden because it fucks up the game. Please dudes some help!
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Facebook conversation starters anyone..?
10 upvotes | May 26, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I realise this could be frowned upon in this community but if anyone is willing to contribute, as a
high school student what would be some recommended conversation starters on Facebook?
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How Pre-Selection Affects Your Online Dating Profile
10 upvotes | April 22, 2014 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link
http://puerarchy.com/2013/07/31/how-pre-selection-affects-your-online-dating-profile/
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Redpill social circle game?
9 upvotes | November 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, I would definitely want day game, but I've tried it and the girls in my country are often too
"uptight" and they immediately shy away from people who approach them with sharp remarks
because they think people are marketers. I don't have a super handsome face that will make them
swoon immediately, so I can't attract their attention at all.
My only choice is social circle game... But how do you pull that off in a red-pill manner?
I've been working on myself to increase my value, but are there are any guidances to how to do that
in social circle game?
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Gaming a girl from business event
9 upvotes | November 7, 2014 | by TravellingIndian | Link | Reddit Link
Hi,
I recently met a girl from a semi-business event to honour a speaker. I was very focused on my
purpose of attending the event and only briefly interacted with her a couple of times before and
during the event.
When the event ended, I encountered her again and teased about forgetting her name. She grinned
and instantly handed out her card and I gave her mine in return.
Now, given that I didn't obtain her contact from a social event, I am not sure if using her number
from the card and starting text game is the right approach. What to do in this situation? Any tips?
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What rountines/things commonly said do you use?
9 upvotes | November 7, 2014 | by 14931125 | Link | Reddit Link
If you could please give examples of how you would structure it. All lead instructors admit to
having/using Routines/Things that they say often. That would be great.
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Gaming shy/non-talkative/quiet girls?
9 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
There's a girl in my class that doesn't say much, she occasionally laughs at stuff I say but other than
that is just plain quiet. Hell, she even got visibly nervous and actually stuttered when talking to my
friend about me (while I wasn't there, this was relayed to me. Possibly the biggest IOI I have ever
seen in my life haha)
How do I deal with this? I talk a lot, make conversation with my teachers/classmates and everyone
likes me and thinks I'm funny, everyone is easy to talk to. Except her. How do I game this girl? I feel
like my unabashedly cocky attitude and large sphere of movement (by this I mean I'm active with my
hands, take up a lot of space etc. much different than her.) might intimidate her or something.
I ask because if she was even a little bit more foward or open it would be way easier to game her but
this shit is ridiculous.
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How to know which girls to approach.
9 upvotes | October 20, 2014 | by Anduongvuong | Link | Reddit Link
Does the girl make you feel nervous? That's your signal that she's worth approaching.
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fucked up last night, need advice moving forward
9 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | by tpbfan34 | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm not usually about shit like this but I took some acid last night and ended up getting a text from
a girl I met a couple weeks ago. We had made out and I got her number when we met but she flaked
twice in a row after that(even though she texted me first both times...) so I didn't plan on ever talking
to her again. So when she texted me I wasn't exactly clear headed but I wasn't tripping too hard or
anything so I told her if she wanted to come over she could.
So she comes with a friend who leaves after a couple minutes and we start making out, I pick her up,
take her to my room and throw her on my bed. She obviously wants sex, but the acid must've been
fucking with me more than I thought cause it took me like a full 60 seconds to unbutton her shirt, I
couldn't even take off her bra. I generally just looked like an amateur.
Eventually I get her thong off and we're about to do it when she says to wear a condom. And of
course I can't find one. So we just end up like dry humping and making out for awhile. I wasn't sure if
I should've kept going with that but she was into it so idk. So now I feel like I wasted her time and
looked dumb. Should I just wait to see if she hits me up again? I kind of want to text her just saying
what was going on, she's kind of a party girl so she might understand.
Obviously I wasn't gonna mention anything about the sex or anything, just something like hey my
bad for being a little fucked up last night, my buddy convinced me to take some acid with him. idk if
it would make her understand? thanks.
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Weird reaction from girl who initiated convo and touching.
Thoughts?
9 upvotes | August 26, 2014 | by confuseacatlmtd | Link | Reddit Link
I work at a gym, and this girl who used to work there as well invites me over to stretch. We get to
talking about management, blah blah blah, and then she mentions she has this bruise on her forearm. I
can't see it and I'm like oh huh. So she goes, "Feel it." and I feel it and go, "Wow, how did it
happen?"
She shrugs, looks pissed off and says, "I don't know." and goes cold.
What was she expecting to happen here?
Also, she later looked in the mirror and said, "I'm getting pretty toned." (She had on a shirt that
showed off her stomach.)
I said "Eh.", and she scowled at me. I told her I was joking she looked great.
Then I said that I was getting fatter and flashed her my abs. (Obviously a joke because my abs look
nice right now.)
She just shrugged and said, "I don't know." and got cold again. The convo drifted off after that, she
didn't want to talk.
I am new to this stuff, so what is this girls deal?
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"I have to go find my friend(s)"
9 upvotes | August 25, 2014 | by dgamlam | Link | Reddit Link
I can't tell you how many times I will be making out with a girl at a party and I hear this. While she's
definitely in to me, I can't come up with anything to do or say that doesn't keep her from leaving on
the spot.
I'm basically left with a phone number, a girls spit on my face and my dick in my hand.
any suggestions?
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Trying to gauge my chances here
9 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'll keep this as short as possible and formatted nicely in bullet points.
Hot girl (18F), known her since the beginning of high school. Not necessarily 'close friends'.
She was just part of the group of people I hang out with.
She's in a relationship (her first one), but I assume purely because she was jealous of her friends
losing their virginity, while she was left out. The moment he pulled his dick out of her she
groupmessaged her girl friends with 'the great news'.
I know the dude she's with already told her that 'his love for her is fading away'
I haven't really spoken with her since the beginning of the last year of high school, being busy
with finals and all
At a party a week ago, she noticed my improvements (I've been working out, eating healthy,
becoming more confident, reading the material here). Everyone there did. I showed up late and
everyone was like 'woah, a whole new catsandtigers!' (her exact words as well by the way).
She told me that she felt left behind as I was hanging out more with other gals/guys from our
group
I told her that we should do a 'movie night, just the two of us'
Her: 'Yeah, we should definitely do that'
Me: 'Won't boyfriend get jealous then? ;)'
Her: 'Nah, I don't think so'
We're both quite busy, so we had some problems coming up with a date and time. I felt pretty
indifferent about it all. I'm about to start college and so is she. I wouldn't affect me if movie
night didn't happen. But she really tried to make it work and all.
My question: she's hot. I'd love to nail her just before college, just to get a confidence boost. How
likely is this to happen? Would you say, knowing what I've just told you, I've got a chance if I make a
move?
Any advice how to handle this would be appreciated as well.
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Text shit test, dunno how to respond
9 upvotes | August 18, 2014 | by dldallas | Link | Reddit Link
http://i.imgur.com/z0UjPqJ.jpg?1
I've slept with this girl once, and uncovered that she's really just riding the carousel while putting on a
good girl facade so this 'M' guy will take her out to dinners and on dates. She asked me to my face if
it was fine if I kept our rendezvous a secret so he would keep paying for stuff (I told her I didn't give
a flying fuck about what she does when she's not around me, and that she was a bitch for doing it).
Basically she's plate material at best.
I'm tempted to go 'gay' or 'lame' and then ghost on her for a week or so, but there's a big event we're
having at a bar on Wednesday and we'll both be there so I can't just give her the cold shoulder or it
will look like she got to me by turning me down. Maybe go to the event and just approach everything
at her SMV or higher?
EDIT: Oh! What about - "you are literally the worst person and I will see you about 10ish"
EDIT2: This may not be a legit, 100% shit test, it's more false resistance
UPDATE: Guys, I failed. What can I learn? http://i.imgur.com/jhW4GoD.jpg
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Should I bother at this point?
9 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by javon15 | Link | Reddit Link
So I JUST found this forum and am trying to pick up on a few things
Background: still a beta atm, 24 , virgin, lives with mom. More than willing to change my situation
and even joined a gym this morning. Plus my career gets very lucrative if I can get the ball rolling.
Out of the blue I landed a date this Saturday(Tinder). The girl says she is looking for friendship first.
I doubt she really does and i haven't spoken to her long enough to get put in the friend-zone. (2 days)
My question is. Should I even bother to try and learn enough game by Saturday and make her a plate
or do I go head and chalk this up as an L and go about improving my life?
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How to respond to this simple test?
9 upvotes | August 6, 2014 | by RiseAboveIt | Link | Reddit Link
I'm appalling at text game. No doubt about that. Which is why I'm straight to the point in these
situations.
I'm simply trying to meet up with long lost friends, I've been using a stock like such as
'I'm up north for two months. We should catch up over a pub lunch sometime.'
and I got this one response from a female friend saying
"Hi! Yeh that sounds fab! I'm gonna be working a lot over the next few weeks so let me know when
you're free and I'll try and fit you in.. ;)Xxx"
I'm not reading anything into it. I just want to catch up and have a good time. I just can't seem to find
the correct words to proceed.
I'm pretty much free all day apart from when I'm at gym, meeting up with friends at random points or
MMA classes. So really, ANY time is good for me. But how can I convey I'm an important and busy
person?
If I say 'Any day is good for me' they tend not to respond from there on.
I just want to meet up, here I am over analyzing as usual. Any tips comrades?
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Agree and Amplify done right?
9 upvotes | July 28, 2014 | by mavrich | Link | Reddit Link
This was a text conversation
Me: Hey
Her: You know hey is a terrible way to start a conversation
Me: Hahaha. Well I was thinking of using hi, but I wanted to save my good conversation openers for
when we met in person.
Did I do this right?
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Twitter
9 upvotes | July 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
What are your guys thought(s) on twitter. I know social media isn't the best platform for game, but
my generation is dependent on social media. I don't like using it to game, but if I want to I will use it.
Your thoughts?
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Shit test? Need advice on what to text.
9 upvotes | July 17, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Been texting a girl for about a week. I finally said "come over." She said, " I have to tell you
something." What should I say to this? I don't want to look like a schlub if it's "I dont really like you."
Any advice would be awesome.
Edit: Said she's talking to someone else. Any ideas now?
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Lost in Translation: Help a brother out
9 upvotes | July 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Long time lurker here. This is one of my favorite subs, and recommend it to friends all the time. I
love what you guys are about. Hoping to get some solid advice.
Quick backstory: At a friends get together a week ago, and a lady jokingly calls me and a girl out
(I've never seen before) and asks if "this can work?" We both laughed, but the girl was really hot, so I
ended up getting her number. The next day she comes to a party that I invited her to and it went good.
I texted her a couple days later, no response. Then again (next day) and she responded. After the
response I asked her when she was free, and she didn't respond. I know that the majority answer for
this will be "on to the next" but I think this girl is pretty cool and want to give it one last shot, a
couple days from now if she doesn't text back. Any ideas? Not trying to date, just grab some drinks,
or something casual. Appreciate it, guys.
Edit: Forgot to mention: The friend she brought ( I know ) was puking, so she had to take care of her
and took her home.
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Good rhythm for contacting plates
9 upvotes | July 8, 2014 | by throvvvvavvvvay | Link | Reddit Link
I seem to be doing well with women lately so I'm going to attempt spinning plates. I'm trying to
figure out a good rhythm for contacting them. One girl I already know is low maintenance - I can talk
to her probably twice a month and she'll be fine, but the others I think will require more attention.
Roughly how often should I shoot for? One date a week plus calling/texting on one other night every
week? I have two active ones now, with three more that I have a shot at pursuing.
I'm not going to make a schedule out of it (sorry babe, you're just my Thursday girl), but general
advice would be helpful.
Also what am I getting myself into?
Edit: Seeing them just over once a week has been working pretty good.... Tues then Sat then Thurs,
etc... I never text unless I'm setting up a date. Also 2 is fun, 3 is stressful.
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Hell no I would not go out in Vegas on 4th of July weekend,
here's why........
9 upvotes | July 5, 2014 | by VegasHostTre | Link | Reddit Link
First of all John Q Paychex will be out in full force with the only game he has ever known, throwing
money at the problem.....
All the clubs and venues will be charging more to see their shitty house music DJ's play pre-recorded
crap for 30 minutes.......Seriously, they will only perform an hour maximum.
More! More! More! (More cockblocking, more hating, more attention whoring, more competition,
more bullshit)
At the end of the night though, I am not saying you cannot get a lay on a big weekend. What I am
saying is that you will probably lay the same quality chick on this particular weekend that you would
on a weekend that would cost way less.
I am an advocate of going out during the week. Like those chicks in that selfie video said, "Who goes
out on Mondays?" Thats why I go out on Mondays........
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Happiness and Freedom: Unplugging From The Structures
that Bind
9 upvotes | June 29, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/a-life-of-happiness-the-freedom-exigency/
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How do you appear as dark and mysterious to women?
9 upvotes | June 28, 2014 | by redgamee | Link | Reddit Link
Most game advice is based on being a mixture of cocky funny, or being a good clown. It works well
on women and has gotten me laid. My game is charming, high energy, and cocky and funny mixed
with high asshole game while it works well I'm getting bored of it. I want a Machiavellian dark style
of game. I want to be the one who women pine after.
I'm curious to hear from those who run a masculine dark and mysterious game in terms of what you
guys do and how you act on dates, and how you treat women.
What do you guys do to appear dark and mysterious?
I've been telling women less about myself and it's worked well so far. They project many things onto
me and I just let them run with it. Being mysterious is simply being elusive and vague.
But what is being DARK? What does being dark encompass?
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Gaming waitresses at work?
9 upvotes | June 15, 2014 | by RP408JZG | Link | Reddit Link
Tips on how to game on that good looking waitress you see at the grill, or the cute girl that keeps
bringing your drinks?
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My date possibly has me pegged as a provider. What's the best
way to make it clear that I'm not going to be?
9 upvotes | May 16, 2014 | by nillotampoco | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the background: I patronize a restaurant near my work, I come in for lunch once or twice a
week, always $5 tips on $11 dollar meals, well liked for giving them a lot of business. Cool with the
owner, get a free burger now and then. The coveralls that I come in wearing imply that I've got a
good paying job.(It's okay) I think the coveralls combine with tipping well and eating frequently
imply that I've got money. My reputation there might also assist in getting any attention from... Tada!
The new waitress. Cliché right?
Anyways she works evening so I just decide to be more quiet/stoic when I see her, if I don't prepare
myself to run game, I will say some stupid shit. So one night I'm hungry, place is empty, more
hanging out with the staff than I am eating. I get her cornered and start teasing/flirting, she moved
here recently, bla bla bla, she lives in the trailer park, doesn't have a phone but has an address. Works
every day but Sunday so I give the old "com'on let's go out Sunday night we'll have some fun."
The problem is her body language wasn't all there for positivity and I suspect that she really just
wants me to spend a lot of money on her. No phone and I know she stays with her grandma in the
ghetto trailer park. Maybe she wants to take a slice for herself out of my income. My current plan is
to just go have a fun time, see where some escalation gets me, and either take or home or back to my
place.
Any helpful advice /r/trpgame, choice words? I'll try my best to follow y'all's helpful directions, but
mostly just gonna have fun with date night more than anything. Also this is my first date in a year,
looong dry spell, I'm 19 she's 20.
Edit: This was typed on the job so bear with me, feel free to ask me to clear up any details.
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America leads the world in porn consumption. Porn is
essentially legal prostitution with socialist controls.
9 upvotes | May 8, 2014 | by Drafapula | Link | Reddit Link
Think about it this way:
1. America and certain European countries consume more porn than the rest of the world
combined.
2. 30% of all internet traffic is porn
3. People are having less sex in general today than 50 years ago, but average number of sexual
partners has increased greatly... much of which has to do with some men having 60+ partners
and many others having 0 to 3 partners.
4. Prostitution is illegal in America and many westernized nations, but pornography is not.
What is my point?
What is porn more than legal prostitution where the women involved become legitimate celebrities
and only have sex with men they would enjoy having sex with anyways.. the vast majority of men in
porn are jacked, big dick, athletic types
So instead of giving these women an audience and watching them prositute themselves to you as an
image. Go abroad and pay for it yourself if you want to experience the full "porno" experience.
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Question about reputation
8 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
A little background info: I took the red pill before I left for college, and though I got a pretty good
amount of girls before college, my red pill game this year has so far been pretty damn successful. I
live in a dorm with a huge concentration of good looking girls (mainly sorority girls) and I've heard I
have a little bit of a "man-whore" reputation with one sorority in particular. I don't care about what
the girls think, but will my game be hurt by the reputation I have with them? In other words, will girls
keep hooking up with me even if they think I'm a "man-whore"?
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Texting game dilemma
8 upvotes | October 28, 2014 | by TRPthrowaway9000 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi brothers, long time lurker here on TRP just wanted your advice on this scenario:
I managed to get a girl's number this week who I share a history class with and we've been texting.
TRP mainly focuses on texting as an opportunity to set up dates (etc) however I have exams coming
up in the coming 2-3 weeks so I wont be able to set these things up in the short term.
So the question is; should I continue texting this chick or put the whole thing on hold (stop replying)
till after exams when I can actually arrange a meetup?
Cheers guys.
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Difference between r/trpgame and r/seduction?
8 upvotes | October 17, 2014 | by rangamatchstick | Link | Reddit Link
Quick question, what is the difference between these two sub reddits based on the same thing? Iev
been on r/seduction for around 9 months doing game, have been loving it and recently started paying
more attention to TRP for some self improvement hence how I came across trpgame and cant work
out the difference.
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What's your go-to show for "watching Netflix?"
8 upvotes | October 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Bringing women over to "watch netflix" seems like an effective premise for getting them in your
room. That said - what show do you put on? I used to use How I Met Your Mother when it was more
popular, but I'd love to hear better ideas.
Any tips for escalation while the show's on would be appreciated too.
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Dread Game?
8 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by booty_boy | Link | Reddit Link
I don't know if this would be considered dread game, or just a recovery from my own mistake
yesterday. I hooked up with a Korean girl on two days ago. I haven't been short on pussy lately, but I
enjoyed the sex and everything leading up to that point so much that I tried to get her to come give
me a blowjob yesterday. She tells me she's going to take a nap and she'll text me if she wakes up
early enough. Obviously she doesn't text...whatever. I go on about my night and go to sleep.
So now she texts me about an hour ago asking me what I'm doing. I'm sure that I could easily get her
to apartment for whatever I wanted to do, and she would leave whenever I tell her. However, I feel
like the right move would be to ignore the text. Right or Wrong?
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Does It Matter Where You Take Her On A Fire Date?
8 upvotes | September 26, 2014 | by EmperorMango | Link | Reddit Link
I swallowed the pill a few months ago and since then I've worked on myself in multiple ways, eating
right, learning more the like. I have the fundamentals of TRP down enough but my major problem is
the Game part.
I don't have Approach Anxiety per say, I could talk to any girl from a class to the street but I don't
know what to say. Gradually working on that but I want to know today; does it matter where you take
a girl after your approach and get to the point where you two are making plans?
Shouldn't the point be to talk and continue to build rapport? (Hence why many in the RP sphere bash
going to the movies on a first date). But for my sake, I'm under 21 so in the US I can't even be in a
bar so any suggestions on where to take a fille?
Edit: Realized this was was mixed up post. Half discussion from idea and half advice but let's see
where this goes.
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What should I text her?
8 upvotes | September 6, 2014 | by Tom_The_Human | Link | Reddit Link
I'd consider myself pretty much a master of club/bar game and am pretty RP overall, but I have one
Achilles Heel: my text game sucks ass.
A couple of days ago I went out to a local bar with a couple of my flatmates and their friends. I ended
up going home with one of them; to cut to the chase, I ended up back at hers and about to have sex
but got the dreaded whiskey dick and a call from one of my flatmate's gf (her friend) who told us that
my flatmate had gone missing.
So we got dressed and decided to look for him (this was ~3am), but before we left I got her number
so we could "try again when I'm sober". Over the course of the next couple of hours the 3 of us
looked around my uni campus for my flatmate, myself and the girl I was with were left on our own a
few times and ended up making out again, and I was basically leading them.
At 5am we decided to call it quits and go back to mine. I asked the girl if she was coming in. She said
yes and did so. I went to the toilet and then went up stairs but she wasn't there. I asked my flatmate's
gf if she knew where she went. She called her and it turns out she had just gone home as she was "too
tired" (fair enough, it was 5am and she had apparently been up since 6am the previous day) but told
me to text her tomorrow (which is now yesterday).
So, TRP, what do I do?
Edit: I was thinking just "Hey X, it's Tom. Meet me at the SU Bar tonight at 9," or something.
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Trp game question
8 upvotes | September 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Links to aloofness or amused mastery reading material to hone game/ gather ideas please.
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Stubborn Potential Plate
8 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm caught in a situation I'm not quite sure how to escalate. There's a girl who is definitely
interested; we've had sex in the past but back then I didn't know about anything TRP related.
Recently I had her over my place, when I tried to make a move she backed off and said she only
wanted to have sex with somebody she was dating. I didn't push it after that, but I also didn't know
how to work around it despite being such an obvious trap. I considered trying to make a move again
after we'd hung out a bit longer, but I pussied out and missed my opportunity (though I made it a
priority to hold frame).
Anyway, how should I handle it if she plays the same card again? Should I just keep tempting her to
hook-up?
EDIT: I should mention: when we were fucking before she also told me she only wanted to have sex
with somebody she was in a relationship with, though we ended up having sex again after that
anyway.
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Need advice on how to spin this ONS into a plate.
8 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
This is a long post, but for me it's not about stressing it, it's about learning how to spin plates
since I've never done it successfully longer than like 5-6 times of sex before it just doesn't work.
I plan on being single for the next 10 years minimum. Feel free to critic with smug, or harsh
words. I'm here to learn so put me on blast and feel free to provide any solutions if possible
Alright just a quick back story, I'm a 25m shipping to the navy Oct 1st(this plays into my story a
little). Said woman is 24F and she was my manager when I still held my job prior to quitting a few
months ago(quit to focus on training before shipping). So I had made a few passes at her at work in a
serious manner and she was always worried about rules of fraternization so nothing ever came of it,
even when I quit I didn't actively pursue.
A few months later she reaches out to me and wants to hang out and after a month or so of our
schedules not mixing well we finally end up getting drinks this last thursday. Everything goes well,
we go back to her place for wine. Drinking by the pool I jump in with my underwear and she follows.
We make out I go for further, she says she's classy and won't put out on our first real date. I am not
disgruntled, hell a night in a pool with a sexy girl all over me is better than a thursday night doing
nothing much. (the real reason I believe was that she was on sharkweek, I saw the tampon string.)
We agree to see each other on saturday night, So i'm drinking with a few buddies, and my friend was
driving around that night. I get the green light to come over when she gets off work and my buddy
drops me off. I end up having really great sex with her. Here is where I think I made my first mistake.
I proclaimed I hadn't had sex in 7 months because i'd been so focused on training and not getting
trashed at bars etc. She is stunned(not sure if in a good way or a bad way). There I was all giddy that I
finally had sex again, we showered it was cool washed each other and got out. I then realize I don't
have a ride home.. I ask her if I can crash and she seemed reluctant but all in all she was okay with it.
I don't smother her or cuddle her just stay on my side of the bed, pass out and leave in the morning
and say goodbye. Before leaving I say it was good for me and she can call me whenever she is free,
this gal works a lot I know from when I worked she was always at the store covering other servers
shift since we were always understaffed.
So that was saturday, I text nothing on sunday. Monday comes and for some reason I decide I'll shoot
her a text... I wanted to say something that got my point across that I'm here for carefree fun sex until
I leave (which she had mentioned she was down for until I leave for the navy, she actually said that
on her own saturday night, without me even bothering to inquire about future sexual relations). So the
text in all my genius glory that I decide to send was
"4 down 98 to go" -me
"?" - her
"98 more positions to each sex with each other, of course ;)"-me
No response from her at all, which while we were trying to set up a date to go for drinks has
happened before.
First and foremost I ask for advice because I'm not super experienced with spinning plates at all, I am
very comfortable talking to girls and often times they think I'm this gigantic player when in reality I
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really like fucking the same person a lot because the sex is way better every time.
I know this is a huge post but I guess my question is this, I want to have sex with her again. She isn't
into me emotionally but I know she wanted to fuck for a while which is great because i'm not
emotionally invested with her either I just don't want to try and get laid out in bars but I want to sleep
with this girl as much as possible before I go to the navy and probably not get laid for another 6
months because of the rigors of training (literally no drinking for me once I ship for a while)
How should I go about doing this, I know it was just monday that I texted her, and right now i'm not
going to text her again until she initiates. Is that a sound plan, should I try just say hello come friday
or what. Not sure what kind of approach I should use.
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Forcing IOIs on the street
8 upvotes | August 20, 2014 | by slay_it_forward | Link | Reddit Link
First off, obviously you don't need an IOI to approach a girl on the street, but I know from experience
that the odds of her responding favorably after an IOI are dramatically higher than without. Recently
I've found myself becoming a bit obsessed with getting IOIs but that story will have to wait for
another post. When a girl gives you an IOI she's essentially inviting you to go and talk to her. If it's
really blatant, you can even use that as an opener. "Hey, I just noticed you flicking your hair at me
and I took that as an invitation to come say hello. I'm Ron Jeremy. What's your name?".
Back in my BP days, whenever I was walking around on the street and I would notice a hot girl, my
auto-pilot reaction would be to look away or take a quick, shy glimpse at her and then look back
away, as if I was sneaking something in. Even now I sometimes find myself reverting back to those
old ways so I consciously carry myself a certain way until it becomes ingrained behavior. What
looking away or taking quick glimpses conveys to a girl is weakness, or maybe a better term would
be a 'lack of dominance'. To force an IOI on the street, you basically need to do the exact opposite of
what I just described.
Now when I'm walking around on the street I have the mindset of inviting the girls into my world.
You invite them into your world using your body language, and most importantly, your eye contact.
You should appear relaxed with your shoulders back and your head up straight. Your walk should be
slow and deliberate not quick and jittery. Your head and your eyes shouldn't be darting all over the
place.
When you're walking and girls are coming towards you, make a point to make strong eye contact
with them. Don't shy away from it. Invite them into your world. When you're looking into their eyes
it shouldn't come across as aggressive. It should convey your interest in them and your desire to see if
they're interested in you. The strong eye contact will across as dominant to the girl, and if you've
done any reading on this site, you know the effect dominance has on girls.
After she flicks her hair at you or holds eye contact with you, let her go by and then make the jog
back and open her however you want.
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New school year, just got my first number since being back in
the game.
8 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Have a "date" already planned, just going to get some new milkshake that is supposed to be orgasmic
that I wanted to try and I invited her along/got her number in the process.
A few questions though, I'm not a master of game so all the things I try to do won't come off as best
they could be but that's not what I care about, what I was wondering though is even though this is
simply a small meetup, should I immediately try to escalate whether it be kino and otherwise, and
what would you guys suggest to go about that? She seems fairly "sexually repressed" so that is why I
ask.
Also, should I get her to sit next to me or across? Across seems like an interview, but right next to me
is pretty ballsy and could get perceived as way out there for her, I don't know, maybe not for someone
older than her but how would I know.
And finally, should I push straight for a second date when we are done, or is a simple "had fun" and
maybe text later about it better? Something that I usually do is just tell them something cool is
coming up, and invite her to it before we leave, whether it be a movie, party, etc.
All of this is base game and I get it, but regardless of whether I make her attracted to me or not I
would still like to learn as much as possible from this; I am after all a little tadpole in the grand
scheme of game and RP.
Important information: I'm 17, she's 16/17
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By Far Best Red Pill Game Site Around imo
8 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by mornglor | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.goodlookingloser.com/
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Online dating shit test failed?
8 upvotes | July 24, 2014 | by jamieoneal82 | Link | Reddit Link
I messaged this girl on Okcupid that was maybe a 7-8. Her profile was full of negativity, with things
like "I hate most things and people, hoping you might change that." and "Sad. Snarky. Sarcastic."
And then there was this gem under "The first things people usually notice about me": "My f r o w n".
I figured this was a massive bitch-shield and I thought I'd try my hand at breeching it. I usually have
pretty good luck breeching bitch shields. Anyway, so the conversation goes like this:
Me: I bet you like it rough, huh? Do you cry during sex?
Her: I never cry
Me: You're just sad and frown all the time (except in your pictures apparently)?
[all her pics show her smiling, except one where she does look a little "pouty" but not frowning...]
Her: Wait scratch that I cried a little when I saw your face
Me: Burn! Now I'm crying!
Her: Your sarcasm is noted and dismissed
Me: Story of your life?
[All of these messages are within minutes of each other. I then wait several hours for a response but
she's still showing as online. So I decided to send another message to generate a response]
Me: Seriously though, you're not frowning in any of your pics. One of them is kind of pouty I guess...
No response for days despite being online most of the time. I suspect my last message was too soon
and too "explainy" or something. I guess I'm looking for how other people would have responded or
any other tips about this convo.
Also, I realize it's possible she's just an attention whore who uses okc to flex her "power" over
men by trying to hurt their feelings and find ways to reject them. But for the sake of learning,
let's assume she's not.
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RP How To: Party Host Game (crosspost from /r/TheRedPill)
8 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by needless_pickup_line | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2b9lqg/rp_how_to_party_host_game/
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Need some help with two common shit tests I get
8 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Right, so I wanted to see how you guys would handle two of the most common shit tests (I think is
what they are) from women.
1. A girl tells you she wants to take it slow. For example, I met this girl the other night, got her
number then and went on a date the next day. It went well, we flirted a lot, lots of good vibes
and so towards the end I tried to kiss her. She turned her head away at the end and told me "No
I want to take it slow". Now when this happens I usually just pause for a moment, let off and
then try again later. It was the end of the date so I didn't really get a chance, but what gets me is
that if she actually did like me, I kind figure she would let me kiss her no matter what.
2. Right before I'm about to have sex with a girl, she usually tells me she "is scared" or "afraid" or
something like that. I've heard on two occasions now and I just don't understand it. I mean, I
guess their worried that I'm going to think of/need them less after sex and my opinion will
change of them. My response is usually just to laugh it off and stayed relaxed. I think I could
handle the situation better but I'm not really sure how.
Any thoughts?
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How do I deal with expensive women?
8 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by Blankworry | Link | Reddit Link
I just want to know how you guys deal with expensive women. Some of the girls I meet have very
expensive tastes and while I'm not cheap, I balk at some of their suggestions.
For example, this one girl which I asked out today suggested we go to the ballet. She found seats
(upfront at that), but they are over $100 a ticket. While I like the ballet, I don't really want to drop the
cash. On the one hand, I don't like spending excessive amounts of money on plates women, but on the
other, I feel as if what she is doing is some sort of test of me, as to figure out 1.)How wealthy I am
and 2.) How much I'm willing to spend on her.
So, how can I save my finances and still keep my frame? Would like some advice.
Also relevant. http://www.vice.com/read/the-vice-guide-to-dating-rich-girls
Edit: I ended up telling her no and taking her for a walk. Thank god I did. I had one of the worst dates
of my life. I barely made it 20 mins before I wanted to leave. I deleted her phone number and I hope I
never run into her again. Christ.
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New to TRP. Need some help.
8 upvotes | June 20, 2014 | by Tom_The_Human | Link | Reddit Link
So I went out last night and ended up chatting shit with a 7-8/10 for ~20 mins in the smoking area of
a club. I started getting with her and she went inside to go to the toilet (she asked me to wait outside
said toilets). When she came back out she started getting with me again before telling me she has a bf
(I called her bs but it turned out to be true) and said she couldn't be seen getting with me but gave me
her number and asked me to text her.
Fast forward half an hour and I'm getting frisky with a 7/10 and decide to take her back to mine. On
the walk back to mine she repeatedly says how she's "not going to sleep with me" and that she
"doesn't want to get her numbers up". This was true as I didn't bang her, but, after a bit of fooling
around, I got her naked and she did go down on me until she randomly decided half way through that
she needed to call a taxi and leave but asked for my number (and sent me a text so I had hers).
Firstly, what's the best way to handle these kind of shit tests, and, secondly, how should I go about
following them up? (I'm back home from uni for the summer so I need to acquire some plates)
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FUCK I CHICKENED OUT
8 upvotes | June 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Oh god, so I called this chick's office to have her help me with the website as an excuse to talk to her
but I fuckin' was nervous as SHIT.
I didn't come out that way but I made the conversation super brief.
I'm like "oh I see the problem, haha. Ya I gotta know these things to correct the spelling mistakes of
my collegues" and she even fucking answered me in a way as to say "I'm perfectly fine with having a
conversation with you" but I guess I just chickened out.
Went in, said hi, told her about my it problem, fixed it, made a joke and said goodbye and hanged up.
I'm so disappointed with myself.
Edit: Although I was able to get her full name from the office and I just added her on facebook
but god was I not smooth at all...
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What is the conversation starter/opener that you use that has
the most success?
8 upvotes | June 19, 2014 | by thewaywayhome | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/28i9ud/what_is_the_conversation_starteropener_that_yo
u/
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Not sure how to game this
8 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Don't want to waste your time, but I'm somewhat new to TRP and I was hoping for some advice.
Met girl at party. Closed last week. She flaked on Sunday, now wants to hang out tonight. Shared
living situation so just dinner at my place is a little weird, but I need some sort of closeable activity,
which at 8pm on Wednesday isn't exactly the easiest thing. Suggestions?
Edit: She's 20, so drinks at a bar is out.
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Text game is fucking killing me [FR]
8 upvotes | June 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I fucking HATE text game. I manage to fuck up solid pulls with my bullshit texts. Here is what
happened. So I pick up this girl. 19 years old, 8/10. Text her a few times and try to get her out. Flakes
out first time but says, "Come visittt" to which I try to be "too cool for school" and say, "Sorry, I've
got other plans." (I didn't want to be the one going out of my way to chase.) So today, I write, "Damn,
you've been MIA recently." She writes, "Lol, you want me to pencil you into my agenda?" I thought
this was her demonstrating that she had way too much power in the enteraction, so I reply with a,
"How about you just come over and we set an agenda that satisfies both of our needs". She promptly
replies with, "Bye Felicia" (After looking up what that meant, I was a little butthurt). So that's that. I
can't seem to get the god-damned calibration with texting. It's literally one more avenue for you to
fuck up. I would love some insight as to what can be done with this text game business. I'm pretty
good at getting numbers, but I always fuck things up in text. I try to use it just for logistics, but the
girls always prolong the conversation longer than it has to be. They start throwing shit tests via text.
It's very frustrating to say the least.
EDIT to my fucking amazement she texted me just now saying, "I guess you're more book smart than
street smart huh..." I have no idea what the fuck to say. I'll probably end up fucking it up again
anyway.
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Unable to close at a bar
8 upvotes | May 29, 2014 | by mc201485 | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm new in town (English isn't the native language here) and went out to a bar/club and met some
guys who introduced me to a group of people and I started talk to this girl maybe a 6 or 7. Chemistry
seemed to be instant, lots of playful banter with me teasing her, getting her to talk a lot, and generally
it felt smooth. I was basically right up next to her touching her a lot and getting our faces close (loud
music).
So the weird thing is she kept talking to this other guy randomly (sometimes she would go to the
bathroom and when she got back she'd go up and talk to the other guy instead of me). We were in a
group of people. I couldn't tell if she knew this guy already because they weren't speaking English (I
was told he was part of the group of people who started the club). It seemed (to me) sort of like she
would continually gravitate back to him (he didn't have to find her). When he first appeared for the
night she gave him a hug as if she sort of already knew him. I'm pretty sure she wanted to fuck him.
I was at the bar for more than trying to pick up a woman - I just wanted to make some friends in a
new country. By the end of the night I told her to put her number in my phone and went home alone.
I was told by her best friend (a old guy) that she was a "fiercely independent woman". Her job is also
with the police where she's some sort of boss. But she didn't act like a bitch at all.
It seems I did most things right (being dominant, teasing, rapport, touching, etc...) but I was unable to
close it out by taking her home. We were in a group of her friends all night and I was the 1 foreigner.
So now my questions:
How should I transition to closing and getting her out of the bar? Should I have come up with an
excuse for the 2 of us to leave that wasn't directly "hey lets get out of here". The city I'm in is a
walking city (she lived within walking distance of the bar). Would something like "what are some
good things to see nearby" followed by "show me" as a way to isolate be reasonable?
Should I have done something to interject and get her back to me when she had the several
conversations with that other guy?
Does it seem like it was a lost cause due to her & the other guy (who she already seemed to know
previous)?
Any tips on if I should bother texting her and what I would say?
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Got caught up in the feelings and now I am in a relationship
8 upvotes | May 27, 2014 | by MontePrince | Link | Reddit Link
At first I was happy about this and it was due to the fact that I had this notion of love and intimacy.
My former programming is strong and it will take judicious discipline to beat it. I haven't been
reading much RedPill stuff lately and I slide back into a blue pill mentality.
The facts are that this girl is away for the Summer, she is about to turn 21, I am getting a lot of
attention from other girls right now, and I will be travelling for the majority of the Summer. This was
a really stupid move to make and just yesterday I was giving this hb7 a piggyback ride through town
during a 10k and I'm going to be spending some time with her and another lady friend later today.
I want to keep the LDR going because she has been a lot of fun and loves to fuck but since instituting
a red pill mentality I've gotten a lot of attention from women and want to explore that too. I sound
like I'm hamstering. Fuck.
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Admittıng Lack of Experience
8 upvotes | May 26, 2014 | by swallowthisthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
So I was talking to a girl and admitted I haven't done anything. She then told me she had done
everything except anal and gangbangs etc.
Did I fuck up? My train of thought was admit lack of experience instead of fucking up spectacularly
in the bedroom.
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Sticky situation
8 upvotes | May 24, 2014 | by swallowthisthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
Asking for help here.
Met A on tinder. Easy 8, 8.5. Got talking. She is interested. Got to know her. Cannot meet up due to
me being out the country. She is insecure because she has a genetic condition which causes bleedings
in her brain and she has been getting physio since october because the bleed burst paralysing her
entire left side.
We get along really well and I am starting to get attracted to her. I asked her why her boyfriend ended
things and it turns out the bleed affects her hormones and she gets angry and moans at people for no
reason. She says she cannot help it.
What to do? I don't want to next her right now. It's weird but I have a desire to just hold her in my
arms and let her fall asleep. She is so fragile and weak and I feel a fatherly urge to just care for her
and make sure she is okay. Am I getting oneitis?
Thanks in advance.
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OKCupid First Night Lay
8 upvotes | May 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Online dating field report here. I tried hard to put in some theory and reasoning as well instead of
just a checklist.
http://sangnamjaa.wordpress.com/2014/05/10/okcupid-petite-black-girl/
Blog text
Let me be clear: I hate online dating. OKCupid embodies every disadvantage for men in the sexual
marketplace:
Skewed gender ratio
Flaky girls
Photoshopped/altered photos (lack of realism)
Can't control the nature of interactions online (which is very underrated in Game)
In any case, I do use OKCupid because a) it's a passive resource for sex; no real time is wasted other
than mass messaging every few days, b) it's free, c) it can help immensely with dry spells.
I was able to meet this particular girl right away after just 4-5 messages. Invited her out for a drink on
Friday night at like 10 pm. She agreed. Right there you know a girl is DTF if she meets you 1:1 with
alcohol late night (keep in mind, I live in a large metro area where most don't drive cars. Thus, any
girl who meets you past 9 pm is staying with you for awhile).
Tip: Logistics is key. Controlling the nature/location/intensity/manner of your interactions with a
woman is huge. I could be wearing the same clothes and be the same person but things would have
gone differently if I met her at a coffee shop at 11 am
In addition to logistics, you have sexual availability, sexual attraction, and alcohol (optional,
obviously. But I'm talking about 'first night-lays' and 'one night stands', so you can't underestimate the
power of a few drinks to lighten the mood).
With sexual availability, I'm talking about 'target selection'. Of course you take what you can get,
but if you're out to get laid on your first date, you must select women who are DTF as well. A young,
attractive, single woman in a large city meeting a guy off OKCupid? I'd say she's sexually available.
In fact, women make themselves available to varying degrees. Church/school/bus? You're going to
have a harder time. Club/bar/beach party/festival? Easy as cake.
With sexual attraction, I mean exactly what it seems like. This is the most important factor
obviously. For me, I value 'sexual marketvalue' indicators over routines/hacks/lines/word games/etc.
In that regard, my game is very passive. I workout religiously, have a decent-good body, have pretty
good fashion, am tall & surround myself with social proof (friends; women). Cultivating these factors
will garner you women solely as a byproduct (plus you'll be improving yourself anyway).
Back to the cute black girl. We headed to a sports bar. I usually try to get the girl to play darts or
pool, so I can "make a bet" on the winner. I always win so I tell them they must give me a kiss. Here's
the deal: even if you lose, if you tell them you want that kiss anyway, it won't matter. The game is
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just a framework; it's your confidence and sexual value that they really care about. If you have been
"challenging" them and teasing them all night, the kiss will be expected. And after you makeout, it's
always boom time.
After leaving the bar, we actually headed straight home for sex. Here's where it got freaky though.
We passed some old alleyway between two buildings under construction. I pulled her in for a kiss
and ended up fucking her doggystyle right there. Oh, and she swallows~ Afterwards she tried to
challenge me "hmm how many girls do you do that with?" but I was able to keep frame "Too many to
count! But you really know how to keep my attention so don't you worry~"
Summary: a) cultivate passive resources for women (your targets), b) cultivate passive SMV
(body, social proof), c) logistics, sexual attraction/availability, and alcohol (atmosphere), d) and
'Act without Asking'. This mindset/process garners me first night lays probably 80% of the
time I meet a girl 1:1.
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I ignore her for one night... she gets grumpy. How do I react?
8 upvotes | May 8, 2014 | by PursuitOfPerfect | Link | Reddit Link
Hi All,
I ignore girl A on text for one night (we normally text often), but when I do see her the next morning,
she is grumpy at me for doing so. How should I react in an "alpha" manner?
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Yo guys, is being too funny a bad thing?
8 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I havent had sex since march (cut her off because i was settling). Im a naturally funny guy, im
goodlooking, but sometimes i wonder if being funny all the time means if i do decide to game a girl i
kno it isnt taken seriously (if you get what i mean)
Thoughts?
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Facebook/IG or Phone Number?
7 upvotes | November 13, 2014 | by TekkomanKingz | Link | Reddit Link
This is not for me personally because I am too old for this. However, I was curious should young
guys 18-21 be asking for social media accounts rather than phone numbers?
It appears these could serve multifaceted purposes in communication with the girl and valuable info
on her Katfax report as well as deciding on whether you want to waste time with her or not in
general. It can also help you prove your social validation further.
Also I think women are more active on social media due to the nature of wanting attention than in
texting.
Thoughts on this? I mean you could always get the number later if things go from acquaintance to
FWB etc. But should the first priority be getting her social profile instead of phone number at first?
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Do you need Game ?
7 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by MrFritzH | Link | Reddit Link
If you wondering whether you need to learn Game, you should pontificate upon the following
questions:
Do you have trouble coming in contact women with socially ? Do you
find yourself lost for direction when interacting socially with
women ? Do you frequently turn off women you are attempting to
seduce and never know quite why ? Have you never read any
pickup/game material ? Do you somtimes get women attracted to you,
that you did not attempt to seduce or even care about, whilst you
seldom get women you attempt to seduce or are initally attracted to
?
If you answered yes to any of these questions(especially the last one) then your probably in need of
practising and learning to Game women ie. to partcipate in the mating ritual that precides sexual
intercourse.
This last question, is of significance. It is significant because it shows when you go into your
«seducer» role, something you are doing gets it wrong. Especially, if you had experiences like I have
had, where I would turn off women who were already into me by going into «seducer»/»loverboy»
mode. Precisely because, my go-to-behavior for that scenario was a mix-match of intuition, instinct
and baaad programming.
Game is basically installing the correct programming. To get better game, you must try other
approaches to your goal of attracting and seducing women.
Note: I wrote this blogpost when TRPGame was created, but havent posted it until now.
http://redpilltherapy.wordpress.com/2014/05/13/do-you-need-game/
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So being shit tested is good, right?
7 upvotes | October 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
If a woman even bothers to shit test me, that means she sees me as a potential AF and is trying to
confirm? I've never seen my more "boring" friends get shit-tested.
I get shit-tested a lot BTW.
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5 Reasons You Should Daygame Alone
7 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/5-reasons-you-should-daygame-alone/
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Cold aproached. HB seems DTF but till next week.
7 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So, I saw this HB7 I liked and she eyefucked me. Just went and asked her number. We chated on IM.
as usual I set a date asap. She says she can next week. I almost never get such a long wait. Do you
guys text her in the meantime? I feel this would be a filler and just a plain bad Idea. Im going to just
text her on weekend to set date for monday.
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Helping out a friend
7 upvotes | October 9, 2014 | by JonnyJaded | Link | Reddit Link
Trying to preach the gospel of TRP to a buddy at work. Sadly I'm still a novice at MRP so I thought
to bring it here for advice.
My friend in interested in a girl, girl has mutual attraction. He doesn't know her number so asks a
girlfriend to copy paste something for her in a text. He played it cool and asked the girl to meet him
at his work (bartender). She writes back and said ghat she has this and that to do that day and asks for
a rain check when she knows he'll be at another friends house after work (this sounds like a casual
brush off to me and I told him so). That was on Sunday. Rain check day is on Saturday. He wants
advice from me but I'm clueless on this part. Any suggestions?
I hope this post wasn't too confusing.
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Where do I go from here?
7 upvotes | October 5, 2014 | by s_m_o_u_s_e_ | Link | Reddit Link
Been trying to spin this plate I met through a mutual friend. We had sex after a good AF display by
me at a pool party a week after meeting. About a week later I invited her on a one on one, during
which I reverted to a BB, (beta bitch) . I blame the grass. It can make me too accommodating at
times. After this performance I tried getting her to come out again (3 invites over 4 weeks) with no
success. Go figure. Now 1 month has passed and I tell her I want to show her something. It's a mini
golf spin-off game and the date goes great. AF me is back and she's loving it. The game ends and we
go eat. After a few illegal turns yelling IDGAF to get the blood pumping followed by a few jokes to
play down the illegalness of it all, we go to my house because she wants to "show me something on
Netflix" . Just my fucking luck, my mom is still awake and we have to walk by her. I play it cool,
explaining she's just a friend and that we're going to watch a movie. She actually ends up showing me
a video. After the video, 5-10mins, the foreplay started. She was clearly ready to play further but she
insisted that she'd be too loud (moms right next door) . I tell her dirty things like I'll have to gag her.
She seems to like it because next thing I know, she's on top kissing a path down south. Moms
proceeds to cock block by going to the bathroom, which spooks the plate . I try to take the hank
moody approach to talking (flirting) with women where you don't give full discretion on anything but
It got really exhausting playing down the fact that my mom was listening and I think that if I would
have been more patient I would have nailed it . Now she says she has to go home, but that I can have
her another time. I'm 20 she's 22. Should I invite her to the dungeon or let her wonder in on her own?
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Using post workout T-Boost as a crutch for game?
7 upvotes | October 2, 2014 | by Indianbro | Link | Reddit Link
Like the title says, After working out, when the body releases endorphins, I feel super confident with
approaching people. It's the same confidence as if I were buzzed with alcohol. My problem is that I
can't simply only rely on this as a crutch for approaching. Before working out its the same super
nervous awkward me, whereas post workout it's kinda like demigod mode. How do you overcome not
using it as a crutch?
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Looking to start game, sidebar links dead
7 upvotes | October 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I want to start working on my game. However half of the newbie links to starting game are dead in
the more resources sidebar section. What do?
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Please help on this game. Not sure if chick is into me.
7 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Long time acquaintances then stopped communicating. Out of nowhere today she mentioned me in a
comment of a photo that was an inside joke. I respond by mentioning her in a completely random
photo. She then decides to mention me in 7 videos of couples kissing intensively. I have hooked up
with one of her friends in the past right in front of her quite a while back so she could be joking about
that. Do i have any hope with his girl if I play it right? Kinda confused what she is hinting. When at
school, we do smile at each other, kinda hard to hold back from it, for both of us.
tl;dr: mentioned me on fb in 7 video of couples kissing intensively - could be a joke about her friend
and I. Do I have a chance.
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Motivator
7 upvotes | September 14, 2014 | by TheJohnDough | Link | Reddit Link
Today I went out with a couple of friends, they were 20 and i'm 16. I told one of them to point out
whichever girl and i would go up to her and talk to her, I talked to every single one without fault. The
problem is, had he not been there telling me to go up to her, i probably would not have done it. Is
there any way for me to be my own motivator and tell myself "That chick over there, go talk to her".
How could i practice being my own motivator? Thanks.
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New Challenge to Your Game
7 upvotes | September 11, 2014 | by TheLife_ | Link | Reddit Link
Can't figure out what to say when cold approaching a girl? If you've been lifting a while and don't
look ugly as sin, give this a go.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksnCqh9DDB8
That's right. Silent game, have some fun with it and build confidence. I initially found this guy
through a similar video, which I can imagine would be a good next step for new TRP sign ups. You'll
get a healthy amount of rejection and start to learn outcome independence.
I'm thinking this will help create a solid frame and foundation to work from in the future. This would
go down real easy in nightclubs, too.
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Completely lost frame. How to prevent in the future
7 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by BrappZanigan | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/DmznZL1
This is a convo i had after reading quite a bit of TRP materials in the last few days (Yes im very new
to this) . I think i started off ok, but i completely lost it when i realized she was actually interested.
suggestions, comments, critiques are VERY welcome.
edit: the opener didn't make it in the pic. it was "I made the paper once too! I take it you won a beauty
pageant?" She had some crap on her profile about being in the newspaper
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Moving to Canada. What to suspect?
7 upvotes | September 7, 2014 | by jeschua42 | Link | Reddit Link
So this is my situation:
I'll be moving to Canada on Wednesday. I'm from Bavaria and 24 years old. Right now I'm on the
recovery of a bad relationship. I did the mistake of falling in love with the girl.
I've been reading about seduction and the red pill for about 2 years now. I've had a couple girls in this
time, but yet still I fell for this one girl, cause we had some kind of a mental connection, but with me
moving, she got cold feet and wanted to friend zone me. I was all like "Okay, that's not gonna
happen. Don't contact me anymore cause I'm far to precious for your friend zone and I'll be moving
soon anyway."
So I'll be moving to Edmonton on Wednesday and I don't know what to suspect from Canadian girls,
especially from Edmontonians. I'll be there on a working holiday visa so I'll only stay there for a year.
Whilst being there I still want to get in contact with some girls but I think it'll be a little harder for me
for we'll have different cultural backgrounds and stuff like that. Or will being an alien even help with
the ladies?
Does anybody know how Canadian women are in general and could give me some advice on them?
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Is there a move here?
7 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Was with a girl about 4 days ago (Thursday) where we had a great time and messed around a little,
she suggested we do something again this weekend.
I go to set something up and shes non responsive, so I leave a voicemail about making plans and let it
roll. Around 11pm today she says shes getting serious with someone.
I'm confused where in the last 3 days this happens. I haven't responded yet and I'm trying to figure the
best way to spin this to make her rethink this crap
Any ideas would be welcome
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Thoughts on how to talk a girl back around to casual sex is
what she needs?
7 upvotes | August 25, 2014 | by Matityahu_N | Link | Reddit Link
Good evening.
I have been messaging and dating a girl for a few weeks and applying all of the tips and pointers you
lot have taught me. It works, and I often get messages or snapchats telling me how much she wants
me, how she wants me to fuck her etcetera (TRP works ... go figure ...) but I am not perfect.
The problem has come this past weekend. She went to her sisters wedding and she has changed
(hopefully temporarily). Whilst making conversation I ask if anything memorable happened and she
replied with:
My sister married her Prince Charming and I made out with one of our oldest family
friends.
I ignored this last part and and tried to move the conversation on to something else. She continued
with
He has known me since I was 4 and went to school with my sister. He is one of our oldest
friends. I think I should have shagged him.
At this point I just bite and ask "why didn't you?"
Her reply is that :
I didn't have any condoms and unprotected sex with me is a no go as I have told you (which
I agree is a sensible thing). I regret not shagging him but who goes to a sisters wedding with
condoms?
I tell her that she went to be the perfect bridesmaid, not to fuck around. Her response:
Exactly. But I am coming to some realisations. I'm not sure that casual sex is the best thing
for me right now... I know that's probably not something what you want to hear.
So my question is this:
She want's me, she loves sex, and she has told me that a relationship would not work given her
current situation with university etcetera (I have no intention of making this girl a girl friend but I
want to make her a plate).
So how do I diffuse this situation to get her back on course to being a plate and how do I dismantle
this notion of happily ever after, my prince charming is waiting for me, I have had an epiphany and I
want love bullshit delusion!?
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Online game
7 upvotes | August 22, 2014 | by Anonymouse12345 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
Pretty new to online game I think it's fun, a good break from current studying that I have going daily
at the moment.
Was wondering if I can get honest criticism and help with my pictures below (pick best 4?) And any
further general advice.
http://imgur.com/a/XPc5a#0
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girl literally throwing herself at me, then will go cold. advice?
7 upvotes | August 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I was at a party the other night. My ex was there. (Never officially bf/gf but we were exclusive for
about 6 months). It's clear she is avoiding me and doesn't want to talk, despite insisting on being
friends when she broke up with me. So I decide to not make an effort to talk to her.
At this party I run into girl B. We had flirted awhile back before I started talking with the ex but
nothing ever really happened. When we ran into each other it was clear she was still into me. We flirt
for a little and she somehow finds out I used to be with the ex, who happens to be her age and in the
same sorority. She tells me I'm really cute but she can't because of the sorority thing. I say okay and
walk away. 10 mins later I'm talking to a bro and she comes out of nowhere, shoves me against the
wall and starts making out with me. In front of most of the party. I don't want to do this in front of
50+ people so I tell her I'll text her and she says okay like she's really excited for me to. So later I text
her telling her to come over and she says "eh I'm at (frat house)". So I ignore it and go to bed.
Next day she apologizes for being "too much" and says "have a good day". We text a little bit, just
light conversation over the next 2 days (not a lot I probably send 5-6 short texts total). Last night we
agree to meet up at a house party. Her tone over text has been slightly cool but it seemed like she still
wanted to see me so I meet up with her there. Heavy flirting right away, I try to jokingly call her out
about her attitude with her texts but we're both pretty drunk and it was clear a serious conversation
wasn't going to happen, i can tell she's pretty much just waiting to make out with me at this point and
she's looking fucking cute so we do.
So after a moment of that her friend walks out of a nearby room. my girl walks after her and asks if
she's leaving. at this point a buddy I hadn't seen in awhile walked by and I got wrapped up in catching
up with him. So I talk to him for a minute, turn around and she's gone. My buddies I came with came
up and said they were leaving so I said fuck it and left with them. As we're walking down the street
back to my place we end up catching up to her and her friend by coincidence. I didn't even realize till
we eventually passed them and she says "Hi asap!" we walk and talk for a moment and she says she's
going to a frat house with her friend that was with her. I say ok later and she says bye. walks off
without even looking at me.
later she texts me "lol". I wish i didn't respond but I said "what". she says "nothing".
so what's the deal. obviously i want to take it further. when i see her in person she's smiling and
touching me constantly, but then it seems like she has no interest later. how can i handle this? i don't
plan on texting her again unless she does first
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Context of "I'm going to be at x at xPM, see you there"
7 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
So my question is what is an appropriate context of this statement in regards to a girl via text or call
or whatever.
When should I use this? After meeting a chick and getting her number? For the first date? Few dates
in? Do I do this solo or do I do this when I am in a group? If she flaked on the first date? If I haven't
talked to her in a while?
Basically an overall like summary of when to use this on a girl would be helpful.
I've never been ballsy enough in my blue pill self in the past to use this or even think of it but I see
the genius behind it being that it seems to come from an abundance mindset. But I am on the red pill
path now so I want to change my frame of mind as much as I can towards that destination. I don't
want to over think it but thoughts anyone?
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Girl doesn't give head - I tried dread game
7 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
So it came up in conversation over text and my response was "I guess I'll have to get my
supplemental head elsewhere" in attempt to dread game her into changing her mind about it.
Her response was "why? stupid moon face emoji"
I haven't responded yet as I want to find out from you guys wether you think this was a bad move and
if I should just play it off as a joke for a quick return to the "safe zone". Or if some other response
would be more appropriate...
Side note : She has told me that she'd rather do anal than oral.
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When to confirm
7 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
I set up a date for next Saturday and the girl tells me she's gonna get back to me tomorrow next
Saturday. (The day of the meet).
The way I interpret this is that I'm sort of back up plan for whatever may come up on Saturday. She's
not commiting. Why? Maybe because her attraction to me has died down, not sure, but it's irrelevant
at this point.
So how do I convey that I'm not going to stand for being her plan B, "just in case I'm bored on
Saturday and am not riding someone else's cock. " and that she's either coming or not?
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First time posting, just need help with text game to get me
started. Feedback please.
7 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all. really excited to be getting into seduction, PUA, and the red pill in general. Here's a little
background to this conversation.
Went to bar last night, saw someone i met at a party 3 years ago working behind the bar. She was
kinda chubby back then, still is, but lost alot of it and died her hair blonde. Looks ok now.
I was a bit drunk, and thought "Fuck it, worth saying something at least". I didn't give a fuck how she
responded, honestly.
So i say "Alright (girls name)!"
She smiled and said hi, seemed genuinely pleased to see me.
I said "Damn, you got fit."
She blushes, doesn't really know what to say and just keeps smiling at me. Says something i can't
remember.
I then tell her I'm off to meet up with my mates.
Wake up in the morning, she's added me on Facebook and then she sends me a message.
Now i'm not going to come here every time i have a text conversation with a girl, and i know this post
is long, but i could really do with some feedback, just to set me on the right track, tell me where i
went wrong and where i went right. Be brutally honest, this is how it happened to the best of my
memory.
here's the conversation over fb
Her: So how drunk did you get lastnight, you didn't stay in the pub long x
Me: i made out with a lamp post so pretty drunk.
Her: I don't really know how to reply to that! You didn't seem that drunk when I sore you! X
Me: im lying, i have better standards than that
Her: Oh right, I clearly dont know how to take your sense of humor! X
Me: what are you doing next Monday
Her: I haven't made plans yet, it's my only day off so probably chilling, yourself? X
Me: i'm free, come for a drink
Her: Where you thinking?x
Me: (Name of pub where she works) haha
Her: Not a chance! I love that pub it's my favourite, but I'd rather not have staff and customers
watching me!x
Me: good point, I don't want to be seen with you either Let's go to (new pub) instead
Her:I hope that was another one of your poor humored jokes! I can deal with (new pub)!x
Me: well you're lapping it up either way
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Her:Lapping it up?x
Me: yeah
Her: Not completely understanding what it is I'm "lapping up" x
Me: its OK
Her: (thumbs up icon)
Me: so Monday, 4pm, (name of pub)
Her: Depends x
Me: Well I'm doing shit anyway so I'll just wait for five minutes and if you're not there, it's cool.
Her: Are you being serious!x
Me: Serious about what
her: Are you being serious, you want me to meet you at the (name of pub) x
Me: Yes I am being serious, do you never get asked out or something?
Her: Stop being a dick!x
Me: You coming or not
Her:I'll let you know x
Me: Ok
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#6 in action - How to Command respect?
7 upvotes | August 1, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link

6 is in the Shit Tests 101 is - "Command respect."
But I don't believe that I have ever seen an example of such a thing practiced in the short time that I
have lurked TRP. Today a girl told me, “go fuck yourself".
I saw this and immediately thought, #6, command respect, but the only thing I could think to say was,
"don't talk to me like that."
I'm not sure if that's a beta move or an Alpha move. In one sense, I am demanding her respect, telling
her that it won’t fly. But on the other hand, the way I am delivering the message might not be
maintaining frame, she's getting a reaction out of me that I might want.
Might I add that "don't talk to me like that" did generate a positive response in affection, but in
another situation where circumstances are different might yield different results.
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Got cold feet at the last second.
7 upvotes | July 31, 2014 | by tycho128 | Link | Reddit Link
Swallowed the Red Pill a few days ago after lurking and reading the sidebar. Honestly it wasn't a
bitter pill to swallow since I generally have the same attitude when dealing with women; be cocky, be
confident, don't tolerate their bullshit and never let them be the center of your world.
I already had the attitude, I guess the Red Pill is the philosophy behind the attitude.
Despite my general confidence. I still have a long way to go, the game is just a constant learning
experience for me and I'm an eager learner and fucks ups such as the brief one I'm about to tell-as
embarrassing as they are-are great teaching tools and get me excited.
Basically to make a long story short, got a local frozen yogurt place in my city. Go there a couple
times a week, cute cashier is there. Decide "fuck it" and chat up with her while she is billing me.
General small talk and such. I ask her when she gets out of work and she says 5. Its 5:30 and she says
shes going to get out soon because they kept her late.
This is my chance. My chance to pretty much say "That's cool, let me take you somewhere then".
Instead I got cold feet and said "Nice, well have a good day" and walked out the door. I knew I
messed up the second I said it. I could literally see the disappointment in her eyes.
Yup, I fucked up big time. "Boys are dumb and timid, men take what they want." That's what my
mother would tell me when I was younger which something I've generally applied to everything I do
in life. The funny thing is, when I was walking back home thinking about my fuck up. Yeah I was
telling myself how much of a timid little bitch I had been. But I was also smiling and quietly laughing
my ass off that it happened. And also that this chick was obviously attracted to me because she
looked so sad when I just walked out the door. It was a good feeling.
I plan on rectifying this. Gonna head back over there tomorrow and start it up again, this time taking
her over to a local classy burger joint.
I guess the point of this little tirade is that there is a message for guys like me that are ages 18-21.
You don't wake up and become a man one day, you don't become this cocky confidant alpha man that
gets all the ladies in one day. Just like you don't achieve your life goals in one day. We get very
impatient and immediately want to be the man of our goals and aspirations forgetting that it takes a
lot of work and fuck ups. So laugh and enjoy as many of those failures as you can, because there are
going to be many that are painful as Hell and impossible to laugh at.
Share your fuck ups and cold feet moments? We tend to pat ourselves on the back about all the
women we've got in our pockets. But it's always a good idea to humble ourselves everyone in a while
and share our mistakes to remind ourselves how far we've come and how far we still need to go. And
possibly advice on how to avoid those mistakes in the future.
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was this a shit test?
7 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by broncosace | Link | Reddit Link
This chick messages me on Tinder. She is pretty hot, like a solid 7. Since she messaged me I has in
attack mode, very aggressive. Then she sends me a question that I am not sure was a shit test.
Preface. I know from fb and insta that she is coworkers with a former plate of mine. Who I use to rail
years ago, and I thought might have happy memories to impart. After the exchange she did not
answer.
Me: hmm, some how I did not picture you being into motley crue. Let's grab a drink sometime this
week. What does your schedule look like?
Her: I like to keep people on their toes. Her: Before we grab a drink I have 2 questions Her: How do
you know girl X? Her: Have you dug any large holes in the desert lately?
Me : You are bad at answering questions. Me and girl X are friends, if you want to know more details
you will need to ask her. No, I am more of a freezer man.
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All these shit test questions
7 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by clone9786 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking at the front page right now. There's soooo many shit test questions.
"Is this a shit test?" If you think it is, it probably is. go with your gut.
"How do I respond to this shit test?" Sarcasm is your best friend. You gotta be witty, and believe me,
you can't learn witty-ness by having pre selected lines. think on your feet and after you fall on your
ass a few times it will come naturally.
Basically, you're young, you're pretty, you're quick and you're witty. Even if it's cheesy it's better than
falling for her trap.
Sorry for formatting errors or anything, I'm on mobile.
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How to crush this shit test?
7 upvotes | July 19, 2014 | by Melodramati | Link | Reddit Link
Asked a girl to hang out who reinitiated contact with me after we made out a lot in a drunken stupor,
she agrees to meet up but essentially asks why I want to meet up and what I am putting into it. I don't
got any sort of oneitis for this girl, I am just curious as to what the hell to respond. Do I go with
honesty? Do I make jokes? Do I send her a fucking pusheen? Do I ignore it?
EDIT: Not acknowledging her questions as a being serious worked like a charm. I know she's already
attracted to me, so all I had to was simply not fucking up by looking insecure and too emotional. Tthanks trp.
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Convincing her you won't cheat?
7 upvotes | July 13, 2014 | by Nexus2045 | Link | Reddit Link
Sort of spinning this plate that seems to demand more clingy, beta sort of game (we're both Asian and
supposedly a bit more conservative on). I sometimes tell her seemingly needy things as a joke but she
seems to have totally ate it up, but today was accusing me of seeing other girls (made out with some
other girl last few weeks and made sure she knew) and thus doubting my "commitment". First time
ever having any trp kind of success so not sure how to proceed.
I actually think "convincing" isn't such a good term - you want to instill a bit of dread do you not?
But at what point is that dread too much that she just goes out and finds another cock? How do you
keep a plate invested and attached while she knows you have options? All the while, hoping she
doesn't meet other guys, which I fear is going into oneitis territory?
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need help recovering with this girl
7 upvotes | July 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Back Story: 
I met a girl sometime in April at a bar and we ended up talking and walking around the city all night.
We really hit it off and ended up making out during the sunrise.
We texted the entire week and ended up going on a date the following week. The date went very well,
however i ended up drinking too much. Around 2 am she ended up going home, and i was walking to
my car in the rain. I ended up meeting another girl on the way to my car mainly because she offered
to share her umbrella. I meant to text a friend saying the date went well and i met another girl. I
accidentally texted the girl i went on the date with. At first we were both drunk and didnt realize what
i had said and she and i both agreed we had a great time and wanted to see each other again and
texted each other until we went to bed. However, the next morning she mentioned that none of our
texts made sense after we left each other. I went back and saw what i had wrote. The next few days
she seemed to distance herself a bit (not responding as frequently texts and at one point tried to
convince me she changed her number.) So after a week of her not responding back i just never
bothered to text her.
Fast forward about 3-4 months she randomly texts me asking how i am and if i wanted to go for
drinks. I replied and she never responded back. what was the point of her even texting me? and
should i just schedule a place and time and see what she says or just wait it out?
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i fucked up an easy shit test. What woulld you have done?
7 upvotes | June 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
She parroted my words back to me in a dumb bitch voice because i dropped "like, literally" in a
sentence. I was high so i just blanked on a response.
Felt like a chump. How can i avoid getting fucked by this variety of value based shit test?
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Initial approach
7 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by greenybeans | Link | Reddit Link
Hello everyone, i've stumbled upon this sub a few days ago and it really speaks to me. Ive been a nice
guy and a beta almost my entire life. During past year I started working out in an attempt to repair my
broken self image and I think I'm doing a descent job. which brings me to my problem: I'm not sure
what to say when I approach a woman on the street. what are some icebreakers/ conversation starters
or techniques you guys use?
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David Lee Roth Game
7 upvotes | June 22, 2014 | by Scoundrel_ | Link | Reddit Link
http://thescoundrelblog.wordpress.com/2014/06/03/david-lee-roth-game/
"Dave is the ultimate California surfer/hippie/rock star. At the height of Van Halen’s success, the
band sold millions of records and played sold-out stadium concerts. Roth exudes swagger & sex —
you know he had a line of groupies a mile long waiting for him in every city."
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Miscommunication, or failed opportunity?
7 upvotes | June 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I got a girls number from Tinder, this is how the texting went yesterday:
3:30pm - Her: "I'd like to exchange some more photos"
4:00pm - Me: "[I sent a few pics]"
5:00pm - Her: "?"
5:10pm - Me: "You never texted back"
5:12pm - Her: "I sent pics"
5:22pm - Me: "Hmm... I never got them, maybe you sent them to the wrong person"
6:30pm - Me: "Awe, [Insert nick-name I gave her], don't give up on me just yet. Can you try email?"
8:20pm - Me: "Hello..?"
This was yesterday, I got no response back, and this is after always getting a response back - like
within 10-15 minutes, sometimes immediately from her. I'm assuming the "wrong person" comment
must have made me look weak, I meant it jokingly, not like I was actually jealous. I know when you
haven't met in person, women look for any reason why they shouldn't see you - I probably gave that
to her.
Thoughts? I don't think I can text her again, it's probably just finished at this point.
On a conservative scale, she is an 8. By that I mean model face, c-cup, slim waist, toned ass definitely the picky and selective type (which is why I've posted on here instead of just saying "next"
and moving on like it was nothing).
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How do you confirm that there is a date when you just text?
7 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met a girl and hit it off. Kino and the works, she likes me plenty. I hand her my phone, she gives me
her number. I tell her I'll take her out this day to here and that I'll text her the details. She's shy and
replies with a soft, 'yes'. So I texted her the details. Not asking anything, just, 'I'll see you here on this
day and this time", nothing else. In anticipation for what may come, should I bother showing up if
she doesn't respond or wait for confirmation? I don't want to ask for confirmation, but girls flake especially in this town. Worst case, I get stood up and proceed to hunt around but cunts are abundant
in that part of town. This is one of those scenarios I never felt I completely nailed down. UPDATE:
Sexy first date. I moved fast when I met her so the momentum carried over. I'm in it. I think when
there is no momentum, ie, cold approach, that a phone call is best. That's been my experience.
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Opening a set that is "closed"?
7 upvotes | June 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
If there's a group of girls who are all facing each other in a closed formation, in such a way where
you cannot do the mystery style approach (as in, not walking directly up to them, but coming more
from the side) how do you usually open the set? This has been quite a major barrier to my game; I
never do direct openers, it's just not my style. I feel uncomfortable with the typical openers and
cheesy bullshit, so I am wondering if there is some other way to open a closed set?
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A certain situation.
7 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Allright...been reading TRP for quite a while now. 15 lessons of pook are my mantra.
I've ran into a certain situation with a girl thats a total bombshell. looks are easily 9-10ish. The
woman was recieving looooads of attention from guys she admitted she was just provoking to
document it so she could make girls that called her a whore jealous (right? haha). Ofcourse...I didnt
take this. I commanded respect and went from being called the shit underneath her shoe to "I am
sorry please talk to me don't leave".
Getting her number was easy since I was still entirely in frame and made her chase me. but here's the
point....
She was helping her sister do some homework... which I responded to with "Well I kind of am going
to work out a bit more, tell me when you're done" She agreed and I left it at that.
Now its 2 hours later, she is (probably) done with her shit, but has still not responded. Is there a way
for me to relight the ocnversation without seeming needy, or is it just better altogether to act as if I've
got better things to do and forget everything? My goal is banging her fucking nuts out. I know I will
only be able to do this the TRP way because its fucking spot on.
Ofcourse I wouldn't be very red pill if this was just all about that one woman... She is an example I've
stated here but I've noticed stuff like this happening more. Should I really stick to forgetting about
them or is there a way to command her to....well...entertain me without seeming needy?
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Need advice on logistics.
7 upvotes | May 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
After some texting, this girl tells me that she's free after work on a Sunday afternoon. She lives about
40 minutes away from me (driving). Having been disenchanted with doing the whole song and dance
of actual dating, I want to avoid meeting her somewhere in the middle for lunch or coffee. Fuck that.
I don't want to put any money into her and want her to come to my house for drinks and sex. She's
young 19 and has a boyfriend (that she's willing to cheat on obviously).
My question is; how can I frame it in such a way that she'll be enthusiastic to want to come to my
house. I should mention it took some effort as far as text game for her to agree to do something with
me in the first place, so asking her to drive 40 minutes on top of that seems like a stretch...
I'm taking the Paul Janka style of game here, where I'm not investing a lot of time in different
locations, because it gives me way too many opportunities to fuck up on her shit tests, (which have
been coming at me wave after wave). So I want to game her at the sex location (my house) but like I
said, I live so god damn far away. How can I make a ditzy 19 year old girl, want my cock bad enough
to drive this far?
I should add, she lives with her parents, so her house is a non-option. I live alone, so I'm the only
option for a sex location.
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Help me with text game please.
7 upvotes | May 21, 2014 | by SouthwellR | Link | Reddit Link
Context: Met her at a party a few months back, talked hit it off well, just casual talking but we were
getting along swimmingly. Texted her for a bit after that week but before I could get her out my
phone bokre, so it looks like I just cut contact (she doesnt know about my phone)
Met her again at another gathering at my friends house for drinks, she was into my other friend and
another friend of mine was hitting on her, I chatted with her and her mate a bit, I was pretty chilled as
the guy she is into has a girlfriend (he isnt public about it?) and she wasnt into the guy hitting on her.
So now I want to text her this evening, but I'm not sure how to start it off, do I go straight in with hey,
you wanna get lunch some time? :). Or do I just say. Hey :) and then talk a bit before asking her out.
Thanks
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Curious what y'all think about my "text game". Convo inside.
7 upvotes | May 5, 2014 | by redpillgames | Link | Reddit Link
So I gave this chick my number on OkCupid and she immediately text me that night, as well as the
next day. Curious where any of you feel I might've went wrong since it seems she was down to come
over and fuck, or perhaps she was never down to begin with?
text:
her: I'm [girls name]. Thanks for the digits.
me: [made a joke about her name]...chat with ya tomorrow then
her: What is your name?
me: [dude name]. If it were a photo shoot where you needed to look tired this would be perfect! [She
models and it was really late]
her: If only those existed more often. And paid.
me: Are you getting paid tomorrow
her: Gratefully, yes.
me: You live in [suburb] because...
her: I don't have a choice at the moment.
me: parents?
her: I live with them until I find a new job.
me: after your photoshoot lets light a car on fire or something. Heh. night
her: Lol. You're a bit ridic, I see. Talk to you later. Night.
[next day]
her: Hey
me: Sup stranger
her: Just chillin with this photographer. How's your day?
me: DJ'ing a pool party aka playing music from my iphone at my parents house
her: Sick.
me: How'd your jc penny shoot go :p
her: Haha. It was fun and kinda crazy. I lived through a life changing dust storm in an alley, and had
an awkward encounter with a crazy lady in a donut shop.
me: lol was it windy today...? I like awkward situations, it's like, who's awkward you or them
her: She definitely wasn't. It was really weird.. But yeah, super windy out. I had dust from my septum
to my undies and shoes.
me: Coachella had a nasty dust storm, I think my undies came away relatively unharmed though. At
least you came away from the experience with donuts.
her: I did. Took photos eating them too. It was fun day.
me: Were they okcupid default worthy?
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her: Uh huh. They're for magazine submissions.
me: [picture of me drinking beer] No photos of eating donuts just drinking beer
her: I wish I was drinking coronas poolside. [photo of her] A selfie between outside and location
changes.
me: lol is that yogi bear?
her: Yes! Lol
me: wait do you have hair or no
her: Sometimes I have long hair, other times it's short.
me: nice
her: I guess. It's fun. That's how hair should be to me.
me: I don't know any good hair people to give me that kinda length lol
her: Hahaha! Luckily I can do mine myself.
me: ha dang you're good
her: There's talent in this body.
me: mine too. I'm good at massage and guitar, not too much else
her: I saw that guitar vid, you are talented at it. I'll have to check out this massage business.
me: My hours of operation are kinda weird, sunday night from 10-2. Small window
her: Lol! Well then...Those hours sound like they come with a happy ending.
me: It's a case by case basis, sometimes I can tell they're undercover, so just a regular massage for
them.
her: Haha, you're silly. I like that.
me: I'll pencil you in for 11.
her: You better do a good job or I won't refer my gfs to you.
me: Is this how you talk to all your therapists...
her: Psh! If by all my therapists you mean myself, than that would make me crazy. I don't talk to
myself.
me: You're your own therapist? That's pretty buddhist of you
her: I prefer to look inward for solutions
me: the world needs more inward reflection, and late night massages
her: I concur. We should start a movement.
me: meditative massages TM *that possibly end in happy endings
her: It's all about connecting with our deepest parts.
me: I like to embrace the shallow human side of life as well haha
her: You and majority of the worlds population.
me: dang sick burn. it's fun to play around with every now and then
her: Lol! That was unintentional. But. At first I was really looking to meet someone I could connect
with (non shallow), but I met some people, and realized maybe okc isn't the place for that.
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me: rare to come about in life, rare to come about online :p
her: exactly, idk why I expected it to be any diff than real life haha
me: well there's still some paranoia about meeting people online
her: I've met plenty of people online in the myspace days. It doesn't scare me. Nowadays I just prefer
to use a lot more discretion. haha, with age comes widsom, gratefully.
me: so midnight massages with strangers would fall under the lack of discretion category? lol
her: Exactly. A lot of people want to touch me. I have to be extremely selective, you know? I have
pride and self-respect.
me: Hmm, gotcha
her: I'm assuming you're looking for fun on okc?
me: I was under the assumption that you'd be massaging me
her: Haha!
me: I wouldn't deny that's an aspect, sexual attraction seems to be pretty implict in the whole thing.
her: Well yeah. If I didn't think you were attractive I wouldn't have text you. But I'm not explicitly
looking for sexual encounters.
me: I don't think many people are
her: I wouldn't know. My okc inbox would beg to differ. I'm not opposed to sex, obv. I like fucking
as much as the next person. I just want more than that.
me: lol @ the inbox comment
her: It's okc! lol. I'd prefer to get to know people first, then decide whether I want to spread my legs
or not. I'm getting to old for this shit.
me: I don't see what age has to do with promiscuity.
her: I guess it doesn't, but I'm not interested in sleeping around right now.
me: it seems most girls are on dating websites because the attention feels good
her: I don't know what other girls do. I'm not them. I def don't need okc for attn. I sing in two bands, I
model, and I'm always out socializing.
me: It doesn't seem like okc is satisfying any of your needs then :p Anyways, you're late for your
appointment. Next time I'll have to charge you for tonight's missed session.
her: Haha, it's not! I'm back on there to exploit the creepy msgs I get to my fb friends. So how much
do I owe ya?
me: That can be discussed later, I accept happy endings myself
her: I didn't doubt that in the least bit.
me: Well it depends, I have to be selective of that stuff ya know?
her: hahaha, don't mock me [dude name]
me: dunno what you're talking about.
her: uh huh
me: well I know you're into discretion and what not, but maybe one of these days we can pull up next
to each other at a red light or something like that...take it slow
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her: sounds like a movie
me: more like a short skit
her: A movie scene. Jeez louise.
At this point of the conversation I was bored as fuck so I never responded. Obviously she went from
slutty little girl to holier than thou princess at the drop of a hat. I usually employ the "1/3" rule of
texting a girl back 1/3 of what she texts you, instead I responded every time right after her texts. And
I lost frame a lot, showed some bitterness about online dating, and let her take over the conversation a
bit instead of steering it where I wanted to go. I could still see us going out on a date or two later this
week and eventually fucking, but who knows, I don't care enough to pursue beyond this. Curious
what you think about this text conversation. What could've been done better, what was done right,
subtle nuances, shit tests, etc. Like I said maybe she was never even down to come over in the first
place. Hopefully some of us can take away something from this exchange...
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Where did I go wrong?
6 upvotes | November 21, 2014 | by Tigertroll14 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all, so I'd like to clarify that I'm a young teenager. I've been going on a few dates with this girl.
I was her first kiss and today this was our fourth date together to watch a horror movie.
So we're watching it and making out pretty intensely. Eventually she's on top of me and my hands are
under her shirt. I'm playing around with the back edges of her bra and ask if I can try something. She
says sure so I start trying to unhook her bra (I was unsuccessful by the way it's harder than it seems.)
then she flips and goes to the opposite edge of the couch.
I try to laugh it off and just lay there for a while until I try and go over and unsuccessfully console
her. Eventually her mom comes to pick her up and she asks if we can be friends. Afterwards, she
texts me saying she likes me bla bla bla but doesn't really know what's going to happen with us.
I like this girl (she's about an 8) and would like to keep dating if that's even remotely possible. She's
my first gf since I've started working out, improving myself ect. What can I do to try and keep her
and if not just carry on...?
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OkCupid rejection/ shit test?
6 upvotes | November 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've had moderate success with OkCreeper because it requires very little game and I had this gem of a
conversation today. This girl has chickens and used that in the opening, said I had chickens before
and loved them. The statement she got hung up on was:
If (where she lives) wasn't so far, we could go pick out some chicken feed and have a dirty
night of chicken passion.
Her: I'm having a hard time figuring out whether I should be offended or not. I'm actually
going to be down your way soon.
Me: you shouldn't be offended, you know it sounds like an awesome time, when are you
going to be in town?
she picked up on the fact I was military:
Shame so many GIs are assholes. Take care.
My response will be purely for the lulz and I was planning on:
I'm having a hard time figuring out whether I should be offended or not. I'm actually going
to cry myself to sleep tonight. Deuces!
Before everyone chimes in with 'next' this is more of a question on game. What can I do better in the
future? Was that too aggressive and I failed the push/pull game? Any funny non-harrassment replies
would be great too.
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When to text a girl after getting her number?
6 upvotes | October 24, 2014 | by StenbergTom | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, so yesterday I finally built up the courage to ask for the number of the girl im interested in
with the intentions of seeing her this next week when were out of school. We had a nice connection
and I got her number. So now I'm just wondering when the perfect time would be to text her and set
up the date?
Should I casually text her first checking what shes up to and set up the date some other time or do I
go straight for the set up?
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How should I have responded? Was this a shit test?
6 upvotes | October 7, 2014 | by RaiyenRyuu | Link | Reddit Link
I met a girl a few months ago at a party, we didn't talk much since we were both commited at the
time.
A few weeks ago I matched her on tinder right after she missed our mutual friend's birthday night out.
I started conversation jokingly saying that I was looking foward to seeing her and that she should
make it up to me, for missing the night out, by going out with me and buying me a drink.
She responded pretty well by saying that I was being pretty demanding, and then I jokingly said that
we could split the bill.
She then said "Was I really that missed?..."
What would you have responded?
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How to maintain the conversation
6 upvotes | October 4, 2014 | by Pytim | Link | Reddit Link
Reflection of last night. - Approaching/attracting and opening works fine - First couple of minutes of
conversation going well But then having talked about the superficial crap like where you from and
what do you do. She's not asking anything anymore either, thus entering that weird stage and
awkward moment of silence...
Happened like 3 times. How can I get over this and keep the converation interesting?
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Turns out she's abroad, can't close a date for at least 3 weeks
6 upvotes | October 3, 2014 | by FDTRP | Link | Reddit Link
Let me start by saying I'm very new to RP, so don't be surprised if the beta tendencies are still strong
with this one.
Anyway, I've been talking to this cute girl on OKCupid. We exchanged a few flirty messages and it
seemed to be going relatively well.
I sent her my number and told her to hit me up. She replied a couple of hours later, saying she's just
landed abroad where she'll stay for two and a half weeks, as well as "I'll add you, really hope I can
speak to you tomorrow".
So what's my play here? 3 weeks is plenty of time for her to completely deconstruct the mystery over
the phone before we have a chance to meet.
I realize I need to stop this from happening, but how do I do that without blowing her off completely?
Thanks.
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Threesome with two plates?
6 upvotes | September 26, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
I'm currently spinning two plates and one of them mentioned that she would like to try a threesome
with me and another girl. Unfortunately, she doesn't know anyone who would do it. I am considering
using tinder with her, but I'm also considering using the other plate.
Neither plate thinks that we are a couple. The plate that didn't mention the threesome likely knows
that I'm spinning at least one other plate and the other one may also think the same.
I'm not sure if it would be worth the risk to try a threesome with both plates. Any experience or
advice on the matter would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks Brothers.
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Question about the post-number stage
6 upvotes | September 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
It's widely known in our community that women are the biggest flakes in the world, and if you
haven't already banged or had some sexual contact then she'll stop talking to you at a moment's
notice. Especially if she's on the market.
I've been trying out some TRP with women on POF and it's been really handy in the number-getting
stage, like I can get a number really quickly now, but I want to keep persevering with the stage after
that.
A few times now women have flaked on me before the second/third date or even before the first date,
I drop them after that usually, because after that you're just digging a hole in the ground. I sometimes
try to reverse it, like being unhappy with their behaviour, but I don't think that really works unless
you're already sleeping together.
Once I've got the number I set up a date after a few hours for sometime that week, I try to get it out of
the way soon. But after I've confirmed the date (I'm very commanding, 'we'll meet at X at Y o'clock',
they seem to respond well to it) I keep my distance and don't communicate with them until the date
itself. Usually it's because I'm busy with my own life but also because I want there to be some
mystery in their minds about me.
A few times though they just flake out on me the night before. Is it right to keep that distance after
confirming the date? I think it is but obviously there's an issue somewhere that I can fix.
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not sure what the fuck - text message
6 upvotes | September 18, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/R5r3n8S
First two messages were
me: sleepin yet
her: juuuuust finishing up a paper. what's up
Was "come over" not clear enough or was I reading into that wrong?
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"Lol you ain't ready"
6 upvotes | September 17, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
How to respond to this shit test:
Me:(Generic opener) - Get off of my screen and into my bedroom/kitchen/balcony
Her:Lol you ain't ready
My AA response would be: "You're right, brb getting condoms."
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I doubled my income this month, and all I changed was my
frame.
6 upvotes | September 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I work at a place where people can purchase private lessons, which are about 4 times more than
what I make per hour. This month, after changing to Redpill behavior, I have gone from no clients to
4, some of who do multiple lessons a week. I have been approached by them, and all I did was
mantain frame amd act confident. People will notice your behavior, how you stand and move, and if
you are willing to bend or break in conversation. Redpill works for bussiness.
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Weird/funny type girl text banter.
6 upvotes | September 11, 2014 | by Fantastical14 | Link | Reddit Link
I've typically got pretty good game when it comes to text banter with girls. I'm no pro but I've had
decent success with girls over tinder. However... I am not sure how to proceed with this one. The girl
has that wierdly dorky geeky goofy type humor. Not really what I am used to.
TLDR - Made a comment regarding a spelling error relating to fish. Text banter goes like this:
Her: You don't like fish gills?
Me: Never had them. Actually any good?
Her: Fish kinda freak me out
Me: Oh ya?
Her: They smell and you can never tell where they are looking with their beady eyes. Except jelly
fish. Those are way cool.
Curious to see what everyone's input is.
Thanks fellow redpillers
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Text game: do I wait for a friendzoner to ask me out?
6 upvotes | September 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've felt a lot more liberated after just a few weeks on to TRP. I've only started to change my text
game recently. I was a total BPiller and I want to change this. The girl in the text is a friend of mine
for over 6 years, who only meets me 1 on-1 despite having many mutual friends, but I feel that she
does this to avoid being seen with me. She's come back from travelling after 6 months recently but
she only asks to meet up because 'she's bored'. How do I go on from here? http://imgur.com/YuHmI5r
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Daygame: opening a set with a compliment
6 upvotes | August 28, 2014 | by lateralus01 | Link | Reddit Link
I've just started to study up on daygame from some legends in the UK and they strongly
recommended a direct approach where the very first thing you do when you open a set is compliment
a girl. My instinct from RP told me immediately that this was some beta shit but then they convinced
me otherwise. If you haven't heard of this direct approach before (RooshV doesn't advocate it) then
read the next four paragraphs. If you have then just read the last one and have a good laugh at my
expense.
The approach:
See a girl on the street, jog up from behind and get a comfortable distance in front of her. Get right in
her path, turn around, and hold out one hand with a stopping gesture at waist level. Say "excuse me"
and (pointing behind her) "I just saw you from over there (pause), I think you look very nice so I
thought I'd come over and say hi."
What happens in girl's head:
I'm going about my day thinking about whatever. Suddenly someone is standing in my way and
making me stop. He's pointing where I just was, did I drop something? Woah wait what? He thinks
I'm attractive and wants to chat me up?
Why this is alpha:
Do you have any idea how much fucking balls this takes!? Even alpha dudes see sexy girls every day
and don't have the balls to approach with their intentions laid out so clearly like this. You have just
interrupted her day and her thoughts and forced her to acknowledge you. You've told her that you
want to meet her, and that's more important than whatever she has going on right now. You've also
told her "here's what I think, reject me if you want but I honestly don't give a fuck." This take so
much balls that almost no one does it. It's extremely likely that the girl has never had anyone do it to
her before and if you can maintain frame while doing it this is instant DHV. On top of that the
compliment wasn't really that great (you look very nice) so this isn't very much validation.
What girls this works on:
The girl has to be attractive and dressed her best. Her look MUST stick out from the crowd. If she's
just some average girl wearing whatever then this approach won't work. She'll either know you're
lying and she didn't really capture your attention or (even worse) she thinks she got your attention
with only her mediocre average look and knows she'll be several points higher than you when she
bothers to put in effort.
My experience today:
Today was my first attempt at implementing what I'd learned in the field. At the moment I'm staying
in a relatively small town so there aren't a whole lot of opportunities for me on a Wednesday
afternoon but while I was out I saw a set of two girls, one of which was dressed above the rest. I just
wanted to get my first approach under my belt and get over the anxiety of the whole thing so I just
fucking forced myself to run up and do it right after I saw them. She was wearing a decent dress and
she had an interesting bag that was kinda hippy. I got in front of them but misjudged the distance
because I got to "Excuse me, I just saw you over there" and they were passed me turning their heads
at me while I spoke. I stayed standing where I stopped and finished the rest. The girl stopped walking
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and when she processed what I said she fucking lit up. Seriously like beaming smiling. I started to
comment on her bag and the other girl said "we better get out of the street" because I didn't even
realize I had stopped them in the entrance to a parking lot. We all walked out of the entrance and she
stayed waiting for what I was gonna say next. I just finished the comment on her bag and she said "oh
yea thanks, hippy was what I was going for" but I was thrown off by having to move so it was hard to
come up with anything more to say about her. I just said that's all I wanted to tell you and left because
my main goal (getting the first one out of the way) was done. I'll try this a lot more when I get back to
the city I live in but for now fuck it, better than bitching out anyway. Hope you enjoyed.
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Do you game a woman who understands the game like other
women?
6 upvotes | August 11, 2014 | by Tom_The_Human | Link | Reddit Link
There are obviously women out there who understand the game, as shown by the existence of
/r/RedPillWomen and female PUA coachs. Do you game women who understand the game like other
women (this is, of course, assuming that your able to identify them)?
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Advice on getting a number.
6 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
You and a friend you sit with have to work on a class thing with 3 other girls. You have limited class
time to get the work done, and there really isn't any room for small talk. You want to get one of the
girls number. How do you go about this? We both know each other but aren't friends, so I can't be
like "Nice to meet you etc." I would think you would just wait till after class to ask, but what would
you say? Haven't been in the game forever so this is just a basic question.
Again, you both know eachother's names, but not really much more than that.
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Thought I escalated enough but then this happened (Tinder)
6 upvotes | August 4, 2014 | by DrBillC0sby | Link | Reddit Link
So this is going on right now. Things seemed to be going really well so I asked for her number, and
got "I dont give out my number so easily"-d Tried A&A and got the response in the last picture. What
do? Im incredibly new to this. I included the full convo for reference http://m.imgur.com/a/wrQcC
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How to handle running into HB from past? (X-Post from
/r/askseddit)
6 upvotes | August 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Situation: Was at business lunch in the city, the waitress we had looked familiar. I recognized that we
used to go to school together, although we didn't really know each other. I mentioned in a joking way
that I recognize her from somewhere. Casually, not to sound creepy. We established that we went to
the same school and then it ended with that kind of 'it's a small world' joke.
I was 'cocky funny' the whole time because I was somewhat in a situation of power. She was much
more popular than me previously, but now it's evident that I'm advancing in life quicker. In the
moment I got caught up in trying to 'play it cool' and pretend that I showed little interest in her.
Essentially : Would it have been inappropriate to ask her out? How have you dealt with running into
hot girl from past ?
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Where to meet? Can we get a guide for this?
6 upvotes | August 1, 2014 | by PartyTrickster | Link | Reddit Link
The text game guide has been great, but I have a far greater problem in all my interactions with
potential plates: Figuring out where to meet up.
I've asked this question before, and the first response I receive tends to be "don't overthink it". Right,
I understand that, but realize that I have next to no experience. My response to "don't overthink it" or
"follow your gut" might be something like "hey so your pussy looks super tight, want to come over so
we can both loosen up a bit?" As in, short of inviting a girl over, I just have zero ideas.
The second response tends to be "just grab drinks". Right, but I'm 19.
An alpha leads, but an alpha must lead well: It's pointless for me to drop a random pin on Google
Maps and tell the girl to meet me there ("oh and wear something slutty"). In order for me to feel
confident in setting the time and place, I need some practical knowledge on what time and place will
be optimal, and so I turn to you, my RP brothers.
I understand that the optimal location is highly situational. You're both tourists in a new city? Explore
something you heard about together. You're both alcoholics? Cool, me too! Go on a bar run together.
Ultimately, I would like my game to be at a point where I know just where we should go, baby. But
until then, I'd really love to hear where you guys meet up with a girl the first time. Coming in from a
previous interaction, it's easy to build off shared experience, but coming in cold... I'm clueless. So
what are your tips?
And yes, this was prompted by a specific situation: I'm flying back home this weekend, and I want
to meet up with a girl I barely know but have had some experiences with at parties when I was at high
school. That is, I practically have no idea what she's like, but she's a hard 8 and she's interested in me.
So I gotta try something.
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Got the number, now what?
6 upvotes | July 28, 2014 | by thick_knees | Link | Reddit Link
So I got the number of a 8,9 chick on tinder. I got the number by redirecting attention for reasoning.
"Give me your number and ill ring you when I get back". Im on vacation now and will be back on
saturday. After she gave the number, I have not responded with anything. It's been 3 days now. My
original plan was to enjoy my vacation, try and get laid and then give her a ring when I return
saturday. However my inner beta is telling me to at least let her acknowledge I've gotten the number
or send some text before my return to stay in her mind. What would a wise red pill man do in this
case?
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Shit test that I had no idea how to respond to..
6 upvotes | July 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Background: I'm go to a party with 6 girls 2 of whom I've hooked up with in the last two weeks.
There is a girl, let's call her Jane, who I was flirting with all night, but she one of the 4 that I haven't
fucked. It was pretty clear that she was down, and when all the other 5 girls were pre-occupied with
recruiting someone into their sorority, I decide that this is a good time to dance with Jane.
Jane: "I can't believe they're doing something as boring as recruiting right now"
Me: "Yeah, lets go dance instead"
Jane follows but then quickly says: "No way, I'm not dancing with you"
Me: "What's that supposed to mean"
Jane: "I'm not going to be the 6th girl out of my friends who've hooked up with you"
Me: "It's definitely not 6"
Jane: "Third, whatever."
Me: "Valid point, I wouldn't either"
Had no idea what to say xD, I understand I totally failed... Mainly because I wasn't expecting it. The
tone was in the sense that she wanted to, but couldn't. She continued to hover around me but then I
went to go flirt with other girls. One of her friends tried to get me to walk her home (mainly because
she didn't want to be the one I think) , but I didn't feel like it cause I had nexted her almost
immediately after I failed the shit test and had other prospects.
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texting my plate who is on vacations, age difference,plate
questions, daddy issues + field report
6 upvotes | July 8, 2014 | by Opfield | Link | Reddit Link
TL:DR So I have a plate and she just texted me "I miss you" after 1 week abroad. What should I
respond? Funny,romantic or just totally change frame? Also diffrent question around plates.
Hi guys. My newest plate is my coworker in a small startup we are not collaborating thought, diffrent
teams. But still "Don't shit where you eat"...
This started like this. We were hanging out together(first meeting, earlier friends at work, deep
rapport) and suddenly I got horny. We started making out. Then we were making out in public with
hair puling and some touch under clothes. Sober.
After this we sheduled a meeting for a day after. We planned dance class, then she would show me
her recipy at her place. There was a big storm so we just met at her place. Started making out, then
sex. This was a saturday and I sleept over at her place. (she asked me to stay. "Don't leave") We had
some fun until afternoon, then goodbye.
She suggested that we can meet again before her plane. I declined.(being busy)
The frame that we have is kind of strange. I am 18, thought I look like 16. She is 22. I am leading,
while being "friendly and cool", kind of cool teenage kid. There is also strange mix of rough sex and
cuddling after, like romantic cuddling with long eye contact. She is submisive and feminine.
Noone knows. Yet.
possibly important fact : She comes from a broken home. She comes from China and went back there
for a month. We are in a middle European country. We haven't been talking about being exclusive
and shit like that. It looks like it is just assumed by her. She will be hard to replace
Questions : 0. Going full romantic mode? I actually enjoy creating frames like that. + I would do this
from a sexworthy place, not from beta 1. How do you break up with someone from your social circle.
2. Should I keep other plates in secret, now when I fucked up relationship framing. Nothing about "I
just want to have fun" She will probably be hurted about this. She has diffrent expectations 3. What
things should you expect from a woman with daddy issues? 4. Some good resources about
relationships? 5. Should I talk to her that our relation should be a secret at work? (small startup so
nobody gives a shit) 6. I thought about gaming other woman at work. How retarted is that idea? 7. If I
would successfuly game someone at work while she is abroad how this would develop? 8. We look
strange together. What issues can come out from this?
1. What about frames? Are "friendly","rough","cuddling" frames kind of incogruent or
interesting? Should I merge them into one frame or keep them because of making it more
interesting.
2. Can I somehow dodge going into LTR with her? My college is starting soon?
3. How do you break up LTR? What reason is socially acceptable for her. What reason will be
acceptable for her? How to do this without destroying my reputation.
4. I wonder why is she texting me : a) get her validation b) shit test me c) she is thinking about
coming back sooner
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btw I was that guy who had " don't fail shit tests field report" a month ago. Thanks tpr game. Also got
my life together, martial arts + dance + great job + ofc lifting + game + being young! Thanks tpr!
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How Losing Your Phone Is A Good Thing For Your Game.
6 upvotes | July 4, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/live-free-disconnecting-from-the-world-and-taking-charge-of-your-life/
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The limits of preselection: the difference between preselected
alphas and orbiting betas.
6 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/the-limits-of-preselection-being-the-selector/
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Need some intro game help
6 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by caffeinewhore | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm new to trp and I'm looking to improve my startup game. If I meet a girl through friends/mutual
people I am fine. I just have a problem with breaking the ice at a bar or such. I'm confident enough to
go up to a random, but I don't know what to do to separate myself from others. Help.
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Date stay the night while parents at home parents are home?!
6 upvotes | June 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I visit my parents at the weekends (different city than me), met a girl once where parents live, going
on 2nd date with her on Saturday.
My parents are out til midnight so I will take her there - movie + sexy night. The problem is, I was
thinking of getting her to stay the night but my parents would be back late. My parents are cool with
it but is this a good idea or a disaster waiting to happen?
Was thinking of saying "Oh it's late, just crash over, my parents won't care."
Worried that I might scare her off and that it might feel awkward for her in the morning seeing my
parents.
My options seem to be: a) Don't let her sleep over b) Sneak her out in morning c) Short intro to
parents and get the hell out of there d) Hang out a bit more at mine, breakfast and not worry parents
are around.
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The "triple D's method" to dates and where you SHOULD be
taking women out to.
6 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by VegasHostTre | Link | Reddit Link

1. DIVE BARS
2. DRINK SPECIALS
3. DENNY'S
After steps 1 and 2 step 3 should only be followed if you are unable to convince your date that you
can cook a mean (insert dish here). If you are please replace step 3. Dennys with "The real D".
If your date complains about Triple D's being "boring" and "unoriginal" its because you are "boring"
and "unoriginal". If you are complaining about the date being "boring" and "unoriginal", you should
be spending less time thinking about where you should go and more time thinking about "how I can
get this chick in my bed?"
Happy Dating
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Playing word games to automatically get rejected. It's fun I
swear. Approach anxiety ain't shit after you've approached 6
women saying some of the stupidest shit ever.
6 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by VegasHostTre | Link | Reddit Link
Ok so here's how it goes. My homeboy would say a word, I would have to approach a woman and use
that word in an approach and vice versa. Some of the dumbest lines ever would ensue. Example: Ice
Cream
"Excuse me, I just want to tell you look like a vanilla ice cream scoop right now and I'm trying to be
Baskin in your Robbins."
I know its terrible, but its only to get you warmed up and talking to women. I've hung with people
who would claim they want to go out to meet women, we go out to a place where there are hundreds,
and won't speak to a single woman the entire night. Just looks and stares.
The key to this is, you've been talking to women saying crazy shit all night. At this point does it
really matter? No it doesn't and not giving a shit is the most important part of approach.
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Blacked out, got a 9/10's number (possible months ago), just
figured out I have her number, help a brotha out!
6 upvotes | June 13, 2014 | by derekrohn11 | Link | Reddit Link
We have mutual friends, but other than that, don't really know anything about each other. Need some
advice with this Hail Mary. She may or may not remember me.
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Got a girls number, started texting her, things went good,
then...
6 upvotes | June 10, 2014 | by AleinMan | Link | Reddit Link
We talked once or twice and then I hadn't seen her in a while so I asked one of her friends for her
number. We texted for a little bit and it was going great. I then asked to meet up for some lunch and..
no response. That was a day or two ago. Should I just let it go, or text back?
Don't say call. It's not the 80's anymore and texting is perfectly fine, especially if we've talked. Just
had to say that lol.
Edit: I agree with the "calling over texting" part. I should probably just grow some balls. I was hoping
"next" wasn't the majority answer because she's a bombshell. Oh well.
Edit 2: Someone was wondering the way I asked. After she told me she only works at night I said
something along the lines of: "We should grab lunch this week. You pick the time, I'll pick the
place?" I feel this could have easily went either way. Also, I know I should next her but she really is a
knockout. Any ideas on how I can recover? Maybe just a short "(insert lunch location) tomorrow at
noon?"
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Gaming a rebound
6 upvotes | June 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Recently connected with a girl coming off a major relationship. I think I can turn her into a regukar
plate. I want to establish upfront I'm not her beta bucks, but her confidence is shot and I think a little
soft side might help me close. Thoughts?
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going too far with "asshole/not giving a fuck"...?
6 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by shooter212 | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - Lately been saying whatever I want, not caring if it's what girls want to hear and I'm getting
some pushback / mixed results...
In the past I've had a lot of success at kind of reading girls and then saying what I think they want to
hear, but I got sick of it -- it felt like too much work, it felt fake and unsatisfying, and after
discovering TRP it would probably be labeled beta crap.
I have seen all the advice on here about not being afraid to be an asshole, not giving a fuck, just say
what's on your mind and don't be afraid to say something unpopular or disagree, whatnot... I am
thinking maybe I have taken it a little too far? I'm running into problems that I am not used to
encountering.
There was a cute girl at work who just transferred to another department where I won't see her
anymore. We had been flirting a lot, she admitted she "had a crush on me," she talked about how my
eyes were so mesmerizing, blah blah, lots of IOIs. I think she is used to guys showering her with
compliments but I held back. The nicest thing I said about her is "you're decent looking." She gives
me her number and I ask her out, then she comes back with some kind of shit test I guess "we can't go
out until you start being nicer to me, you're always so mean to me." I ignore and just say listen let's
meet up this week I don't want to text back and forth forever. She disappears (2 weeks ago) not
texting me back and I have not texted her back either.
This past weekend at the bar with a group of people, guys and girls, some I know and some are new
to me. I am just saying what I want to say not giving a fuck. One girl says she likes black dudes so I
am messing with her, like singing "she's got jungle fever..." whenever a black guy walks by, etc. One
girl mentions some feminist nonsense and I start saying things like "if you're the one with the vagina,
you're the one who needs to cook and clean," etc.
Anyhow most people are laughing and some of the other guys are half-heartedly joining in with me,
and most of the girls are fine too. But there is one fat chick, a 5 or 6 who thinks she's an 8 or 9, who
starts calling me a racist and misogynist and sexist and blah blah.
I try to ignore but when she throws out these smear words it pulls the other girls in and they all start
questioning me about my thoughts on males vs females, etc and things are not going my way because
even if I win the battle I am losing the war.
I ended up getting the number of the cutest girl in the group and we're going out next weekend, but
for a while there it looked like the one with the attitude could have poisoned the whole group against
me. And it definitely made the night a lot less fun than it could've been.
Is there a line to walk between saying what you want/not giving a fuck and also not pushing girls
away by taking it too far? Any advice would help, thanks.
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Answering the "I miss you"
6 upvotes | May 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm visiting my friends back home and only discover TRP a few months ago. I'm looking to re-ignite
some old interests and many of them spout off the usual "I miss you!", how do you guys answer this
in the prospects of smashing her later in the summer?
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Logistics - "Can we meet closer to my place?" My sticking
point
6 upvotes | May 14, 2014 | by mrust | Link | Reddit Link
I've encountered the same problem several times and I haven't found a good way to overcome it. I
text to set up a day 2 near my house. I'm very clear about time/place and I always phrase it as a
statement:
Meet me at X at 3pm, we will go for ice cream and hang out in the park.
Let's grab drinks at 7 near X. Text me when you leave the station.
I've had several girls recently suggest they couldn't commit to meeting me at the time I said, but
they'd be willing to do it later, closer to their house.
I have also had variations of this like "It's not fair that we are always meeting so close to your house"
(if they know where I live).
I know in cases where I've really built a high level of attraction, it doesn't come up.. But even recently
when the girls have thrown IOIs at me during the initial time we meet, I am getting this kind of
behavior. I do not live in the middle of nowhere. I'm within 20 minutes of central London, but
admittedly some of these girls live on the opposite side and travel time can be between 40 minutes to
an hour. No one is driving because public transport is pretty much ubiquitous.
So what are some suggestions for handling this? Realistically I have done the following:
Soft next - never heard from them again..
Compromise - this worked but it becomes a long game... I don't want to enter this kind of
negotiation frame
Dig in - Nope, even with humor it just didn't work.
Might just be the large city sexual market.. About half the time I haven't kiss closed but it really
doesn't seem to make a difference.
I used to live in an area that was very dead so it was understandable, but now I am within 3 minutes
walk of at least 7 pubs, with a large park nearby, cinema, lots of restaurants, cafes etc..
I am sure it is obvious that I am trying to set up a meeting close to my house. What are some effective
tactics for setting up effecitive logistics? What might be holding me back from getting the reactions I
want? i.e. compliance.
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Maintaining frame while fatigued or stressed? A few examples
of "frame tests" for me
6 upvotes | May 5, 2014 | by thepillwastaken | Link | Reddit Link
I met up with a girl who I dated once or twice before swallowing the red pill. I needed a few tweaks
to my game as I was already pretty TRP inclined, but I saw my weaknesses and addressed them.
Took her out, and was more dominant, less smiley. Changed the subject randomly, pulled her around
town on a whim and was very take charge. At one point another plate of mine showed up in the same
bar with another guy and came over. She said hello, and was pretty drunk. I introduced them and she
left. She texted me later saying how hot my date was and she wanted to hear about. In reality she
apparently started crying and her night with the poor dude she was with was ruined. lol.
Anyway, I close the deal with mine and we decide to go out again this weekend, she ended up
spending two straight nights at my place and I dropped her off this morning. We had a very good
weekend, kind of like a mini vacation with booze and sex and partying. Here were some moments
where I found it tougher to maintain my frame.
when Im tired. That may sum it up in general. I was tired the first night we went out, and while
I was fine, internally it felt a lot tougher to execute because the raw truth was I wanted to to bed
around midnight. I manned up and we fell asleep naked at 4am.
woke up with around 6 hours of sleep. Better, but still tired for a while. I was off my game
enough for me to notice, but I recovered and she passed out on my chest after another session
last night.
this AM. got up early and the weekend caught up to me. Very hard to maintain a mindset at all,
besides "must sleep". Of course I will do that tonight, but damn.
other small frame test. 2 straight days, or mini vacations with a girl, and you will bond with
them. Its inevitable. Whats the best way to step back so I can return to plate spinning without
giving a fuck? I slightly care right now, I haven't texted her or thought of her as a GF or
anything super beta, but I think the lack of sleep and a killer weekend has contributed to this.
My plan is to sleep well tonight and think about this again tomorrow, but I still figure other
guys face these type of challenges, so I thought I'd put them down.
Side note - a thing I do a lot, and I'd suggest (and a way I demonstrated high value to this girl) is that
she had to cancel a date on me before and I did not talk to her again for 10 days. That really rattled
her, and she brought it up the next time we went out. She said she thought I was mad at her and
wasn't going to talk to her again.
It fits right in with reward good a little, punish bad. Definitely works.
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Pack Mules and # Closes (x-post from TRP)
6 upvotes | May 1, 2014 | by Dysentary_Gary | Link | Reddit Link
It was suggested I post this here from TheRedPill, so here is an experience I had recently:
There are 2 parts to this I'll highlight....
I recently started a new job and the day after I started there was a girl a couple years younger than me
who started as well. I get along with everyone at work, the owner has already become a big fan of me
and everything. Anyway this girl is friendly to everyone at work, chats with everyone, and a little
flirty with some of the guys (myself included).
So, we got off our shifts at the same time and since we were going in the same direction I suggested
we ride the train back together. Once our shift ends she grabs herself some food and food to bring
back for her roommate. Friendly conversation ensues and she inconspicuously asks me to hold the
bag with her roommates food. I watch her get out her burrito and start eating. As we're walking out of
work, I'm still holding her roommate's food. So this is some highlights from the conversation that
follows:
Me: Did you mean for me to carry this?
Her: Yeah.
Me: I'm not a pack mule. I'm not going to carry this for you.
Her: But I've got all this stuff (her burrito she's eating and her purse)
Me: Not my problem, I didn't buy this. Let me get a bite or two of your burrito then.
Her: You should have got your own.
Me: Alright, well lets turn this delivery into a pickup [placed the bag of food on the ground and kept
walking]
Her: A gentleman would carry it. What happened to being chivalrous?
Me: (shit-eating grin/laugh this entire time) Chivalry is dead.
Subject eventually changes and we move to a different topic. Eventually we talk about going out to
bars and how she went out with some people the other night and one guy asks her for her number she
gave it to him (but the tone when she described this didn't seem happy)
Me: Why'd you give him your number?
She: He was a little creepy but he was nice and everything
Me: ....so why'd you give it to him then?
Her: Because I didn't want to seem like a complete bitch. But when he texts me I just won't respond.
Me: ....
There are two things that can be drawn from this. First, that many attractive women have become so
entitled that they expect you to WANT to do them favors. That being chivalrous to them means you
do what they want and should be happy that you get to carry their shit or do something for them. Part
of swallowing the red pill is realizing this, and to not be taken advantage of like that. I'm sure there
are plenty of guys that will do shit for her whenever she asks, I will not be one of them.
The second point is that getting a girls number doesn't mean much. Until you fuck her, it means
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nothing. Getting a girls number is like getting a handjob from a ghost, in the end it doesn't mean shit
unless something comes out of it.
Side note: Before she asked me to hold her shit we were talking about what we each have going on
after work. I believe she was attempting to make me jealous by telling me one of the things shes was
doing was seeing a guy (she mentioned a few other things but put emphasis on that). I just asked her
about one of the other things she mentioned and then told her how I was going to a baseball game.
TL;DR: Women expect you to want to do things for them, don't. # Closes mean nothing if
nothing comes out of them
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Direct Versus Indirect Approaches
5 upvotes | October 26, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/direct-versus-indirect-approaches/
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She texted me this morning to cancel , and didn't respond to my
text messages at all , I had to call her to plan the date , time to
give up ?
5 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by rpthrow1 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2j1585/she_texted_me_this_morning_to_cancel_and_di
dnt/
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I've come this far thanks to trp, I need advice to lead this
situation into having sex for the first time.
5 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by BallinDalin | Link | Reddit Link
In the month and a half I have been here, I've really been practising seduction, gone to the gym
almost daily, posture and speech, cold approaching, etc. There's a girl right now who is a bit overly
attached to me. She texts all the time and the snapchats...so many. I'm also bad at replying to all those
messages because there's usually something else that I want to do. She'll get mad sometimes about
that but I ignore it and make sure not to apologize so it blows over pretty quickly. The good news
there is that I've gotten her to send me some sexy photos (thank you TextGame thread!), although me
being fresh out of the matrix means I'm still going through the learning curve.
I've been out with her about 3 or 4 times now during the day (we're both in college, both live at home,
and in different towns) and I have indeed felt dat ass more than a few times, but honestly, what I've
learned here and from a few other places has gotten me this far, so far.
I know there is more I can be doing though and I should be pulling the trigger before this goes on too
long.
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I have problems with gaming girls on tinder, dating site and
facebook, well, online
5 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by SheepKing | Link | Reddit Link
I'm trying to get girls online, but i fail miserably. I don't have any problems with girls that i meet in
real life, it's much easyer for me, since i can touch them and it's way harder to tease online.
Here is one of my last conversation i had with a girl on tinder (i speak french, so this is actually a
traduction of the actual conversation )
me : Hey katie, how are you?
her : Yeah really good, and you?
me: yeah great
her: good :)
me: you're cute, we should take a drink together, lets cut this conversation to real life instead of
texting
her: i can't tonight
me: find yourself time
her: I have 8 exams in 4 day this week
me: I know alot of things, you will learn by talking to me plus, i'm pretty sure that you would rather
meet up some americain guy instead of studying
me: AND i'm pretty and intelligent ;)
her: Haha, you're funny, but i can't
me: bring you're homework
her: people will be too lound :P i cannot go to places where it's too loud
me: we will make them shut lol
her: thank you but i think that i will stay home
me: you think? too bad you wont see the surprise
her: I'd rather have good score then a surprise ;)
me: haha, maybe it's trully great ;)
her: I doubt it
me: k bye
two hours later
her: bye then!
they fucking always have a fucking excuses not to go on a fucking dates, every fucking time. I dont
know if i should insist, or whatever, this is pissing me off, help. If i pass a day, they dont fucking care
anymore and just wont reply, or fucking flakes, or idk man, tinder is fucking crap, is this crap really
working? I mean, yeah it does, with ugly chix
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Long distance plate lies about moving to another country. How
should I proceed?
5 upvotes | September 28, 2014 | by Zagooda | Link | Reddit Link
Here is the story. I live abroad. I go to home every 6 months for 2 weeks and last time I went I fucked
this plate pretty damn hard. She loved it. After I came back here we texted eachother since she is
smart (ofc not unicorn) and I actually liked to talking to her. Once she kind of begged for sexting by
sending seductive photos and asking photos of my dick. Texting happened only a couple of times. I
never lost frame, never decreased my value. She asked couple of times when I am coming back etc
etc. Last time I texted her she didn't respond and I made fun of her behavior and told her it's just okay
if she doesn't wanna respond, what she is doing is childish. She told there is nothing wrong and we
texted for a while back and forth just random funny stuff. She told me she is moving out(I knew
where she lives. the day after I fucked her I wasn't planning to see her again but I ended up in the
streets at 5am in the morning and nowhere to go, so I went her home knocked her bedroom's window
and got in. Pretty ballsy. I fucked her till the night and till the morning. SHE LOVED IT). Didn't
bother, didn't asked anything. Just kept the conversation, after a while she asked when I am coming
back I told her when and she said too bad I am moving to another country we would not be able to
fuck. Again I didn't care and kept having fun on text. Actually I believed she is moving. But now I
believe she is lying. Maybe she had a boyfriend. I don't know.
My question is how should I proceed? I don't think I can go to her house again since probably she has
a boyfriend. I know nexting is the easiest solution and believe me I don't really care I just wanna get
good sex during my two weeks vacation easily). I can confirm if she is in the country or not when I
get there. Should I just text "I'll be at X at X let's hangout" like nothing has happened or something
like "I brought your award... the worst liar of all times where are you?" in a funny way?
It's okay to next her, I just wanna go for it again without coming off as needy (haha posting this wall
of text makes me definition of needy but I am still learning fella!). Even if I succeed I am sure I'll get
hell lot of shit tests. I wanna face and crush 'em.
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Should I admit a lie mistakenly made during first date?
5 upvotes | September 28, 2014 | by redpillghost | Link | Reddit Link
So I had a great first date last night. During the date she asked if I live alone or have roommates. I
instinctively said alone without thinking. I'm actually currently crashing at my brothers place on his
couch because I'm looking for an apartment. Obviously I should have just told her the truth but I am
wondering if it would be a mistake to reveal it now after I already said alone. She lives at home with
parents so either way she would probably find out if she comes over.
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I guess my date went wrong...
5 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by rekttT1 | Link | Reddit Link
I met this girl on party last weekend. She was really into me. She introduced herself to me and she
was offering me drink all the time I was there. I set up a date and then I asked for her number. She
was really happy and was looking forward to it. I was sober and I was driver for my friends so I had
to leave and after that she was gone. Then next morning till today she sent me whatsup messages all
day long. I had pretty good text game. So pretty quickly I confirmed that I was coming to see her on
this wednesday. After that I built little comfort, but the thing is she was always the one who started
chatting, and I really put no much effort to it and she was still chatting all the time. So today I met
her. When I saw her I touched her when I guided her to my car. Then we went to cafe. She said that
she pays her own, so I just let her. I lead her to table where I wanted to sit. She was using her iphone
little bit but eventually put it away before I got enough of it. We talked for 30min. I was cool,
confident etc. and I thought it went well. After that we walked to her apartment (where my car was
parked because I live 50km away) and I asked if I could use wc. So thats how I got into her place.
She started to feel really cold. I thought that I would need to use more bodycontact but I felt like she
was staying away from me with purpose. So we watched one tv show and I left. No hug no kiss
because for real she stayed away from me. Also couple times I felt like she was putting me down and
almost insulting me :D But I was just cool/laughed like it had no effect on me. My plan now is to
make no contact at all and see if she text me or something, but if not it's no big deal. What do you
think? Should I have pushed for bodycontact more aggressively? If you need more specific info then
please ask for it. (English isn't my native language. So it's not that easy to write everything in detail
:S )
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Dealing with other guys competing for same girl?
5 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
When you are out and have just met a hot girl and she likes you so far, and then some other good
looking alpha (or 2 or 3.. or 4) with good natural game come into the picture as always seems to
happen. He's friendly and not doing anything to warrant an aggressive response, you don't own the
girl either so she is free to talk to whomever she wants.
What's the best way of dealing with this such thst you maintain being her priority? Especially once he
starts drawing attention away from you.
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What's my play? (Setting up a second meet and general text
game)
5 upvotes | September 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met this girl from Tinder on Sunday night. The texts start from just after we parted company with her
initiating. The first meet went pretty well in my opinion, ending in a make out with her telling me 'I
feel like I've known you for ages' and 'I've enjoyed this let's do it again'.
Lately I have cut down my texting with new girls to a minimum and just for setting meets but is this
the right thing to do after having a good first meet? I suggested Saturday and it is now Friday evening
so what's my play here? I was considering sending a text saying 'Are you ready to get your ass
kicked?' as I was gonna meet to play pool/escalate.
Texts 1: Imgur Texts 2: Imgur Texts 3: Imgur Texts 4: Imgur
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Am I in over my head?
5 upvotes | September 19, 2014 | by booty_boy | Link | Reddit Link
I have been going to this bar with my roommate once or twice a month for about a year. My
roommate as well as the bartender (the female this is in regards to) are Mexican, so the drinks are
cheap and we always have interesting conversation. The first time we went in there she told him in
Spanish that I was cute. I shot her a devilish grin and leaned towards her in the coyest fashion I could.
She knew I understood and we've been flirting ever since.
It was very easy to tell right from the beginning that this woman is chock full of games and
manipulation. She's 34, and more than likely an illegal immigrant. She has a white man fetish. She
has an on/off boyfriend (until recently) and we look very similar. After she broke up with him this
past time she also quit working at the bar. She gave me the card to her new job, and said I wanted to
give this to you. I'm pretty sure it was because it had her cell phone number on it. I never sent her a
text though.
Flash forward to last night. My roommate and I go to the bar and we're dressed well, and aren't out to
game, but we're definitely not opposed to the idea. We're watching the game and drinking our beers
when the former bartender comes into the bar for a drink. She's with 2 guys and a girl and it looked
like a double date. We spoke but I didn't interfere with what they were doing by any means.
About an hour later the guy leaves. I texted her from my side of the bar just to play with her a bit ";-)
Nadia I see you". She texted back "who is this? where are you". I shook my phone at her and she
walks to the end of the bar that I'm sitting on. She's rubbing my thigh, and licking my finger, and
whispering dirty stuff in my ear. She's putting my hands all over her chest, and she invites my
roommate and I to a party she's "promoting" at a club down the street. She's also pretty intoxicated by
this point. I only had 2 beers so I drove her car.
On the way there she tells me to take her to her house first because she has to get sexy. She's touching
me, calling me sexy, feeling my muscles, and telling me she wants to fuck me. We pulled up to her
townhouse. I thought her 16 y/o daughter was there so I bitched out, convincing myself it would be
too awkward for everybody since I'm only 23. Now I'm kicking myself for not pushing to go inside. I
wait out there and drive her to the club when she's done.
On the way to the club she's doing the same stuff she had been doing. She turned it up a little bit.
When I would stop the car she would start kissing me and rubbing my dick. We get to the club, she
takes me inside past the whole line. Once we were in she walked behind the bar. She didn't leave the
WHOLE NIGHT. She was bartending, not promoting. My phone died so I demand her phone, and
told her that the party was shit and I needed to call my roommate so he could come get me.
I walk off and do my own thing while I'm waiting for him. I talk to a few people, get a couple
numbers, and have a couple more drinks. The roommate gets there around closing time. The place is
empty, and she comes around the bar. She hugs us both and then latches onto my waist. He's still
standing there as we're saying bye, and she keeps acting like she's going to kiss me and then pulling
away, teasing me with it. I just said bye and walked away.
I want to fuck her a few times at least, so I have a few questions. 1) Where did I mess up, and what
could I have done better? 2) Did I come off as a beta-type individual that she can toy with? 3) What
should my next move be?
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I need your help
5 upvotes | September 19, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
I might be sitting next to a Really hot 5/10 (trying to take her off the pedastal) tommorow mornign in
my comp sci class and I wanna make my move.
Any tips/guidelines on how I could set something up durring of after class?
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Did I do this right?
5 upvotes | September 18, 2014 | by ZlatanIbrahimovic0 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all! I've known about this subreddit for a while but now that I'm talking to more girls I finally have
to use it. So far I've had good luck and bad luck, and I'm enjoying my experience so far. But today
was a miracle.
So I met this totally bangable chick in physics today, and we had a good convo. I initiated kino
during the class (a huge 160-person lecture hall) by putting my arm around her when she helped me
out with a problem that I really did need help on. She was also incidentally brushing arms with me.
At the end of the class I initiated some roleplay. I told her I was building this rocket ship and she
would construct the fuel (shes a chem major). She told me she was against it but I told her solar
powered would be a good alternative. I told her I'd love to visit sirius and shes like "what? Oh, the
planet." Not verbally, but I could read it nonverbally. Then I asked her "I have to go to my lab now,
but is there anyway we could keep in touch?" (Baiting for the number) And she was like "oh I'll see
you tuesday." (Next time we have lecture class)
Little old me would have been like "ok see you then." Leading to nothing but absolute blue balls.
Instead I used this article http://www.sosuave.com/quick/tip147.htm THE SILENT PAUSE to my
advantage. And I kept silent to which she was like "mmhmm yeah... (awkward pause for 4 seconds)
what recitation do you have?"
I found out we have recitation together as well (a small 20-person class where we go over what we
learned in lecture). Then we proceeded to talk for 3 more minutes walking away from where I said
we would depart and kept having good vibes (this NEVER happens. What a fucking godsend) and I
kept busting her balls. She asked me what I studied and I said "math. See when people fight me, and
they have a tendency to, (she replied "oh what? Wtf") I just say X PLUS Y! (Point finger in random
direction) and they fall to their knees and die of boredom. (Usually this gets them laughing, and it
didnt fail here.) She told me her brother worked in the stock market and I told her its a bad idea
because I'd leave her family broke and he should be my assistant. She kept trying to break my frame
saying I should be his assistant but I was like "thats not a good idea, he'd have to do my paperwork.
And you cant do it because youll be busy building my solar panels"
She asked me where my lab was and I pointed the other way, to which she was like "oh your physics
lab!! Well I'll see you in recitation". I used the silent pause AGAIN and she told me she sits in the
second row. (This silent pause stuff is golden!!) And I told her okay. Well uh, get to work, playfully
slapping her on the arm. She was like "I'll get to work building those panels" as she turns away,
although with a serious face. (I also had a serious face - maybe that has something to do with it?
What do you think?) And I was like "alright bye" giggling.
What do I do now redditors? By the way, this is a great article that makes me feel so much more
confident in the sense that I dont feel like I need to ask for the number right away.
http://www.sosuave.com/articles/at/patience.htm it basically says that women need to wonder about
you after the first interaction in that they need to think about why you came on so strongly instead of
like a friend. So perhaps, the second time she will be much more receptive (even more than today,
which she was very receptive).
Another question: should I sit next to her or continue sitting with my group? We all sit in groups of
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2-3. I'm leaning towards sticking with my group and talking to her before/after class unless a good
reason is presented.
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Sushi date with tinder girl on Friday, Advice please
5 upvotes | September 18, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I've been on tinder for a while and I got a match who's actually in my area (small town) and she's
not half bad looking, I'm not great at first dates and I'm looking for some techniques and strategies
you guys might have for getting in state (Being able to show the full range of your personality, being
cocky/funny) and generally giving a good impression with a girl.
I'm not a total newbie but I usually function best when I've had 2-3 drinks and am at a nightclub
where I don't give a fuck about what people think of me because I probably won't ever see them again
and consequences don't really matter.
Most of my "first dates" with girls have been them coming over to my house to watch a movie,
usually with some alcohol involved, and I haven't been great at building rapport, attraction, or
escalating there although it usually happens anyway (I guess my looks are decent so that helps).
I'm meeting this girl at a sushi place on Friday and I'm looking to build enough attraction to get a
second date where I can escalate and pull, This isn't possible on friday due to my schedule.
What do you do on a first date with a girl you've met online or briefly in person? What are your best
tips to make her laugh, feel comfortable and become more attracted to you?
Any advice is appreciated, Thanks guys
Also: From the girls I've asked (non plate friends, not attractive enough for me to be interested
in/coworkers) the consensus is that I should pay for the date, I feel like that could be taken as beta/
trying to buy affection if I don't send out the right signals.
*TL:DR: In need of advice for a first date in order to build attraction
Edit: Tinder chat and texts in the comments
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I think I had my RP epiphany today. Want some advice.
5 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by isthiswhereitypename | Link | Reddit Link
So today, I went to my local gaming store to buy Metro Redux (which is awesome, as a side note).
When there, I was served by a solid 8 who was my age, blond, short, essentially exactly what I go for
in a girl. She was serving a much older man who had no idea what he was looking for or trying to buy
for his son. He'd been sent on a wild goose chase for "Pokemon, I'm here to get Pokemon. He plays it
on Xbox."
After she finally dealt with him, I walked up to the counter and the conversation went like this;
Her: Wow. That guy had no idea.
Me: Yeah, pretty much how my old man would sound in a game store.
Her: laughs I'm drained after that.
Me: You look a little tired. (Was trying some pull-push but I should have agreed and amplified here
with "Oh yeah retail work is real hard. Opinions?)
Her: Do I?
Me: No you look fine. (Blew it. I should have said, "Yeah, maybe we should get a coffee when you're
finished up here? Opinions? She still smiled and said thanks.)
She continued serving me and noticed I didn't have a pre-order for Assassin's Creed Unity on my
account. She teased me about it, saying I had to be getting it, it'll be GOTY.
I said I'd get it eventually and she said that she has a massive Ezio tattoo, so if the franchise crashes
she'll feel stupid. I just agreed, no amplification, thanked her and left.
So obviously, there's a massive opportunity missed there. However, Destiny comes out next week and
I can't make it to the midnight launch, so I'll get it the next day. If she's there, I want to get her
number/get a date. I'm just looking for some advice, some tips, points to where I went wrong (and
maybe where I went right) and help with how to get a number off someone serving you when they are
at work, obviously because it's a weird situation where an instadate isn't possible and they're busy
trying to work.
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Is this even worth pursuing?
5 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by vajayjay1 | Link | Reddit Link
I met a really great girl on the very night she moved country. (Yea, shit luck).
That night we hit it off very well and have been messaging each other online since she left. I don't
think that a relationship would end up working, but I'd definitely like to get in her pants, ultimately. I
have two problems though
1) I'm not sure if she's just being very friendly, or actually flirting
2) I don't know when she's coming back to visit.
Pros: - She actually knew me before we even met through my art, and she's a big fan.
We've talked how we should definitely get wasted when we meet again
She had no problem giving me her phone number (Not much use, I know. But I wanted it for
Whatsapp, but it turns out her phone is way too old).
She's always very enthusiastic when we write to each other, lots of smileys, etc
Cons:
She's called me "buddy" a few times. The worst was when we were talking about getting
wasted and I half-jokingly said "it's a date!" and she replied back with "yes, it's a date buddy! :)
"
It's possible she thinks that I still have a gf, although I'm single now.
Usually people will text each other to set up a date.. but I just have no idea where the **** this is
going. What am I supposed to do? Keep chatting with her for months until she finally decides to visit
the city? Seems a bit futile to me.
Thanks for your suggestions.
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What to do when you can't pinpoint the problem?
5 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
a
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The Waiting Game
5 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I hooked up with this girl who had been interested and then out of nothing she's stopping contact,
she got a job very recently so while there's a possibility it is draining her, I'm not gonna make excuses
for her, the fact is the few texts we had last week were initiated by me and the conversation flow only
happened because I kept it so I stopped texting her last wednesday/thursday and thus the waiting
game begins (dont think I can even call it dread) and we had no contact for a week.
Today I text her again, right off the bat telling her I want to see her and gave her a time and she was
very quick to say yes I'm free and she went ahead and suggested we go to the very same place I had
planned to take her. So thankfully no "I'll let you know" or any bullshit that would lead me to think
I'm her plan B for that day. Thing is this, when I first texted her she expressed something along the
lines of "hey, where you been?" or "hey stranger", I'm not sure how to translate it but its a metaphoric
expression you use to someone who hasn't kept in touch, I ignored it and told her I wanted to see her.
I understand being reactionary is detrimental, my BP self thinks its best to be open and honest and
say "Well, lately our conversations only started because I did and only continued because I kept
trying to keep the conversation flow, so I figured you needed some time off me" but my BP self is
grounded and has no vote, for obvious reasons.
In what ways can I express this without being reactionary? To amusingly say "If you bring no value
to the conversation why should I bother with you?" is something along the lines of what I want to
say, just not sure how to go about expressing it.
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Places of opportunity for day game?
5 upvotes | August 16, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Being that it is still summer and college is not in session yet.
What are some good places for day game?
I have some places in mind like malls and stuff but where do you guys go aside from just gaming on
women as you go throughout your day to day activities?
Like places specifically good for picking up 18-30 year old attractive women who have their defenses
down but still would love an opportunity to get the D?
I don't mind cold approach, I actually enjoy it cause I love the challenge and rush of getting a random
girl I've never met before. Still haven't closed on one yet from a red pill mindset but I am getting
there. I've gotten numbers and I'm still in touch with one of them to set up a date but she is "busy"
I'm changing my mentality to an abundance one but the problem is I just don't have an abundance yet.
Also I live in SoCal if that helps.
Or should I also be trying night game as well? I just have like 0 friends right now cause I moved to a
new area and I feel like I need a crew for night game of red pill minded men or at least a wing woman
who is also a plate that is down for that.
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Escalating too fast after daygame first date?
5 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by frasfralla | Link | Reddit Link
So i have had this problem a few times after the first date or two, after daygame numberclose.
I escalate quickly, and it ends up in heavy public makeout and some sexual touching.
But after thqt i tend to get some resistance on hooking up again. One girl flaked out completely after
sending me some text about guys only wanting to get into her pants.
Two other girls are still responding and sending texts, but seem hesitant to meet up.
Am i escalating too fast? Im new to all this, and would be grateful for any ideas or tips from you
guys.
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Should you improve fashion before you start working out?
5 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by throwaway-aa2 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey.
So my thing is this... I'm learning how to dress a little better... and I want to drop some money on
clothes so I can look better and feel confident.
The thing is... is I also want to get bigger. Mind you, I already work out too. But my thing is... what
happens if you buy all these clothes, but then you get bigger and you won't fit them? Is this a valid
fear?
Edit: good advice my people. I think I'll drop like $600-$1000 for now, until I change sizes which
should take a year or so (thanks JohnKwando). I have enough liquid to do that. I'm certain for other
people, you can follow the advice here and do something within your budget..
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Pros and cons of a double date with one of YOUR friends?
5 upvotes | August 7, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Girl suggested a double date with one of my friends... Should I?
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Did I fuck up by not escalating on the first date
5 upvotes | July 31, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
I took a mullato 6.9 girl from my government class to froyo and everything went great except I didn't
escalate; except partly joking about coming back to my place which she didn't really object to, but I
digress.(now I'm thinking I could have followed up on this)
We were sitting across from each other in the froyo place and I didn't feel as though I had an opening
to go in for a kiss. When we left to drop her off at the train station, I just gave her a hug goodbye. The
location was very busy around lunch time so I didn't know how going in for a kiss would fair and it
certainly didn't help my bitch butterflies.
Then today we barely talked and she had to go to her internship annd yeah I wonder if i fucked up by
not escalating, I bitched out... am I right? Or is there still hope to recover from this (even though we
both agreed that the date was fun).
If so, what's my next move? I'm guessing I should get her on another date, be more cocky, and make
shit happen.
Thanks for the advice.
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What can I do today to get my co-worker more interested?
5 upvotes | July 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
She has previously mentioned (not to me personally) that she would no get involved with co-workers.
However, I had been involved with a separate girl from work, and ever since I've stopped messing
with said girl, she's both been flirty towards me and expressed interest in me to other co-workers.
We briefly hung out outside of work last night (live music + mini golf, in the presence of another
friend), and she texted me tonight.
How can I move forward? She claims to not want anything with a co-worker, but if that were the
case, she wouldn't have met up with me or texted me the following night.
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Messed up at the end of date, advice on how to proceed?
5 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met up with a girl to grab some froyo, didnt escalate at the beginning, we went inside and talked,
overall the vibe was good, but when leaving i froze up and didnt hug or bye. we kind of awkwardly
just stood there and said bye to each other. what should i do from here on out?
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Running game on customers while I work.... Possible?
5 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by MrRIP | Link | Reddit Link
I see a lot of beautiful women coming to buy cars at my dealership. I personally feel awkward
approaching them for anything other than business. Any one have any ideas on how I can make it less
squeamish for me.
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Day game; done right
5 upvotes | July 13, 2014 | by Idontlikekarmawhores | Link | Reddit Link
So i ve been looking for a mentor on day game, and i came across "Sasha day game" videos on
youtube. What this dude does is basically: go up to every women and tell her how pretty she is and
how he had to come and meet her. Now what this does is; he is putting her above her with the
compliment of how pretty she is, now some girls are cool and will play along, and the guy is very
charismatic, but most of the time it doesnt go anywhere.
Now opening in day game is important, you have just a few seconds to get her attention and a shitty
opener might make her not want to stick around to see what you are about. And this is where i m
stuck, i dont know any good openers, or what type of frame i should have during the interaction, can
you guys share some successful daygame stories? THANK YOU
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5 characteristics of good company. Who you should surround
yourself with.
5 upvotes | July 5, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/shape-your-life-with-the-right-people-5-characteristics-to-look-out-for/
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Texting Advice?
5 upvotes | June 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'll be seeing this girl in a week, and I want to make sure she knows I'm going to bang her when I pick
her up. How do I communicate to her via texting that I'm going to do so? I know I want to hit her up
and make some small communication at first, but then from there I need to know how to escalate to
the point where when I pick her up next week, sleeping with her is guaranteed.
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Help with instant escalation/Sealing the deal?
5 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'll be picking up my date and spending the day with her some time soon. I've known this girl back in
my BP days, and only recently have we started talking again with her approaching me. Knowing my
way around RP knowledge has been nothing but helpful and I've already hooked up with her multiple
times on our last date, and had her parents not been home when I dropped her off, I would've invited
myself in to her place, and eventually her bed. My problem lies in the fact that her parents may or
may not be home when I drop her off, and going back to my place isn't possible at the moment, so I
need to escalate things the moment I pick her up at her place, when her parents hopefully are at work,
this way we can bang and then be on our way. Any tips?
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Gaming At The Workplace
5 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by MisterMagorium | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all,
Long time viewer, first time poster.
I work as a cashier for a high-end grocery store in the Midwest. Every now and then, there will be
cute girls that come into the my checkout line. I want to get to know them better, but at the same
time, I don't want to lose my job either.
In May, I asked a girl for her FB name, and she gave it to me, and some anonymous team member
reported me to my female manager because it wasn't "professional" to be her friend on FB.
So that cuts off one way to contact them while I'm on the clock. But there are some moments where
there may be a particular girl that comes in when I'm on the clock. What I WANT to do is to get her
number without getting caught and/or getting in trouble.
Any tips?
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Tinder Match - I've tried a different approach with this one
and I think I messed up...
5 upvotes | June 16, 2014 | by bertstare10 | Link | Reddit Link
This girl straight up just asked me last night if I wanted to text her, we've been texting today.
(Context: she's 18 and just out of HS, I'm 23). I straight up have made it sexual since the beginning
seeing that, she sent me a picture of her in a opened up dress shirt with just a bra on after I sent her a
picture of me flexing (did the whole "are you really 300lbs man thing). But at the same time I've also
tried to work on actually having serious conversation and building rapport.
Anyway, to get to my point, this was the following conversation which happened after she said "i'm
kind of old fashioned about guys I date, I like honest guys":
me: what else do you like
her: idk, like random phone calls, spontaneous hangouts, dinner dates. All the corny stuff.
me: I'll be sure to never do any of those things
her: ohh okay haha good to know
me: hah, u must have failed sarcasm 101, I guess they don't teach that in hs anymore ((I was b'sing
her but i thought it was charming))
her: I was hoping you were being sarcastic!
me: see babe dreams do come true (trying to re-frame it to her dreaming about me)
her: First tinderella, now babe! Wow I'm moving up, huh ;)! IDK i just want a guy who can take care
of me (I can take care of myself too though) but it's nice to have a big strong guy by your side I'm
sure (I'm jacked lol)
me: hahaha wait until I start calling you all sorts of dirty names.... what are you implying that we
should take things to the next level and actually hangout?
her: hmm, possibly, well see where things go, I'm not rushing into anything
me: okay, to be honest I'm not looking for a relationship, more of a summer thing if that makes sense
her: Yeah I gotcha
I wish I hadn't ended with the last message I felt it was a weak reply but she's leaving for college in
september and I kinda have the impression she's looking for an older experienced guy to dick her out
over summer without any sort of commitment (my read on the "having a big strong guy by your side)
remark. Meaning, perhaps she was wondering if I was really the super sexual, confident guy who is
going to give it to her good and that's why she was reluctant to commit to hanging out. This girl
models so, she is indeed attractive and probably gets a ton of beta orbitors waiting to take her out.
I dunno, feel free to rip me a new one this time.
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What's a good way for me to option close a second date with a
girl?
5 upvotes | June 13, 2014 | by Sine_amor_nihil_est | Link | Reddit Link
What's a good way for me to option close a second date with a girl?
Quick background: I met her at her workplace that I frequent, a deli. We had a date last weekend that
went well, laughs, kino, hug and kiss. Throughout the week we didn't call or text each other, just had
a couple of brief encounters at the deli. I kept that short and sweet.
Anyways, the weekend is here. I am off work all weekend. I know she works on Saturday, and at a
different place Sunday, and is off Monday (I could meet her Monday night after I am off work). Now,
there's two different events, one Saturday night, one Sunday night, I'd like to go to and also take her
along as a date. But, I don't exactly know her schedule and which day and time would work better for
her. I could just ask her point blank, but I feel that asking too many questions about her schedule
might make me seem too eager and DLV. Any ideas on how to smoothly do this?
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Is this girl cheating on me?
5 upvotes | May 29, 2014 | by SebastianRiffin | Link | Reddit Link
I start dating this girl. She moves across the country. We talk and she sends me a gift and we gush
about how much we love one another. She tells me that she doesn't want to change her fb relationship
status because of a crazy ex and other reasons I can't remember. Then late last night, 3 a.m. her time,
she texts me and says she wants to tell me something.
I wake up to that shit and after reading have that nauseous feeling. We talk and she tells me how she
cheated on her last bf one other time than the one she has already told me about. It was with this guy
we both worked with at our part time job. She was pretty difficult to get ahold of last night too.
I'm not in some devastated mode but it sucks a little bit. This will probably be the thing to push me to
full red pill. Why tell me this unless you're doing it right now, you've met someone and are thinking
about it, or maybe she does feel guilty and wantS to share all of that with me. That last one seems the
least likely of the bunch.
When we talk later today I think I'm going to dump her or should I just play along and have a fun
time while she is gone because in a month she is coming back and we're supposed to go to a wedding
together and she got us a hotel room? What do you guys think?
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Snapchat?
5 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Does it work? Should I get it? I don't even know what the hell it is.
I know girls like it..
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Losing Interest
5 upvotes | May 9, 2014 | by PullAYouOnYou | Link | Reddit Link
I have a problem of fucking around and making a woman lose interest in me. Usually, I just let them
go and I've learned how to prevent this, but for old ones I want back (a few I miss fucking, some I
never got to fuck, and one of them seemed like LTR material and if she is, I don't wanna pass that up)
and how do I reverse this? Is it even worth the time?
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Just looking for some insight into a failed attempt to turn a
hook up into a FWB situation.
5 upvotes | May 6, 2014 | by ICCPNE | Link | Reddit Link
First post here but been lurking TRP for a while.
Been learning/following the Red Pill lifestyle and just wanted some guidance from you guys so I can
learn from this.
TL;DR. I recently hooked up with one of my sisters friends and everything seemed sweet. Was kind
of keen to turn it into a FWB situation but now she seems to have lost interest.
So for the back story, I was just hanging around at home (recently moved back with the folks to save
for a deposit), when my sister invited me to come to a house party that was going on.
None of my friends were up to anything and I knew a couple of her mates so said fuck it, why not.
Went to the party, ended up going out and barely talked to this chick all night besides a casual
introduction.
At the end of the night a couple of us end up back at my folks home and keep drinking until late. Out
of the blue someone started offering my bed up as free as a joke. This chick jumps on that and
basically ends up in my bed. I said fuck it, I'm sleeping in my bed and jump in as well. Make the
moves, you know the rest...
So I end up grabbing her number couple of days later and ask her out for some casual drinks. Get a
too busy this weekend so tell her to let me know another time when she is free.
On Saturday the weather turns bad and instead of going camping with my sister, drinks go on at my
house again. I ended up talking to her that night but while she is polite don't get feel like the interest
is there.
Subtly imply that she can stay but she says no and springs "I can't say I sleep with people I hardly
know, to put it blunt..."
I'm confused... My plan at the moment is to go no contact until this weekend then just call and ask if
she is keen on my offer again. If no then I'm nexting.
This seem like the right thing to do?
Can post texts if it would help. My text game is pretty horrid so that may have killed it. Or if I am
overthinking things just let me know as well...
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Optimal Tinder profile
5 upvotes | May 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking to get a maximum of matches on my tinder profile but everywhere I look I see
contradictory info.
On the pictures: seddit says you should start with a picture of good looking guys to make the girl look
into which one you are, pua forums says you should start with pic that shows your max facial
aestetics. Both agree on social proof and and activity picture.
On swiping: some say swipe everything right, others say screen for hamplanets and races you don't
like.
Showing skin: if no abs are visible, how to show off phisique effortlessly?
dark European bf 14-16%. Will appreciate opinions.
PS: will start with seddit approach, >tfw so far just one fattie
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Married Game: Gaming in Long Term Relationships and
Amused Wifery
5 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings to the new sub as my first post.
I assume most of you are all about pickup artistry and us old married guys (OMG's) know (or need to
learn) that Game and Pickup artistry needs to be maintained throughought the LTR. As Roosh
advises- learn game and pick up your wife over and over again. It is the solution to a dead bedroom
and yah, TRP...fucking...works.
Cocky, in-control, confident, leading, fun, arrogant, with a bit of dark triad is what women want to
fuck and if you are married or LTR-ed you damn well better project that frame to your woman if you
want her to fuck you. Did you forget that your wife was also a woman? Did you forget you were the
man? Most of us did at some point and this sub is all about correcting that.
I think amused mastery over your wife or girlfriend generates tingles even better than the Dread.
Thoughts?
What say you Red Pill Brothers with constructive gaming advice in a LTR or marriage? How dark is
dark triad when you really are 'in love'? Do you agree with my list of "Alpha" traits that drench a
wife's woman's panties- Cocky, in-control, confident, etc?
A general discussion of wife game would be appreciated, preferably with graphic, voyeuristically
detailed examples.
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Tinder - Do you swipe frenzy or choose a select few?
5 upvotes | April 28, 2014 | by 648262 | Link | Reddit Link
Just wondering what strategy people use for tinder. Do you swipe "yes" to all, or do you select only
the ones who are interesting to you?
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I was supposed to meet a tinder match tomorrow for coffee.
4 upvotes | November 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
But I spent all my money and cannot afford coffee. Have plenty of food and drink at home and I get
more money soon but not as soon as tomorrow.
Since I can't afford to drink anything, is it a good idea to just go for a casual meet up, walk in the park
or pass by a lake and kid's playground or something that doesn't involve buying anything?
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Who pays?
4 upvotes | November 12, 2014 | by Tigertroll14 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, I'm just a young teenager and I'm going on a first date tomorrow. However, who shod pay?
We're seeing a movie and then going to town(no not that kinda town). I know I shouldn't pay for
everything, but I feel kind of awkward about it. Split it? She's a bit on the crazy side (in a good way)
so I don't really know how it's gona play out.
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Rusty text game, writers block
4 upvotes | November 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, short and sweet one here
Trying to turn a girl into a plate, been a while and I'm just feeling stuck
Need to get the ball rolling:
Me: You have lovely teeth
Her: Okay??? Where are you going with this??
Me: I just wanted to play dentist
Her: With who... Do you even have any qualifications haha
She's a high school girl, few years younger than me, all of her friends think I'm decent/ funny/
relatively high SMV (for context)
Just have no fucking clue how to proceed and I'm stuck, I usually take my time to reply to her, and
she usually replies within 5 minutes of me
Edit: I'll add this isn't the first time we've had a conversation over text, I'm just stuck
Edit: Orthography
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Chick reschedules / flaky
4 upvotes | October 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met this girl, I set up a time/place for drinks at 7:30, it's now 6PM (where I live) and she says she's
running late, she texts me to push the date back to 8.
I ignored her text for now, but I'm wondering if a simple "K" would suffice. How could I neg her/
SHOULD I neg her? Somebody told me she has a reputation of being a flake and if that's true then I
want to stop the bullshit now and in the future (with future girls).
EDIT: WTF, so I guess ignoring her for 10 minutes worked because she sent me this aka 7:30 is fine.
EDIT2: Date went well, had some kissy-kissy outside her place but nothing more, she wants to see
me Friday.
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Help with this shit test.
4 upvotes | October 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Talking to this 8 on Tinder and here's the conversation thus far:
Me: (•_•) / <) ) Fergalicious / \
\ (•_•) ( (> Definition / \
(•_•) <) )> Make them boys / \ go loco
Her: Ahahahahahahah
Me: Haha ok so I planned out our first date . First we can go to Mcdonalds and you can have your
choice of the finest the dollar menu has to offer, then bedroom acrobatics after
Her: Ahha you're funny and so charming please continue
Me: If you can solve the following riddle we can grab a drink to see if we click and go from there.
( ) - - ____
Her: Lol how about not, I have a pre cal test tomorrow that seems much more important
Me:I didn't mean tonight silly Im all booked up right now anyway. Give me your #
Her:I definitely wasn't planning on going anywhere tonight but you can build up to that
What's the best way to respond to this shit test?
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How to arrange to hangout with girl I met once a few days ago?
4 upvotes | October 27, 2014 | by 69Cobalt | Link | Reddit Link
I'm at college(dorm) and very recently got out of a LTR of around a year cause I simply got tired of
being in a relationship, so freshly single my first goal is to get a few girls as potential plates even if
I'm not particularly blown away, I feel I just perform better when I have options.
Keeping this in mind I started talking to a girl who very clearly wants the dick and will probly try to
fuck her sometime this week, but I don't want to have her as my only option. Two days ago I went to
have dinner with a friend(girl, but very red pill, we always joke about her orbiters and she helps me
get girls) and my other friend came over to her room with a few people, all of whom I knew except
for one girl whose birthday it was. Long story short it was a pretty fun night and although I made
some flirty comments at the birthday girl I was generally just focusing on having a fun time and
doing that to all the girls present. She seems a bit shy but didn't really have any problems with putting
my arm around her or light kino.
I added her on facebook and we made a few jokes on a friends photo. Now its 2 days later and I'd like
to pursue her, I'm not too invested but right now I just wanna get myself out there and explore all
options possible, plus shes pretty cute. I'm probably above average SMV, 6"0 tall, slim but muscular,
dress well, and am in general pretty funny and confident.
My main issue is with how to initiate contact with her without coming off as thirsty af? My building
is right next to hers if that helps with my next question which is if I do, what should I invite her out to
do on campus? I'm very good at maintaining conversation and stuff but I have trouble starting things
up and setting up events.
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success thread? GTFIH
4 upvotes | October 27, 2014 | by trpintrper | Link | Reddit Link
I am posting this to share my success, though that is just a side note into what I think is needed. We
need newpills and oldpills alike to share their successes in anything and everything that deals with
redpill and becoming a better man. Such successes can include tips and trips they use to maintain
frame, build rapport, and get things done in general. What motivates or what dedicates you? How did
you maintain frame and eye contact with that guy who is 6'4" and full of muscle? Stuff like that.
Here is what I got(I know it isn't much):
I just ended a dry spell. Feeling pretty proud. I have been been having frame problems, however I
have been working on that. What I have been doing lately is using the thought that "No female is the
female for you. THERE IS NO "THE ONE". She isn't that special." (no more pedestalizing). When I
think this thought it brings me down to earth and in the moment. When I'm in my moment I am witty,
straight to the point, and funny. I have seen amazing results with this thought for some reason, with
all forms of communication, texting and snap chat especially(nuudez).
SNAPCHAT! It has worked wonders for me in building rapport, probably because you can see facial
expressions.
Also don't think its wise to write a book in the comments here. If it is extremely useful information
make your own post.
If my grammar and wording is terrible, let me know.
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Noobie with just 1 simple problem
4 upvotes | October 18, 2014 | by SuperPhiSwag | Link | Reddit Link
I've been studying game/alpha behavior for OVER a YEAR now hardcore.. Like taking notes and
watching video AFTER video (Mystery, MagicBullets, Body Language).. and even after all that I still
don't feel alpha at all. During social interactions I'm still not as dominate as I'd like to be. I know all
the stuff.. but for some reason I WONT DO it?? The only time I can do it is when I'm drunk.. When
I'm drunk I feel like everything I've learned is finally being applied all at once.
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What does she mean?
4 upvotes | October 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm still a noob at this but say; when you're going for sesh at the gym and you invite a girl. She asks
you if your other friends are going too. Does this mean she wants to work out with you only or is it
better to have friends due to the fact there is a possibility she just wants to friendzone me?
She does have a boyfriend already but hasn't mentioned him to me personally
What do you guys think?
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[FR] Started to gain my balls back but I need some comments
here
4 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by Zagooda | Link | Reddit Link
Last weekend was pretty good for me. I went out alone (As always) to my favorite bar and sit by the
bar. Chatted with two bartenders for the first time. And they said "hey we know you come here a lot
but we just met, you're a cool guy" (I am telling this to show I increased my sociability not bragging
about my said "coolnes"). Some friends came, had fun with them. Met an HB9 Serbian, got her
number but I don't feel like texting her again since she did not answer my first text. That night was
fun.
The next night I went out with a hot friend (I WAS BETA, OK?). I am not orbitting her but since she
is hot, fun and touchy it makes me get attention of hot babes when we are out. Some big dudes came
and talked to her, met me and offered drinks for me as me and friend were sitting and they were
standing up besides us. I had a good chance of DHV that night.
I saw a hot blondie across the bar. Went to her, gently touched her and said "hi". She looked at me
and said hi. I looked at her eyes deeply and said "you were looking attractive and I had to come say
hi" (pulled it of great with confident tone and posture). She didn't hear that, because of the music. She
bended over to get closer and I whispered the same line into her ear. She was shocked, you should
have seen her wide open eyes. After a minute of Q/A section it turns out that we are neighbors and I
told her to give me her number so that we can hangout later. She said that I should give my number
and said "no, girls never take the initiative" blah blah took her number.
Here is the text messaging
http://imgur.com/a/xOwQn
and just now she texted "Going to sleep too tired..too early to wake up" (Wtf English is this? lol. She
is Russian)
She is definitely not an oneitis or something. I am posting to improve my game by getting comments.
And I am not planning to send her any more texts after this point. So please tell me if there is any
point I screwed.
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How to respond to this text
4 upvotes | October 7, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Girl I met at a party on friday saw me again today and asked me for my number; she just texted me,
"Was I supposed to text you? Or keep your number in my phone as decoration?"
She's 2 years younger than me so there's that... But not really sure what to say. Maybe something like,
"Use it to offer me ice cream"...Or I could neg her with respect to her age in saying, "Is this that 10th
grader that was all over me today?".
And yes, she's always this cheeky. We got into it a little after I stole the girl dancing on her (and kept
her, haha) - I could tell she enjoyed it though. After that I spotted her on my way home on a bench
sitting next to some kid. I asked if they were together; they said yes - not a big revelation in that I was
hardly interested...Anyways, funny enough, as I'm leaving school, I see her and the first thing she
says to me is that he's not actually her bf and asks me for my number (of course I didn't give it away
right away). And here we are.
Edit: This was a very poorly written post and sorta still is.
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How to deal with shittest?
4 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by RiseAboveIt | Link | Reddit Link
I said P.S you suck as response time
she replied later saying I know im sorry blah blah text filler
then she says 'I think you should be flattered that i'm replying to you within a day'
Any ideas? I want to agree and amplify so my first idea is to say 'awwwh getting special treatment am
I?'
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Grabbed two plates.. and dropped. Still new. Teach me what i
did wrong
4 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | by RamJamtheBarbarian | Link | Reddit Link
Alright fellas, so last Friday I went out and gamed a couple ladies. Decided on this tall brunette real
cute face. 7 in the body. I isolated from her hellish sister and kinoed like a mother fucker. Got her to
my rides car with my buddies to end the night.
My friends were real quite on the way back to the house I crash at. I get her in and I fuck her twice.
Next morning I tell her to buy me breakfast, she does and then she dropped the news.
She used to smash the one of my good friends! The room we smashed in was his! So same house,
same room, different guy!
I didn't give a shit, I was just going to put her on the rotaion. But I call my dude and tell him of my
deeds. He dosent care. He said she really liked him and she drove 3 hours once to get smashed by
him. So I'm thinking cool got my plate with no strings.
Then two days later I day game a girl at the beach. Kino, kiss, number close. She was down for the
FWB thing and was down to fuck that day but i was crashing at friends house who she works with
and she didnt want the drama. I told her I'll invite her after I move in to my new crib.
That was sunday. Now it's Thursday and I'm down to smash the beach girl. I text
her....http://imgur.com/a/0Dsh3#0
So then im like no big. I cant still cressin the new apartment with bar chick.....nope. I texted her, "
hey "name" come see my new place...no respnse....
so whats up guys tell me what i have to do to improve.
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"Why is that"
4 upvotes | September 21, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Me: Seriously though...Not doing anything till 6 tomorrow Her: Why is that
Is this a shit test?
I think she's just not attracted to me and I should next her. What do you guys think?
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Went on date, need advice.
4 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by AFCdood | Link | Reddit Link
I went out with a chick for the first time since reading TRP stuff. We were set up by a
professional/work related person and she was an ~8. We went to a Mexican place to get food and
drinks. All throughout dinner I held frame and threw out some negs which were well received. I think
dinner went well, there were no negatives to take away and the conversations were relatively
interesting for speaking with a girl. We talked about going out after and went to her place to pregame
and figure out where to go.
I'm not sure what I should've done once we got there. At first I grabbed a beer and sat on a recliner
while she sat on the couch. She offered me a tour and shows me the place which was pretty cool. We
go back downstairs and I sit on the couch this time since there hadn't been much physical contact to
this point. She sits on the recliner this time.
I realize she's pretty drunk because she is laying on the recliner talking a lot about random shit I
didn't ask about. I was happy when her roomy came in with a group of people because I thought we
were going to go out with them. About 30 minutes go by, I go to the bathroom and when I get back
the group has left.
The chick is still reclining, looking like she's about to fall asleep. She said she didn't want to go out. I
was sobering up and at least as tired as she was and there had been very little contact still. I figured I
need to cut my losses for the night and go home, especially since I had really been looking forward to
going out. I told her I was hailing a ride to see how she would react, she seemed taken aback so I
decided to wait a few minutes. She would waver between bursts of enthusiastic monologues about
herself and almost falling asleep on the recliner. It didn't take long for me to actually summon the
ride.
I said bye and we hugged and I went outside to wait because I didn't want to listen to her any more.
She followed me out and awkwardly waited with me. The ride came and I left.
We had talked earlier about doing something else this weekend because she insisted she's only a bore
on Friday nights but I don't know if we're going to. She was hot and very tolerable until she was
drunk (which wouldn't have been an issue if I had been on her level) so I would like to see her again.
I need advice on where to go from here.
1. Are there any obvious mistakes? I know I didn't escalate but it didn't seem appropriate since we
were both obviously exhausted. I don't think I put myself in a position to be an orbiter but I
want to ask people who know.
2. When should I talk to her again? Only talk to her to set up a meeting or text her today saying it
was fun and we should hang out soon? We both work corporate schedules though her week
hours are really long and I don't want to hang out with her if she's going to be tired (at least not
if we're not already fucking). That might limit us to weekends.
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need advice dealing with text from exgf
4 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So around this time a year ago I met a girl and we hooked up the first night, fucked her the second
time seeing her and were together for 6 months after that. She was always saying you're perfect, don't
leave me, i really like you a lot etc. and it slowly broke down my frame, I got comfortable and went
way the fuck out of my way to sacrifice my happiness for her.
you guys can probably guess what happened next. despite wanting to be official for the majority of
the time we knew each other, by the time I finally brought it up last April, she told me she had
feelings but "not enough".
she asks to be friends and after a few weeks of her constantly texting me begging to be friends i
agree. but i still mostly ignore her and she gets pissed and eventually stops texting me save for some
drunk texts once every month or so.
i saw her at a party at the beginning of the semester but I could tell she was obviously ignoring me
(left the room when i walked in, and she walked right in front me when i was talking to a girl, I didn't
realize it was her till she passed, she had to have known it was me) so I didn't make an effort to talk
to her.
so I haven't heard from her since around july 4th. but last night she drunk texts "how come you act
afraid of me"
half of me wants to ignore it, but i don't want to look like I am afraid either. what would you do?
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Comeback Without Sounding Beta?
4 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Used to flirt with this chick on Facebook couple of months ago. She was into me, but I couldn't really
escalate as I had to deal with my ex back then. And it faded away slowly.
To cut short, I inboxed her on Facebook two weeks ago. An interesting opener, one neg, maintained
the playful frame, and I got her to give me her number in just three messages. Again, I could see how
much she was into me. Texted her on WhatsApp after a couple of days "X Coffee Shop. Friday. 15.00"
She hasn't replied, though. It could be either 'cause of me coming off as too cocky, or she probably
doesn't know it was me(I never gave her my number before I texted her). I would have called her up,
but I just realized she's currently at a different city. What do I text her to come out of this without
sounding lame? Probably tease her for her lack of reply? Suggestions are much appreciated.
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Need Help Acquiring a Plate
4 upvotes | September 4, 2014 | by newmeforever | Link | Reddit Link
Back Story I used to work a job with a female co-worker who had the biggest crush on me. Let's just say at the
time I shunned it off because I was not attracted to her at all. Don't get me wrong shes probably an
HB7, but I just didn't have that attraction for her at all.
Fast forward to two weekends agoI went to a birthday party for some old friends and what do you know? She was there. Small world.
We immediately reconnected and talked about how the last 5 years have been, so on and so forth. By
the end of the night, she insisted I put my phone number in her phone. So I did because it was
actually kind of nice to catch up
Here is where I need your help! She is now non-stop texting me about the most random shit, and since she's someone to talk to, I am
replying back. But now shes starting to throw all these signs my way. "You looked great at that party,
but you always have".... and "I'm sad you didn't like me back then"... You get the idea.
Well now!Shes trying to invite me to her friends birthday party on this coming monday night, as her date... Let's
just say, I do not want to be her "prize" around a bunch of her friends that I don't even know.
Secondly, at this point, I would love to have this girl as a plate, but definitely not someone I am
interested in being with. I just don't have that spark or chemistry with her.
So guys and gals, the text message from her saying, "I want you to come with me as my date" is still
sitting in my phone because I do not know how to approach the situation in terms of turning her into
a plate and nothing more. Can I get some advice on how to approach the situation.
Thanks guys and gals
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Rekindling attraction?
4 upvotes | September 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met a girl through work colleagues a few months ago. I could feel there was an instant connection.
Through the various events that we attended she began to give off all of the signals (admittedly some
i was unaware of at the time)
always smiling at me
playing with hair
holding eye contact
complimenting me
at one point she even apologised for staring at me, because i reminded her of an ex who gave
her 'self esteem issues'
basic shit tests
It was all going well, until along the line somewhere, I fucked up. The cheeky act I had on began to
fall at rare points, and tiny hints of betaness poked through. All the indicators of attraction slowly
began to dwindle. I'll be the first to admit I was inconsistent with holding frame - failing shit tests
some days and excelling on others.
My question to you all, is that once attraction is lost, is it possible for one to gain it back? If I haven't
already fucked up completely, how can I redeem myself? I like this girl.
Pull back, act distant, hold frame more, make her jealous (currently talking to 2 other women)? She
has a few other colleagues vying for her and I'm worried acting too distant will yield no results.
Thanks!
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How would you approach at a board gaming meetup?
4 upvotes | August 22, 2014 | by I_DressBADtrp | Link | Reddit Link
I've been going to board game meetups lately. Love board games. Shockingly enough, there are even
girls there. And some of them aren't even mutants. How would you approach at an event like this? I
signed up for a specific game ahead of time, which ended up being all dudes. It would be pretty
obvious to pull a "Hey, whatcha playin?" and insert myself into the game if I didn't already have a
gaming commitment. But how would you approach if she wasn't at the same table you are?
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Girl keeps playing games
4 upvotes | August 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've been gaming this girl for a few weeks now, knew her from high school and have been texting her
on and off. sexted her a little bit. Recently I've been ignoring her a little bit more after a couple flakes,
even one where she arranged it. she's been using her friends moving away for college as an excuse,
here's our most recent convo when I was asking her out to dinner she was taking too long to reply.
me: I know u see this i aint got all day
Her: hey don't get sassy with me, I'm eating dinner with friends they're going off to college tomorrow
:(
Me: you like it when I'm sassy, are you ever gonna chill with me?
Her: I will yeah when I'm not working and I'm not sick bc now I am
Me: pretty sure you just like the extra attention
her: haha wow okay
I'm not even gonna reply, I think its time to delete a number but I was wondering if anyone could
give me any pointers. thanks guys.
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Short text exchange: blatant resource seeking behaviour
4 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by I_DressBADtrp | Link | Reddit Link
Imgur of text exchange.
So I met this girl a couple weeks ago through a friend. He told me she was his "new girlfriend." They
had kissed a couple nights before. Whoopee-fucking-do right? Turns out he's a huge pussy. Somehow
managed to drop $800 on her in the space of a week and never got any touch. I guess she figured I
was the same kind of chump.
Is there anything you can do to turn this kind of thing around? My last line probably fucked it up
beyond repair, but assuming I hadn't said that, what do? I had the thought of calling her out on it:
"Just want to smoke my weed, huh?" Is that a good move? Or just ghost? I offered the abv and tea
(kratom) because I was actually down to board game. Hard to find people interested in regular game
nights.
Before it comes up, no, I will not be contacting her again. And I'll likely ignore any communication
from her in the future. She made it on my shit-list with this conversation. She's nothing special to
begin with.
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Tinder Advice: Too many options.
4 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | by jerdo | Link | Reddit Link
Started using Tinder recently. I'm getting lots of matches and interest through the texting but I never
feel like I should go for the number and set something up if its not within a day or 2 of the match.
I work at a restaurant which means lots of long split shifts or closes where I can be unavailable to
meet at evening/night time. for 4 or 5 days in a row. Not into daytime dates really.
Its hard enough to keep any attraction texting a girl you met in person over a weeks time let alone a
Tinder match, but I can't help but feel I'm missing opportunities.
Should I continue to pursue these girls or just drop them?
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Club game
4 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I walk into a club. The dance floor is bumping. What I do right now is start dancing with a couple
guy friends and try to make eye contact with ladies to gauge interest. Most of the women are dancing
in circles and mostly looking at their friends, not over their shoulder or around the floor. I've tried
approaching from the back (shoulder tap, hip bump, hand held out, and even just getting behind and
dancing) but pretty much everything has failed with women that aren't fat/desperate.
I want to know if there are precise instructions on how to get women to want to dance with you in
this situation. I'm decent looking and in decent shape (working hard to raise my SMV) but I feel like
there's just nothing I can do on the floor unless I get eye contact and a smile (which is very rare). Are
there any other strategies you guys use to help increase success in this type of situation?
Edit: should also add that its too loud to talk, so any verbal game is out of the question
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The Umbrella of Game encompasses RP philosophy and PU
artistry. You can't separate both.
4 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/money-looks-or-status-wont-make-good-with-women/
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Approaching with day game
4 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by TheJohnDough | Link | Reddit Link
Can you guys give me some advice on approaching chicks during the day. Here is what happened
today, i was at the gym with my cousin and we were lifting (as most of you told me to do) mind you
i'm not big or that good looking body wise yet but i guess you could say i have a good looking face,
i'm like an athletic skinny body type, but whatever none of that shit matters. I thought they were
looking at me but i wasn't sure. I thought i would approach them then i realized after it say Hi my
name is John whats up, they tell me their names, where do i go from there? Some one told me i
shouldn't beat around the bush and make excuses for talking to chicks and just be straight up, so how
do i do this without it being awkward and possible annoying these people during their workout? I
dont have that much experience in the field because i have been working on my inner game a lot and
my past experiences with hooking up/dating girls i have been a beta blue pill. Advice appreciated.
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Gaming a former chick
4 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by avoutour | Link | Reddit Link
Alright, I wanted to get some input/see if its practically possible to game a chick I dated but was
bluepill with.
Story: I met this chick via tinder, we talked for a few weeks, went on some dates, didn't hear from her
for a week. Fast forward a week later we start communicating again, see her like 2 or 3 times a week
for a few weeks. The culminating end was we hung out for like five hours one day and just made out
a few times. Never really heard from her after that, dropped me from fb and instagram so I figured
she was done.
Now I just wanna see what I can get her to do but not sure If ive totally destroyed my chances via my
bluepill former days, input would be awesome.
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My first open... and a good lesson
4 upvotes | June 8, 2014 | by Geocan001 | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm going to go about this hollistically. I'll tell you a story and extrapolate what I learned.
The Story:
I work as a security guard in a corporate building. It's Sunday, so i figured it would be a relaxing
shift. Well fuck. In walks tall, blonde and stunning. She stops to wave goodbye to a car, which I
make the asusmption is her husband/boyfriend dropping her off. I'll come back and explain why this
is a good thing.
I greet her as she comes in and get the standard "how are you?" Response. Of course I answer with a
"Better than you. It's a Sunday." She giggles and explains she came in to study. Nothing much
outside of my standard customer service rapport building happens here.
Turns out, though, that her desk is on my patrol route. I stop and make a quick query about her
studies, and mention she's still crazy studying out of semester time. We get to talking about uni, and I
happen to mention I'm undergrad Psychology.
To keep the story fairly short, I have learned a few tricks of attention, so I play them on her and give
a brief explanation behind the actual tricks. I did this two separate times, two hours apart and both
times she instantly put down her reading, stopped her computer, took her glasses off and gave me her
full attention.
What I learned:
This isn't so much about the quality of my game. Remember this is literally my first "open." What I
really learned was that it's much easier to be outcome independant if the woman you practise your
game a little on is taken. You know you have a zero chance, so you change your mindset and your
goals.
Even if you just do this a few times to practise your game, I would bet money you'll have an easier
time on the cold approach. I'm not going to try to close on an office thing. Rather, she will now just
be a friendlier peron who might see me and be more likely to stop and say hi.
NOTE: I am at work, so this might need some editing. Ask questions and feel free to just slap me
down if you have contradicting evidence.
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Mild Shit Test
4 upvotes | May 15, 2014 | by LukeMooney | Link | Reddit Link
We should all know about shit tests by now, what they are, and how to deal with them. However,
something that has recently occurred to me in my dealings with women, is a slight variation of a shit
test, not as strong, but still gives the you the potential banana skin to slip up on.
For me, it's to do with being overly helpful, or too enthusiastic. A woman at work just asked me,
"how do you deal with smelly trainers", I responded "don't know, ask google" seems like an ok
response. If she was more attractive or if I was more beta, I might have stood there and really thought
about it, and given her many possible answers, that I know, which include cat litter. The fact that I
didn't really care enough to go over the top means I passed (I think).
The more I think about it, the clearer this subject becomes, if a woman asks you a question that she
can easily find the answer to on google, think carefully before you get too enthusiastic. Still be aloof
even if you know the perfect answer.
Another example, girl "how do I get to x destination" - Alpha; "you have a smart phone, use it" "take
the insert correct route, then insert change in line/road". Beta "Errr, let me just check for you (pulls
out phone)" or "well you go this way or this way or this way, do you want me to send you a text with
all possible routes?!?!"
Another example, girl; "I don't know what drink to get..." Alpha "I'll order for you" or "Mmm
interesting" or "Typical woman". Beta "Really!! Have you tried x?!!?! its amazing!!! ORR what
about Y if you like oranges, do you like oranges?!?!"
A lot of the time when I hear betas over reacting to these mild shitters, the correct response would
normally be just to look at her and laugh a bit because they're usually so stupid you need not reply.
Some times when you have the right answer, you can't help yourself. Mild shitters I usually find are
more akin to women trying to put you on their orbit, rather than the traditional shit test - pass to gain
access to vagina heaven.
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How do I open?
4 upvotes | May 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I see all these guides on shit tests and closing, but how do I open without being creepy?
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Passed a shit test today, here's how. (Long read)
4 upvotes | April 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Just some backstory: I work in a place that employs almost 400 people sporadically scheduled
throughout the day. I've been working there for two years but about 8 months ago, I noticed Mary,
she's a solid 7. After a few passing smiles we started engaging in normal chit chat, from there I got
her number and texting didn't go so well at first. She wasn't good at holding a conversation so I
completely stopped taking to her. Strangely enough once I stopped taking to her it seems like she
disappeared from work. Until recently. On Sunday she was, for lack of a better word, loitering with
her friend watching me work so I went up to her said hello and all that good stuff then went back to
doing what I was doing. She continued to stare at me work so I texted her. The conversation escalated
quickly and I wasn't sure if she was being serious or not this is the important part.
Her: oh so you want some mary, captain america? (she thinks i look like captain america)
Me: you think you can handle captain america, mary?
Her:oh i do. i just hope he can handle me
Me: we'll see
Her: oh we will?
Me: what're you doing tonight?
Her: going to school cause I'm cool like that
Me: okay so you name a time and a place and like I said we'll see.
Her: alright. let me clarify something.
Me: ok
Her: I'm not a little hoe
Me: hoe is a very broad term
Her: I don't know what you want from me but I don't usually sleep around with random guys. I'll
hang out and fool around but I'm not a hoe. Just sayin :)
Her: I wasn't sure if you were joking before
(this is the beginning of her resistance)
Me: if I was joking, would it be funny?
Her: I was laughing anyways..
Her: from my own personal experience I feel like its appropriate to tell you that I'm not a hoe.
Me: What are you implying?
Her: Implying with what? not being a hoe?
Me: enough with the riddles lol you know exactly what I'm asking
Her: I'm actually very confused..
Her: how about YOU stop with the riddles.
Me: I'm not expecting to just fuck you on a whim. I'm not going to treat you like a hoe. But if I do
take you out, I'm doing that with the intentions of my actions being reciprocated.. if I thought you
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were a hoe I wouldn't have tried talking to you in the first place.
Her: well that wasn't a riddle.
Her: and thank you for clarifying that for me.
Her: it would be rude with no reciprocating
Me: ok so we're on the same page?
Her: well I hope so ;)
Thoughts?
EDIT: formatting, taking out the useless text, adding the important texts that i cut out.
TL/DR: The idea was that she was all about sex while we were talking about it but when i made a
move to make it happen she had some LMR. thats when she started saying "i dont do this sort of
thing" i maintained frame and told her if i take her out i want reciprocation. she thanked me for being
clear about my intentions and agreed that it would be rude of her not to reciprocate.
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Increasing SMV through shit tests?
3 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all,
So I am wondering if you can use shit tests to increase your SMV or does it always come across as
justifying to her??
For example this chick asked if I own a house? I was going to respond with. "A house? No, Try a half
dozen of them (which is true), what about you?" I didn't I just blew it off but it left me wondering is
this just being an arrogant dick, justifying or will it increase SMV?
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Got a date comin up on friday... when do i check in by text?
3 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, just as title states. Last time we spoke was a couple days ago. i just need a little idea as to what
to message on the check in text. being that it is three days away, i need some help with the text game
EDIT 1: Also, would it be worthwhile to ask what type of wine she likes?
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How does this style of game work?
3 upvotes | October 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So i'm a young guy, and there's a handful of girls i see regularly who i am not particularly attracted
to, or at least not to the extent they are attracted to me. When I interact with these girls, my "game" is
great, i'm witty, i destroy shit tests, maintain frame ect.
Realizing this i'm figuring that if i were to act towards attractive girls the same way i would act
towards the girls i'm less attracted to I could really start pulling them. Basically before i'm about to
say/do something to girl A i ask myself "what would i say/do to girl B" and do that, hopefully it
would become second nature.
I feel like theoretically this would work, and i'm going to try this myself, but i was wondering if
anyone had actually tried something like this and had results.
Thanks,
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Biggest challenge so far
3 upvotes | October 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
First of all, I just discovered this sub and I'm enjoying it a lot. The people here seem more inclined to
give advice than most other RP-related boards.
Here it goes. I recently ran into a girl I had not seen in ages. We chatted it up and I took her number.
Texted very briefly. I told her she was going for drinks with me a couple of days from now. I set that
up at a bar near her place and she was into it, replying quickly and talking more than I was. She even
mentioned how she lived alone in a big apartment. Seems good, doesn't it? The thing is that I'll
probably have to change her perception of me completely in the span of that date, because she's seen
me in fucking diapers. That's right, I'm trying to seal it with my old sitter. I'm now 22 and she's 28.
Hadn't seen each other in a little over ten years, and she's grown to be a solid 7-8.
I'm not completely new to game. I'm relatively successful and it's not the biggest age gap I've ever
dealt with, but the context is something new to me and would be quite a feat to accomplish. Any
thoughts on how to overcome this?
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Help with this girl that I helped out a few nights ago.
3 upvotes | October 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
She was rather drunk one night and I helped her out - having never met her. She then adds me on
facebook and says thank you. What could I say in return?
Conversation so far:
Her: Thank you so much for looking after me last night, you were a big help
Me: don't stress hopefully your recovery wasn't too bad
Her: I was fine but thankyou!
Me: did your parents find out?
Her: Nope
Me: ahahah sweet! all good then. Any time, it was nice meeting you.
Her: You too, sorry I was a mess thanks though
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[FR] DarkTriad Role played game to number close an HB,
what to answer to her shit test " Promise me to tell me more
about yourself "
3 upvotes | October 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So few days ago, there was a party, I was there with a HB7 that I plan to plate and she knows I'm
ultra social. So I told her " Let's meet some people tonight ". And I decided to use this girl as my
wingwoman and she was like " yay ". She's in fond of me and is amazed at how I can approach
whoever I want. She's kinoing me a lot and complimented me many time on how I seem to know
everybody and make friends so easily.
So I recocgnized the cutest girl in the room (whenever I enter a room I scan it ) and approached her.
She was with her group of HB friends so I touched her shoulder 3 times with my finger.
She turned and saw me, I immediatly began eye contact, smirk and said " Hey What's your story ?"
(Approaching a girl with another girl just next to you may help as social proof)
My wing quickly introduced herself and then HB asked us what we were doing in our life and I told
her " I'm kidnapping cute girls to ask a ransom to her parents, are you rich ? "
Then she proceeded to ask me boring interviews question but I didn't answer any of them and instead
said something among the line : " I hate interview questions, I don't know you, you don't know me, so
let's play a game "
Then I proceeded to play 2 truth one lie as an Ice breaker.
Then another girl in the party recocgnized me. I tried to game this girl a week ago and she
complimented me on my game and told me that she already had a Bf whom I befriended too. So she
approached the 3 of us (Me, the potential plate I'm using as a Wing and the HB), and told me " I see
you're running your game ;) "
And I answered " Indeed I am " and then introduced this girl to the HB and the potential plate.
I then said " Here's my partner in crime, she's helping me kidnapping girls " And Immediatly she role
played with me and said on the get go " Entershikari I wanna discuss our contract, I want more than
50 % on the ransom " And I then said " Sorry But i'm doing all the work so I'll keep 65 % " The other
QT with whom I approached the HB then wanted to be part of the fun and said " Hey I wanna be a
bad girl too "
We all kept joking on the matter and howI was kidnapping girls and I made all 3 girls laughed a lot.
The girl who has a BF that I tried to game then occupied the other HB7 so that I could have one on
one time with the HB.
At one point the HB then shit tested me saying " I'm sorry but I'm not rich "
And I answered " You know even us kidnappers have to lower our standard, it's the crisis after all "
she then laughed.
Some AFC guy that I know then tried to enter our discussion but ended up asking interviews
questions to the HB such as " Where are you from ? What are you doing ? etc .. " I introduced the
AFC to the HB as " Hey this is AFC I met him while we were in Prison " She then laughed and the
AFC was like " No not at all ". I kept making him qualified to me and whenever the HB was
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answering his questions she was eye contacting me like with eyes like " save me from this guy "
So I talked to her by whispering to her ears and the clueless AFC was like " What is he whispering to
you ? " but didn't get any answers.
I then number closed the HB in front of the AFC and told her that we should meet some time to
discuss the terms of her kidnapping. When I #-close her I gave her a nickname from our private joke
of me kidnapping her which made her laugh. She then kissed me on the cheek as goodbye.
It was few days ago.
And this afternoon I called her (I never text and always call) and Invited her to a party and on
saturday to a blood donation date. She then told me that she'd give me an answer.
Few hours later she sent me " Hey I deeply thinked about it but I think I'm sick tonight and can't go to
your party ... even if it's tempting, but I'm in to meet you on saturday just tell me when and where, but
I realized that you know about me but you remain a mystery for me so I may come if you promise me
to tell me more about yourself "
I then replied few hours later : " Saturday, hour, place "
And then she replied just a minute after
" It's not a promise ! "
And then it's been an hour and a half since this message from her and I was wondering what to
answer to make her feel confortable enough to meet me on saturday.
Is AA an option " Indeed it's not a promise " ?
Thanks guys in advance !
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Help me help my friend
3 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
For the record, I am actually talking about a friend here, not myself.
Long story short, he had a friend of a girl come up to him at a bus stop and she spoke of her shy
friend, and told him to go up and ask for her number...As you may imagine, the interaction wasn't
very smooth seeing that he knows nothing of game and might not convey a great amount of
confidence at times.
Anyway I'm helping him out with his text game, especially since we have a ton of links here for that,
but where do you guys suggest I send him for IRL game? The basics; tone, eye contact, body
language, escalation, carrying conversations, shit tests, how to act, etc. .
I'm afraid he'll go in there and try to "be himself" thinking that it will work.
Would it be a bad idea to have him bring one o fer friends along so the both of us could meet so I
could wingman him?
What are some breif reads that you would suggest to cover this?
edit: Not a book, something that could be read over night not entire books. Some quick reads to get
him the basics.
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Keep trying or pull out completely
3 upvotes | October 1, 2014 | by Sniff_the_rag | Link | Reddit Link
Trying to determine if she's just playing with me or she actually just wanted to slow things down,
here's the story. A friend and I had been hanging out very often for months and months(she was in a
LTR but long distance). My friend and her boyfriend broke up and about a month or so after we
ended up hanging out and sleeping together. The summer went by and we had an amazing time
together. Though it was obvious we gr along perfectly she kept insisting she be the one to make
things official. Move up a few weeks ago over a couple drinks and her realizing we were in a
relationship just without the title we made it official. After 2, again amazing weeks, I brought up the
fact it seems like she's hiding our relationship and doesn't treat me like her boyfriend, blammo the
next day we meet up and she calls things off saying she had told me she didn't want anything more at
the time. We've hung out since and she still says she loves me and kisses me in a way that tells me so.
What the hell do I do?
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Take girl to dive bar. Girl admits to having a one night stand,
tells me "good things happen to those who wait." Can't
understand why she's getting radio silence after such a great
night.
3 upvotes | September 29, 2014 | by VegasHostTre | Link | Reddit Link
Ugh nights like these happen to the best of us sometimes and make no mistake I am not the best. So I
scoop up this girl to go to a dive bar with happy hour after midnight. We're sitting there I'm trying to
escalate the conversation to my place up the street. She starts to tell me about the one night stand she
had 2 years ago at the bar we met. She rambles on and on at which point I completely shutdown no
lie, I knew this was fuck or fail territory and went to seal the deal. She shut me down with the "good
things happen to those who wait" shit test, I completely failed that shit test and for the rest of the
night wore an expression in between disgust and anger. I dropped her off at her house and
immediately erased her from my contacts. She has tried to contact me for a week getting nothing but
radio silence sending messages such as "You don't like me anymore?". At this point, I am not thirsty
enough to try again with this girl. I already failed the shit test of not fucking the first night, from here
on it would be nothing but beta measures to smash, she may even employ the classic 3 date rule lol,
and I'm not going that route. Just leave it as it is. NEXT!
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How to approach girls during high school lunches?
3 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | by tobiss | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2hh5vg/how_to_approach_girls_during_high_school_lu
nches/
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I fucked up today
3 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Walking to my bicycle, helmet in hand, and I see these two girls ahead walking in my direction. I see
the cute one looking at me and we engage in eye contact. I get to hold eye-contact for like a second or
two but then her friend passes ahead and breaks our eye contact; but I kept looking in the same
direction so when we passed we met eyes again and she says "Hi" with a huge smile but keeps
walking and is incredibly giggly I say, "hey, who are you". The IOI's are off the charts, she must have
been incredibly nervous. She hesitantly kept walking; nervously and whilst being incredibly giggly
and said, "hi" at least two more times as I stopped and she turned around walking backwards, "hi"
and smiling very hard.
This is the first time I’m seeing her but I’m hoping she goes to the college so I’ll see her again.
Strong 9/10.
I guess she was too nervous to stop and talk, maybe she was too flustered to say "hi" in her oh so very
cute high pitched inviting tone.
I probably should have run after her and more assertively introduced myself to her so she'd be less
likely to keep walking. I don't think I did enough but this is a pretty damn good basis for if we ever
meet. It's weird though because I’ve never seen her before and there was no class today so I highly
doubt our schedules will lead to us to crossing paths once more.
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Have I learned nothing or does it seem like Paul fails shit tests
in his Ebook
3 upvotes | September 21, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
Have I learned nothing or does it seem like Paul fails every shit test in the
************BONUS**************
Janka’s Famous Text Quiz
section of the ebook.
HOLLY: Ok but you must answer a question Do you always pick up women on the street
and by have a drink later are hoping for more than just a shot of booze
ME: Not always, no. ;)
Here I would expect an AA of some sort, instead he halfway agrees.
ME: Question one: age?
HOLLY: You first
ME: As I expected. Now comes Phase Three. The questions get much harder. Perhaps we
should wait a bit till you're alone...
I think he handles this one pretty well but what follows, not so much.
HOLLY: Is this really a test to see how far I go before getting offended
HOLLY: At the end of phase two you must answer my last question
ME: 32
This was a 100% pass because he ignored the shit test...well done. But she is persistant and doesn't
move on, and this is where I think he fails.
HOLLY: The former question
ME: No, the goal of this test is not to offend.
Maybe he should have ignored it again? Could he have sarcastically said, "Yeah, I’m trying to offend
you into my bedroom"?
Maybe this isn't a shit test at all.
I'm not trying to come off like I could do any better; I doubt I could. After all, I’m reading his ebook,
not the other way around.
For more context, pages 24-26 here http://www.pauljanka.com/xdownloadx/TextGame.pdf
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First outing since swallowing the pill... Have some questions.
3 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, first off a big thankyou. A bit of back story: Swallowed the red pill about 5 weeks ago and
haven't looked back.. I was never terrrible with woman but i got out of a LTR and only slept with 4 in
8 months and i knew i had some real issues. A mate put me on to TRP and it's like everything fell into
place. Anyhow met this HB8 at a hospital last week. She was a real cute nurse, so i went over and
had a chat and got her number and arranged to have a drink. I called her yesterday to arrange the
place to meet and was so beta on the phone it wasn't funny. I got off the phone angry at myself but
determined to make sure i would do better when we met. We went out for drinks for lunch today and
ended up getting some food.
I have been reading a lot of game and instantly made physical contact. Arm around the back, guiding
her places, grabbing her hand and leading her as we walked around. At first she wouldn't touch me
back at all. Quite standoffish and a little awkward but i persisted and she got more comfortable and
she began flirting openly. She also started making a lot of physical contact.
So everything was going well, physical contact, eye contact and she even started to throw in a bit of
dirty talk. Then she caught me off guard by starting to throw conversation about her ex husband and
old boyfriend. She even tried to shock me by telling me how much older her husband was, however i
just shrugged and she said "your not shocked, everyone is shocked by that" I simple smiled and said
"i don't care what you've done in the previous part of your life".
Then she mentioned something about her friends asking why i hadn't text her in 4 days after getting
her number (I was away in the country working) and said that we where probably just going to be
friends right? I ignored the question, laughed and started talking about something else.
Also she kept saying what is it that i want. After the 3rd time i had my hand on her leg so i squeezed
it, looked her in the eye and said "I know exactly what i want". Then she asked how many women
have i slept with several times, each time i told her "No, i'm not telling you that"
The "date" ended after about 4 hours, she was all over me but wouldn't kiss me?? So when i got to
her car and she was being cheeky (hands all over me, kissing me on the cheek lots etc) and not
kissing me i just told her No, you have to kiss me right now and she did.
Now obviously this wasn't all at once but over a period of an hour or so mixed in with other
conversation.
My question is, are these all shit tests? If so, did i handle them well or should i have played them a
different way? I didn't get jealous or even really care. Open to ideas.
Also wouldn't mind your thoughts as to the next play here? Wait 2 days and then see if she is free and
tell her i'm coming around with a bottle of wine and a movie or......??
Cheers
Slider
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Is there a generally good response to a "I love it when you don't
respond" text?
3 upvotes | September 18, 2014 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link
I get this a lot. Sometimes I just don't feel like responding or am busy. Also, would you respond
differently if you had a valid reason for going NC (like the girl disrespecting you)?
I just got that text and went with "one of my most charming qualities isn't it" Thimk i'm getting better
at AA.
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Shadow boxing for The Red Pill Game
3 upvotes | September 12, 2014 | by Sine_amor_nihil_est | Link | Reddit Link
Gentlemen,
I recently stumbled across a good training tool I'd like to share with the community. And that is
Skype chatting!
Now, before I go further, I'd like to say that Skype chatting is NOT a substitute for going into the
field. Not at all. But, similar to how a boxer will train shadow boxing, Skype chatting is a good way
to practice certain techniques and skills. Also, to the more shy and reserved members here DO NOT
do these exercises and try to seduce women online, and use it as a crutch and/or excuse to not go into
the field. Eyeball-to-game is always the best. Period.
That being said, here's my story in brief: I met a couple penpals via Interpals and after a few email
exchanges - NB: This is also a good way to practice writing good emails to women. Personally, I take
the phone texting techniques and apply them to emails - I close them on cam talks. What I quickly
discovered is that despite losing a lot in the way of body language, kino, etc. you really have to focus
on proper words and tonality. You can practice, free of any fear, different conversational threads, or
lines, etc. Be cocky funny. Be flirty. Be quiet and mysterious. Talk a lot. Talk a little. Whatever angle
you use or want to use, practice it. And since most of these girls live on the other side of the world
there is no pressure of sex to cause you or her any fear. It's a pure verbal interaction and that's the
beauty of it: you can fine tune your verbage, and even to a certain extent eye contact and personal
body language, via the cam talks. And then when you do go out into the field, as you MUST do if
you want to get good at this, you will already have a baseline of what to say and how to say it to elicit
positive reactions from women.
The other cool thing is since your face is there in the lower corner of your computer monitor, you can
scrutinize and study YOUR face whilst you're conversing, to make sure you're exhibiting proper
facial/body language, i.e., smiling, steady gaze, no weird twitches or bug eyes, no nervous
gesticulations, etc.
tl;dr Do Skype cam talks with girls who live far away from you. Use it like a boxer uses shadow
boxing, to refine specific techniques, and to study her reactions to your words and to study yourself.
Then go into the field and apply your new found knowledge.
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Can't interpret what's going on here
3 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by Air4ce1 | Link | Reddit Link
Girl goes on date and then comes back to me more receptive and flirty after the date. It's happened
multiple times. What's going on?
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Potentially going to sleep with a coworker tonight.
3 upvotes | September 5, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm a server in a restaurant, title, we are both new. Is this acceptable in my line of work as a young
college student. Or do I look elsewhere. About to ride over to her apartment on my bike.
Let me know what you think cause I know you guys know best and are the closest thing to like a
father I could ever have.
What do? Can I pull it off? Ill check my phone when I get to her apartment and go from there. I can
either
A Fuck her tonight
B scope out her roomates and make her a friend and start a social circle via her and her roomates and
fuck them
C anything else?
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How to focus attention correctly if you want to game 2 chicks to
get the 3rd that is higher value?
3 upvotes | September 1, 2014 | by Adolf_ghandi | Link | Reddit Link
Plot
3 girls(6,7,9) show rather obvious iois >all are the same sports course with me
Sports will be Wednesday and Friday >with a night out including with all of >them Friday.
Can't take any of them home >Wednesday for work related reasons.
I obviously want to get the 9 but >game the other 2 to achieve that.
Now the question:
Should I ignore the 9?
Should I rather give her a bit of attention and redraw it completely for the rest of the time while doing
stuff with the 2 other ones? Should I try to rotate them so I don't give any of them too much
attention? Should I try to opt out and exercise with a dude instead?
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Day Bang actionable steps?
3 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by throwaway-aa2 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, so I just read that full book. My question is... it has you do things in steps, but it never says
when to do them.
For instance, it says to play the rejection thoughts in your head, and it teaches about Galnuc but there
isn't really any actionable steps, is there? Are you supposed to read the book front to back before
doing anything? Are you supposed to play the rejection thoughts for a certain time before
approaching?
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So I was curious and began looking up the causes of Whiskey
Dick.
3 upvotes | August 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Blood Vessel Constriction is the cause, but I didn't get the thorough explanation I was looking for.
Anyway, I ended up finding this site and started browsing. I can't really get through most of the
articles, but skimming just reinstates what I already know about college girls. They really just want to
have fun. If you're not fun, they don't want anything to do with you. As immature as that sounds, it's
the same reason I admire them to the extent that I do. And it's kind of enlightening.
I figure browsing around and learning as much as you can won't hurt. Study your enemy they say.
Take it with a grain of salt.
edit: Shit is right here in our faces "He tells you you’re beautiful and wouldn’t dream of letting you
pay for anything (#TheDream)."
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Blasting Through Bad Days; Importance Of Introspection
3 upvotes | July 2, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/blasting-through-bad-days-importance-of-introspection/
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Advice?
3 upvotes | June 26, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a 20 year-old guy going into my junior year of college, looking to get with a 21 year-old gal
going into her senior year at the same college.
I've known this girl since junior year of high school and have spent time with her infrequently over
the years.
She recently came back from studying abroad and I told her to hit me up when she came back to our
hometown. She responded saying she'd like to go for a bike-ride tomorrow.
I have made strides in my personal life since the two of us last spent some time together (i.e.
weightlifting, self-confidence, TRP, etc.) and I am looking for some advice from members of this
community as to how I might game this situation.
Bearing in mind that she leaves for the summer in the coming week, is there much that can be done to
maximize the outcome of our time together?
Thank you for your replies.
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Trouble with LMR
3 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by RedThrill | Link | Reddit Link
I had a house party last week in which I started getting close to my new flatmate (it was only her
second day at the flat). My frame was on point and it looked like something was going to happen in
the end. About 45 mins before we went to bed she mentioned she had a boyfriend (all 4 of us were
chilling in my room at this point), but I ignored it, and she slept in my bed anyway.
We watched some shit on netflix to get to sleep, but whenever I tried to escalate, she'd back away,
this happened 3/4 times.
The night after we went to a club. We were dancing together for a decent amount of the night, and
she was grinding on me as well. I tried to turn her around to face me, but she turned back fairly
quickly. Again, we slept in the same bed again, and I managed a decent amount of kino escalation,
but still faced resistance. The same scenario happened the next night.
I'm now getting pretty sick of it, and want to know why she's giving LMR despite being okay
sleeping next to a guy and rubbing her ass against my cock all night.
I would also like an idea for a tried and tested "last chance" move, where if she rejects my advances,
then I'll just next her. She's leaving the flat this weekend, so I've not really got a lot to lose, but not a
lot of time to try a lot either.
Advice is much appreciated.
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I paid for food for a girl to take home...
3 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/27w14k/i_paid_for_food_for_a_girl_to_take_home/
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Wild night but something is amiss.
3 upvotes | May 16, 2014 | by MontePrince | Link | Reddit Link
I've mentioned this girl on here one other time but tonight was the night that we finally got physical
and it went really well but I need some advice on what happened and what I think is happening. I
hope I am just being paranoid.
I go out country dancing with this girl. I am 5'11" she is 5'10". I don't care and it doesn't seem to
bother her but she ends up meeting up with these two tall black guys and I end up getting AMOG'D
really badly by one of them and her attention is all on him. This is the first time this has happened to
me so instead of standing there like a putz I just go out on the dance floor and start dancing on my
own and with some other people.
I am trying to put on a confident face but inside I am feeling emasculated and embarrassed. She keeps
coming back to me but I am new to this and I am not sure what to do to assert my dominance so I
keep doing this run away game. I felt like a dumbass. To make it even worse some of my roommates
were there and the paranoia got to a pretty bad place.
I end up getting her to myself and we kiss and I tell her that we should go back to my place. She gets
excited and we leave with her and her gf. We get back to my place and it is on. I take out all of my
frustration from the night on her and she loves it. She even tells me that I am the most exciting guy
she has ever been with. After she says she needs to go to stay at a friends place but is giddy about
seeing me on Sunday. If she wasn't genuine about how good of a time she had then all of my years on
reading people has been a waste.
The thing that bothers me is that she kept getting messages while we were going at it and had to
silence her phone, she left when she says she was having the best time of her sexual life, and if I am
so great wouldn't she want to see me before Sunday? I know this was a long one but it just happened
so it is fresh in my mind and I should be happy right now but I feel like shit.
TL;DR Go dancing with girl, get AMOG'D, pretend like i don't care and go dancing without her on
the floor, take her home and have her, she leaves but it feels like she isn't going where she says she is.
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When it comes to making plans
3 upvotes | May 12, 2014 | by thethinker123 | Link | Reddit Link
First off I'm not really about the long texting game, I'd rather just make plans asap from the beginning
a few days after I get the girls number
Right now I'll ask how she's doing a few days later and try to make plans. If she can't make it and
doesn't suggest an alternative idea to meet up. I'll try again one more time 1-5 days later and if I get
the same result I usually say "alright, you let me know when you want to meet up". Delete her
number from my phone and on to the next one.
What do you guys think of this approach? I've had quite a few successes with it but I want to get a
general idea from you all if it's too harsh, too lenient, or anything else really
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How do you guys use TRP game on strippers?
3 upvotes | May 10, 2014 | by aOs_Student | Link | Reddit Link
Ive been taking TRP for a few months now and Ive started to notice some changes in myself as well
as how I interact with others around me. The reason I ask this is because me and some buddies are
headed to one this weekend. Being my first time in one I wanna try and work some game without
getting any lap dances as Ive read from other peoples experiences. Anyone other good ideas?
edit: really downvotes for a serious question? What's wrong with using game on them?
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Gym Game?
3 upvotes | May 5, 2014 | by swallowthisthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
Ok this may sound beta but I just want some advice.
I was the gym, hitting hard on some cardio, smashed my 1k row by 20 seconds, sweating hard. This
girl keeps walking around and I caught her looking at me a few times. Roughly 18-20. I ignore and
proceed to lift. I was doing squats and she moves to the muscle machine where the user needs to
spread their legs. Our eyes meet at least 5 times. I look away first.
A fitness instructor comes over and starts talking to the chick. He talked to her for a few minutes
when I was rowing but the conversation kept stalling so he left. He came back, and while they are
talking she continues to look at me and he starts to look at me as well.
She gives me a "save me" look, but I ignore and finish my squats. The instructor then walks her to the
female changing rooms. I leave soon after.
This sounds like a seddit post and how there were so many IOI's etc, but I feel like I fucked up and
could have definitely done something. Funny thing is I don't regret not saying anything, I just wanted
to lift and nothing else.
Hypothetically, if a situation like this arose again, I was running by a few scenraios of a chick and I
talking:
Me: Hey I usually go for coffee after I hit the gym. You should join me.
Her: Coffee after the gym? Odd. I think I'll pass.
My question is how to deal with this rejection/shit test? And can I also receive some advice on
general gym game? I usually ignore chicks because I am too focussed on myself but some advice
would be nice.
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POF: Best response to unsolicited "meet me"s?
3 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | by 22silver | Link | Reddit Link
Some of these chicks I would be interested in banging. My profile is pretty much set up to say "let's
fuck." I've tried going super direct, I've tried asking random questions like "do you believe in
ghosts?" And shit to get some kind of banter going, that works well, but I have trouble transitioning
to the subject of a meetup. Also, I have a girlfriend that lets me fuck other girls. I've tried the
preselection route, i.e. "hey, my girlfriend thinks your cute and she gets turned on when I fuck other
girls" Not one response to that, is it too direct?
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Did I make the right decision? asking your thoughts and
opinions
3 upvotes | April 28, 2014 | by dai_xinyi_boxer | Link | Reddit Link
Hello everyone first off some of you probably seen my posts on /r/asktrp. Let me start off by saying
that I am a first generation Asian American in my late 20s. I am a graduate student in the STEM
fields, and needless to say I have very low SMV as every other short chubby Asian Computer nerd.
On top of that I also have beta personality as I have a dysfunctional childhood, raised by a tiger step
mom who is a feminist.
If you have seen my previous posts I favor expatriation for guys like myself, as common sense tells
us that if we are not valued in American society, then go somewhere where I will be valued. I have
tried online dating like OKC and Tinder but the results are minimal.
However, I am also self improving, as I have lost a lot of weight when I took up muay thai/
kickoxing, kung fu, running and swimming
this is me: [removed]
Who favors expatriation? Did I make the right decision? any advice for me on improving looks or
game?
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Last night
2 upvotes | November 15, 2014 | by kaizen124 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been slowly swallowing the pill over the last few months and have been in monk mode. Last
night I decided to go to a trance show with a friend. Had a bit too much fun and woke up today with a
couple phone numbers from some girls I apparently met last night. Wondering if I should bother
texting?
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Somewhat off topic, but does anyone have backups to deleted
Real Social Dynamics vids?
2 upvotes | November 13, 2014 | by throwAwayObama | Link | Reddit Link
A lot have been deleted in the Julien aftermath.
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Tips?
2 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by TheJohnDough | Link | Reddit Link
I need some tips. I met this girl at a party, probably a 7 or 8, ill call her 8 for now. So being 16 and
being on TRP for a while I've noticed im more socially adept than most people my age. I had kino
with her, touched her carried her, just the usual shit. During the party I enjoyed my self, just walking
around taking everyones drink and drinking it, saying whatever I wanted, and no one seemed to have
a problem with it, i guess ive earned my free pass (Thanks trp).
I didn't get 8's number, but the next day she followed me on instagram and sent me a picture of a
baby saying that it was mine (joking obvious) and i respond with, just telling you right now i'm not
paying any child support to your crazy ass. Followed by LOL from her. Then I said "Give me your
number" she complies and I got her number, easy.
I text her for a bit and tell her x place on saturday. She responds with, im going to a party, but my
friend told me to invite you (good sign im guessing) and i stopped texting her. The next day i sent her
a snapchat she sent me one back and this went on till like 10 were sent, she sent the last on and I
stopped replying, because i figured there was no point in talking to her since i already established a
date. Am I doing this correctly? Im going to text her on friday and ask for the address and the time,
but thats it. How does that sound?
Also my friend used to like her and I think still does IMO and if i try to hook up with her he might
cockblock or make something awkward, I dont feel bad for him, I try to slay mercilessly even though
hes my friend. What do I do incase of the cockblock or he makes somethign awkward during the
party. Should I talk to him beforehand and tell him I plan to hook up with this girl? If I do this I think
I risk him saying something to her about what I am planning to do.
Advice needed from some of you more experienced dudes. If all else fails Im just going to talk to
another chick so whatever.
Thanks from one of your younger members.
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Help getting the number, given the circumstances...
2 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by Throwaway55665544 | Link | Reddit Link
I'll try to be brief. I moved to a new city 3 months ago and my job allows me to expense my dinners if
I work past 7. This happens a lot, and I've found a favorite restaurant in my building that I go to about
3x a week - by go to, I mean I call down my order, go down 15 minutes later to get the food then go
back to my office. I do not eat there (only clarifying this so you dont write the next paragraph off as
standard "oh shes only nice to you so you tip her").
Theres a cute bartender there but I never really made much more than small talk. She started to learn
my name and my "standard order" from my repeat business and would greet me by name and have
my shit ready whenever I called. I'd say she's been there 12 times when I've gone. Last time, the place
was dead so we talked more than usual and realized we actually have a mutual friend in the city (she
worked as a bartender elsewhere with my boy's fiancee). Should've asked for the number right there, I
know, missed opportunity.
I haven't been back since, but likely will go down tonight for my usual dinner pick up. I'm a lawyer
and shes a bartender, I'm 26 and she's 21, so I feel like everything should be in my favor. Did I fuck
up by not getting the number last time? Is this recoverable? Thanks in advance fellas.
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Got date date next week, but logistics are a conern. Help
2 upvotes | November 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So, this girl lives an hour away. No problem, I am keeping a level of discreet but we have this
restaurant here where you eat in pitch black and it's very touchy. You need to hold hands to get
around or when you are guided to your table etc.... problem is, it wouldn't be nice for me to ask her to
bus out this way just so I can drive her home, it seems too clear that I want to drive her back to her
place. So, any suggestions? Plus if the date is a dud , then an hour long drive would be a little painful
to deal with . I should research places close to her most likely? I don't want her to drive herself either
because this could equal her saying "I'll just drive myself"
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met this girl at the bar, got her number, msged already...but
now i am stuck. Help please!
2 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by gqtrees | Link | Reddit Link
met this girl (server) at a bar this past weekend for my bday party...i'll be honest, i grabbed her
number at a very drunken state. all i know is, apparently my buddy told me "bet you cant get her
number". To which i responded "easy" and i approached and got her number. But I have no idea wtf i
said or even realized i got her number until I was cleaning out my pocket and found her number
written on a piece of paper in my pocket next day....yes i did this all wasted. But I do remember
talking to her casually before I got to that state.
This happened on sat night...monday afternoon I sent a text "on a scale of 1 to 10..how drunk was i
sat?" 3:30pm.
at 4:28pm next day (tuesday) she responded with "sorry for late reply! it's a very busy week for me. I
would say you were a 7 on the drunk scale :P I expect at least 8"
at9:48pm that day, I responded with "only if you saw what happened later that night. by the way i am
totally blaming you for this halloween cupcake addiction ive been on"
at 7:45pm (wednesday) she responded with "you should be thanking me not blaming! cupcakes are
delicious (funny face emoticon at end)
I know not to msg instantly, even to wait another day. However that is not the issue, my issue is how
do i proceed further? Can some of you guys give me some solid examples I can lead off of in msging
her next? do i go for the meetup now? or wait few more texts?
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Is this a shit test?
2 upvotes | October 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/fngsffN
New to game and i never got hit with this one
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Help with texting this cute DJ girl
2 upvotes | October 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I don't have her number yet because her phone is broken but she gave me her Facebook. She was
visiting my town just outside of LA.
So far this is the conversation:
Me: I don't usually do Facebook anymore so you should feel special
Her: hahaha silly
Me: So you're a dj? Kinda like a female skrillex. But your hair is a little bit better.
Her: lol silly
Me: Sucks you're from Cupertino have you ever been to LA?
Help me out guys just swallowed the pill trying to work on my text game. Much appreciated.
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Help , screwed up two number closes today, last one I was
super nervous .
2 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by rpthrow1 | Link | Reddit Link
This happens whenever I have a girl cancel on me( look at my post history) , I go out and try to meet
someone new , but i project loserism so it doesn't work . The last one she was with her friend and it's
EXTRA hard for me to ask for a number then .
I'm trying to get to the point of not caring , (being "outcome indifferent" ) but I find myself getting a
bit down instead .
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Not sure how to approach this.
2 upvotes | October 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
This is a follow up from my last post http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2iic31/how_to_respond_to_this_text/
Cliffs from last post:
Met girl at party, stole her friend away who was dancing on her; she was jelly. Had them both
in my arms RSD Julian style, but didn't get the 3-way make out (I'm definitely not there yet).
Omw home I see her sitting with a guy, asked if he was her bf, they said yes
Monday, back at school, she sees me and the first thing she says to me is is that the guy wasn't
actually her bf. Asks me for my number
Texts me: "Was I supposed to text you? Or keep your number in my phone as decoration?" - I
question whether this young girl is worth the hassle.
Since then our texts have been:
Her: "Was I supposed to text you or keep your number in my phone as decoration?"
Me: "Who is this again?"
Her: The girl you saw in the staircase
Me: I get asked my number a lot so i never know who's contacting me (I expected her to interpret this
as somewhat sarcastic but...)
Her: You wrote your number on my arm son -.Me: Oh yeah, the girl with the great perfume. I got compliments all day after some of it rubbed off on
me! (I think she assumes that I am referring to another girl; maybe because it was probably body
lotion and not perfume...idk)
Her:.-. Dude, you get mad people talking to you!!! I'm the Jamaican girl you weirdo. Oh my gosh... (I
guess it's sort of a compliment that she thinks i' m referring to another girl’s perfume)
Me: Haha whatever, I'll be in the library studying my ass off all day tomorrow...stop by if you're free.
I didn't go to the library that day.
Told my friend about this and he convinced me to peruse further but I'm not sure how to go about
setting up another thing. Here are my thoughts:
I was thinking to hit her up with a "pfft" text, pretending she flaked on me. When she says "huh". I
respond - "I’ll tell you when I see you...when do you get out tomorrow?" Ideally she would reply
with a time, and I’d say something like "well my friends and I are grabbing a bite tomorrow at x, you
can meet me there at X o clock" But then again that could be a bad idea judging from her previous
responses; she could say something totally rash in response to a "pfft"...who knows?
Maybe I could go with a "omg the craziest thing happened at the library" - then tease her into meeting
up with me so she can find out...That sounds like a shitty idea though.
And finally I was thinking that I could straight up say something like "Hey flakey, i'm stuck at school
doing nothing between x and y, might grab a bite with friends, join me" Which seems to be the safest
and most direct way to take things, what do you think?
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I know I shouldn't put this much thought into it but our text history is fucking weird and difficult so
I'm trying to find right approach.
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Putting her in her place
2 upvotes | October 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
In the various contexts of pickup, I have had to:
a) Deal occasionally with rude women/friends when I am trying to hook up
b) Deal with women who are trying to give me the run around
I want to tell you guys that though some of these examples are not shit-tests. In general, some shittests requires punishment.
So whenever a female was rude or behaving in a manner I didnt not accept I would make it clear and
call her out on it.
The Blonde Hottie
A while ago I pickuped a hot blonde, 22y from the train and took her home. On the way home, she
started saying strange, borderline disrespectful shit. I simply, in a friendly manner called her out on
her bullshit, although I didnt really put in her in her place at that time.
I did later though, in an another context and playfully put my hand over her mouth and the other on
the back of her head. When I released it, she was very, very horny.
The Asian Hoe
This was a girl who had frequently come on to me, so I started to try to hook up with her one day. I
did some corny seduction shit and kissed her. After that she mostly just played games, and started
also trying to meet up, just to cancel later. Basically, she was toying with me over the phone and was
trying to get me to orbit. I stopped answering and a couple of weeks I saw at my gym and ignored
her. When I left, she did too and started talking to me.
For the first minute, I just ignored what she was saying because she was rambling. I then interrupted
her and said: "I dont care about this, I dont want hear what your saying".
She was shocked, because of my previous ridiculous PUA behavior.
She asked why and I explained that I had basically did not accept her previous behavior and wouldnt
care to listen to her shit when she behaves that.
I then gave her an out, by saying that she would have to apologize. She did, in a rude manner and I
basically did not accept it either.
She tried all the male shaming tactics, until she basically broke down.
I havent fucked her, but I was very happy that I stopped her from fucking my time and attention.
Also, something strange happened. Her friend, who is much hotter, started giving me mad IOIs when
I go to the gym.
Night game
In several different situations, women have tried to be rude directly or indirectly but for example
bumming a cigarette and then running away or giving it to her friend.
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If a bitch is rude, I basically stop her in her tracks call her out on maybe even give her a time-out
from the group and shut her out while I talk to her friends (in a playful manner).
Or a couple of weeks a bitch asks for a cigarette. Now although I usually dont, especially to women
when I am out drinking. This time, I had a full pack and felt charitable (WRONG!). So I gave her
one, and she takes two puffs and gives it to her friend and GOES INSIDE!
So I ask to a hit from the cigarette that her friend now has the cigarette, and I destroy the cigarette.
They ask why, and I say that it was disrespectful. And when the girl who bummed it returns I repeat
this to her when she asks.
I also start ignoring the girls.
After a while, one of them suggests going in to "dance". They are three, and one of them refuses to go
in and says herself "She wants to sit her with me instead". I ask her to sit next to me, she refuses first,
we talk for a couple of minutes and she starts sitting next to me.
We talk a bit, and suddenly I realize I better escalate because her friends keep coming outside the bar
and waiving her to come in. She stays, and we start making out.
Her friends come back and we just fool around a bit more, until her boyfriend comes. She told me her
boyfriend is coming, because I asked her to come back to my place just around the corner.
So I move right before her boyfriend shows up.
It was a bit hilarious to watch from a distance, him buying her drinks etc.
So the basically, the tldr is this:
Sometimes shit-tests should not be handled with amused mastery, but more akin to
punishment. I guess, this was mostly a case of amused mastery.
But when a bitch steps on your honor, you must respond fiercly.
It makes em wet :D
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I have a crush on a married mother of 3
2 upvotes | September 29, 2014 | by Thrillwaukee | Link | Reddit Link
I volunteer at a hospital and every Friday a 45 year old mother of 3 volunteers along side me. She is
witty, kind, has 2 degrees, compliments me a lot, teases me, pokes fun, touches me, and makes me
laugh. She wears these tight, dark jeans that show off her cute little butt, and when she reaches down
for something I try to catch a glimpse of her small, but firm and noticeable teddies. Some Friday's I
don't want to go in to volunteer, I just want to start my weekend early, but I always go in because of
her. She says we should hang out sometime out of volunteering, and has said several times how much
she enjoys our time together. She even asks me advice on her son who is going through his teenage
rebellious stage.
I wish younger women could be more like this.
She knows I date cougars and she said she thinks its "awesome," I wish she wasn't married.
Dear Diary.
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How does day game work?
2 upvotes | September 27, 2014 | by knechtigerknecht1 | Link | Reddit Link
Now since my friends are on another continent for at least another month (I mean the ones I can
actually go hit bars and clubs with) I thought I might give day game a try. Now I am past the point of
approach anxiety I think and I've already closed some numbers at night but I've been told day game is
something more delicate.
Are there any good resources or do you have any tips/experiences on day game?
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Teaching lessons to famous model (update.) Playing it cool or
not aggressive enough?
2 upvotes | September 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So today she hurt a muscle and I got her up to my place and gave her a message on my bed. She was
moaning when I messaged her but didn't give any other indicators of interest, so I didn't push further
by telling her to take her shirt off or anything.
Then when it is time to leave my place and resume training, she did seem dissapointed as we were
walking out the door. She wasn't very talkative the rest of the time but used every chance she got to
touch me, and the touching felt different. Very sexual.
We left happy and joking but there did seem to be a lot of tension. If I had known that there was this
level of interest I would have made a move, but I feel like there is obviously still a chance, as I see
her three times a week.
Should I alter course and be more aggressive, or wait for her to initiate? She is being thrown dick all
the time, I've seen guys try. I don't know if I benefit from being more forward.
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"You're to young" "I'm to old"
2 upvotes | September 13, 2014 | by HbPariah | Link | Reddit Link
Ill keep it short and simple. How would I go about passing this shit test during night game?
I got this alot last night downtown bar hopping and creating sets on the street. I'm a newbie for sure
so I was just wondering how you guys handle this?
I can't pull off being older or in between I just look young as fuck but when it comes to women who
are older than me that are still hot they pull this cause I'm some young gun.
What do?
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Is she childish as f*** or just really into me?
2 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I like turtles
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Text Game P2: I think I effd it up, maybe.
2 upvotes | September 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
. conversation led to . . . Me: Give me something good to listen to then...
Ganga: Young money - I can make your bed rock ♫
Me: I bet you're just mediocre
Ganga: Too bad you'll never find out
fuck. i was thinking to reply with "spare me" LOL I'm new to trp; any better responses?
...
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How would you use money to increase your smv?
2 upvotes | August 23, 2014 | by Reddthrown | Link | Reddit Link
I have a good income and savings, but being quite frugal, this is not immediately apparent. What are
some simple ways to increase your "money" smv? Cost is not an issue.
Edit: by frugal, I mean that I save half of my net income. My flat is small, but I wear nice made to
measure clothes, have a cleaner, gym membership, good haircut, nice shoes, buy the best food I can
get, travel every holiday, and speak multiple languages...
I'm looking for something I might have missed (eg a nice watch).
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Adam Lyons -- Even the best PUAs can go full beta
2 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link
At some point he and Amanda must have split, which is a shame because she was pretty good looking
all dolled up. Nowadays he's with a single mother AND KNOCKED HER UP! Stick a fork in him,
he's done!
It's a shame too because he used to have quality pickup instruction. Basically he's lost my respect,
and I cannot take someone's advice seriously if I don't respect them.
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Approach anxiety?
2 upvotes | August 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
s
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How to deal with time limit
2 upvotes | August 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I met a girl at a party last night and everything went well. Got her number and hooked up. But
she's leaving on Sunday to go back to school. It's not a big deal if we dont hook up again but I want to
make it happen because if I can, why not. I played dumb and pretended I thought she was leaving
next week and the last thing she's said is "No I'm leaving Sunday". I haven't said anything yet, where
should I go from here?
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Hi, I'm looking for advice, i have a good lead
2 upvotes | August 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So i met a girl last night and got to third base, she's a hb8 and her friend told me she's a virgin, think
she was going a bit wild after coming back from Ukraine, she's ideally a potential plate, but would
LTR if its true she doesn't have much history of whoring about
So i need some advice on what to message, should I say something like, "Last night was fun, send me
your number" or something (yeah I didnt get digits - silly I know, so I'll probably contact her over
social media). I know I sound silly asking something so basic, but my game is apparently terrible
even with the book of pook sitting here as reference
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Recently single, and need advice on a sexy chick. Read for more
info.
2 upvotes | July 23, 2014 | by AlexanderTheModerate | Link | Reddit Link
So before I found out about TRP, I was unhappy, and knew I needed to end it with my girlfriend of 3
years. It was very emotionally draining. After being on NoFap for a while, and reading the whole "be
selfish for yourself" mindset, since I'm almost 20, it all made sense. So I went through with it last
week.
During our relationship, this one broad that was very attracted to me wanted to go to the gym with me
every now and again (presumably to talk to her and for her to see me lift.) I started lifting during my
relationship with my now ex, and ever since then, I have been getting more and more attention from
girls, especially her. We were texting one night about sex and stuff, and she said she would be down
if she didn't date her boyfriend. I haven't talked to this gym girl for about 2 months, and she doesn't
go to the gym because of a surgery or something. She has a boyfriend, but she showed signs of
wanting more, or leaving him. I don't know how I should bring it up to her that I am single now, and
ready for whatever. Should I simply text her and say that I bought my freedom, or wait it out until she
finds out on her own?
I am very new to TRP, and subscribed I think yesterday. I want to come off as being my own man
and what comes with TRP. How should I approach this?
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Feedback on my cruise game
2 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
As i posted a while ago i am 16 and was going on a cruise, i'm back now and i'd say it was a pretty
great experience. Someone suggested i should be the mostly popular guy around my age group and
that what i did. I know probably 10 names and everyone would greet me. (I got to a point where i felt
bad for not knowing everyones name.) So the first day i just played basketball, met some guy friends
and thats about it. Second day I joined the club for me age group i sat there for a while just scoping
out the area and just talked to girls. On the third day i was already pretty popular but the was this one
chick i decided was the one i wanted so i saw her playing cards and sat right next to her. I
immediately started teasing her about how she was cheating and shit like that. She was playing along
with it for a while and thats how i met my group of people, at first they didn't like me because of my
douchey appearance but we later became very good friends. About an hour after we had this club
activity for this scavenger hunt and it was cool because we separated into groups and i was in a group
with 3 girls. The girl i wanted was in that group so that was cool. This scavenger hunt however
childish it might sound was a good way to show how fun i was and they loved me right away. They
decided they didn't want to scavenger hunt anymore and we sat down on these seats. The chicks two
friends left and i was just me and her, straight away i went and sat next to her, about 5 minutes later
we were making out after i escalated the way i learned on that ladder. She was not receptive in front
of her friends and sometimes even said i was too touchy. (Shit test now that i think about it) and it
stayed like this for the next day, she would never kiss me and i would only get the pop kiss like twice.
Then i remembered about dread game and i started dancing with a bunch of other chicks in the club
(almost everyone knew me at this time) and she got jealous but i ignored her and treated her like a
child. The tables were turned and she was chasing me now, I tried even less now, she would want me
to go places and wouldn't go without me and made out with me in front of her friends. I didn't want to
end up just kissing but i don't know if we could have fucked because i shared a room with my dad
and sister. The farthest I got was touching her tits inside of her bra while making out for like 2 hours
straight. I got the worst blue balls ever. But that was the farthest i got, and i will be in this situation
many more times not being able to escalate further due to privacy problems, any tips for this? How
did i play this out, she lives really far but she gave me her number and she just started texting me as i
am writing this, i am thinking of maybe sexting with her. Let me know if you need anymore
information to give me some proper feedback.
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In field videos
2 upvotes | July 5, 2014 | by riverraider69 | Link | Reddit Link
Do you guys know any good infield videos? It might be a good idea to try to make a collection of
them. Stuff like https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTomKxvEVz0
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Former plate did not respond to a text - what to do about it?
2 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I got a text from an old plate. She went back to her ex back then, but they apparently broke up
because the text she sent said she was now alone. I asked her if she wanted to grab coffee which she
wanted, but next week due to having obligations of sorts.
I then did a silly thing a few days later. I texted her and asked her how her days was. She never
answered and that was that.
I got a text today asking if I wanted to hang out tomorrow which I have yet to reply to.
I find it extremely frustrating that she never responded to my text and I am unsure of my next steps.
Should I not respond and let it go as to build character and what not; or should I forget all about it
and go forward? Any other options?
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Set up your pace straight away
2 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Whenever you start whatever with any girl, set up the pace straight away. Make her enter your
rhythm and if you do that, it will be very hard for you to flop from that rhythm.
Set up, introduce your frame immediately and do not fall from it at any point, if you are able to do
this for the first hours then it will be almost impossible to fall of frame and lose your rhythm.
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Looking For Advice On a Chick That Wants To "Take It
Slow" [Serious]
2 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by guymanthing | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm going to a five week summer program at a for high school students like myself. I've been
talking just one girl for about three weeks prior the program. We face time and talk and she's been the
one calling me. She's didn't decent looking 8 but cleans up to a nine she really puts her effort into it. I
don't want anything more than a casual hookup but I don't want to have to wait anymore. She's
claiming that she needs more time to get to know me before she does anything. We've been talking
for three and half weeks and I don't think that this is true in the slightest. I think she's just spinning
my wheels but she's giving me conflicting signs and indicators of interest. I've made a few moves on
her, none of which were resisted or reciprocated. Do you think she's hamstering me? I haven't given
her an inch since she's pushing back and wanting to slow down so any advice to get her wet NOW
would be appreciated.
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Help with a girl
2 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I work in an office and went to some place to learn about how to manage our website. The girl
teaching us was young and very beautiful and being socially perceptive, I did notice a few things
which lead me to believe that at the very least she finds me attractive. We also had accidental kino
from her side, I believe it wasn't fully on accident because I stretched out my legs in an obvious
manner and she still bumped me regardless.
however, the meeting/teaching was long and got me tired and bored and we were surrounded by other
people, which means we've had less than 10 words exchanged.
She said to call her office if we had any doubts about the site.
I was thinking of calling her office tomorrow and asking for her then saying "Yeah, I got a problem
with the website? I was looking through the website and seems that I couldn't find your phone
number anywhere. I believe you should correct that mistake and give me your phone number?" or
something of the sort.
What do you guys think, yes or no?
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I want a man's perspective on this...girl game and some issues.
2 upvotes | June 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I don't know if this should be in RPW, but I want a male perspective on this. So I hope this is okay. if
not, moderators feel free to move it.
To put things in a little perspective, I'm 18, still a virgin, and in general have not had a lot of
experience with men. I have been working on self improvement, femininity, SMV and so on, but I
have some issues.
I get extremely nervous whenever I'm even in the presence of a an attractive guy. I get jittery, sweaty,
and short of breath. When I talk, it comes out sounding very high pitched and silly. I lose myself in
conversation, and become incredibly shy. It's difficult to make eye contact.
I don't know how to control this. I feel like it is either annoying, or just plain odd. I want to be able to
be a pleasant and interesting person to talk to, but when it comes to high SMV guys, I freeze or
become a babbling idiot. Not exactly the type of woman that a high quality man would want to make
conversation with...
Any advice on how to fix this? I can't imagine I'd be able to talk to, let alone date a man if I can't
even feel comfortable around him. Are there any techniques for improving on this? Would this
shyness be considered a good thing? I would love some perspective on this. I'm sure it's a fairly
common issue, for both women and men.
Thanks!
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Best way to go for a number close?
2 upvotes | June 9, 2014 | by binglebongledingle | Link | Reddit Link
I have heard many people say that out should just hand her your phone with the contacts screen open,
but I have a pretty shitty phone so that's kinda out of the question. Any tips will be much appreciated.
- a recovering beta on the way to Alpha-ism
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Don't fail shit tests (Fieldreport)
2 upvotes | June 8, 2014 | by myfieldreports | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys, today I fucked up.
I am 19 and new to the game. I met girl at my age at cold aproach in subway. Planned meeting at
sunday(it was thursday), she liked me. Tons of IOI. Then today I texted her : 19 today at X. ok
(longer ofc) few hours later I got text: Would'nt it be funnier if we would be in group? You can take
your friend and I will take mine. What do you think.
I recognised shit test but decided to BE NORMAL instead of my initial reaction 'No'. So I wrote
something along : I am not going to let you meet my friends, I know you too little. Who do you plan
on taking with you? my girlfriend ok(longer text)
Shittest failed. Good job...
Later texts : Take someone with you. A guy. I am new to this town, and I know only much older
dudes, people around my age are busy or not in town. I have only 2 guy friends at my age, rest is
older
Then going to meeting place I took some random beta guy with me. They had makeup even thought it
was day, and in my country it is not common(also lipstick). Her friend however was like : What age
are you? (yay she is used to more mature guys). Then I made some mistakes and got categorised as
low smv(Being needy...) so we just had some friendly conversation for half hour. Then I got
disinterested not giving validation. (IOIs started to happen, yay tpr is true and harsh...) Then I left
them for 20 minutes.
After coming back, They were happy because they got their validation back(I was contributing to the
conversation again), so after like 5 minutes 'Oh we must go'.
While we were going back I isolated initial girl. Wanting to burn it. 'so tuesday' Here 3 minutes of
hiding like 'Oh I am busy or something like that' 'I have a boyfriend sorry'. I just nodded, not being
affected because of meditations and kind of expecting it. Then for 2 minutes she tried to get
emotional reaction from me. 'Aren't you angry?', 'sorry for that'.
While not telling anything earlier I thought that taking beta guy will make me look cooler. Not quite
true. We could not split this group even if I would have perfect game. Also this categorised me as
beta as well.
Also I failed shit test and that is what fucked me up. She propably told her friend about meeting and
then she remembered that she has a boyfriend. If I would take cool guy it propably would be ok
looking at their makeup and that her friend was judging us(expectations).
tl:dr Failed shit test will cost you much, Don't take beta guys to the meeting.
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"I'm not feeling it"
2 upvotes | May 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I met a girl off tinder whom recently broke up with her long-term boyfriend (whom she has
referenced a few times), went on some first date as she was in a suburb and lives with her parents. Hit
it off, she looked meh but worth giving a shot during the week. She showed up at my place on
Monday and looked spectacular. I was impressed. My apartment has no TV or internet simply a
Bluetooth speaker. We drank wine, smoked some weed (always bad idea for pre-sex dates imo but
didn’t impact this one much) and talked/jammed. I only had one small bottle of wine, in hindsight
another simple bottle would have made the entire interaction a lot more lubricated.
I kept her close on my loveseat the entire time, teasing her, kinoing hardcore, building tension, bra off
early. Then I go for the make out, its going great but every time I go for a little more, she pulls me
away etc. Almost nothing down her pants. I begin caressing her thighs to get her going. Seems to
work, but still resisting. I pick her up and throw her on my bed and start basically dry humping her
with my dick but shes moaning now. I'm starting to be a little rough. Still no hands on the region as
she kept denying it. Eventually it cools down and we have a joint or something and take a break.
Back on couch. I go in for the make out again.
She stops me cold and says “I’m not feeling it”
Me “What?”
Her: “I’m just not feeling it”
Me: Caught completely off guard. I’m not sure exactly what I said. Something beta perhaps “oh?
whats the problem” or something along those lines
Her: Long pause …. “I’m just kidding”
I then picked her up and threw her on my bed again shortly after. Still resisting hardcore. I hold her
down and tell her I can’t resist her body, I want to ravage her.
She replies “You’re good” and starts going for my dick. She asks me to turn off the light and then
goes under the covers, takes off my pants, I take off hers, but she leaves her panties and shirt on.
She asks if I have a condom. I grab one. Still confused as theres been very little other than basic
foreplay. I haven’t even touched her vagina. She then has me put it on and I fuck her with her panties
and shirt still on (?insecure). I had at no point viewed her vagina or stuck my finger in it (may have
gotten a quick rub before she removed my hand).
The sex was fantastic and her body was great. We went at it for 30-45 mins, but halfway through I
was like wait… Why the vag protection? Herpes? And got a semi halfway through because of the
overthinking. Eventually while shifting positions halfway I had her take her panties off and went
form behind. I felt around a bit but didn't get a good look in hindsight.
Anyways, in the end I’m convinced she was just extremely timid or just wanted me to overcome her
defenses (or still weird over her ex-bf). Something I’m getting far better at compared to even 8
months ago but clearly needs work. I spent most of the sex holding her down in place as she was
constantly squirming and screaming. I'm proud of myself for how well I dominated.
My question is how would you have overcome the “I’m just not feeling it” halt/shit test? Basic PUA
says freeze out. I sort of tried it and just ignored her and smoked an e-Cig but I think it just left me
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seeming shook over it or giving up. Perhaps I should have countered with even more aggression or
the classic “we shouldn’t be doing this.” More alcohol would have definitely helped.
I’d like some more insight. I recently received a lot of help to my game here when I posted a field
report of constantly throwing up barriers to avoid making a move.
Thanks guys.
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Paul Janka Text Game
2 upvotes | May 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I have been going through my computer to see if I have any more useful game material that I can
share in this sub.
I came across a pdf called 'Text Game'.
It was written my pua Paul Janka.
Here is a excerpt from it...
The First Text
The first text is the most important. It's the moment that decides if a relationship will even develop make the most of it! Keep in mind the Cardinal Rule of Texting, which is more important here than at
any other time: One bad text can end the relationship.
Don't worry, you will screw up and kill a few (or more) good starts - it's natural and part of the
learning process. Eventually, I hope you have so much volume that you don't care much about losing
a few girls (what I call your loss ratio), but in the beginning, take special care with the initial volley.
Here's what you do: Timing: between 15 minutes and 2 hours after getting the girl's phone number,
prepare to send her a text.
Ideally, she has your number in her phone and remembers the interaction fondly. That's not
necessary, of course. You have her digits, that's all that really matters.
Phrasing: the content of your initial text has to account for the chance that she won't recognize your
phone number while at the same time, get her to respond. You must aim to be unique and specific.
This can usually be accomplished at once, and it's easier than it sounds. Let me explain...
Specificity serves two purposes. First, it identifies you because if you choose your idea well, she'll
know it's you since you are the only person with such knowledge. For example, if you me her while
she was walking her collie named Annie, you could text, "Hope you're cleaning up after Annie... :)
We all love responsible citizens!" You are the only one who could send that text, since you met her
and her dog only minutes before.
Second, specificity makes her feel unique. If you’re smooth during the pick-up, she may have the
natural suspicion that you chat up a lot of girls - that you're a player. This will make her wary of your
advances.
However, if you then send her a specific text that applies uniquely to her, she'll feel that you're
focused on her, since your text isn't general and therefore could not apply to many different girls...
For example, if you meet a girl with shopping bags and during the course of the pick-up she pulls out
a turtleneck sweater she just bought, you could later text her, "Bet that turtleneck looks sexy on
you...!" She'll immediately know it's you and that you're thinking about her, in particular. Mission
accomplished...
The full 27 page pdf can be downloaded here. -dcl
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Convincing the girl to come out via text.
2 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I got this girl's number. When we first talked she made it clear she had a boyfriend. I gave no
fucks, asked for the number and got it. So after some bullshit texting, I try and get her out. The
following is the unabridged version of everything that was said:
ME : Come get some coffee with me tomorrow at like 4. Unlike the rest of you kids, I'm in lab all
summer so I need a break!
Her : Unlike the rest of you lab goers, I have wrok everyday!
ME: Booo! Fuck your work, come do shit with me at like 4 haha
Her: Woah woah woah... a girl's gatta pay for her tuition somehow
Her And did I mention I have a protective boyfriend
Me Lol, that's okay. These things never meant much to me.
Her You don't seem like the type to anyway
Me I'm non judgmental of myself or others. This makes it easier to make the harder choices.
Her I'm quite the opposite, I can verryyy judgemental
me : Lol, fair enough. Judge me all you want, just don't judge yourself when you make the long
overdue step forward ;)
Her: What long overdue step forward? o.o
Me Lol
Her: So why exactly do you have lab
Me I'm Dr. ____'s assistant. Aka, lab slave
her fun stuffff
That was that last text. I haven't responded since then, and this was yesterday. I'm pretty new to
RedPill game, so I was looking for some advice on how to get this girl out so I can isolate and
escalate while holding frame.
I personally fucking hate texting, because it's nothing but a disaster and validation tool for these girls.
Ideally, I'll only use it to arrange a day 2, but as you see here, I'm getting a bit of resistance. This girl,
I feel like is attracted to me, but I can see this going both ways. Any help would be appreciated.
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Smoothly increasing escalation?
2 upvotes | May 16, 2014 | by RedThrill | Link | Reddit Link
I've recently had a couple of flatmates move in of decent standard (both rated around 7).
So far I've done ok with some aspects of my frame (i.e. blowing off their trip round town to go to
gym, being fairly aloof), but after a couple of days reflection, I've realised I've missed some big
opportunities to escalate, and paint myself as a 'dick' (for lack of a better word) which I didn't even
think twice about at the time.
We're going out tonight, and I'd like to take some advice I've been reading here (i.e. make a bet you
know you'll win with her and the prize for winning is a kiss), but I'm trying to find a smooth
transition for using things like this, as I believe I still come across as too nice.
I fear that they've already pigeonholed me as a provider-type, mainly because I just haven't escalated
or taken any big risks as of yet, and I feel that escalation like that will shatter their illusion and just
lead to fallings out, which I can't be bothered with as I'm living with them for the next 3 months.
Should I just go for it and bite the bullet? or does anyone have recommendations of making it a more
smooth transaction between 'fairly alpha nice guy' to 'alpha bad boy'
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New RP'er Seeking Guidance
2 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | by trustingoctopus | Link | Reddit Link
Hello fellow RP'ers. I swallowed the pill about two months ago and have been devouring the content
located on the subreddit since then. I would like some candid advice.
First, me. I'm 19 and in good shape. I'm shipping out to college in three months.
The Situation: On my college visit (overnight stay), I lived RP as much as I was capable. In the
smoky deluge that was campus I acquired the number of a hb7/8. Haven't seen her since, but we've
been texting regularly since that night (she initiated, on my order). Lots of innuendo, flirting. Good
stuff. We're probably going to meet up this summer when she's on my coast. She'd be about 2hrs
drive from my place.
I have three questions. 1) Is it wrong to offer to pick her up and bring her to my place for a few days?
Is that going to lead to me appearing weak?
2) She goes (did go?) to a Jesuit (all-female) high school, so I am not sure how experienced she is. I
am aware that this is a good thing. My question is how to respond to her declining sex on grounds
other than being a virgin. (I must state that I have no intent to go too far...I had a friend do that this
year. Not a good time.) How do I deal with that shit test (I assume it is one).
3) Is it better to be hooking up before college begins or to wait until I'm on campus? (This is largely
food for thought) I know hypergamy will come into play (I will be joining the freshman class in the
winter, will be overseas the first semester), so I am curious as to whether or not this will help or hurt
my ability to turn her into a plate/ cautious LTR material (down the road).
Thank you for your input. I've learned a great deal from my brief time here, and I know I will
continue to do so.
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A storytelling tip
1 upvotes | November 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I don't consider myself a good storyteller, but I don't care because whenever I find myself telling
some bullshit dull story to a woman I just keep in mind that women are the worst storytellers. I
seldom get a "bo-ring" reaction (because women are used to listening to their girlfriends' boring
stories) and when I do, I neg the shit out of her (c/f, no rough stuff) or just walk away.
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Met a girl at a party, got her # - no response. Next her?
1 upvotes | November 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I recognized this girl in class I had a few months ago so that was my icebreaker. I was very interested
in her ever since I found out we shared some pretty unique hobbies. We hit it off right away and the
conversation flowed naturally. Before the party ended, she gave me her number. She initiates the hug
with her arms open and we part ways. I text her the next day late afternoon if she's down to meet up
and I get nothing. It's been a day and I haven't gotten a text back. I was starting to think it was a fake
number but one of my roommates is close friends with one of her friends and I got him to verify it for
me. I thought the comfort/attraction levels were on point. Apparently not :(
The problem is, I might see her on campus or in class a few days/months from now. Should I even
bring this up? I feel like calling her out. "I sent you a text but you never responded... etc"
If I'm going to send a second text, what should I say? I feel like it needs a reset. I'll wait one more day
I guess?
"Hey, is this (insert flake's name here)? This is snow_piercer, we met at random_dude's party."
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Semi-experienced here, looking for a second opinion
1 upvotes | November 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm not brand new to game, I'd call myself intermediate, andI'd say I've had about 40 sexual partners.
Not long ago, I picked up a girl who works as a cashier at the gas station down the road. We hung out
a few times and then we were making out on my couch during a movie. I escalated and got her into
my bedroom with her pants off, but here's where I think I dodged one problem but created another.
I noticed early enough that I was gonna be suffering from a bit of ED, and if I went through with it
anyway, it would obviously turn out bad. I suddenly stopped before going down on her and said "I
can't do this, this is too soon to have sex" hoping to come off as better kinda guy(turn a weakness into
a strength). She said she agrees, and leaves a little later that night.
The next night she comes over and asks me what I'm looking for, I told her I'm just going with the
flow and whatever happens happens, I'm not in a rush to label anything. She then said she is not
looking for a boyfriend, nor a friends(cause busy with work, school blah blah) with benefits and just
wants to be friends.
I figured to myself being friend zoned was better than being friend zoned WITH a limp dick
scenario(girls talk) do I cut my losses and told her that's cool, completely holding frame and not upset
at all
What I think happened is that she wanted a man to lust over her sexually and just make her feel like a
women and all that jaz, you know what I mean...and I believe me pulling back sex made her see me
as perhaps a bit of a pussy.
This kicker is that she still texts me first(I never texted her first after that) and she goes along with all
my flirtaton, so I believe I could still just tell her to come hang out, walk my dog(she loves my dog)
and then take her home to have my way with her as long as I'm totally confident and assertive about
it.
Am I correct in this or do I have my head up my ass
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Game is plateauing, any help would be much appreciated.
1 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by Frisky-Fox | Link | Reddit Link
My game is pretty tight. I have been working on it for two years, and I learn fast. I have gotten all my
hens in a row. Good job, good hobbies, good sports, good fitness, good looks, good dress, No
drinking, no caffeine. for the last 3 months I average 1.5 girls a week all above 7, usually 8+.
I feel I have been stagnating though. I have not improved for several month, and I feel the number
and quality of women are directly proportional to the time I spend getting them. I need help breaking
this plateau.
My brainstorming has given me some thoughts:
Integrate game more into my life. ex: work out with women, work abroad.
get better scheduling. ex hire a personal assistant, cut down on wasted time integrate exercise
with commute and breaks.
get more efficient game. ex meet hotter women somehow. strategies for better game??? get
hair transplant :P
get others to game for me. ex: establish better social circle with people who could introduce
me to women. dating service? tinder?
Any help would be much appreciated, and if you ever have any questions for me I would love to chat
over PM.
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Help me with how I should play the game at work
1 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by Self_Actualize | Link | Reddit Link
I posted something similar to this a few weeks ago, but I've gotten myself into a similar situation.
I want to know your guys' opinions on how a guy like me should act with the girls in the workplace.
Background about me:
20 years old, little to no experience with girls at all, always been pretty good looking I've just tended
to be quite the headcase and have been dealing with all sorts of mental issues like lack of confidence,
depression etc. Used to be really beta, if that, I used to have such low self esteem for years that I
didn't even get to the point of letting a girl control me in a relationship/develop ONEitis as I never
had a relationship. I recently found and accepted all the redpill truths but am still in the early stages
of internalizing them.
I too just recently moved to a new city so no friends, i'm just acquainted with the guys my age I work
with.
I work in a mostly organic and health food grocery store. There is also a lot of good looking female
coworkers.
I'm one of the better looking dudes that work there and so I get a lot of smiles and stares from female
coworkers.
This is all fine and dandy, except for my looks say I could be their AF but my behaviour is the
complete opposite.
With that being said, I have some feelings of deprivation from being dry my whole life.
This has led to me asking for four girls numbers at work who seemed interested enough to give me
their numbers. Three of them have boyfriends, fourth i'm not sure of. Out of the three that do, two
have never mentioned it.
I keep doing this but I realize right after that i'm probably playing with fire.
With the mixture of me being a hard case newbie, no social proof, no really strong hobbies, no sure
direction in life yet, lowish self esteem, in the midst of internalizing RP, etc etc, It would probably be
best to not screw with the girls in my workplace.. I'd think.
I'm aware that this could be a way for me to rationalize not practicing game too...
Agree/disagree?
How should I act in order to not hurt my status in the workplace?
What about for the girls that i already have numbers from? I can go into more detail on the situations
with each of them individually if needed.
Thanks.
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i suck at first 2-3min of game(i am 28). help from the mature
crowd please.
1 upvotes | November 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
last night I approached lot of girls..i got # of one. But i failed miserably with about 7, because well
after I initially approach say hi or make a comment. I am sucking at escalating from there. Once I get
going i am golden, but the first 2-3 min I absolutely suck.
For example, girl by dj booth, 8/10. Go up to her, say hi, what is your name. She answers, I smile.
then i drop the ball. I don't want to ask her boring questions. How can I transition into light/fun
getting her attention in these situations?(imagine girl by dj, friends are near by but she is dancing
relatively by herself, having a good time and looks approachable).
Anyways, i fumbled a bit, then i went on to ask if she want to have a drink with me(yea i know i
fucked that up). Which she obviously says no. Then I just freeze and she goes away. So in all this was
horrible game. So i am asking you guys, i can carry a conversation once it gets going, but i am having
horrendous time starting the engine and getting rolling. The part between saying hi or first intro to
getting the engine going is my worst.
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need help reeling her in
1 upvotes | October 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Trying to get a girl to come see me. it will cost her $60 round trip via train and I'm not paying for that
shit. Our messages went like:
her: Are you gunna come back to Fresno ide love to see you me: Aye same but not till late november
her: god youre so cute i cant get over it me: you can catch the train an come see me up here her: and
what would we do up there? c; me: come find out ;) her: you are too fucking cute me: next saturday
come see whats up her: maybe i will ;P me: sends pic her: my god you're a heart throb
Aaaaand this is where I'm stuck. i want her to come through next weekend but haven't quite got her.
Advice?
edit: formatting, new to this
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I need help with my daygame...
1 upvotes | October 25, 2014 | by Red_Shirt_Blue_Pants | Link | Reddit Link
Basically, I'm tall dark and handsome and everytime I go out, just about every chick gives me the
eyes My problem is I've been monk mode since swallowing the pill so I'm not sure how to capitalize
on this. It feels weird just sitting next to a girl randomly on the train or stopping someone whos
walking the opposite direction.
I just want to be pointed in the right direction and itll help me getter started
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Recent RP subscriber needs help with game.
1 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by BPturnedRP | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys former BP here but in the past 4 months I've been getting it together. So I've been talking to
chicks and spinning a few plates now that I'm back at school. There is one plate I'm talking to that I'm
trying to go on a date with. We are supposed to go see a hockey game together.
Here's where I messed up and I'm looking to see if I have any chance left. When I mentioned the
game to her I failed to be direct with her and then she mentioned how busy she is in the next few
weeks but never actually denied me. So I'm curious should I be upfront on the text back and ask her
or is all hope lost? Thanks for the help any advice would be appreciated.
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How PUA advice and overcomplicating game make bringing
her home/having sex more difficult
1 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a big fan of RSD, going back to the Blueprint--the big picture, inner game concepts really struck
home. But, my game was never as good as it is now after TRP. With that said, I was watching a
recent RSD video about preparing your place for sex, trying to minimize LMR, getting her
comfortable, and expending all this effort trying to 'make it happen' after she's back with you.
Of course, while it is said that all of this isn't necessary and you can make it work without, I feel like
this point is under emphasized. Needing to build extra comfort back at home and dealing with LMR
should be an outlier. With guys expecting that this may happen, or feeling it's commonplace, they can
easily start limiting their actions before hand. It's good to have an understanding of potential ways to
keep a pickup afloat or salvage a mistake, but this shouldn't be such a preoccupation.
We know the term, 'plausible deniability', right? The typical advice is to give her a reason besides sex
to go with you, even if you both know it's bullshit (watch a movie, play music, have drinks, check out
X, etc). I don't think this subject I'll bring up is talked about enough, yet it's an incredibly important
part determining if you will have sex with her or not.
Is giving them plausible deniability necessary? What's it's function? It's designed to allow them to go
with you and not feel like a slut. But, wait, this is TRPgame. Would a girl or her friends think of her
as a slut for going home with an incredibly famous actor or musician? Well, what is a slut? It's a girl
who will sleep with just about 'anybody'. But, your goal isn't to be just 'anybody'. No. You're the
prize. You want to bring out her sexual desire toward you. You shouldn't be bringing a girl back to
your place and wondering if she'll have sex with you. You shouldn't babystep around sexual
expression because of a worry that it may interfere with giving her plausible deniability. With game,
and the heaps of information, it's easy to lose sight of the fact that she wants to get fucked by you. I
use the term fucked to keep a visceral tone. It's easy to get caught up in trying to play it right instead
of just tapping into your own desire and fucking her. Genuine, visceral sexual expression can be an
overwhelming force that completely nullifies pussyfooting around having sex with her and nullifies
LMR.
For guys wound up in game, especially those that are starting out or struggling with bringing girls
back, I urge you to not lose sight of your base sexual desires for these women. "Oooohhhh I got a
number" "Oooohhhh I got a kiss." I've been there. I've felt accomplished and felt like I was racking
up achievements by scoring numbers or making out with girls. There was always something missing
though. There was a sexual disconnect. There was a failure to be free and tap into sexual desire. It's a
critical part of your masculinity, and it's understandable why one would keep it a bit repressed and
rather try to run through game steps to slowly make yourself comfortable in expressing it. It feels
safe. And sure, it can work...but you're limiting yourself out of fear. I know I was. No one wants to go
that final step, show your sexuality / most private side, yet get rejected. Even if you're not rejected,
just bringing those feelings to the surface can be uncomfortable based on your upbringing and past
sexual experiences (or lack there of). But try it. Push yourself. Let yourself be free. Do it before you
bring her home. Escalation becomes so much easier. Fears of rejection become unfounded, as you
encounter it so much less. As I said, sexual expression is overpowering. Who the hell has the balls to
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be so free in expressing themselves? You create an atmosphere where she's free to express herself as
well and certainly won't feel like a slut, because you've made her comfortable, getting her to enter
your sexual frame.
This last bit is just an example, not a step by step guide. What you feel and want to express is a
personal thing. Be open to the adventure of whatever happens. So, escalate. When you want to kiss
her, do so. Let yourself get a bit lost in the moment and relish the fact that you're flying at half-mast
on the dance floor. If you're starting out, struggling, and need to get over that final mental barrier
regarding this, let your words take you to a point of no return. Look in her eyes and tell her you want
to fuck her. Be unapologetic. Kiss her more. Say 'lesgo' and lead. On the way back to your place, tell
her you're going to make her keep her heels on fuck her in them. Tell her your weird fetish that you'll
make her do. When she laughs, tell her you're serious. Make out with her in the cab because you can't
control yourself. Then push her off you because it's rude for the taxi driver. Press her against the wall
before you even make it back to your bedroom. No LMR. No bullshit. Just honesty. Just TRP.
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A long time question about online game.
1 upvotes | October 18, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
The sidebar and a lot of the posts on /r/seduction are specifically about text game and not online
game (from what I have read). I would like to get a discussion going about online game; specifically
in regards to starting and maintaining a chat on Facebook with a girl that has just added you.
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Dealing with compliments (more in description)
1 upvotes | October 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Some of the girls I (and probably we all) talk to, feel the need to compliment on a consistent basis,
and FRAME IT IN A WAY that badgers for one in return
I've been dealing with this with a playful thanks, occasionally a neggish compliment in return, and I
was wondering what the most effective way of dealing with this sort of thing is.
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Question Regarding A New Plate
1 upvotes | October 13, 2014 | by newmeforever | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Everyone,
I acquired a new plate tonight. We established that we both want to be friends with benefits.
However, she said she doesn't have sex without kissing. Thing is... I don't want to kiss her. Am I an
asshole? How do I fuck her without having to kiss her. Bare in mind, she said this in a text message
so I haven't responded yet. What do I do? Shit... hahaha
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[Game Help] Girl just texted me saying "Are you single..."
1 upvotes | October 12, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I matched with this girl on Tinder. After a few days we switched to texting. Just a few minutes
ago she asked texted me "I'm just wondering, are you single or talking to someone or anything." I'm
absolutely terrible at my text game and I don't really know how to respond without coming off as a
beta. Just saying "I'm single." won't cut it in my opinion. Feedback is appreciated.
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"I need to convince my BF"
1 upvotes | October 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So I started university and met a girl. We hit it off real great, lots of IOIs, smiling, kino etc. I know
she has a boyfriend, mentioned him like 2 times, but does not really talk about him. We did not
actually date, we were normally in a group - so i wanted to take her salsa dancing, and she was really
excited for it.
I checked out when and where, texted her the dates i could manage to go with her and then she
replied: "Sounds awesome! Now I just have to convince my boyfriend that this is ok"
So, my question: Should I answer to that? If so, what? Is this some kind of little shittest?
I see it kinda this way... the fact that she needs to convince him shows me he may be a jealous one but i could be wrong.
She lives in another town 2hrs away and moves to the university as soon as she can, her bf stays
where he is.
I don't know if i should make her a plate or LTR, she is really more of the latter kind of girl.
Thanks for your input!
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Alcohol helps with AA(approach anxiety)...???
1 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Firstly want to say that I'm not a Red Piller by any mean...I mean I'm still stuck at AA.
AA(approach anxiety) has been the bane of my goal to getting better at picking up girls ever since I
discovered that there was such a thing. I would watch some videos from RSD or Simple Pickup and
get really pumped, I'd rush outside and this gorgeous girl was walking towards me, 'Okay
/u/freshly_baked_pizza you can do this!'...I take one step towards her, freeze up, think 'what if she
rejects me? I'll look so stupid' and then chicken out!
Does this happen to any of you guys or are you all hardcore red pillers?? So to get to the point :
tonight I discovered a bit of liquid courage. I understand that being hammered is not the way to do it,
but my point is that liquid courage will make you approach girls and as you do that you start to
realize that it's fine to approach so you're likely to start doing it when you're sober too.
Anyways, so I was tipsy tonight. On the way home, these two girls came up to me asking if x bus
went to y place. I pulled out my phone and tell them, they thank me and start to go away...I follow
them and start to talk.
Me : Where are you guys going? (1 AM) The Cute One : Hah, I'm not going to tell you that, I'm
sorry. Me : It's fine. smile and walk turn towards 4 girls sat on the bus stop one of them looks at me
Me : You guys were at x party? She : smiles and nods Yes, were you? Me: No, I'm just coming back
from hanging out with a friend. Her : smiles but then turns to her friends Me : to all 4 of them So you
guys were not successful? One of them : What do ya mean? Me : Well, you're going home and you
have no guys by your sides. They : glare at me or give me a 'WTF' look and then look away
My realization -> I talked with them, I fucked up, but hey I AM STILL ALIVE! SO WHAT IF
THEY REJECTED ME? IDGAF!!!
Take the bus and get off close to my place. By now I've approached 2 more girls in the bus. One
rejected me flat out, the other one was nice but quite defensive and when I laid it out on her 'I find
you cute and want to take you back to my place'(stupid) she just gave me some BS about having a
boyfriend. I shrugged my shoulders and moved a seat forward. This might be nothing to you guys,
but I've never approached girls before, so I have adrenaline rushing all over me at this point!
With every approach, the simple truth Who gives a fuck if she rejects me? was becoming a reality to
me...finally! I wanted to see now if I could approach girls when not drunk. So I waited for about an
hour or so...I was could walk straight again, I wasn't as talkative and confident as before...I was pretty
much my regular self.
Okay, three girls walking towards me.
Me : Sorry guys, do you know where PH Hall is? two of them ignore me and walk past me, a cute
blonde stops Cute Blonde : I'm sorry what? Me : PH Hall? Cute Blonde : looks around confused then
shrugs shoulders Sorry never heard of... Me : I just made that up. Think you're pretty cute, my name's
/u/freshly_baked_pizza. smile Her : smiles Oh... Me : However, I realize 3 AM is a dodgy hour to
approach girls, so I'm fine if you want to go. Her : Hah, yeah I need to catch the bus, but it was nice
to meet you. kind of reluctant to leave Me : Wait, give me a kiss first. Her : narrows her eyes at me
Me : On the cheek. Her : leans forward, kisses me on the cheek...kissing the side of my lips, smiles
awkwardly and then rushes away
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So yeah, liquid courage! This might not work for some of you guys! Hell I'm not totally sure it
worked for me...I mean it's not like I managed to eradicate AA from my system and can approach any
girl any time now. However tonight I went further than I've ever gone, so that must be something.
P.S. Reading this post makes me sound like tonight is the first night I ever had contact with the other
gender. I've had girlfriends and all that, but they were in my social circle before...cold approach
however is new to me!
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Game at clubs for guys under 21?
1 upvotes | September 27, 2014 | by Never_See_You_Again | Link | Reddit Link
Don't really have friends that want to go out, just thinking of going out myself and having fun making
friends at the club who can get me drinks and then just going from there....hey just solved my own
problem thanks guys!
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Grabbed two plates.. and dropped. Still new. Teach me what i
did wrong
1 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Alright fellas, so last Friday I went out and gamed a couple ladies. Decided on this tall brunette real
cute face. 7 in the body. I isolated from her hellish sister and kinoed like a mother fucker. Got her to
my rides car with my buddies to end the night.
My friends were real quite on the way back to the house I crash at. I get her in and I fuck her twice.
Next morning I tell her to buy me breakfast, she does and then she dropped the news.
She used to smash the one of my good friends! The room we smashed in was his! So same house,
same room, different guy!
I didn't give a shit, I was just going to put her on the rotaion. But I call my dude and tell him of my
deeds. He dosent care. He said she really liked him and she drove 3 hours once to get smashed by
him. So I'm thinking cool got my plate with no strings.
Then two days later I day game a girl at the beach. Kino, kiss, number close. She was down for the
FWB thing and was down to fuck that day but i was crashing at friends house who she works with
and she didnt want the drama. I told her I'll invite her after I move in to my new crib.
That was sunday. Now it's Thursday and I'm down to smash the beach girl. I text
So then im like no big. I cant still cressin the new apartment with bar chick.....nope. I texted her, "
hey "name" come see my new place...no respnse....
so whats up guys tell me what i have to do to improve.
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Question about acknowledging girls on Facebook post text.
1 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
If I text a girl something like "hey want to hangout" and she doesn't respond but I get on Facebook
and she is online should I acknowledge her playfully saying something like "...or not haha seems
facebook has gotten you! I'll be at the library for a couple hours. Come say hi!" so I can finish setting
up the meet or just forget about her (at least temporarily) until another time? I am still pretty new.
P.S. I know "hey want to hangout" is pretty beta. But it is too late, text sent. I think "Hey girls name,
come to the library!" or something else that is direct but playful. Suggestions would be great.
P.S.S. just so i don't have to make another post should I even be attempting to game girls I have
known for a while (~year) but have no sexual history with whatsoever or should I just stick to new
girls until I get some inertia going. I am leaning towards the latter but that cold approach anxiety is
killer!
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Total pussy seeks help. Please advise something not "generic
TRP"
1 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I am sorry for not posting how holding frame worked me but I really need help.
I don't have approach anxiety, I am way above average looking 24 y/o guy with a decent job. I have
my hobbies (non of them social. fuck...) I do like and I hit gym 3 times a week. Only thing I miss is
social circle. it's been 10 months and I could not establish connection with anybody, not even males.
Even Tinder doesn't work for me (although I can get at least 2 really cute matches every day).
Because of sucking for 10 months, I started to loose my shit. I don't feel good, I don't feel like a man.
Things are getting too bad for me, I am loosing my will to live. Don't tell me "you are making women
a big deal, don't do it" it's not easy. I have zero success here. I started to think I have psychological
problems that drives me away from people, what else could it be when I can't connect with anybody
(males inclusive) while everybody else does. I need help brothers. Please show me path, don't tell me
do not stop doing things that makes you. I am not stopping but apparently these things are not taking
me anywhere.
Should I take a professional help? From who? What should I say?
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Online dating without a car
1 upvotes | September 17, 2014 | by diypineapple | Link | Reddit Link
What's the best way to go about this? I'm without a car til January, so it makes the whole process
rather difficult. Is being straightforward and telling her to come over to my place for booze and a
movie a viable option?
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When do I text after a date to set up another with the same
girl?
1 upvotes | September 17, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2gmjyn/when_do_i_text_after_a_date_to_set_up_anothe
r/
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Just Found TRP
1 upvotes | September 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I just found trp recently. I am a beta that found "the way" and I mean I have the quick witted
personality to flirt but I have no game or experience hooking up with chicks. I was wondering where
I should begin and how to get to where I should be?
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Struggling Former BP
1 upvotes | September 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I recently found TRP and am glad I did but my game is atrocious, I need help. I am attempting to
hookup with chicks now. To give some context I am a college student, I am witty and can think on
my feet but I just haven't been successful. One thing I would like to start with is how to break the
touch barrier and to hookup with chicks after flirting with them.
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How to not let her think I have forgiven her
1 upvotes | September 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Have been chatting with this girl for some time now. So today she told me she had broken her leg and
was telling me how horrible it is. I told her 'look on bright side, now everyone(in her house) is her
butler'. Then this happens :
She : I'd like to hear your voice. Can you call me now?
Me : I'm not sure I can talk tonight.
She : I really think we should talk tonight.
Me : Why?
She : Because!
Me : That's not a reason, that's you being spoiled.
She : But my leg!!!
Me : I'm not your butler
She : But my leeeeeggg!
Me : You know what? I might have talked to you tonight, but since you're trying to manipulate me
into it, I'm not. Have a good night!
She : I was just messing with you! It's just that I really like hearing your voice. I'm sorry! Ugh. Sorry.
I'll talk to you later.
She always initiates contact and I know she will talk to me tomorrow first. I don't want to be still
upset at her over this incident, but then again I don't want her to think I've completely forgotten about
it either. What do I do?
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[PICS] Held frame pretty well in text game. I was still not
successful with this one. My last reply was over an hour after
hers. Criticisms welcome.
1 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/e2kaJLf http://imgur.com/bBpAPSl http://imgur.com/9AJicer
http://imgur.com/BmyX1g5 http://imgur.com/NIdx7Kt http://imgur.com/ce0Df1H
http://imgur.com/wPc4JI6 http://imgur.com/pP8wb34 http://imgur.com/AAADOdW
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Text Game: "I bet you're ____ in bed/in the sack". I need a
good line to insult a chicks sexual performance hah.
1 upvotes | September 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
"I bet you're a dead fish" ? "I bet you're a starfish" ? "I bet you're worse than a blow up doll" ?
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Quick question, why are text-finishers like "lame" and "gay"
so popular here?
1 upvotes | August 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2ezi9y/quick_question_why_are_textfinishers_like_lam
e/
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How do you deal with a girl playing "hard to get"?
1 upvotes | August 25, 2014 | by anoobaccount | Link | Reddit Link
What the title says. Went on date with girl, it went really well, now she is playing hard to get (I
think). She contacted me first after our date but has seemed aloof ever since. I called her to try and set
up our next date, but no answer.
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Can I get some help on this situation?
1 upvotes | August 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met this girl in a company class and had a nice chat. Next day she messaged me on company IM out
of the blue. We chatted and I got her number and sent her quick message. Made a remark about how
similar our last names were and that mine was the better version. She used a winky face and said we
will see about that. Her fb shows indication that she may have a bf, previous prof pic with the dude.
Comments from others saying they look good together. We then messaged about plans and she had a
dinner with friends and asked me. I deflected and said she was unlucky because I had big plans for
the two of us but now I'm probably just going to go to another country with friends (false, just over
exaggerated). She completely ignores the first part and just said damn go big or go home. Is this just
false interest, just her wanting to meet new people? New to TRP.
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Thoughts on this text convo? How bad did I goof?
1 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by bertstare10 | Link | Reddit Link
Background: hung out for 2nd time a few days ago - we just went and had a few drinks and went to
the town pool. first time we hung out she came over we fooled around but didn't bang. Long story
short we end up in my car talking after the pool, I asked her "is it going to be awkward kissing in a
parking lot" she says "No, but it'll be awkward when I deny you" and I then try to kiss her and she
isn't into it. Then she says she's going and I say "okay bye". She gets out, comes over to the drivers
side door and I put my window down. We made out for a few seconds.
A few hours later, I get a picture and it's of her ass which I had made a few comments on earlier etc..
Send a pic of mine back.
Convo Text:
Her: Mine wins
Me: Too bad can't even see since is dark
Her: cosmo says dark pics are seducing
Me: Won't kiss me, sends seductive photos... I got a real winner on my hands (this is where I fucked
up hard??? I just 'shamed' her for sending me a naughty pic)
Her: Yeah your lucky
Me: Actually that's okay, let's keep things at the holding hands stage for a while. I really wanna make
sure we don't rush things and you end up being a heartbreaker. Plus kissing is kinda gross anyway.
Her: What why would I be a heart breaker that's nonsense. And first guy I ever heard say that kissing
is gross how presh
Me: haha I told my 2 friends about us hanging out today and they were like "she doesn't even sound
interest" ... I like kissing mhm sucking face all night long how fun
Her: Aww did I make you sad today I'm sorry wittle smushie head and I'm not heart breaker FYI can't
help it that everyone loves me but you think I'm pretty you wanna hug me, you wanna kiss me, you
wanna love me
Me: Sad? Plz I think every girl wants me I'm too confident for my own good
Her: hah ok mister confident.... you already love me just in denial goodnight you strained pec whimp
(pectoral muscle)
Me: keep dreaming later loser
That was 2 days ago, I was drinking when she sent that photo and for some reason decided to be a
sarcastic dick to her (literally every single text was sarcastic except the one where I said "wont kiss
me but sends seductive photos")... I have no idea how to proceed from here, I feel like she didn't
catch my sarcasm and thinks I'm needy/desperate/chasing her etc... nah mean? Thoughts? Ideas? Did
I fuck up? Should I delete number and move on? Or text her in a few days and see if she wanna
hangout?
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Gaming out of town?
1 upvotes | August 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
The town I live in is pretty small. Around 150k people. There's another similar sized town around 1.5
hours away. And another 1.5-2 hours the other way, is a much bigger city with a few million people.
And then, 30-45 minutes from where I'm at, is a city with about 500k people.
I believe all those places have universities. So, likely quite a few girls.
I want to go out there, both day and night time, whenever I can.
My town is small enough where it's easy to run into people you know every other time you're in the
city/train station/university, and especially within the university, lots of groups know each other.
Also, I just want more variety. Those are my primary reasons for looking elsewhere.
So, logistics wise, how can I make this work? What do I say when they ask if I go to school/live
here? Do I stay vague about this, and only mention it much later if they ask when on a date or
something?
For night game, I can relocate to her place easy. Day game, I see this likely taking a couple of dates.
Maybe ask her out to come "visit" me or something.
Just thinking out loud here. Also, many of you have likely done this before, and I could use some
help.
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Where is the line between pursuing and neglect? Not sure what
to do
1 upvotes | August 17, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Went out with a girl I've known for about a year while she was in a relationship, I've been
increasingly indifferent, waiting for her to contact me, physical escalation when we're together, etc.
About a week ago, she texted me while I was out to meet up with her & some friends. I dominated
the conversation and demonstrated much higher SMV than I had previously, and also escalated. She
mentioned that she had broken up with her boyfriend.
About four days ago we went to a bar together, as before, I was confident, physically escalated
throughout the night, and then we made out right after leaving the bar, on the sidewalk, about every
50 feet, and up against her car.
When we got back to her house (she had driven), I suggested we go to my place, but she said she
didn't want to be messed up emotionally; it turned out she'd had sex with someone else earlier in the
week. I said I didn't care if we had sex or not and she replied that she knew she'd want to. I let it go
and went home, and really didn't care, since the making out was pretty great.
So...I texted her once two days later (nothing serious, just more of a how's it going) and haven't heard
anything back. On one hand, I'm not going to go oneitis and keep texting, but should I follow up
again at some point or just leave it alone?
I'm not sure where the line is between waiting on someone's response and neglecting them to the
point where they just assume disinterest and move on.
Suggestions?
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When girls pick their favorite guy in a group?
1 upvotes | August 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Okay trpgame, I've seen this multiple times in college. When a group of girls are openly talking about
their favorite guy in a party or kickback, literally saying "you're my favorite guy here." even if it was
a guy who's not particularly alpha. It's clearly a shit test, just posting here to get some more insight on
this / share personal experience.
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Had this text exchange, blatant attempt to secure resources
1 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/AdrrLpU
Ok, so I fucked up on the last line. I get that. Shouldn't have said it. I knew what was going on from
the instant I got the first text. Just wanted to see how obvious she was going to be about it. Plus I
thought if I could get her alone, I would at least try to fuck her, then next if nothing happened. She's
nothing special so I wasn't planning on putting much effort into it.
I met this girl through a friend that lives in the same apartment complex. She does too. She had
already soaked him for around $800 bucks, so I knew what she was like. And, as it turns out, my
friend is a huge pussy. Told me about his "new girlfriend" that had "kissed" him the night before.
Never fucked her of course. I guess she figured I was equally chumpish.
Anyway, I digress.
sunshine = weed
tea = kratom
abv = already been vaped
game = boardgame
In case it isn't clear.
Is there anything you can do in a situation like this to turn it around? Would I have done better if I
called her out on it?
"Just wanna smoke my weed, huh?" Or something similar. I haven't talked to her since this exchange,
and probably won't unless she contacts me first.
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Compilation of back to college tips
1 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Sorry if you were expecting me to come up with tips with the title. Ive been seeing some back to
school posts and I just wanted to make a topic for a compilation. Post down below in the comments
on college game. I also believe game is significantly dependent on the size of the college as well. So
when you post, try to specify in which kind of college it is applicable for.
Optional reading for why I posted this: Personally, it's time for me to make a comeback as a
sophomore. I've been incredibly angry, bitter, depressed, and perhaps even damaged by my
experiences during freshman year. I couldn't even make good guy friends because I was so fixated on
girls. Now there's a new frontier of incoming freshman girls to conquer, and I personally feel better
equipped to deal with this now thanks to lifting weights and TRP info. Now I believe some last
minute tips would be good for having a better chance of losing my Asian virginity.
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How do I keep the ones I actually like?
1 upvotes | July 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So, one common thing that I've noticed since spinning plates is that I have no problem keeping the
girls around that I know 100% I don't want a LTR with. I make it clear to them that I'm happy being
single and everyone of them is ok with that. The issue I have is with girls that I would consider
investing my time an effort into. I know that if I do want them around, I need to show them, not tell
them.
For example, I met a girl a few weeks back, very hot, 21 (I'm 29), very sweet and someone I think
may be able to meet my criteria. I haven't slept with her yet, however we've made out a lot and she
knows I want to push it further physically. She plays really hard to get though. Now, before you go
and say this is the issue, I'm an American living in Russia and girls 'usually' (I say this, but its not
always the case) are more conservative. I do know that you can't really know a girl until you've slept
with her though and I think this is part of the issue.
I guess my question is, am I just investing too much of myself too early? What sorts of things can you
recommend to me to push my own feelings aside and make her be the one that comes to me? I want
to be honest with her, but I'm sure I need to do it through my actions and not my words. Would
appreciate some feedback.
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How to proceed with co-worker (possible shit-test)?
1 upvotes | July 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
A co-worker and I have been flirting a little bit lately. We hung out last night (love music + minigolf).
We set up a little tally vote/competition to determine whether a picture was of an alligator or a
crocodile.
Just now, from work, she sent me a pic of a note a fellow co-worker had left on the tally explaining
why the pic was indeed a crocodile (making her the winner of our little competition). Here's an
important twist: The co-worker who wrote the note was a girl I banged last month, and the current
girl knows this.
Does this mean anything or am i looking too deeply into it? How do I proceed? I'm finished with the
previous girl (or at least not making her priority) and more interested in the newer one.
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When Is A Shit Test Not A Shit Test?
1 upvotes | July 13, 2014 | by thisisntjet | Link | Reddit Link
http://trueinnerga.me/when-is-a-shit-test-not-a-shit-test/
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First number close. Can anyone analyze my Field Report, tell
me what I did good and wrong? Also my text game is leading
nowhere.
1 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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5 Mack Rules to Live & Game By
1 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
https://thescoundrelblog.wordpress.com/2014/06/20/five-mack-rules-to-live-game-by/
MACK RULE #1: DON’T SWEAT THESE BITCHES
A true mack doesn’t sweat women. He doesn’t take the things they say & do terribly seriously.
Simps be sweatin’ women din a motherfucker. They take women & their goofiness extra serious.
They obsess over shit — the stuff that women say & do is important to them. They be fallin’ in love
with bitches, embarrassing stuff like that.
To win in the game, you gotta see the game for what it is and play the game the way it’s meant to be
played. The game is a fun diversion. It’s recreation. It’s entertainment. The minute a bitch starts to
become a drag in your life, that’s the moment you cut her loose.
MACK RULE #2: DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE
I don’t believe ANYTHING that a woman says to me. If it comes out of her mouth, I automatically
assume it’s a lie.
To a simp, a woman’s word is gold. They’ll believe the nuttiest shit, all because a fucking female said
it to them. They WANT to believe the shit women tell them, and they get played severely as a result.
I’m skeptical about everything. Even the shit I see with my own eyes, I tend not to believe. My
underlying thought is always, “How do I know this bitch ain’t playin’ me?” This mindset keeps you
on your toes, and helps to keep you from being made a fool of.
MACK RULE #3: PUT YOUR MOTHERFUCKING SELF FIRST
To be a mack, you gotta be selfish. Self-sacrificial, supplicating saps are the very definition of a simp.
Chicks dig selfish men. Men who know who they are, know what they want. Contrary to popular
myth, the last thing a woman wants is a guy who bows & scrapes. Women can’t possibly respect a
man like that.
Basically, do the opposite of every love song ever written. “Everything I do, I do it for you”? Simp
city! I’m living an awesome life of non-stop pimpin, and if a bitch wants to get into my stretch Caddy
and ride with me, OK. But I’ll be damned if I’ll be kissing her ass or worshipping at her
motherfucking feet, ever…
MACK RULE #4: DON’T TAKE SHIT PERSONAL
The “game” is millions of years old. It was cooked up by Mother Nature eons ago as a way for babies
to get born. It has nothing to do with you personally.
Don’t ever, ever, ever take anything that happens in the game personally. Not the negative shit, and
not even the positive shit. It ain’t personal. It’s just the game.
Enjoy the game, play the game, but don’t get too personally involved in the game. Detach from the
game somewhat. The shit just ain’t worth it.
MACK RULE #5: DON’T ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE PLAYED
This is the principle of self-protection. Good game consists of good offense and defense. You gotta
guard your heart and protect your own interests while you’re out there trying to bring magic into
women’s lives.
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Too much of the “seduction” community focuses on offensive game — how to get the woman to
desire you and want to sleep with you. But you gotta be careful. This ain’t all about her. You gotta
take care of yourself.
A lot of guys get their hearts bashed in. The real dumb ones get taken to the cleaners by vindictive
exes and hungry divorce attorneys. But like Ice-T said, “You played yourself.” You got yourself into
this mess because you weren’t savvy. You played the game like an amateur. You didn’t take the time
to learn, or you didn’t apply what you learned consistently. You fucked up, and now you’re paying
the price.
In a sense, all of the preceding Mack Rules are summarized by this one idea. Take care of yourself.
Protect yourself. You’ll be much happier, and women will respect you for it.
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**I’m Done With Being a "Good Boy"**
1 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://thescoundrelblog.wordpress.com/2014/06/05/im-done-with-being-a-good-boy/
"The reality is, most men — and the majority of 'boyfriends' — are useless beta turds. You don’t
really have to do anything special to pull the women who have settled for these suckers away from
them."
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Need help.
1 upvotes | June 22, 2014 | by Albionfly | Link | Reddit Link
Most of the posts are about people interested in getting into relationships, and helping people to
achieve them. I want to know how to get people, at the mall, shopping centers, or even facebook to
become interested.
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Miscommunication, or failed opportunity?
1 upvotes | June 21, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I got a girls number from Tinder, this is how the texting went:
3:30pm - Her: "I'd like to exchange some more photos" 4:00pm - Me: "[I sent a few pics]" 5:00pm Her: "?" 5:10pm - Me: "You never texted back" 5:12pm - Her: "I sent pics" 5:22pm - Me: "Hmm... I
never got them, maybe you sent them to the wrong person" 6:30pm - Me: "Awe, [Insert nick-name I
gave her], don't give up on me just yet. Can you try email?" 8:20pm - Me: "Hello..?"
This was yesterday, I got no response back, and this is after always getting a response back - like
within 10-15 minutes, sometimes immediately from her. I'm assuming the "wrong person" comment
must have made me look weak, I meant it jokingly, not like I was actually jealous. I know when you
haven't met in person, women look for any reason why they shouldn't see you - I probably gave that
to her.
Thoughts? I don't think I can text her again, it's probably just finished at this point.
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how and when give validation ?
1 upvotes | June 20, 2014 | by trppls | Link | Reddit Link
what is the magic pourcentage ?
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Meet women/people in suburbs? Gaming everyone?
1 upvotes | May 29, 2014 | by Epicureanist | Link | Reddit Link
My game needs a lot of work. I know where I want to be and I'm not there yet. Information overload
has been my problem; books, articles, and videos are being set aside. I realize I just need to go
outside talk to real people, fail, succeed, and slowly optimize.
I most want to be able to game random dudes (businessmen, thugs, etc.) and shoot shit with them.
When I leave university and get a job, the difference between me getting a job 60k starting and 100k+
isn't going to be a 3.5 GPA vs a 3.8 GPA, but rather my ability to build rapport with others, meet a lot
of people, and network. I'm lucky to have realized this early, but that's only a tiny step; I need to act.
My questions?
1. Where do you go to meet women/people in suburbs?
There's a few malls and shopping centers around me. I'm considering going to a different (the malls
are small enough for me to get a reputation if I go in everyday) one everyday and just talking to
people there.
I've read about people approaching at grocery stores, but never experienced it so it seems alien to me.
Is this a possibility?
2. Gaming men?
I think this'll be the most challenging part. I want to fuck women so I'll try to masculine, assertive,
and go for the number close. With men I just want to build rapport, be friendly, and have a fun
conversation. Any ideas? Suggestions?
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Game Cheat Sheet
1 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
This is my first post from my first blog. Thought I would share it here. -dcl
http://dcllive.wordpress.com/2014/03/24/cheat-sheet/
While cleaning out a desk/dresser of mine I found an old cell phone (BlackBerry Bold). I charged it
up and started to explore and came across what I would call a 'cheat sheet' I made in a notepad-app
about three years ago.
I rearranged the rough content to have some-what of a flow to it. Hope you enjoy...
-statements make educated guesses and are far more engaging -effective language = speaking with
fewest words possible while still maintaining your meaning and intent -women do not see features
they see how you present yourself -women do not hear words they hear your intentions -talk louder,
then louder than that -always make people break eye contact with you before you break it with them when engaging in conversation, suppress the urge until its your turn (one-up-ing) -lean back -do not
lean forward -watch others -do not put head down -pause, relax and slow down -do not laugh at
things you do not find funny -take up more space -stop approval seeking -my boundary/frame is
established, eg. “I value honesty, curiosity, education, intelligence and authenticity, etc.” -keep your
approval, keep your power -project self-image and beliefs -honest signals to practice -do not stare,
moral looking time -dominant and confident posture and walk -slower than usual movements and
gestures -be conscious of your body language until it becomes unconscious -allow her to orient her
body to you -tone of voice, “hey what up” -rub a girls back while hugging, do not pat -physical
escalation -eye contact -verbal contact -hand to arm -hand to shoulder -shoulder to hip -hip to leg face to face -mouth to mouth -things to talk about -F.O.R.D (good things to talk about) -Family,
Occupation, Recreation and Dreams -R.A.P.E (would not recommend using these as talking points) Religion, Abortion, Politics and Economics -the inflection of your voice, do your statements sound
like questions? -be aware of the strength you finish your sentences with, some people trail off when
they do not think others are listening -ignore her beauty -keep your eyes at normal resting size, if not
a little bit tighter than usual -while making eye contact do not over focus on one eye, move back and
forth, find your rhythm *EDIT May 11 2014- Since writing this I have noticed when moving back
and forth it can come off as reactive, attention seeking and needy, use with caution -soften your gaze
to the point you can comfortably see both eyes with out focusing on either one -smile big with your
whole face, like you just saw your best friend for the first time in a year -breath from your belly before an act or action we need oxygen as fuel -draw air into the bottom portion of your lungs before
the chest muscles expand and draw further air into the upper portion -funny shit-test responses to “do
you play video games?” -“no I use mature media modules” -“no I dabble in adult entertainment
simulations” -quotes -“No persons time, attention or companionship is more valuable than your
own.” -“You cannot allow your ego to become attracted to receiving specific reactions and responses
from people.” -“What you make yourself to be is a choice. What happens to you as a result of what
you are, is not.” -“Whatever it is you are feeling is a perfect reflection of what is in the process of
becoming.” -“Confidence is the reward for being Courageous.” -“Men have approach anxiety and
women have last-minute-resistance anxiety.” -have preferences to create your identity -if a guy is
looking your girl up-and-down -“Chief, eyes on your own paper.” -keep moving on, but preserve
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what works
Cheers.
P.S. Copy and paste this gem into your phone for quick access if you ever need a game cheat-sheet.
Also while wandering the internet I found this, courtesy of ChateauHeartiste. Enjoy.
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Quick text convo, TRP proof
1 upvotes | May 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/vgQm77P
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Shit test. "I don't want to be your plan B"
1 upvotes | May 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
need help with this one, we only had vague plans to be at the same bar on the same night. My plans
changed she's asking why I never showed up and hit me with "I don't want to be your plan b" when i
suggested another meet up.
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How to dress better
1 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | by I_DressBADtrp | Link | Reddit Link
So I see a lot of "dress well" advice in this and other TRP subs. Problem is, I seem to be missing the
part of my brain that says whether something I'm wearing looks good or not. The default response
seems to be /r/malefashionadvice, which is great, if you're 120 lbs and 18 to 25 years old. Which I'm
not. 5'10", 230 lbs, 32 years old. I've lost around 50 lbs recently and working on losing more, but I'm
still overweight, so skinny-jeans and a tight polo seems like a bad idea. Again, I have no idea, so
maybe I'm wrong.
I'd also hate to blow a bunch of money on clothes, not only because I'm still not where I want to be
body-wise, but because I can never tell if I'm spending my money on clothes that actually improve
my appearance rather than hinder it. Thoughts?
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Abundance and confidence works
1 upvotes | April 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I am an 18yo that lives in Ireland anyway I was out with a couple of friends at a local bar, the
majority of my friends were females themselves whom I am very comfortable and friendly with.
Anyway I was seen talking to all these women(social proof) and it turned out that 3 girls ended up
approaching me. One hb5 just turned towards me and opened her arms up in friendly manner while
giving me a huge smile. A second girl whom I approached earlier got jealous of another female who
was in my company chatting to me, then she directly approached me expressing her interest. Finally a
hb8 walked really slowly and sensually up to me and whispered provocatively into my ear "is your
name Ryan(which it isn't). I replied "no" she then walked away.I realise here that I failed to capitalise
on this amazing opportunity that was given to me. However I ended up kiss closing a hb 6,7 and 8.
The 8 being this cute thai girl with a banging body. I was standing in a group of college students and
had made some eye contact with the thai girl(to which I held) although I hadn't been in direct
conversation with her. Suddenly some of the girls proceeded to make out with one another as the
guys gawked at their presence. I leaped on this moment and pulled the thai girls waste towards men
while saying "come here you" in a relaxed dominant tone and made out with her. My success partly
comes to two things confidence and abundance. I radiated confidence the whole night by practising
good posture, walked/talked slowly, first one to dance, was dressed sharply. Thanks for reading let
me know what you think!
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The Efficacy of No Contact
0 upvotes | November 21, 2014 | by PistrixLutum | Link | Reddit Link
So I've recently deleted the number of a semi-plate/ex-fuckbuddy in addition to unfeiending her on
Facebook.
I reached this decision after she refused my offer to come over my place. This had been my fourth or
third time asking (yes I know beta as fuck, don't remind me) over the course of a little under 2 months
and during the time she'd freshly acquired some super omega boyfriend (one of my old managers,
who was working with me at the time of their "relationship").
At first she'd completely ignore my requests to come over, but would respond to other texts. Then one
day, I text her something akin to " haha bitch you know you want me" to which she immediately
replies "uh ok". I don't say anything else; four hours go by and she double texts, asking " what was
that about?" Again I don't respond until the next day with "come over" and nothing more. Hours go
by and she finally says "when and what time?"
To make a long story short, she ends up inviting me to a party (on a Monday night.....), trying to
avoid coming to my place when I tell her I have no weed to smoke. Out of irritation, I send her "Are
you OK? Its not like you to turn down black schlong?" Being a whore, she's somehow nonplussed
with being talked to like that and assures me that she is in fact ok and that the party is in a couple of
minutes. I say nothing and start texting my other plate...who actually comes over and fucks me silly.
Cool, but I want to fuck my exfuckbuddy again.
Fast forward to next week when I have some ganja and invite her over to get high. She asks me
"where did I get it from".....and doesn't respond to anything else. She's ignored me for the third time;
I suddenly become aware and intolerant of my past beta behavior. I feel embarressed and disgusted
with myself. I text her: " looks like I'll go to my other ugly low self esteem trash. tell anon I said to
wear a condom." Anon was our coworker I thought she was fucking.
Now as you can imagine she immediately responds to this. "Well oh ok you asshole". I then tell her
that I am deleting her number if she doesnt want to fuck anymore. I delete it, intending to never speak
to her again. She texts back with " Fuck you. anon who? And go ahead." Of course I don't
respond....and never will.
Obviously I wouldn't have written all this if I wasn't curious about whether or not this chick would hit
me back up for sex. I am talking to plenty of other chicks now, spinning one plate, and working on
aspirations I've had since I was a child. I already know it's probably oneitis driving me to ask this, but
I'd like an answer anyway: do you guys think she will text back once my no contact becomes
apparent to her? Have I been too much of a dick and/or beta?
And FYI, I'm never initiating contact with her again.
Addendum: sorry for typoes. This was typed on my cell.
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So I have a date with a girl "socially" out of my league. I need
tips on how to make her want my cock inside her vagina and/or
mouth.
0 upvotes | November 20, 2014 | by Banana_Slut | Link | Reddit Link
I've been getting better at being alpha, not letting beauty stop me and generally being a mgtow...but
I'm not there yet. I want to fuck her, but I'm not sure how to balance being "cocky" and being "funny"
and being emotionally dormant, to make her chase me. Thanks guys.
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Botched the takeoff... again. Attractive with no game syndrome.
0 upvotes | November 20, 2014 | by i_hear_colors | Link | Reddit Link
Well I blew another one. I have been lifting consistently since August and have made noticeable
gains. Coworkers and friends have commented. I've been getting increased attention as well from
women but still manage to fuck every opportunity up with my lack of game.
This latest mishap happened with a coworker. We work in different departments and had been
chatting over messenger for a couple weeks. I knew who she was but she didn't know what I looked
like. We finally met in person and I could tell she was attracted. She made a comment later about
"excuse my glasses, my contacts were falling out etc etc". She was clearly concerned with what I
thought of her physical appearance. We made plans to get lunch but due to schedules/workloads we
were never able to meet up. She suggested that we just get drinks on the weekend. I got her number.
That Saturday morning I texted to set something up for that night. She didn't respond until 9 that
night that she had been in San Diego all day. I responded with something I was aiming to be
funny/playful but in retrospect came out needy/desperate. She went radio silent and I haven't heard
from her since.
No big deal. I've fucked up before. I know the routine. Pick myself up and move on. But I feel like
I'm not progressing. Physically, yes. But I'm ruining every opportunity by falling back into oneitis
and a general lack of game. I hate the tightrope that is the LA dating scene. One wrong comment and
you're done. But the alternative is a life of incel and bitterness towards women.
Is this just one of those things that I'm going to have to crash and burn until I get? I don't mind if
that's the path but I'm letting these failures get to me. Advice?
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What I've learned from The Red Pill. Some of it could help you
too
0 upvotes | November 14, 2014 | by helpyaboy2 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a sophomore in college and I've had more success with girls than i have ever before since the
Summer. Freshman year I became desperate to find a girlfriend. I went to seddit to learn how to talk
to girls, etc. Turns out, I already knew how to do all of this. Reading Models gave some new
knowledge but nothing groundbreaking. I eventually came upon a poster who was bashing TRP. I
checked it out, and found some of it to be woman bashing and dismissed it(One of the stages of
accepting TRP). I came back a few months later after seddit became just a bunch of guys asking 'how
to make her like me' or 'when should i text her'. For me, it wasn't so much not knowing what to do,
but instead taking action and being more confident in myself. While I will note that some of the posts
of TRP I don't agree with, many are still good. To me, TRP isn't so much as hooking up with as many
girls as possible, but becoming a man that society has led you astray from.
Anyways, here are some things I've learned that have helped me, maybe some can help you too:
Keep Cool: You often hear about being beta, being alpha, etc. Forgot it, everyone is 'alpha' in
their own way. When you look at some of the guys who get what they want when they want,
like those guys from high school or college who get all the girls, or on TV like Don Daper, they
keep it cool. They say what they need and keep it going. They don't let events outwardly affect
them too much. Keep it moving and say and do what needs to be done. If you mess up, move
and keep it going, no use sulking. Keeping level is the most 'alpha' thing you can do.
Handle your Drinks/Weed: Not much needs to be said. Many times I've found myself drunker
than i planned to be and talking to much and forgetting to do what needed to be done.
College Girls/Girls in their 20s: Many of these girls aren't looking for a relationship and if
they are, you damn sure won't find them at your local bar or party. These girls are looking for
fun and the best guy who can provide it. Don't waste too much time on a girl who isn't
interesting to you. Instead of thinking will she find me interesting/good enough, think that for
her. I never understood when people said girls come and go more than now. Maintain a platonic
friendship with college girls can be a difficult task. Most that you know are just close
acquaintances.
May not be much, but it helps me. I've been through it all, and i can finally say I can just accept the
way things are. Women just think differently.
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TRP game at barnes and noble cafe. HAAAAAAAAALP!
0 upvotes | November 11, 2014 | by sullylicious | Link | Reddit Link
I'm currently sitting at the cafe as stated above. Made some great eye contact with a girl thats a solid
8. Want to approach but she now seems engrossed in studying/school work. Do I do it? What the shit
do I open with. Or should my horny self bite the bullet and realize this plate is too hard to bring in?!
Time is of the essence gentleman. Whatever you tell me to do shall be done. As long as she doesn't
leave before I get an answer!
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Texted this girl to meet up
0 upvotes | November 11, 2014 | by Andre_Gold | Link | Reddit Link
I've hung out with this girl a few times and we were drunkenly making out the first time at a tailgate.
After that I feel like she's lost interest but I'm trying to gauge that and see if she wants to meet up.
I texted her yesterday to see how her weekend was because she went to a big EDM concert and I
suggested we get coffee and catch up. She responded this morning, saying the concert was amazing
with a smiley face but didn't respond to my suggestion for hanging out.
Where do I go from here?
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How to "rescue" a girl being hit on by some douche?
0 upvotes | November 8, 2014 | by lord-denning | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, I would appreciate any tactics to "rescue" a girl and NOT come across as some white knight or
hamster-enabler.
I was chatting up a girl at a bar and things went smoothly, we were getting physically close and I was
getting some nice IOIs. I exited briefly to greet some friends that had arrived. Whe I came back she
was being hit on by some other guy and laughing it up. I immediately ignored and started chatting up
her friend in a friendly way to show that I was completely not butthurt, looking at pics on the friend's
phone, etc.
As I suspected might occur, they guy became overbearing and too touchy and my target started
giving off a negative vibe. At one point she gave me a look that i now realize was a bit of a "help me"
look. I ignored and kept up with the friend who as by now into me.
My question is, could I or should I have gone over? I hate a two guy / one girl dynamic and that
attention / validation she gets, and do not want to be any chick's white knight. But I wonder if there is
a way where I could have gone over and come out looking good (other than pretending to be a
boyfriend which would not have worked in this case). Thanks
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[NSFW Story] How I found and talked my new babygirl.
0 upvotes | November 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
So /r/trpgame! I'm not sure if im in the right sub right now. But you guys might like the NSFW story
how I met and won my babygirl.
Yesterday I (24M) have acquired my second submissive girl ever! I was obsessed with finding the
perfect babygirl to fit exactly to my hand and needs while introducing her to dominance/ submissive
which I cannot live without anymore.
The whole story might turn you on, so sit back and enjoy :)
I have my favorite pub which she started to work at her very first day. The boss explained to her that
i'm an well paying regular, so VIP treatment has to be given.
The pub was running quiet the later the evening became, and she got time to have a conversation with
me.
As I'm 6 years older, it wasn't hard for me to notice my babygirl was feeling extremely attracted to
me, so I made my moves and we hooked up the day after at a public coffeeshop.
My babygirl (18F) is a very sensitive and emotional girl and has recently lost her Biological father, so
it was mostly talking about that
I asked her if I could perhaps fill in as her new daddy, which she didn't understand at first... naïve
little girl she is!
To explain myself, I asked her: Since you've only had one sex partner, have you developed any
sexual fantasies?
The extremely shy and sensitive girl she is, whispered out a soft yes.
My heart started pounding and I calmly asked her: Mind telling me?
She struggles... "Well I love it when you take your time, slowly undress, and we touch each other,
just like in the movies".
An answer like that didn't surprise me from my babygirl...
So she asked me: "what's yours?" And here's where I get the smoothest I have ever been... haha!
I tell her... Allright, it's similar to yours, but it goes a little further than that. But before I tell you, you
have to promise me that you will be open to anything I'm going to suggest.
Without hesitation she says: "Yes I promise! :)"
I started telling her fantasy at first, followed by the question: Have you ever submitted yourself
completely to your previous boyfriend? I of course already knew the answer to that, her ex-boyfriend
was no man, just a little boy.
"Uhh... No, just normal and basic sex... She answers."
Allright, I took and hold her hand firmly, which she already moaned a bit, I gave her a very soft kiss
on the lips and asked her to close her eyes and visualize what I was going to tell her.
Without thinking she closed her eyes and I can see she already completely trust me, like a good
babygirl.
I continue the story of her fantasy while her eyes are closed and begin to describe how I would touch
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her body and ask her to call me daddy... She said: "Okay".... Okay what babygirl? "Okay daddy".
At this point my heart is pounding, it's all happening at a public coffeeshop and I'm pretty sure some
people were eavesdropping.
I continue talking... I will just put these bracelets on your wrists and ankles, are you scared right
now? "I am, what are you going to do with me Daddy?" Don't worry babygirl, just let it happen. Do
you trust me? "Okay Daddy, Yes I do Daddy".
I begin telling her this, after the bracelets were put on:
Go lie down on your bed, take a deep breath and feel my hands on your body as they enjoy your
gorgeous body. While both of my hands touch you gently from your bellybutton to your nipple to
your wrist... I connect your wristband to the bedside... Both sides.
I will sit on you and undress myself slowly and let our naked bodies touch softly while I start kissing
you everywhere.
At this point her breathing intensifies
Kissing towards your beautiful dripping wet pussy, but I wont touch it.
While im down there, I lock her ankle bands to the bed and grab the tee I just took off. I fold it up to a
thick band and climb back on you while holding the folded tee in front of her.
"What's that.. Daddy..?" Don't worry babygirl, and I kiss her, putting the tee softly over your eyes,
lifting her head up and lock it.
"Daddy... Im scared" You should be babygirl.
I touch your body for a few minutes and go down to your pussy.
I softly kiss the clitoris letting my tongue softly touch it like a French kiss. she moaned pretty hard
right now.
I let my tongue go down and get a big amount of pussyjuice on it.
It tastes delicious and I want her to taste it to. So I softly French Kiss her and grab her chin to open
her mouth. The pussyjuice slides softly down my tongue onto hers.
at this point she has problems sitting relaxed and is moving her legs all the time
I decided to stop talking. We were in public.
I tapped her leg a few times which she opened her eyes and she was shocked. She looked at me and
tried to speak: I.. Uhh. I.. PFff uhh.
Don't worry babygirl I said. You and I are going to have a good time together soon.
She replied: "I think I have a new sex fantasy... Daddy "
TL;DR I met a beautiful young inexperienced girl and we went full horny at a public coffeeshop. She
is now Daddy's babygirl :)
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Girl texted disrespectfully. Did i reply well?
0 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by dukeluce | Link | Reddit Link
I dated this girl 7months ago sometime and even met with her best friend one time. We were very
close and know each other very well. After I invited her to my place for a movie she replied that I
should find another one for that thing. She wanted a LTR and I wasn't ready that time. She moved in
another town for 6months, so lost completely contact with her.
2 weeks ago she came again and invited me for a coffee. I didn't expect that.
We started from where we left and I was escalating to go to her house the 2nd date. She had none at
her house and was waiting for my move. I kissed her and said I should go.(wanted to make her feel
how i felt that time she declined)
So after this I thought it's my time now. Texted to meet in a nice place 2 days ago and she replied that
was at her best friends house and invited me to get a coffee in a bar near her house, with her too.
(Now her friend is a very outgoing person and sometimes disrespectful. Tried to shit test me the first
time we met, I didn't reply to her at all and changed topic. When we were leaving I said something
that offended her, but like joking. She smiled while the girl I dated changed topic and smiled at me.
When her friend was on the phone she said to me You are such a nice bastard ,but she deserved it ;) )
To her invitation with her bf I replied:
You 2 are like siamese twins, but not similar at all
she: write text to respond. if possible urgently
me:???
she: Are you coming or what? why you still keep texting
me: I am at x place now. thought to meet you at y(wich is near x) but looks like you can't. Next time
maybe
I think her friend said her to text me like that, to see if I was still going after that behaviour, cause she
never talked to me like that.
Now I think I'll text her to meet on saturday, but think I should wait too.
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Real-life examples of weak game from "average" guys, don't be
like them. [crosspost from /r/videos]
0 upvotes | October 28, 2014 | by Jessie_James | Link | Reddit Link
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From 1-10, how bad is to ask for the number out of the blue?
0 upvotes | October 19, 2014 | by throwbp | Link | Reddit Link
Context: was out last night with some friends, eye contact with a hb8, little conversation about the
fact she bumped into me (sight kino) but she went with her friends. 1 hour later, my group leaves but
I go straight to her, ask where she's from and then the number. She refuses with a "I'm sorry for you"
look and I take my leave.
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Being unable to get instant fuck makes me frustrated. Is it that
hard?
0 upvotes | October 16, 2014 | by Zagooda | Link | Reddit Link
I live in UAE and I am not American. I am not Arabic either. I am 24 years old and I have a decent
job. I hangout at classy bars, lounges and I totally fit in the type. When I get in, I always get
attention/gaze of women there who are 27-30 yrs old (younger are rare). I have almost no approach
anxiety I can go talk to any girl. I never got blown off by any women. Sometimes they were not
interested and that's it. However, I got tired of getting numbers. Dating is too boring for me. So I aim
to take dem pussies to my home right away. But I can't even make them change the venue. They are
always like "I am with friends, thanks". Average class bars are a bit far from me and there is logistics
problem. Also I am not sure about how hot the women in those places are. Probably full of filipinos.
But I'll give it a try. I'll go check those places. Before that I have a question.
Do you think that it's hard to get women in classy bars to home right away? Not asking personally but
is it likely that they'll have thicker slut shields?
Btw 90% of those women in classy bars are Etihad Airways cabin crews. Romanians, Serbians,
Russians and British... They make good money and yet they are all slutty but I have no success with
them
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Does anyone have a good list of openers, transitions, cold reads
and conversations to have with girls?
0 upvotes | October 16, 2014 | by 14931125 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/2je21v/does_anyone_have_a_good_list_of_openers/
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FaceTimed with a girl. Now what?
0 upvotes | October 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Met a girl online. She's kinda far so we FaceTimed. Convo seemed OK. We parted w/o saying
anything regarding actually meeting up.
Should I contact again soon to set something up? Or wait awhile like it was a real date?
Does us parting ways w/o her saying anything mean she's probably not interested?
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Please brutally analyse my text game with long term hot "BFF"
0 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by SpiritOfTheNorth | Link | Reddit Link
Yo. 22yo. I've been lurking the red pill for 2 weeks, and am still in the early stages of applying it to
my interactions with women.
I have a long term "friend" that I had a brief fling with 4 years ago. Never did more than kiss. I was
having sex with another girl at the time, but this one is the one I really wanted, but didn't have the
balls to take it further. She got with another guy, and is still with him.
Since then I've been the classic beta orbiter with repressed one-itis over her. She seems like a very
good girl, NAWALT, etc. I know she's still into me. She knows I'm into her. Just never had the balls
to do anything because of the sanctity of her LTR (which she constantly complains about).
I'll quickly give an example of the awful beta texts exchanged before I found this site..
M: Hey ****** :), what's goin on with you? X
H: Hey! What's a fret marker? :) x
M: Lol what? Why didn't you reply? Haven't even told me how the interview went x [I recently
invited her to come see me after her interview]
H: I'm trying to grasp the basics of guitar and no idea what most of it means. Sorry we had to get the
next train right after it because it was an off peak ticket [Illogical, bullshit excuse] :( Didn't get the
job either xxx
M: You could have said :(. Don't worry about what it means, just learn songs at first :). Do you have a
guitar now? xxx
Ugh.
So recently I thought, fuck it. I'm gonna drop the whole friend routine and treat her the same as I'd
treat a plate. Either we're going to fuck, or we're gonna stop seeing each other, and either way it's just
a fun social experiment, because currently I get nothing out of this "friendship".
Recent texts below. 2 Days previously to the following convo, I send her a funny snapchat of me in
work wearing an apron topless. It just so happens that my muscles are bulging and well lit in this
picture. And this time it's much less effort to get her to agree to meet up.
M: What you doin today/tonight?
H: In ***** with my family :) how come?
M: Thinking of coming back to ******* today or some day this week. I want to see you.
H: I'm free tomorrow day!
H: If you can't do tomorrow, then I can also do Friday day :)
M: Tomorrow is good. We are gonna get so crazy together
H: Haha! What would you like to do? :)
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M: Can you ice skate? ;)
H: Yes I can, where is there a rink though? :S
M: There is one in *****, let's do it.
H: If you prefer I can come to ******? Possibly may be easier :) Unless you were planning on
being in ** anyway
M: You should come to *********. I'll find something equally cool to do :)
H: We can do that instead if you like?
M: This pleases me. See you tomorrow!
[Few hours later] H: Great :) what are we going to do?
[Few hours later again] M: We're gonna have good old fashioned fun and have some tasty food and
drink, duh ;p
H: As long as it's cheap I'm happy :( don't have much money and the train costs £9
M: Haha quit your moaning, it will be a fine cheap day :)
H: £9 though! £9 is a worthy amount of moaning haha
M: It's also entirely worth it ;)
So, I appreciate any feedback on the above, but it seems to be all going okay.
Then suddenly this morning she sends some bullshit:
H: I've just been reminded, I've got to be back by six !
M: No way, cancel :)
H: You can be such a dick sometimes ******....
M: First I've heard of it, can't be that important
H: Seriously what the fuck is your problem ******. I never said I couldn't come and see you, just
said I have to be back by a certain time because I've got somewhere to be, which also seeing as you
needed to know, I'm going to visit my cousin.
M: Don't get mad, you should have told me sooner - No reply
So now she is just pissed off at me.
Was I too much of an asshole? Or was this basically going to happen regardless. Was there a clever
way to spin this in my favor that I missed?
Cheers guys.
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You WANT her to take longer to reply (at least at first)
0 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
With respect to texting. That means she is actually thinking about her message. As she gets more
comfortable with you, she shouldn't take long to reply.
Here is a text message between me and a girl I met last night. Notice the time in between replies.
http://imgur.com/dvbqtZe http://imgur.com/sxy4Xra http://imgur.com/t94YjGN
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Please don't interpret this as oneitis.
0 upvotes | September 20, 2014 | by FartMcPooperson | Link | Reddit Link
I went on a couple dates with this girl. Kissed a bit, never fucked. From seemingly out of nowhere
she didn't think we were compatible. I tried to follow TRP to the best of my ability (I'm new), so I
was a bit shocked, but when she texted that to me I just said, "fair enough," as a way of maintaining
frame (I think), and cut contact. How would you guys go about getting her interested again?
Before you say "just next her" I have several dates lined up with girls just as attractive or more. I just
think this would be a fun game to play.
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Game in a long distance relationship on our respective years
abroad? (No, i'm not fucking ending it)
0 upvotes | September 19, 2014 | by TRPthrowa | Link | Reddit Link
tl;dr: How to keep girlfriend interested on a year abroad, and not want to fuck all those guys hitting
on her?
Ok so basically i met my girlfriend who i love (yes, i am very emotionally invested in this woman,
deal with it) and we both have to do a year abroad as part of our course. She's in germany, I'm in
italy, but where is not important. We can see each other roughly once every month. She also has a
LOT more free time than i do, so she has no problem socialising. I'm very busy with work and stuff
over here, so socialisation hasn't really hjad a chance to occur. this will definitely decrease my SMV
in her eyes.
So i've become very concerned about our relationship. She's pretty hot, and has no problem telling me
that she gets hit on a lot (she's a teaching assistant, and gets asked about boyfriends by the kids,
which i find funny because it won't happen) but also by guys who talk to her, and when asked if she
has a boyfriend, she of course says yes, but they lose interest and leave. So obviously she's getting hit
on by everyone, and being made very aware that she has high SMV.
I also have high SMV, i lift, am ripped, have a wide social circle (back hom anyway, not here yet as
i've only just got here), and i'm rich. She was totally in love with me back at home. The relationship
was great, sex all the time (loads of sex, she has a high sex drive), we never really argued and we
generally just got on great.
But obviously i'm worried for a few reasons. One, i can't fucking control and suppress my emotions
for her, I fucking love her and miss her and think about her all the time. This annoys me because i
know the relationship is likely to end somehow, whether by her asking to go on a break, cheating on
me (less likely, but if she wants to end it i can be damn sure she's got someone else in particular lined
right up) or she just loses interest. She's going to want to fuck other guys, no doubt, and having read a
lot of red pill stuff here, women with high sex drives tend to find it harder to suppress the urge to
cheat in the abscence of their boyfriend.
She knows i have a high SMV. One of our mutual friends (pretty hot too) wanted my dick very badly
back home, and she got a bit jkealous over that. I am also aware there are many girls, albeit back
home, who want the D, (i didn't even game them or anything, i just happen to have high SMV). I also
know the same of her, and i don't want this to end because it will fucking destroy my emotions.
So i have two problems. I'm definitely too emotionally invested in her, and i'm not completely sure if
she's the same. The second problem is obviously she is literally fending off guys, and having read a
lot of this sub, I don't know if she is going to be able to go a year without wanting to break up with
me/ go on a break so she can fuck all these german dudes.
I've also been hit on over here, a couple of hot girls literally asked for my number the other day, and
initiated contact. i'm not even considering acting on it, i love her too much for that and cheating is not
cool. But i do know women don't really see things that way, and she's gunna want to get plowed.
I would not be okay with just going on a break, letting her bang wheoever, and going back to her. I
also want to continue the relationship as it is the best thing to have ever happened to me. She doesn't
use me for shit, and she's so much more down to earth/ logical than women of our age, it's actually
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amazing. she is an amazing individual. But she's not a unicorn of course. Of course if it ended i could
spin a load of plates when i get back home, i would have no problem doing that, but if she broke up
with me on the year abroad i would no doubt be fucking depressed, and i don't fucking need that.
So basically, any tips for keeping her interested from a distance? If you say end it before she does,
don't. she hasn't started feeling held back quite yet, but i worry it's just a matter of time. And we'll get
to see each other on holidays so it's not like there's absolutely no time we can see each other.
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A new take on Tinder strategy
0 upvotes | September 13, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Dear fellow males,
The most logical way to use dating apps like Tinder and Okcupid is to "swipe right" 100% of the
time, thereby maximizing your chances of getting a match. However, when all males do this, this
gives females the ability to choose only the very highest value males. (It also turns them off from
using the app altogether.) Therefore, the 100% swipe right strategy is only successful if you are in the
top 10-20% of males. So if you're in that 10-20%, you can keep doing what you're doing (you winner
you). But for the remaining 80-90% of you (which includes me), be more selective. This will force
females to have fewer matches and result in all of us getting more matches. This only works if we
ALL do it. It requires a conscious and collective effort for the greater good of our gender.
I realize that most Red Pillers will say, just work harder to get into the top 10-20%. I agree, but that
doesn't mean that you can't do this too. There will always be a top 10-20% anyway...and they can't be
with all the girls all at once. I'm also open to amending this idea because there are surely gaps in my
logic. I'm open to whatever it takes to help our gender. Cheers.
Tl;dr Help your fellow brother out, swipe left more often.
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(I know but...) I need advice on this specific girl
0 upvotes | September 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR; girl tried the friendzone the ultimate beta me. I didn't let her. Swallowed the pill and we are
talking again. This time I keep my frame like a boss, my amused mastery is at it's best and I fucking
don't care if I have her or not, she always try to get my attention, I call her shit out and she begs me to
forgive her like a little child. How should I move?
I know you are gonna say next her. I know. But she is not a oneitis for me. Not anymore. I just wanna
succeed for the sake of game and believe me bros I want to pound that ass so hard (no more disney
shit)
This girl is T. We've met during a training program of the job we applied and we moved to another
country after we got accepted for the job. This happened 8 months before now. She was really into
me but I was able to keep frame and succeed the shit tests occasionally. Because was a pussy back
then. I had no idea about trp, being a or being dominant. Ithink she was really into me but we were
hanging out every fucking day and I was helping her shit. Add that I was a pussy and I was
fantasizing a romantic relationship with her. I got nothing. I even talked to her about my feelings to
her. AAAANNDD there it comes, she is just out of a relationship she is not ready for a relationship
but she loves me soo much etc etc. (I KNOW DUDE THE WORST OF ALL FUCKING TIMES) I
tried again after a while and everything is the same. I stopped talking to her. I ignored her all the
time. We work at the same company, at the same team. We are fucking together all the time. And I
am sure I am the only one in this country who is so fun, smart and she enjoys hangout with.
I swallowed the pill. I had interesting hobbies, I go to gym at least 3 at most 4 days a week. I go out, I
talk to girls (didn't get laid, just passed the anger phase). While she was trying to get my attention for
months I let gave her a little 3 weeks ago. She started to shine. She came for more. Sometimes I didn't
give the attention and sometimes I let her have her best fun times with me. Now I touch her (not flirty
but you know I keep touching as a part of our conversations). I crush her shit tests. Sometimes she
does something disrespectful to me (not facing me while I am talking to her) I call these out and tell
her to come back after she learns how to behave when she is with me. She begs for my forgiveness,
like a child.
But she behaves like she doesn't have sex (she raised in Europe and studied in USA but she is from a
Turkish family so she is a bit conservative). She doesn't respond to my touchyness. She never touches
me back. What do you thing I should do (other than nexting her, for the sake of game) Is there a
chance I can fuck her? (yeah I don't care if I can't). I can go for a kiss whenever I want, I don't care
what happens but is there something more I should do before I do that?
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Double Bind - An absolutely essential texting technique to use
against chicks who are pulling back their attention or texting
frequency...Especially hot chicks
0 upvotes | August 31, 2014 | by Birdoftruth | Link | Reddit Link
This one has worked wonders for me. It only works with women who atleast like you somewhat.
Hence, it won't work against women who you just got a number off of in 5 minutes and they've never
invested an ounce of time.
Essentially, you notice the chick has stop responding to your texts, or has started giving you really
short text text responses. If she hasnt responded to the last couple of texts you sent, shoot her one in
the afternoon and then late in the evening after you gave her some time to reply. Here you say "Hey
havent heard from you in a bit. Look I think you're a great girl [Or w/e thing you like about her] and I
enjoy talking to you, But if you got shit going on and your just not feeling it then we could be friends
if nothing else"
IF they actually give a damn about you, then they will perk up and respond back very quickly going
into damage control. If not, then they will bounce.
Obviously modify the text depending on the context.
I have had great success with this and it works especially well against hot chicks because they are
used to guys just giving them all the attention they want over text and the girls will pull back when
they get bored. No one wants to call the chick out in a nice way like that. So when she runs into
someone who dreads her, than her desire kick starts again
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Love it.
0 upvotes | August 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Most satisfying lay ever last night, check out the convo earlier in the day.
Me: why do u spend so much time on the computer (this is fb chat, she's online)
Her: why does it concern you what i do with my time?
Me: it doesnt, just amuses me
Her: well good i guess I'm glad i amuse you
Me: as you should, it's a great honor
Her: :)
Me: do u have any plans for the weekend ?
Her: I'm leaving toronto tomorrow to go back to school
Me: do u want to hang out before u leave ?
Her: todays the last day
Her: and I'm going biking with my friend
Her: can i ask you something honestly?
Me: biking in this weather? (ignoring her)
Her: cani ?
Me: it's not that warm outside (continue to ignore)
Her: no i guess i cant
Me: no, i dont wanna sleep with u, no need to ask
Her: lol
Her: but you do though
Me: i wanna hang out with u, i only ask cuties to hang out with, but i sleep only with interesting
people and since i havent chilled with u yet i dun even kno if ur cool (I could've done better here)
Her: im not
Her: cool
Her: I'm really far from cool
Me: so there u go, all ur good for is just a friend then
Her: well i don't know what to tell you
Her: your not my type so nothing physical would eve happen between us and i can promise you that
you were really persistent this whole summer (I did ask her to chill a few times before)
Her: and if you do mean literally just friends and nothing more even though i find that hard to believe
Her: then we could have chilled i guess but there isn't really any time left
Her: I'm leaving early tomorrow morning so
Her: i mean are you gonna drive out here just to chill for like two hours?
Me: No, I'm not. but since it's your last night in Toronto I can re-arrange my plans for tonight and let
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you buy me coffee in my area, friend.
Her: lol im not buying you anything first of all
Her: and I'm not staying out tonight because i got an early start tomorrow
Me: k
You can guess what happened afterwards that night.
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Afraid to be myself
0 upvotes | August 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys. A bit of drunk talk here. Im so afraid to be myself sometimes. I have three friends group.
But the current friends group, I'm closely associated with right now due to work reason, feel like so
judgemental and shiit. It's hard to be myself among this friends group because I feel like my innet self
is super sensitivie emotional. im afraid to show them that i'm a bit defensive and judgemental. I guess
because I hate people whos judgemental and defensive, and I hate to see them in myself. I dont
know.. should I be all sensitivr and defensive and shiy? Maybr I will eventually get better if I just let
myself go? No worries guys. Im a bit drunk.
Look guys. Is it okay to act beta so evetually you get your heart ripped off and be able to move on to
harsh reality? Just the words from trp isnt enough for me. I need to physically experience my heart
getting ripped and be as beta as possible and confess my love to girls. Otherwise, im aware that it's
not the way to go, but maybe its a necessary step.. what do you think? Can I let myself be myself for
just a little but at least? I mean thats how naturals are born.. right? Go through so much beta trp
experience and evetually learn.. I dont even know anymore. Im like crying over here with harsh
reality. Why did I fucking born 5'6" Asian. I know there is nothing I can do about it, but that doesnt
mean this emotion isnt real. Aah fuck it
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What does "we're going too fast" really mean?
0 upvotes | August 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I started seeing a girl last week that I was sorta fwb with before, but because I recently relocated
away and now I'm back, so I haven't seen her for a while. We started screwing around again. All was
good until...
Few nights back I tried to escalate again into sex at my place.. she kept refusing and I wouldn't take
no for an answer, since I was thinking back to tactics like the PUA freeze out and then trying to
escalate again, stuff like that. Eventually she wasn't having any of it and just went home. I went beta
mode and started asking what's wrong, etc and she wouldn't give me a straight answer. Felt that I
killed all attraction.
Since then she's been treating me as a friend again. Refusing my kino when I went to her house or
when we went out. Asking why I have my hand around her when that used to escalate into an instant
French kiss.
Today I messed up by trying to go radio silent on her, but looks like I'm the one who caught oneitis...
I called her at night and honestly told her that I was upset by this and all that. It felt good off my chest
wise - I've been manipulative these few months and felt distressed inside. I know I just did something
really BP to the point where I shouldn't even be posting here but on r/relationships or something.
Her response was that after that night she thinks we are moving too fast and questioned if we hang
out just for the sake of sex. She said we should just hang out for the time being and see where it goes
from there.
To my knowledge, she isn't seeing anyone else at the moment, but her smv is way higher than mine
and its easy for her to see someone else next week if she wanted.
So RP brothers, am I royally fucked or what? I have no other options at the moment and it feels like
I'm at the crest of self destruction... and I should've known better. Move on? Next? Is there anything I
can do to get her hamster crawling back?
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Found this shirt today...
0 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by meebec | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/4D127oe
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How can I turn a ex into a plate?
0 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | by stealthcreeper | Link | Reddit Link
So she broke we me after 1 month of LTR. Yeah thats right I was a BP. 2 weeks after that I swalloed
the red pill and Im grateful for it. So this is how it went:
She broke up with me on a Friday saying she needed space and all that stuff, I started begging and
asking what was wrong and she said it was her, not me (classic). So I did no contact for 2 days, until
she texted me on Sunday asking how I was (possibly shit test to see how I was after her breaking up
with me), I said "I'm ok, and you?" and after that she didnt respond, so 4~6 hours later I sent the text
one more time and she answered with "Me too", I didnt respond after that.
The next day she texted me goodmorning and asked if we could meet to talk about "stuff" (wich I
believe was another shit-test to see my true emotions regarding the breakup, because I sounded
normal trough text). I said that at 15:00 I was gonna walk my dog and that we could meet at that
hour.
We met and sat on a bench in a park, she asked how I was, Me: "I'm ok, how about you?" Her: "I'm
fine". Then there was a awkward silence and I looked at her and said "sooo whats what up? what do
you want to talk about?" and she said she didnt knew what to say. After that she basically said the
same thing she said on friday, however this time I was aloof as I was distracted petting my faithfull
animal friend, I still begged and asked what was wrong, but this time I did it in a "I dont give a fuck"
state,
From that day to now I did no contact, its been 3 weeks and a half, and today she texted me saying:
"Andrew?" (andrew is my name)
I havent responded yet, and I want to turn this ex into a plate, I think I will start with: "Yes thats
me...Who are you?",and from there I will use every stuff I learned and keep learning from TRP to
keep spinning her.
How should I take it from here? How can I turn her into a plate?
I'm grateful for all your answers :)
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two girls two days, decided to wait with the first one
0 upvotes | July 31, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
A few weeks ago...
A couple weeks ago I was in Sherwood, it was late and I was skating to my friends house (who is in
Hungary) to break in and sleep there. A girl calls my name while I'm skating, I ask her who the fuck
she is, but regardless they're walking back into oldtown so I skate back into oldtown, doing some
toeside 180's and heelside checks. Part of me was just trying to impress her and her oribit. we get to
cannery square in oldtown and this girl is talking to me, during the conversation casually I ask if she
wants to have sex, and she say's "I'm good" I was honestly looking for a place to stay, and I catch the
last 93 out of oldtown back to my friends house in Portland.
she was like an 8
a week later or so
This girl hits me up after a few exchanges she says, "I'm lonely. My family's gone to the beach and no
one will come here and take bong rips with me hahahaha" So I end up in Sherwood that day, waiting
for her to get off work I stole four 40's, and end up seeing GIRL2
I skate up to girl2, she is skating as well. "you're heather right?" "yes? who are you?" , "you don't
need to know my name" blah blah blah I skate off
she was like an 8
girl1 and a couple come with me to find a place to drink, I see girl2 skating into town on the way so I
skate after her and invite her to drink. We all got super turnt and I had to skate girl2 home, on the
way- a playful shove, an ass grab, and closer to her house, I just grab her neck and start eating her
face. She's about to go to the beach for a month with her parents. so I say, "I'm going to fuck you
when you get back, don't forget about me" and skate off.
I go back and chill with girl1 and we go and steal nine more 40's, but I don't drink anymore. I babysat
10 drunk fuckers with a hangover and lost track of her. Girl2 texts me, "do you want to have sex
tonight?" so I do and I go but honestly we had sex outside and it was cold, talking to her was the best
part. around 2'oclock I skate to the local diner and sleep there.
that morning girl1 hits me up, I don't smoke pot anymore (because I'm saving money for rent) and
she was out, so we talked for a few hours, I played her some of my songs, light bit of kino and a
lightsaber fight- I could have fucked her, I already know. But I didn't. She and I chilled all day but I
just went home eventually.
for me, the game is more fun than the sex. just thought I'd share
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how do you convince a girl with body issues to let you take
pictures of her?
0 upvotes | July 30, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I want to take some nudes of one of my plates but since she's a bit chubby she's not that confident in
her body.
all I can think of is saying I want her for masturbation material but that might not be the most
convincing thing to say.
edit: whoops, I guess I fucked up the phrasing.
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An insight I had on shit tests that I want to share.
0 upvotes | July 22, 2014 | by Sine_amor_nihil_est | Link | Reddit Link
So the other day I had a sort of 'Ah-ha' moment regarding shit tests, and negs. I'd like to share with
the community, and hopefully my knowledge will help someone reading this.
Anyways, the realization is this. The key to overcoming the shit test is: TELL HER TO GO FUCK
HERSELF, WITHOUT TELLING HER TO GO FUCK HERSELF.
Granted, the proper execution of this idea may take a bit of practice, but the important thing is if you
keep this idea in your mind, then you can have the proper frame to spontaneously maneuver around
her when she gets uppity.
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Hahahaha fuck all of you insignificant fucking losers who don't
let people post here unless they're a member because all normal
people in society disagree with your stupid fucking misogynist
way of life
0 upvotes | June 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/trpgame/comments/291hht/hahahaha_fuck_all_of_you_insignificant_fuckin
g/
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I’m Done With Being a "Good Boy"
0 upvotes | June 23, 2014 | by Scoundrel_ | Link | Reddit Link
http://thescoundrelblog.wordpress.com/2014/06/05/im-done-with-being-a-good-boy/
"The reality is, most men — and the majority of 'boyfriends' — are useless beta turds. You don’t
really have to do anything special to pull the women who have settled for these suckers away from
them."
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Dating Sims to Improve Game?
0 upvotes | June 19, 2014 | by shawn_23 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi TheRedPill, my name is Shawn. I have been lurking for a while and recently fully embraced the
red pill. I don’t really have the time to go to night clubs in between collage, work and the gym.
Trying to keep up with a few girls is impossible at the moment, so I started playing dating sims to
horn my game.
They have worked to an extent. It’s not the fact that the girls aren't real that is the biggest issue. It’s
the way they are portrayed. In an average situation in the ones I have played, you play as an average
high school male. You are surrounded by at least five single girls, and the point of the game is to try
to win them over.
Here are where my problems begin. In order to win them over and have sex with the, you basically
have to worship the ground they walk on and spend every waking hour with them. I’ve waited ten
hours gameplay just for my first sex scene! The entire time I have to just listen to them talk about
their problems, buy them thing, flatter them, and spend every hour with them.
You can have fun with multiple girls at once either. The game will only let you attempt to buy one
female at a time!
Maybe I’m playing the wrong ones. I don’t know. What am I doing wrong, and can someone
recommend a few more useful ones?
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What is your go-to game "on the fly"?
0 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by HGHmeathead | Link | Reddit Link
There is a rock climbing wall at the gym I go to and when I was leaving, I noticed the cute attendant
was staring at me. I couldn't think of anything to say so I just walked away like a Beta haha.. What
would you guys have done?
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Help BigJuiceDaddy to convince Girlfriend to have threesome.
0 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by bigjuicedaddy | Link | Reddit Link
Help BigJuiceDaddy to convince Girlfriend to have threesome.
Okay basically let me give you fucking apes a backstory on this situation, or just read the summary;
I’m drunk so just let big daddy talk. Meet girlfriend a year ago through social circle, she was an ex of
one of the guys in it. We start banging, I know she’s a massive sloot, she does it all; anal, likes to be
chokes, hit (fucking hard), everything; and I fucking mean everything. However, this girl has more
red flags then a fucking red flag store, I’m talking:
Depression
-Daddy Issues -Been in an abusive relationship (Although kinda fucked up for me to say, it still
is a red flag) -More tattoos then, a fucking..tattoo place or whatever.
So naturally been a really smart guy, I decide to make this girl my girlfriend because the sex was so
good; and real talk we do get along well she actually is somewhat smart and is fairly kind. She also
buys me a ton of shit, so no beta bux I have litterley paid for nothing and I’m not even exaggerating;
she has bought everything.
Fastforward to a year, I realize that the sex has slowed down a bit. She’s throwing shit tests, taking
longer to get “turned on” and you can tell these red flags are truly coming to fruition. Now before you
say Its because I’m been a needy phaggot, your probably right. Or, lets think for a second, maybe
there’s a god damn reason why this girls relationships have never worked out.
However, the final hour came when for whatever reason I ask if she’s been in a MMF threesome as a
joke; which OF COURSE SHE HAS. Of course, thank god I asked; because I’m totally glad I woke
up a year from now staring in the mirror like this
http://www.meh.ro/thumbnail/2009_12/meh.ro2202.jpg realizing I’m dating the countries cum
dumpster. For some reason, I can’t get past this, I just can’t, its to much for me to handle. If it was a
fuckbuddy, noooo problem, but m8; this is my “girlfriend” here.
Now your probably asking, if this girl is such a cum dumpster then why haven’t you had a threesome
yet you big silly goose. Great question guys, because for some great reason I decided to fuck myself
early on and say to her “threesomes in a committed relationship=bad”; well before I realized what I
had done. So I’m already coming from minus 1, probably minus 2 as I reacted badly when she told
me so she probably felt I slut shamed her etc.
So now here we are, It might be to late recover this late in the game, but I believe its possible; as she
is bi-sexual and probably wouldn’t be opposed if this was 5 months ago. So fellas, I’m asking ya
here, lets get this fucking party started here break it down for me, what are we working with, and how
are we gonna do it.
The good news is that I’m 6ft 1, jacked, and white. So its not like I can’t just pull girls with her, the
problem is convincing her to make this happen. Also let me reframe this, I’ve never had a threesome
before so part of my anger/disgust to her probably comes from that scarcity/jealousy mindset. I
apologize for the length, I did some serious drinking tonight; drinking with Terry Hoitz.
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Summary/Cliffs
OP is starting to end a relationship. OP is dating a cum dumpster.
OP wants to have a threesome. OP early in the relationship tells
her “threesomes in relationships=bad”. OP knows he can make this
happen, but he needs the process to do it; and the sobriety. OP is
not opposed to walking away from it all, but isn’t one to pass up
on a free opportunity.
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Jealous on BF - shit test?
0 upvotes | June 14, 2014 | by 3Gf93bMtX3 | Link | Reddit Link
She is cheating on him with me.
He texted her when we were together, she looks at me, face completely serious: "Are you jealous on
(his name as diminutive/pet name) ?" I said "no", then immediately changed it to "maybe a little".
Was she shit-testing me? How would you respond?
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[Song] Ugly Duckling - Pick Up Lines
0 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by moltar | Link | Reddit Link
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What methods do you use to gather info on a girl?
0 upvotes | June 4, 2014 | by redgamee | Link | Reddit Link
An often missed principle of seduction is the ability to connect with someone.
you have to connect with the girl, how does one do this? you have to see the world through her
eyes and fulfill her needs
You need to be able to really get a feel for her (mentally!) – what she’s thinking, how she feels, what
she’s missing, what she’s disappointed by. This allows you to gather information on your target so
you can first work out what her needs are, then ensure you are the person who fulfills her needs.
So RP brothers, how the hell do you guys do this on dates? Share your methods.
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had cosmetic surgery done 2 weeks ago to make my chin and
jaw more masculine... review in here
0 upvotes | June 1, 2014 | by tony_douglas | Link | Reddit Link
The nice guy thing really extends a lot past simply "being a man". Girls love to backwards rationalize
things. For the most part women are not naturally rational thinkers when it comes to attraction, I say
this with the caveat that women are looking for that "impulse" buy compared to the methodical study
of 10 different men. Case in point, I just got jaw implant and chin implant cosmetic surgery done
approximately 3 weeks ago. I have always felt like girls disrespect me for no reason, even when I'm
neither being as ass nor being a friendly tampon. The irony is that I grew up playing a lot of varsity
sports so most of my friends dont even think about getting laid... I would say the average lay count in
my friend circle is probably around 20 most of which are cute to hot girls. I started realizing
correlations when I first found TheRedPill, but the one tabboo no one mentions here is that nice
versus bad boy is hammered into girls brains as "survivor" versus "victim" in stone age evo biology
thinking. Ever since getting the cosmetic work done, I have realized a few different girls eyeing me. I
have had a couple girls who I saw around for a couple months who completely ignore before come
right up to me to tell me I looked good and when I asked what they were doing over the weekend,
they invited me over to a party.
I feel like i wasted so much time in college when 2 hours of surgery was all I needed to reduce my
going out "gaming" threshold by 1000s of hours per lay.
tl/dr: had cosmetic surgery done to make face more masculine. Outcome was great and difference in
way girls treat me so far is staggering. If you have a serious looks problem I given well done
cosmetic surgery two ecstatic thumbs up.
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Beautiful blond at salon, need advice
0 upvotes | May 28, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
I've been tanning for the past two weeks and there is this beautiful blonde that I always notice that
works there. The problem is that she is either helping another customer at the register or is standing
with 3 or 4 other employees. What is a good way to approach her? There is another employee that is
always there and I may just tell her to give the blonde my number. Thanks for the help, guys. No
hate, please.
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Dancing turns girls on
0 upvotes | May 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Learning how to fucking move with the groove can turn a girl on faster than you can turn on your
Mercedes. I'm kinda hammered so this might not be as coherent as it could be but TL;DR: At a party,
danced with cute older chick, got to second base within the hour of meeting her, made out almost got
laid. A little southern comfort helps too. ;)
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imitating men with high SMV...
0 upvotes | May 20, 2014 | by dai_xinyi_boxer | Link | Reddit Link
I don't think imitating violent criminals so you can get laid is a good idea...
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If you're into club game, this is why getting bottle service/table
is worth it
0 upvotes | May 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hey /r/trpgame. I wrote this after last weekend where I got a few numbers and a Tinder hookup. On
the other hand, one of my buddies went out as well and didn't have any success, as usual.
One thing I noticed that could have contributed to his lack of success was his refusal to buy into
SMV, status, and frankly money as things women are attracted to. And no where is this more evident
on a Saturday night than in the dichotomy between plebs crushed together on the lower level dance
floor versus the guys dressed up leaning over the railings on the 2nd level looking down from their
table.
So I wrote up a little comparison of bottle service versus conventional PUA and my argument for the
former.
I'm not saying that bottle service = VIP sex god status. I'm using it as a metaphor for SMV vs PUA
routines, which are only good for brute force-mining.
TL;DR (http://sangnamjaa.wordpress.com/2014/05/13/bottle-service-sarging/)
Bottle service (aka investing in value/quality)
Makes you prepare more, thus giving you more drive to succeed
Better venue that is more relaxing and enjoyable
Access to hotter girls
Instant status & social proof
More alcohol per $ (when you actually calculate the cost of drinking the same amount a la
carte).
Place to isolate
Gives you control
Makes your presence a scarce resource.
PUA sarging/blitzing/multi-set opening/standing around
Non-tabled venues are usually college bars with lower quality women.
Harder to plan stuff
Can look awkward if not always engaged
Tbh, it's cheap as sharing a bottle with 2-3 guys isn't that expensive.
It's quantity over quality

Remember, bottle service just means SMV, I'm not saying a bottle of Absolut will get you laid
(although if you're in Asia, a BMW/Mercedes keychain will, but that's a whole other post)
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I feel like I handled this text situation badly...
0 upvotes | May 10, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/a/KsFl8
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Guitar, yes or no?
0 upvotes | May 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
'Sup guys, quick question here which needs a quick answer.
Basically I've been seeing this chick for almost a month and we have a friends-with-benefits thing
going on. We both agreed on seeing each other tonight and go to a party (with some of our mutual
friends), we also agreed we should eat something at her place and eventually sleep there.
I consider myself a good guitar player, and I'm wondering if it would be a smart idea to bring my
guitar to teach her some songs. Or would you consider this beta since I'm looking for validation?
Either way I'm sleeping with her so give me your opinion.
And oh, respond quickly 'cause I'm leaving in an hour or three. Cheers!
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Girl asks for sex then ends up feeling guilty about asking (long
but has tl:dr at the bottom)
0 upvotes | May 5, 2014 | by MontePrince | Link | Reddit Link
I work with this 20 year old girl who goes to church every Sunday. I'm thinking a lot of resistance for
whoever wants to get into her pants but that changed recently. She breaks up with her bf and starts
chatting me up. I tell her that I'll get the booze if she'll provide the location. I'm thinking just the two
of us and with a little alcohol she'll finally shed that self deprecating shell that religion has given her
and be ready.
I get a text a day later saying how she's throwing a party. I never asked for that but I guess it's what
she had to do to feel comfortable. I don't end up going because I was out with a buddy and some
burlesque girls the night before tearing it up at the strip club. Too wiped for anything. I tell her and
she is pissed but she accepts it and says I have to make it up to her. I ask her what she wants. She
says she needs to think. I tell her not to hold back. This flusters her and I don't really get anything
from that point on.
I wake up the next morning to a message from her. It says "fuck me before I leave." I respond with "I
can do that." A little while later the alcohol must have worn off and she says if she sent anything bad
last night it's because she was black out and yada yada horseshit excuses. I then say "So you don't
want me to come over on Thursday?" She responds "No. You should." I'm not into this girl but she's
younger than me and hasn't been ravaged too much so I'm thinking I should fuck her.
No communication until Thursday when I get at her and she responds to my message about how her
day is going but doesn't respond when I ask her if a little after 9 is a good time to come over. I know.
Don't ask. Anyway, she never gets back to me and come Saturday I know I'll see her at work.
Saturday comes and I start getting all of these messages from her asking why I didn't get back to her
and that we should hang out. I know what she's doing but I play along and say yeah and that we
should see one another and hang out next weekend. Nothing. Out of all the people I text I guess her
phone is the only one that doesn't get my messages. I go to work.
Upon getting to work she is avoiding eye contact and I can tell through this horseshit charade that
she's trying to find a way to shift blame to me so she doesn't feel like crap. I start talking with her and
making her laugh to ease things up and it works. Anyway, this guy comes in who she apparently likes
a bit but never got back to her and she starts talking to one of our co-workers about him and how
excited she is that they're texting and shit right in front of me. Cunt.
At the end of my shift she's talking about her going away party because she's moving to DC at the
end of the month and she really wants me to go but I was like, "Naw. I don't think I'm gonna make
it." She says, "But, you said you wanted to hang out next weekend." Wait wait wait. Didn't you go
through this whole act like you weren't receiving my texts? Sorry for this long bullshit story but I just
realized today from clicking a link over to TheRedPill subreddit that this shit has happened to me
way too often and I am a child and byproduct of this feminist movement bullshit and I have this anger
that I haven't had in a long time. Any advice would rock.
TL:DR-Chick says she wants to fuck, bails on me when we're suppose to, pretends like it's my fault at
work and now wants me to come to her going away party. Advice?
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How do you tell if you're good looking or an incel?
0 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
What is a definitive no bullshit way to find out if you are good looking enough to play the cold
approach game? Everyone on here pretty much preaches it's all about looks.. but how good looking
do you have to be? Is there any way you can definitively determine where you fall on the spectrum?
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"nice guys are ugly, hot guys are assholes, hot nice guys are
gay"
0 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | by dai_xinyi_boxer | Link | Reddit Link
Just wondering what you guys think about the statement. Some people claim the bad boy behavior is
a result of physical attractiveness, they are just good looking guys who act with their options. An ugly
guy who act like an asshole still can't to get laid.
agree or disagree?
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Help me with my POF profile.
0 upvotes | April 26, 2014 | by Spekkio | Link | Reddit Link
I'm moving to a new city, and this will be my first time setting up a dating profile on a website. New
to this, and have done some reading on what to do and what not to do. I've written a rough draft on
what I want my profile to say. Please read it over and let me know what's good and not good. I prefer
if you let me know if you actually have any experience on dating sites when you comment, but will
consider advice from all. One thing I think I may need is more emotion in it. It might be a bit boring.
The site I'm going to be using is POF. Here is the text:
"I just moved to (redacted) ladies! It's my first time on a dating website too. Get me while I'm fresh,
and haven't lost faith in humanity due to the online dating experience haha. This summer I plan on
spending it mostly just having fun, doing the things I love with the people I love. I'll be doing a little
bit of courses, and won't be working for a couple months. I'm excited for the good times. I make
money by playing poker, so I spend a lot of time at the casino.
I'm likely to be seen playing games on my computer and listening to metal. I own a street bike, which
I use almost daily. I had to leave all my riding friends behind when I moved to Ed, so I'm down for
finding new people to ride with if you're into that. I like golfing, paintballing, hunting, dirtbiking...
you know, general outdoor things you'll see that most guys are into. Im a good cook, but I expect you
to be as well.
I'm an intelligent person, who hangs out with other intelligent people. If this sounds like something
that also describes you, then you just might be my type of lady. If you can keep up when we play
competitive board games, then you're in! And it's no secret, guys are into a pretty face and I'm no
exception.
You may message me if you're smart.
or You may message me if you have a motorcycle, because we'll go for a ride at least,
or You may message me if you're into metal music,
or You may message me if you're into board games,
or You may message me if you can cook,
or You may message me if you're confident enough to."
--UPDATE-No longer going to make an online dating profile. Thanks for the feedback everyone, it was well
received.
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